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[Constituency break]
Main Estimates 2019-2020

The main estimates (budget) for 2019-2020 are all being considered in the legislative policy committees. Below is a list of ministries, the schedule of debate, and links to posted transcripts. At 7:30 p.m. on November 19 the Committee of Supply will meet to vote on the estimates.

Meetings start at 9 a.m. (morning), 3:30 p.m. (afternoon); or 7 p.m. (evening), except for Executive Council, which starts at 8:30 a.m. Estimates debates are scheduled for three hours except for Executive Council, Seniors and Housing, Transportation, and Service Alberta, which are scheduled for two hours. The ministries of Education, Advanced Education, and Health each have two meetings scheduled for a total of six hours’ debate per ministry.

Listing by date:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ministry</th>
<th>Committee</th>
<th>Meeting Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture and Forestry</td>
<td>Resource Stewardship</td>
<td>October 29 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seniors and Housing</td>
<td>Families and Communities</td>
<td>October 29 morning (2 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture, Multiculturalism and Status of Women</td>
<td>Alberta’s Economic Future</td>
<td>October 29, afternoon (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Resource Stewardship</td>
<td>October 29, afternoon (2 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Education</td>
<td>Alberta’s Economic Future</td>
<td>October 30 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Education</td>
<td>Alberta’s Economic Future</td>
<td>October 30 afternoon (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Families and Communities</td>
<td>October 30 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Families and Communities</td>
<td>October 30 afternoon (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury Board and Finance</td>
<td>Resource Stewardship</td>
<td>October 31 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s Services</td>
<td>Families and Communities</td>
<td>October 31 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Families and Communities</td>
<td>November 5 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Families and Communities</td>
<td>November 5 afternoon (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous Relations</td>
<td>Resource Stewardship</td>
<td>November 5 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>Alberta’s Economic Future</td>
<td>November 5 afternoon (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community and Social Services</td>
<td>Families and Communities</td>
<td>November 6 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community and Social Services</td>
<td>Families and Communities</td>
<td>November 6 afternoon (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour and Immigration</td>
<td>Alberta’s Economic Future</td>
<td>November 6 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Development, Trade and Tourism</td>
<td>Alberta’s Economic Future</td>
<td>November 6 afternoon (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Council</td>
<td>Alberta’s Economic Future</td>
<td>November 7 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal Affairs</td>
<td>Resource Stewardship</td>
<td>November 7 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment and Parks</td>
<td>Resource Stewardship</td>
<td>November 19 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice and Solicitor General</td>
<td>Families and Communities</td>
<td>November 19 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Resource Stewardship</td>
<td>November 19 morning (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Alberta</td>
<td>Families and Communities</td>
<td>November 19 afternoon (2 hours)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aboriginal communities (continued)
Environmental programs ... Feehan 55, 99–100; Wilson 55
First Nations chiefs’ meeting with Executive Council members ... Nixon, Jason 598
Job creation ... Irwin 192
Programs and services ... Feehan 1713

Aboriginal consultation
Bill 14 See Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation Act (Bill 14): Stakeholder consultation
Energy industry projects ... Neuendorf 1689
Pipeline development ... Feehan 30; Hoffman 897; Kenney 30, 897
Sale of public land (Motion Other than Government Motion 507: defeated) ... Carson 2036; Feehan 2029–30, 2036–37; Hoffman 2034–35; Irwin 2035; Loewen 2030–32; Loyola 2035–36; Pancholi 2032–33; Wilson 2033–34
Sale of public land (Motion Other than Government Motion 507: defeated), amendment, Speaker’s rulings on ... Speaker, The 2031–32
Sale of public land (Motion Other than Government Motion 507: defeated), division ... 2037
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Feehan 1135; Phillips 772; Toews 772, 1135

Aboriginal peoples
Federal-provincial jurisdiction ... Feehan 57
History ... Hoffman 397; Nicolaides 397
Programs and services, funding 2019-2020, members’ statements ... Feehan 2715
Reconciliation See Reconciliation between aboriginal and nonaboriginal peoples

Aboriginal peoples day
See National Indigenous Peoples Day

Aboriginal peoples’ economic development
General remarks ... Turton 321
Provincial corporation established See Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation
Provincial corporation proposed See Alberta indigenous opportunities corporation
Tourism See Tourism: Aboriginal tourism

Aboriginal relations
General remarks ... Feehan 99; Neuendorf 1689–90; Schow 1689
Members’ statements ... Feehan 57, 1645, 2076
Treaties ... Feehan 166, 2049; Kenney 194; Nixon, Jason 2049; Notley 194; Speech from the Throne 5–6; Turton 320
Treaty acknowledgement ... Deol 397, 777; Feehan 30, 1645; Hoffman 98; Irwin 392; Kenney 30; Notley 678; Pancholi 121; Pon 646; Toews 777; Wilson 30, 647, 1077; Yaseen 620
Treaty acknowledgement, Lethbridge ... Phillips 702–3

Aboriginal relations ministry
See Ministry of Indigenous Relations

Aboriginal tourism programs
See Tourism: Aboriginal tourism

Aboriginal Veterans Day
See National Aboriginal Veterans Day

Aboriginal women
Employment programs See Women Building Futures skilled trades program
Violence against See National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls; Violence against women: Missing and murdered aboriginal women
Abortion services
Access ... Aheer 1904; Renaud 1904
Access (Motion Other than Government Motion 506: defeated) ... Aheer 1891–92; Glasgo 1888–90; Irwin 1890–91; Issik 1893–94; Panchoi 1892–93; Renaud 1887–88, 1894–95; Shepherd 1894
Access (Motion Other than Government Motion 506: defeated), division ... 1894–95
Access, members’ statements ... Renaud 1363–64
Access zone restrictions ... Aheer 806; Goehring 806

Absence of members from the Assembly
See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Reference to absence from the Chamber

Abuse of children
Reporting requirements, laws and legislation See Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 202)

Access to information laws
See Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP Act)

Access to the future fund
Dissolution ... Dang 2097; Hoffman 2679–80; Irwin 2231–32; Sabir 2564, 2600–2601; Sigurdson, L. 2094, 2514; Toews 2057
Dissolution, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

Accountability in government
See Government accountability

ACFN
See Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation

Acheson rail crossing upgrade project
See Highway 60: Overpass at Acheson rail crossing, capital plan

Achievement tests
See Student testing (elementary and secondary students)

Act for Strong Families building Stronger Communities, An
General remarks ... Panchoi 1117

Act Respecting the Laicity of the State, An (Quebec Bill 21)
General remarks ... Sabir 1280
Government response ... Deol 900; McIver 900
Province response ... Deol 979; Kenney 979

Act Respecting the Regulation of Vessels that Transport Crude Oil or Persistent Oil to or from Ports or Marine Installations Located along British Columbia’s North Coast, An
See Oil Tanker Moratorium Act (federal Bill C-48)

Act to Amend the Alberta Bill of Rights to Protect Our Children, An (Bill 10, 2014)
Gay-straight alliance provisions ... Billos 724–25; Dang 1269; Eggen 781–82; Goehring 855; Hoffman 708–9; Nixon, Jason 868, 1155–56; Notley 670, 683–84, 1182; Schmidt 1155; Shepherd 788–89; Speaker, The 670
General remarks ... Carson 1491; Dang 1549; Eggen 1548

Act to Cap Regulated Electricity Rates, An
Amendments, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)

Act to Combat Poverty and fight for Albertans with Disabilities, An (Bill 26, 2018)
Environment and Parks minister’s remarks when in opposition ... Hoffman 2209

Act to Enact the Impact Assessment Act and the Canadian Energy Regulator Act, to Amend the Navigation Protection Act
Province response ... Allard 1829; Hanson 1857; Kenney 1834, 1909–10; Toews 2013

Act to Enact the Impact Assessment Act and the Canadian Energy Regulator Act, to Amend the Navigation Protection Act and to Make Consequential Amendments to Other Acts, An (federal Bill C-69)
Former Environment ministers appearance before Independent Senators Group ... Phillips 11–12
Former Premier Notley’s appearance before Senate Standing Committee on Energy, the Environment and Natural Resources ... Goehring 21; Notley 13–14
Joint letter to Senate from four largest Alberta political parties, May 17, 2019 ... Kenney 18–19
Premier’s and Energy minister’s appearance before Senate Standing Committee on Energy, the Environment and Natural Resources ... Kenney 20–21; Savage 9
Premier’s meeting with Senators on ... Kenney 19
Premier’s meetings in Ontario and Quebec on ... Kenney 19
Province response ... Fir 319; Horner 300; Madu 623; Rehn 406; Savage 300, 1778–79; Schweitzer 1285–86; Singh 1778; Speech from the Throne 6; Stephan 1773
Province response, members’ statements ... Guthrie 816; Sabir 815–16
Province response (Government Motion 8: carried unanimously) ... Ellis 16–17; Glubish 1406; Goehring 21; Kenney 18–21; Loewen 12–13; Nixon, Jason 9, 21; Notley 13–16; Phillips 10–12; Sabir 17–18; Savage 9–10
Province response (Government Motion 8: carried unanimously), division ... 22

Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2)
First reading ... Copping 58
Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Alberta’s Economic Future Committee (referral amendment REF1) (Ganley/Sweet: defeated) ... Copping 379; Ganley 378–79; Speaker, The 416–17; Sweet 378
Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2)  
(continued)
Second reading, motion to not now read because the Assembly is of the view that the bill will not draw investment or stimulate the economy and further public consultation is necessary (reasoned amendment RA1) (Shepherd/Irwin: defeated) ...
Aheer 502–3; Bilous 529; Carson 515–7; Ceci 551; Copping 510–11; Dach 507–9; Dang 505–7, 511, 517, 519–20, 522, 524–25, 544, 555–56; Deol 509–10; Eggen 514–15, 520–22; Feehan 553–55; Ganley 527–30; Glasgow 552–53; Goehring 537–40; Gray 556–57; Hoffman 542–44, 546–47; Irwin 502, 504, 509, 512, 525–27; Loyola 502–5; Madu 557–58; Nielsen 547–50; Notley 530–37; Pancholi 512–14; Panda 507; Phillips 541, 544–49; Renaud 517–19; Sabir 502, 511–12; Schmidt 537, 540–42; Schow 550–51; Shepherd 502, 527; Sigurdson, L. 551–52; Sweet 523–24
Second reading, motion to not now read because the Assembly is of the view that the bill will not draw investment or stimulate the economy and further public consultation is necessary (reasoned amendment RA1) (Shepherd/Irwin: defeated), division ... 558
Second reading, relevance of debate ... Deputy Speaker 546
Second reading, Speaker’s ruling on debate ... Speaker, The 503, 539
Second reading, speaker’s rulings on debate ... Speaker, The 516
Second reading, motion to not now read (6-month hoist amendment HA) (Dang: defeated) ...
Bilous 594–96; Copping 589–90, 597–98; Dach 586–88; Dang 571–74; Deol 588–89; Eggen 575, 586, 591; Ellis 574–75; Gray 596–97; Hoffman 588, 592–94; Nielsen 594; Notley 574–82; Schmidt 590–92; Shepherd 584–86; Sweet 583–84
Second reading, motion to not now read (6-month hoist amendment HA) (Dang: defeated), division ... 598–99
Second reading, points of order on debate ... Acting Speaker (Miliken) 572; Dang 507, 553, 572; Deputy Speaker 546, 553; Eggen 515, 519–20, 527; Ellis 519, 546, 572; Feehan 553; Ganley 546; Loewen 546; McIver 151; Schow 519; Speaker, The 151, 507, 519–20; Sweet 519
Second reading,, Speaker’s rulings on debate ... Speaker, The 520
Second reading, division, ... 599
Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2)  
(continued)
Committee, amendment A1 (overtime pay provisions) (Sweet: defeated) ...
Deol 1000–1001; McIver 1562–63; McIver 1597–98; McIver 1598–99; McIver 1599–1601; McIver 1601–2; Schow 1600–1601, 1607–8; Yaob 1609–10
Committee, amendment A1 (overtime pay provisions) (Sweet: defeated) ...
Deol 1597–98; McIver 1607–11; Notley 1601–2; Schow 1600–1601, 1607–8; Yaob 1609–10
Third reading, motion to reconsider bill to Committee of the Whole to reconsider section 4 (recommittal amendment REC) (Bilous: defeated) ...
Aheer 1598; Bilous 1596–97; Dang 1603–5; Getson 1602–3; Madu 1605, 1607; McIver 1587–88, 1597–98; Nielsen 1593–94, 1605–7; Notley 1417–21; Pancholi 1596–1600; Renaud 1588–90, 1608–9; Schmidt 1601–2; Schow 1600–1601, 1607–8; Yaob 1609–10
Third reading, points of order on debate ... Bilous 1586; Deputy Speaker 1601; McIver 1596; Nixon, Jason 1586; Speaker, The 1586
Third reading, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Dang 1586; Schmidt 1601; Speaker, The 1587
Third reading, division ... 1612
Royal Assent ... 18 July (outside of House sitting)
Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2)  
(continued)  
Bill title ... Bilous 594; Renaud 1590  
Comparison with other jurisdictions’ legislation ... Ceci  
1425–26; Dach 588; Deol 589, 1001; Gray 1092;  
Notley 581, 1418; Schmidt 590–91; Sweet 524, 583– 
84  
General remarks ... Bilous 605; Copping 605, 608;  
Gray 608; Guthrie 93; Horner 605; Loewen 620;  
Pancholi 1163; Sigurdson, L. 641; Toews 383.  
Government members’ participation in debate ... Dang  
525, 544, 555–56, 571–74; Notley 574, 577–79  
Government press release ... Gray 557  
Holiday pay provisions See Employment Standards  
Code: Sections 26–30, general holiday pay  
Implementation, administrative requirements ... Nielsen  
439  
Labour relations provisions See Labour Relations  
Code: Sections 32–41, union certification  
Overtime pay and banked time provisions See  
Employment Standards Code: Sections 21–24,  
overtime and overtime pay  
Purpose and intent ... Amery 313; Bilous 605; Ceci  
211; Copping 605; Eggen 575; Fir 319; Horner  
605; Nixon, Jeremy 172; Notley 532, 681–82;  
Speech from the Throne 6; Sweet 523  
Section 2(2), support to employees provisions (new  
Labour Relations Code section 5.1) ... Copping 146;  
Gray 147  
Youth wage ... Dang 571–74  
Act to Protect Patients, An  
General remarks ... Renaud 1609  
Act to Protect Public Health Care, An (Bill 203)  
First reading ... Feehan 808  
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills committee  
final report with recommendation that bill not proceed ...  
Ellis 1281; Feehan 1904–5; Shandro 1905  
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills  
committee final report with recommendation that bill  
not proceed, members’ request to speak to motion for  
concurrence ... Speaker, The 1281  
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills  
committee final report with recommendation that bill  
not proceed, motion for concurrence (carried) ...  
Dang 1882; Ellis 1882; Feehan 1875–76; Horner  
1881–82; Neudorf 1878–79; Orr 1880; Pancholi  
1880–81; Phillips 1879–80; Pitt 1876–77; Shephard  
1877–78  
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills  
committee final report with recommendation that bill  
not proceed, motion for concurrence (carried),  
division ... 1882  
Bill development and progress ... Feehan 901; Shandro  
901–2  
Act to Provide for the Resumption and Continuation of  
Postal Services (federal Bill C–6, 2011)  
General remarks ... Carson 1064–65; Loewy 1065  
Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, An (Bill 1)  
First reading ... Kenney 8  
Second reading ... Bilous 86–88; Carson 130, 137–39;  
Ceci 169; Dach 168–70; Dang 82–83, 85, 126–28;  
Eggen 83–84; Ellis 106; Feehan 99–101, 166–67;  
Ganley 123–25; Goehring 101; Hoffman 97–99,  
105; Irwin 98–99, 125, 159–41; Jones 128;  
Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, An (Bill 1)  
(continued)  
Second reading (continued) ... Kenney 44; Loewen  
136–37; Loysa 96, 102–5; McIver 90–91, 105–7,  
167; Nielsen 88, 139, 143; Nixon, Jason 85–86,  
135–36; Notley 131–35; Pancholi 103, 107, 121–23;  
Phillips 89–90; Renaud 91–92, 141–43; Sabir  
95–96; Schmidt 79–81, 122, 128–31, 134–35; Schow  
141; Shepher 81–83; Sweet 103–4; Toews 44  
Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer  
subject matter to Alberta’s Economic Future  
Committee (referral amendment REF1) (Sweet;  
defeated) ... Carson 130, 137–39; Ceci 169; Dach  
168–69; Dang 126–28; Ellis 106; Feehan 166–67;  
Goehring 123–25; Hoffman 105; Irwin 125, 139–41;  
Jones 128; Loewen 136–37; Loysa 104–5; McIver  
105–7, 167; Nielsen 139, 141–43; Nixon, Jason  
135–36; Notley 131–35; Pancholi 107, 121–23;  
Renaud 141–43; Schmidt 122, 128–31, 134–35;  
Schow 141; Sweet 103–4  
Committee ... Bilous 244–45; Carson 244; Dach  
220–22, 244; Eggen 239–40; Goehring  
241; Gray 240–41; Irwin 240; Pancholi 223–24,  
244; Sabir 222–23; Schmidt 215–18, 243, 245–46;  
Sigurdson, L. 218–20, 234  
Committee, amendment A1 (consultation provisions)  
(Schmidt; defeated) ... Dach 220–22; Eggen 239;  
Irwin 240; Pancholi 223–24; Sabir 222–23;  
Schmidt 217–18; Sigurdson, L. 218–20  
Committee, amendment A2 (carbon levy revenue  
utilization) (Eggen; defeated) ... Bilous 244–45;  
Carson 244; Dach 220–22, 244; Goehring 241;  
Gray 240–41; Irwin 240; Pancholi 223–24;  
Schmidt 243; Sigurdson, L. 244  
Committee, amendment A3 (coming-into-force date)  
(Schmidt; defeated) ... Schmidt 245–46  
Third reading ... Bilous 335–36; Carson 336–37; Gray  
Nixon, Jason 337; Notley 328–32; Schmidt 327–28  
Third reading, division ... 339  
Royal Assent ... 4 June 2019 (outside of House sitting);  
Kenney 357  
General remarks ... Guthrie 93; Loewen 620; Madu  
622–23; Nicolaiodes 396; Sabir 209; Toews 383;  
Walker 184  
Members’ statements ... Ellis 748  
Official Opposition position ... Kenney 1175–76  
Premier’s remarks on coming-into-force date, point of  
privilege (obstructing a member in performance of  
duty) ... Bilous 34–35; Nixon, Jason 35–36; Speaker,  
The, 36, 59–60  
Purpose and intent ... Amery 312; Fir 319; Nixon,  
Jeremy 172; Notley 681; Rowswell 311; Speech  
from the Throne 6  
Purpose and intent of bill ... Sabir 210  
Act to Strengthen Municipal Government Act, An  
Amendments, laws and legislation See Red Tape  
Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)  
Act to Support Gay-Straight Alliances, An  
General remarks ... Bilous 725; Carson 1491–92; Dach  
721; Gray 721, 724, 862, 1515–16; Irwin 298, 423;  
711; LaGrange 298; Nixon, Jason 423; Notley  
1882–84; Pancholi 862, 873, 1575, 1629–31;  
Phillips 719–20; Schmidt 1154–55  
Implementation ... Carson 790–91; Eggen 782, 1535;  
Irwin 784  
Acute health care facilities See Hospitals
Acute health care system
See Health care

Acute health care system finance
See Health care finance

Addiction, substance
See Substance abuse and addiction

Addiction and mental health system
Budget 2018-2019 ... Shepherd 728; Toews 728
General remarks ... Wilson 647
Provincial strategy See Mental health and addiction strategy

Addiction treatment
Detoxification and residential treatment centre, Lethbridge ... Phillips 420
Funding for additional spaces ... Luan 1776; Nixon, Jeremy 1775–76
Members’ statements ... Nixon, Jeremy 1697
Provincial strategy ... Luan 1755; Stephan 1755
Services following discharge from hospital, St. Paul ... Hanson 52; Luan 52
Support for families ... Luan 2261; Yaseen 2260–61

Addiction treatment, opioids
See Opioid use: Prevention and mitigation strategies

Adjournment of the Legislature
See Legislative Assembly of Alberta adjournment

ADL
See Alberta aids to daily living program

Administrator, The

Adolescent psychiatric care
See Child mental health services

Adoption
Comparison with other jurisdictions ... Williams 67
International adoption ... Pancholi 64
Private adoption ... Pancholi 64
Process ... Neudorf 1757; Schulz 1757
Process improvement (Motion Other than Government Motion 501: carried) ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 65;
Carson 65–66; Loewen 68–69; Pancholi 64–65;
Schow 67–68; Turton 63–64, 69; Williams 66–67

Adoption Awareness Month, National
See National Adoption Awareness Month

Adult guardianship
See Public guardian and trustee’s office

Advanced Education ministry
See Ministry of Advanced Education

Advanced educational institution finance
See Postsecondary educational institution finance

Advanced educational institutions
See Postsecondary educational institutions

Advanced educational institutions admissions (enrolment)
See Postsecondary educational institutions admissions (enrolment)

Advertising, political
Third-party advertising See Political advertising by third parties (corporations, unions, advocacy groups, etc.)

Advocate for children and youth, office
See Child and Youth Advocate’s office

Advocate for Persons with Disabilities
Funding ... Renaud 776; Toews 776
Funding from interim supply ... Renaud 908; Toews 908

Advocate for property rights
See Property Rights Advocate’s office

Advocate for utilities consumers
See Utilities Consumer Advocate

Ady, Jack William (former MLA)
See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Former MLA Jack William Ady

AER
See Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future, Standing

AFL
See Alberta Electric System Operator

AESA
See Alberta Agriculture, Food and Rural Development

Affordable housing
Calgary funding ... Ceci 2655; McIver 2656
Capital plan ... Irwin 2188; Pon 2188
Funding ... Irwin 2794–95; Pon 118; Sawhney 2795;
Sigurdson, L. 117–18, 1215
Funding from interim supply ... Sigurdson, L. 986
General remarks ... Irwin 1954
Members’ statements ... Getson 2464–65; Sigurdson, L. 110, 2465
Wait-lists, Lethbridge ... Neudorf 2084–85;
Pon 2084

Affordable supportive living initiative
Program reinstatement ... Allard 2020; Shandro 909, 2009, 2020; Shepherd 909; Sigurdson, R.J. 2009

AGL
See Alberta Federation of Labour

AG office
See Auditor General’s office

Agencies, boards, and commissions, government
See Government agencies, boards, and commissions

Aging population
Housing See Seniors’ housing

Aging population, program and service administration
See Ministry of Seniors and Housing

AGLC
See Alberta Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis

Agreement on internal trade
Labour mobility provisions ... Pancholi 1191

Agricultural diseases and pests
See Clubroot (plant pathogen)

Agricultural insurance
Claims ... Dach 2084, 2404; Dreeshen 2084
Crop insurance, funding from interim supply ... Rowsell 926; Toews 926
Private workplace insurance ... Copping 608; Rowsell 608

Agricultural Operation Practices Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019 (Bill 26)

Agricultural products
Export market development ... Dreeshen 805; Fir 902–3; Rosin 902–3; van Dijken 805
Export market development, Asia ... Dreeshen 1232–33; Horner 1232
Export to China ... Dach 1228; Dreeshen 1228, 1232; Horner 1232
Agricultural programs
Business risk management programs ... Bilous 1088; Dreeshen 805, 1088; van Dijken 805
Business risk management programs, support for wildfire-affected farmers and ranchers ... Dach 675–76; Dreeshen 675–76
Agricultural research
Funding, 2019–2020 ... Dach 2084; Dreeshen 2084
Agricultural worker safety
See Farm and ranch safety
Agricultural workers
Employment standards, labour relations, and occupational health and safety, laws and legislation ... Dach 111
Agriculture
2019 harvest, members’ statements ... Dach 2326–27
2019 harvest, support for farmers ... Dach 2391–92; Dreeshen 2392
Education and awareness events See Chops and Crops (agricultural awareness event)
Environmental stewardship ... Glasgow 70
General remarks ... Lovely 75
Heavy-load vehicle operators, driver training and testing
See Drivers’ licences: Commercial licence standards
International investment in Alberta ... Fir 903; Rosin 903
Job losses ... Dreeshen 1873; Orr 1873
Laws and legislation ... Speech from the Throne 6
Members’ statements ... Neudorf 1968; Schow 748
Official Opposition members’ remarks ... Allard 2615; Dreeshen 2615
Regulations ... Getson 2599
Support for ... Dreeshen 1309; Orr 1309
Support for small farms ... Dreeshen 1873; Orr 1873
Wildfire-affected areas ... Dach 675–76; Dreeshen 675–76
Agriculture and Forestry ministry
See Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
AgSafe Alberta Society
Funding ... Gray 2634
Members’ statements ... Orr 2608
AHCIP premiums
See Alberta health care insurance plan premiums
AHS
See Alberta Health Services (authority)
AHSTF, Standing Committee on
See Committee on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Standing
AI
See Alberta Innovates Corporation; Artificial intelligence
Aids to daily living
See Alberta aids to daily living program
AINP
See Alberta immigrant nominee program
AIOC
See Alberta indigenous opportunities corporation
Air ambulance service
See Emergency medical services (ambulances, etc.)
Air Cadets Week
Members’ statements ... Rutherford 2016
Air India
Flight 182, anniversary of attack on See National Day of Remembrance for Victims of Terrorism
Airdrie-East (constituency)
Member’s election as Deputy Speaker and Chair of Committees See Deputy Speaker and Chair of Committees
Transportation infrastructure See Transportation infrastructure: Airdrie area projects
Airdrie elementary school (Calgary Roman Catholic separate school district No. 1)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925
Airdrie Pro Rodeo
Members’ statements ... Pitt 1224–25
Airdrie school construction
See School construction
Aircraft
Direct international flights ... Fir 319
AISH
See Assured income for the severely handicapped
AIT
See Agreement on internal trade
AITC
See Tax credits: Alberta investor tax credit (AITC)
Albert Lacombe Catholic school, St. Albert
General remarks ... Renaud 890
Alberta
Culture of meritocracy ... Stephan 179
Alberta, University of
See University of Alberta
Alberta aids to daily living program
Funding from interim supply ... Shandro 910; Shepherd 909
Alberta Bill of Rights to Protect Our Children, An Act to Amend
See Act to Amend the Alberta Bill of Rights to Protect Our Children, An (Bill 10, 2014)
Alberta Blue Cross plan
See Seniors’ benefit program: Prescription drug benefits
Alberta cancer prevention legacy fund
Dissolution ... Dang 2097; Feehan 2064; Hoffman 2058–60, 2680–81; Irwin 2232–33; McIver 2060; Notley 2171; Sabir 2564–65, 2601; Sigurdson, L. 2094–95, 2513–14; Toews 2057, 2060–61
Dissolution, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)
Alberta Capital Finance Authority
Dissolution ... Toews 2341
Dissolution, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Alberta child and family benefit
Eligibility threshold ... Renaud 2523; Sabir 2565, 2601; Shepherd 2566–67
General remarks ... Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2013, 2057
Threshold criteria ... Dang 2511; Hoffman 2679; Sigurdson, L. 2095; Toews 2175
Alberta child benefit
Program termination ... Hoffman 2679; Shepherd 2566; Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2013, 2057
Alberta climate change office
Former deputy minister Eric Denhoff ... Gray 332–34; Notley 331–32

Alberta College of Art and Design
AUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Goehring 886

Alberta Competitiveness Council
Dissolution ... Schow 2349, 2452; Toews 2341
Dissolution, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Alberta Corporate Tax Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20); Job Creation Tax Cut (Alberta Corporate Tax Amendment) Act (Bill 3)

Alberta Craft Distillers Association
Grants, funding from supplementary supply ... Bilous 771; Toews 771

Alberta economy
See Economy of Alberta

Alberta Electric System Operator
Recommendations on electricity market requested by Energy minister ... Phillips 1960–61, 2056; Savage 1991, 2039–40; Schmidt 1983–84; Sweet 1993–94
Renewable electricity program (REP) ... Carson 1944; Gray 1665; Issik 1931; Kenney 1305; Phillips 1305, 1665–66; Reid 1168; Sabir 1928; Savage 1168; Schmidt 1940
Staffing ... Sabir 1791; Savage 1791

Alberta Emergency Management Agency
Provincial Operations Centre ... Ceci 2254–55; Madu 2255; Mclver 2219; Rehn 2219

Alberta Energy Regulator
Board of directors ... Nixon, Jason 820; Schmidt 820
Funding ... Nixon, Jason 1866; Notley 1866; Savage 1866
International Centre of Regulatory Excellence (ICORE) Auditor General’s report (October 2019) ... Nixon, Jason 1907; Nixon, Jeremy 1906–7
Project approval timelines ... Bilous 2534; Nixon, Jason 1907; Nixon, Jeremy 1907, 2544; Savage 2544

Alberta Enterprise Corporation
Funding ... Bilous 2230

Alberta Estate Winery and Meadery Association
Grants, funding from supplementary supply ... Bilous 771; Toews 771

Alberta Federation of Labour
President’s remarks on Bill 9 ... Irwin 940–41

Alberta friendship centres
Funding ... Feehan 2715

Alberta Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis
Aboriginal representation ... Feehan 1723–24

Alberta GEN
Energy in a Box portable solar energy project ... Sigurdson, L. 219

Alberta Green Energy Network
See Alberta GEN

Alberta Hansard
General remarks ... Hoffman 592
Managing editor See Table officers: Janet Schwegel

Alberta Health Care Insurance Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21); Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)

Alberta health care insurance plan
Seniors’ extended health benefits See Seniors’ benefit program: Prescription drug benefits

Alberta health care insurance plan premiums
General remarks ... Notley 534; Schmidt 469

Alberta Health Insurance Act
General remarks ... Orr 1880

Alberta Health Services (authority)
AUPE collective agreements, 2017-2020 ... Ceci 935; Goehring 886
Connect care clinical information system See Health information: Connect care clinical information system

Employee contract negotiations, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)
Investment management by AIMCo ... Nixon, Jason 2449; Schow 2349, 2452; Toews 2341
Investment management by AIMCo, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Laundry service privatization ... Shandro 2052–53; Toor 2052–53

November 29, 2019, letter to UNA on initiatives under consideration ... Horner 2718; Kenney 2715–16, 2790; Nixon, Jason 2665–66; Notley 2665–66, 2715–16, 2720–21, 2790; Shandro 2718, 2720–21; Shepherd 2720
Review ... Allard 981, 2020; Barnes 2005; Shandro 981, 1136–37, 2005–6, 2020; Shepherd 1038, 1136; Toews 2012

Alberta Health Services (authority) service delivery
See Health care

Alberta heritage savings trust fund
Comparison with other sovereign wealth funds ... Jones 1649; Toews 1649–50
Fund update ... Jones 1649; Toews 1649–50
Members’ statements ... Jones 2085

Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Standing Committee on the See Committee on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Standing

Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

Alberta Heritage Scholarship Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

Alberta Historical Resources Foundation
Dissolution ... Goehring 2469; Toews 2341, 2469
Dissolution, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Alberta history
See History of Alberta; Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
Residential school history, commission on See Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
Alberta Housing Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)

Alberta Human Rights Commission
Human rights education and multiculturalism grant program defunding ... Aheer 2188; Deol 2187–88

Alberta immigrant nominee program
Fees ... Deol 2051–52; Kenney 2051–52

Alberta in Canada
East-west relations, members’ statements ... Guthrie 2137
Federal-provincial relations ... Kenney 1969–70; McIver 2187; Notley 1969; Pitt 2187
Members’ statements ... Loewen 2473; Schow 2000

Alberta Indian Investment Corporation
General remarks ... Feehan 1720

Alberta indigenous opportunities corporation
Board membership See Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation Act (Bill 14): Section 14(b), regulations on board appointments

Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation Act (Bill 14): Section 14(b), regulations on board appointments
Budget 2019-2020 ... Feehan 2076
Funding ... Feehan 1660; Issik 1661; Long 1667; Toews 2011
Funding criteria ... Feehan 1660–61
General remarks ... Ceci 211; Feehan 1349–50; Issik 177–78; Long 1976; Notley 678–79; Renn 406;
Speech from the Throne 6; Wilson 647, 1976
Members’ statements ... Renn 2261

Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation
Projects funded See Paul band: Partnership with Good Energy Corp.

Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation Act (Bill 14)
First reading ... Wilson 1654
Second reading ... Aheer 1690–92; Allard 1667, 1672–73; Feehan 1659–61; Getson 1667–69, 1675;
Glasgo 1681; Gottfried 1670–73; Gray 1660, 1665;
Guthrie 1692–93; Hunter 1694–95; Irwin 1683–84;
Issik 1661–62; Jones 1688; Loewen 1671, 1680,
1684–86; Long 1666–67; Neudorf 1688–90; Phillips
1664–66; Sabir 1686–88; Schow 1663, 1679–81,
1689; Schweitzer 1695; Smith 1675–76; Sweet
1691–94; Toor 1669–70; Turton 1662–64, 1669; van
Dijken 1682–84; Williams 1657–59, 1661–62,
1681–82, 1686–87, 1692–93; Wilson 1655–57; Yao
1673–75
Committee ... Aheer 1716–17; Amery 1708–9; Bilous
1722–23; Ceci 1710–11, 1725; Dang 1717, 1724;
Egger 1763; Feehan 1712–16, 1720–24, 1765–66;
Fir 1764–65; Hanson 1711, 1763–64; Horner
1719–20; Luan 1719, 1723; McIver 1725, 1761;
Nielsen 1767; Orr 1709–10; Pancholi 1714; Smith
1766–67; Walker 1718–19; Wilson 1711–12, 1716,
1722–23
Committee, amendment A1 (section 2(2), “in natural resource projects and related infrastructure” struck out) (Feehan: defeated) ... Aheer 1716–17; Dang
1717; Feehan 1714–16; Pancholi 1714; Wilson
1716
Committee, amendment A2 (section 5(1.1), addition of requirement that majority of directors be members of an indigenous group) (Feehan) ... Bilous 1722–23; Ceci 1725; Dang 1724; Feehan 1721–22; Luan
1723; McIver 1725; Wilson 1722–23
Committee, amendment A2 (section 5(1.1), addition of requirement that majority of directors be members of an indigenous group) (Feehan), division ... 1725

Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation Act (Bill 14) (continued)
Third reading ... Ellis 1785; Nally 1769–70; Wilson
1768–69
Royal Assent ... Lieutenant Governor 2087
Loan guarantee provisions ... Wilson 1656
Members’ language during debate ... Aheer 1716–17;
Feehan 1712, 1720, 1723, 1771; Irwin 1684; Luan
1723; van Dijken 1684
Regulatory provisions ... Bilous 1723; Feehan 1713
Scope of act ... Feehan 1765–66; Nielsen 1767; Wilson
1768–69
Section 2, establishment of corporation ... Orr 1709
Section 2(12), regulations on corporation mandate ... Ceci 1710
Section 2(12)(a), regulations on natural resource projects ... Phillips 1665
Section 2(12)(b), regulations expanding corporation mandate ... Phillips 1665
Section 3, definitions of indigenous groups ... Aheer
1692; Sweet 1691–92; Williams 1692
Section 3(1)(c), definition of Métis group by regulations ... Phillips 1665
Section 14(b), regulations on board appointments ...
Feehan 1660; Phillips 1665; Sweet 1694; Wilson
1768
Stakeholder consultation ... Aheer 1690–91; Bilous
1722–23; Ceci 1725; Feehan 1766, 1771; Fir 1764–65;
Getson 1667; Guthrie 1692; Horner 1720;
Hunter 1695; Loewen 1685; McIver 1725; Nally
1769; van Dijken 1683; Wilson 1655–56, 1722

Alberta Innovates Corporation
AUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Goehring
886; Schmidt 967
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Bilous 2400; Ceci 2238; Dach
2235
Funding from interim supply ... Bilous 925; Toews 925
Layoffs ... Bilous 2334–35; Dang 2510–11; Fir 2482;
Notley 2482; Pancholi 2375; Toews 2334–35
Projects funded ... Bilous 335

Alberta Investment Management Corporation
Investment management mandate, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Alberta Investment Management Corporation Act Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Alberta investor tax credit See Tax credits: Alberta investor tax credit (AITC)

Alberta Land Stewardship Act
General remarks ... Barnes 893

Alberta law enforcement response teams (ALERT)
Funding ... Allard 33; Ganley 275–76, 731; Loewen
2671; Rowsell 53; Schweitzer 33, 53, 429, 673,
730–31, 2671; Sigurdson, R.J. 429; Toor 673
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Notley 2130; Schweitzer 2130,
2133; Toor 2133

Alberta lottery fund See Lottery fund

Alberta Machine Intelligence Institute
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Bilous 2400

Alberta Medical Association
Response to Bill 203 ... Neudorf 1878

Alberta Motor Vehicle Industry Council
Role ... Carson 302
Alberta Museum, Royal
See Royal Alberta Museum

Alberta parks
See Kitaskino Nuwenēné wildland provincial park

Alberta parks ministry
See Ministry of Environment and Parks

Alberta Personal Income Tax Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, An (Bill 1); Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

Alberta Personal Income Tax Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 10)
First reading ... Toews 808
Second reading ... Bilous 847–48; Pancholi 848; Toews 847–48
Committee ... Deputy Chair 971
Third reading ... Toews 1138
Royal Assent ... 28 June 2019 (outside of House sitting)
Canadian Forces pension credit provisions ... Bilous 848
Purpose and intent ... Toews 1138

Alberta production grant program (former)
Replacement of See Screen-based production grant program

Alberta provincial partnership trade agreement
See New West Partnership trade agreement (Alberta-British Columbia-Saskatchewan-Manitoba)

Alberta Registries
See Registry services

Alberta Regulations
AR 14/1997 See Minimum wage
AR 255/2017 See Carbon competitiveness incentive regulation (Alberta Regulation 255/2017)
Regulation-making authority in government bills ... Ganley 1016; Toews 1018
Regulations eliminated See Deregulation

Alberta School for the Deaf, Edmonton
Redevelopment, funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

Alberta Schools’ Athletic Association
Funding ... Goehring 2468; Toews 2468–69
Alberta science, research, and technology agency
See Alberta Innovates Corporation

Alberta Senate Election Act (Bill 13)
First reading ... Schweitzer 1225
Second reading ... Notley 1345–47; Schweitzer 1292
Second reading, division ... 1347
Committee ... Bilous 1395–96, 1403–4, 1409; Carson 1429; Ccci 1390–92; Dach 1398–99; Eggen 1392; Feehan 1429–31; Ganley 1396–98, 1410–11; Glusbish 1406–7; Gray 1385–86, 1388; Hoffman 1426–27; Nielsen 1386; Nixon, Jason 1399–1402; Notley 1404–6; Pancholi 1392–93; Renaud 1388–90, Sabir 1402–3; Schweitzer 1385, 1393; Shepherd 1427–29; Smith 1407–9; Sweet 1383–88
Committee, amendment A1 (section 44.949(1), level of expenses for audited financial statement filing requirement) (Sweet: carried) ... Schweitzer 1385; Sweet 1384–85
Committee, amendment A2 (Senatorial elections not to be held with municipal elections) (Sweet: defeated) ... Bilous 1395–96, 1403–4; Ccci 1390–92; Dach 1398–99; Eggen 1392; Ganley 1396–98; Gray 1388; Nixon, Jason 1399–1402; Notley 1404–6;

Alberta Senate Election Act (Bill 13) (continued)
Committee, amendment A2 (Senatorial elections not to be held with municipal elections) (Sweet: defeated) (continued) ... Pancholi 1392–93; Renaud 1388–90; Sabir 1402–3; Sweet 1387–88
Committee, amendment A2 (Senatorial elections not to be held with municipal elections) (Sweet: defeated), division ... 1406
Committee, amendment A3 (ban on political parties incurring expenses on behalf of candidates) (Bilous: defeated) ... Bilous 1409; Ganley 1409
Committee, amendment A3 (ban on political parties incurring expenses on behalf of candidates) (Bilous: defeated), division ... 1409–10
Committee, amendment A4 (provision for agreements with aboriginal community authorities) (Feehan/Bilous: defeated) ... Bilous 1430; Feehan 1430–31
Committee, amendment A4 (provision for agreements with aboriginal community authorities) (Feehan/Bilous: defeated), division ... 1431
Committee, point of order raised ... Melver 1430
Committee, point of order raised, remarks withdrawn ... Feehan 1430
Third reading ... Nixon, Jason 1634–35; Schweitzer 1633; Shepherd 1633–34
Third reading, division ... 1635
Royal Assent ... 18 July 2019 (outside of House sitting)
Contribution limit provisions ... Eggen 1392; Gray 1386–87; Renaud 1389; Sweet 1387
Implementation cost ... Nielsen 1386; Notley 1346
Nomination spending limit provisions ... Hoffman 1427
Political party contributions under act ... Bilous 1395, 1403–4; Dach 1399; Ganley 1397; Hoffman 1427; Notley 1346
Political party spending limits under the act ... Notley 1346
Provisions for elections concurrent with municipal elections ... Sweet 1384
Provisions for government spending during Senatorial elections ... Gray 1385–86
Purpose and intent ... Notley 1413–14
Regulation authority, remuneration and expense provisions ... Ganley 1410–11; Sabir 1403
Requirement that candidates align with a federal political party or run as independents ... Gray 1388; Hoffman 1427; Nielsen 1386; Renaud 1389; Sweet 1383–84
Spending limit provisions ... Ganley 1397; Gray 1386; Hoffman 1427; Shepherd 1428
Third-party advertising spending limit provisions ... Carson 1429; Hoffman 1427; Shepherd 1429

Alberta seniors’ benefit program
See Seniors’ benefit program

Alberta Small Brewers Association
Grants, funding from supplementary supply ... Bilous 771; Toews 771

Alberta Sport Connection
Dissolution ... Goehring 2468, 2540; Toews 2341, 2468
Dissolution, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Alberta Strong and Free
See United Conservative Party: 2019 election platform (Alberta Strong and Free)
Alberta Teachers’ Association  
Collective agreement 2018-2020 ... Goehring 888; Irwin 1056–57  
General remarks ... Bilous 2442; Hanson 2442  
President ... Irwin 1056

Alberta teachers’ retirement fund  
[See also Public service pensions]  
Investment management by AIMCo ... Allard 2331–32; Bilous 2422, 2431–32, 2447–48; Carson 2428; Dach 2422–23; Feehan 2419–20, 2425; Glasco 2259; Goehring 2384; Gray 2415, 2546; Hoffman 2451; Hunter 2426–28; Irwin 2215, 2443–44; Kenney 2481; Loyola 2425–26; Nixon, Jason 2449; Notley 2481; Renaud 2423, 2425; Schmidt 2453; Schow 2349, 2452; Toews 2259, 2332, 2420, 2438–39, 2546  
Investment management by AIMCo, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)  
Investment management by AIMCo, points of order on debate ... Schow 2337  
Investment management by AIMCo, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Eggen 2337; Speaker, The 2337

Alberta Union of Provincial Employees  
Collective agreements ... Goehring 886–87  
Contract negotiations ... Pitt 2613–14; Toews 2613–14  
Contract negotiations, laws and legislation See Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)  
President’s remarks on Bill 9 ... Irwin 940–41

Alberta Utilities Commission Act  
Amendments, laws and legislation See Electricity Statutes (Capacity Market Termination)  
Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 18); Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)

Albertans  
Members’ statements ... Pancholi 798

Alberta’s Economic Future, Standing Committee on See Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future, Standing

Alberta’s Industrial Heartland  
[See also Sherwood Park (constituency)]  
General remarks ... Bilous 654  
Members’ statements ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 56

Alberta’s path to reconciliation (February 2019 document)  
Removal from government website ... Feehan 1645; Sabir 1687

Alcohol abuse treatment  
See Addiction treatment

Alcohol spectrum disorder, fetal  
See Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder

ALER T  
See Alberta law enforcement response teams (ALER T)

Alexander First Nation  
Business and industry [See also Gutta Muzik]; Loewen 1684

Allen Gray continuing care centre  
AUPE/AHS collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Ceci 935; Goehring 886

Allergies Act. Protection of Students with Life-threatening  
See Protection of Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act (Bill 201)

ALS A  
See Alberta Land Stewardship Act

Altario school  
Agricultural program, members’ statements ... Horner 57–58

Alternate energy resources  
See Renewable/alternative energy sources

Alternative energy industries  
See Renewable/alternative energy industries

Alzheimer’s disease  
See Dementia strategy, national; Dementia strategy, provincial

Amazon  
Second headquarters request for a proposal ... Bilous 2230; Sabir 479; Schmidt 468–69

Ambulances  
See Emergency medical services (ambulances, etc.)

AMII  
See Alberta Machine Intelligence Institute

AMVIC  
See Alberta Motor Vehicle Industry Council

Anderson, Dennis Lester (former MLA)  
See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Former MLA Dennis Lester Anderson

Anglin, Howard  
See Office of the Premier: Premier’s principal secretary

Animal Health Act  
Amendments proposed ... Dreeshen 1973; Schow 1973  
Penalty provisions ... Dreeshen 2335; Rosin 2335; Schweitzer 1648; van Dijken 1648

Animal protection  
See Wildlife conservation and management

Animal rights activists  
Protest at southern Alberta turkey farm ... Dreeshen 1973; Schow 1973  
Protest at southern Alberta turkey farm, members’ statements ... Horner 1698–99  
Protests at farms and ranches ... Dreeshen 1973, 2335; Rosin 2335; Schow 1973; Schweitzer 1647–48, 2022–23; van Dijken 1647–48, 2022–23

Animals  
Sale of, petition presented to the Assembly ... Pancholi 2724

Anne (Princess Royal)  
Visit to Alberta, 2018 ... Speech from the Throne 5

Anthony Henday Drive, Edmonton  
Southwest portion twinning project ... Dach 1068; Loyola 1068

Anti-Racism Advisory Council  
Activities ... Aheer 201, 2614–15; Deol 201, 2723; Goehring 2614–15

Antiracism community grant program  
Funding from supplementary supply ... Deol 777; McIver 777; Phillips 772; Toews 772, 777

Antiracism strategy  
Antiracism community grant program ... Deol 777; McIver 777; Toews 777  
General remarks ... Aheer 201; Deol 201, 777, 900; Eggen 1188; McIver 777, 901; Pancholi 1191; Schmidt 1188; Toews 777  
Members’ statements ... Deol 2723

Apeetogosan (Métis) Development Inc.  
General remarks ... Feehan 1720
APG program (former)
Replacement of See Screen-based production grant program

Appeals Commission (workers’ compensation)
Implementation of decisions, laws and legislation See Workers’ Compensation (Enforcement of Decisions) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 206)

Apprenticeship training
Apprentice employment rate ... Neudorf 755; Nicolaides 755
Members’ statements ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2025–26; Turton 894
Provincial strategy ... Nicolaides 195–96; Schow 195–96
Rural placements proposed ... Shepherd 2267

Appropriation Act, 2019 (Bill 24)
First reading ... Toews 2340
Second reading ... Bilous 2399–2401; Ceci 2397–98; Dach 2403–5; Eggen 2396, 2401–3; McIver 2398–99; Renaud 2394–97; Sabir 2403; Toews 2382
Second reading, division ... 2429
Committee ... Hoffman 2458–60; Schmidt 2460–61
Committee, request to report bill, division ... 2461
Third reading ... Nixon, Jason 2505; Toews 2505
Third reading, division ... 2523
Royal Assent ... 26 November 2019 (outside of House sitting)

Appropriation (Interim Supply) Act, 2019 (Bill 6)
First reading ... Toews 931
Second reading ... Sigurdson, L. 984–86; Toews 984
Committee ... Chair 1153; Nixon, Jason 1137; Shandro 1136–37; Shepherd 1136–37; Toews 1136
Third reading ... Hoffman 1196–98; Nixon, Jason 1195; Sabir 1195–96; Speaker, The 1213; Toews 1195
Royal Assent ... 28 June 2019 (outside of House sitting)

Appropriation (Supplementary Supply) Act, 2019 (Bill 5)
First reading ... Toews 779
Second reading ... Deputy Speaker 986; McIver 984; Toews 984
Committee ... Chair 1153; Feehan 1135–36; Toews 1135–36
Third reading ... Nixon, Jason 1195; Speaker, The 1213; Toews 1195
Royal Assent ... 28 June 2019 (outside of House sitting)

Arabic remarks in the Legislature
See Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Remarks in Arabic

Armed forces, Canadian
See Canadian Forces

Armed forces veterans
See Veterans

Artificial intelligence
Industry development ... Bilous 823, 1698, 2093, 2230–31, 2268; Fir’ 823; Kenney 1304; Phillips 1304; Shepherd 2228–29
Industry development, funding from interim supply ... Bilous 925; Toews 925
Technology commercialization, funding for ... Toews 2011

Artistic performance centres
See Performing arts centres

Artists
Economic rights, laws and legislation ... Speech from the Throne 7

Arts and culture
Industry development ... Aheer 1974–75; Turton 1974–75
Members’ statements ... Goehr 2043

ASB (Alberta seniors’ benefit)
See Seniors’ benefit program

ASD
See Autism spectrum disorder

Asian carp
See Introduced organisms: Invasive aquatic species

ASLI
See Affordable supportive living initiative

Assisted dying
General remarks ... Williams 2677

Associate Minister of Mental Health and Addictions
Attendance at South Sudanese youth emergency crisis round-table ... Sweet 1865
Remarks during Bill 14 debate ... Nixon, Jason 1756; Sweet 1756

Associate Minister of Natural Gas
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Nally 926; Rowsell 925–26
Mandate ... Nally 926; Rowsell 925–26

Associate Minister of Red Tape Reduction
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Hunter 2118–19; Nielsen 2044, 2118–19
General remarks ... Notley 579
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Hunter 925; Rowsell 925
Mandate ... Bilous 2534; Carson 2591; Eggen 639, 2590–91, 2596; Getson 2599; Glubish 2598; Goehr 437–38; Hoffman 441–42; Hunter 639–40, 804, 925; Nielsen 365, 804, 1253; Nixon, Jason 2596; Rowsell 925; Sabir 435–36
Office budget ... Eggen 639, 2591; Ganley 2501, 2573; Nielsen 640, 2498, 2528–29, 2573; Pancholi 2530–32
Performance audit ... Dach 444–45
Use of name and title in UCP advertising See Education finance: Funding for enrolment growth

Assured income for the severely handicapped
Application process ... Sabir 2535, 2706
Caseload ... Nixon, Jason 776; Renaud 776
Child benefits ... Sabir 2706
Client benefits ... Ceci 211–12; Pancholi 2709–10; Schmidt 210; Toews 2013
Client benefits indexed to cost of living ... Kenney 2001–2; Renaud 2001–2
Employment income exemption ... Renaud 908; Toews 908
Funding ... Renaud 24, 769
Funding from interim supply ... Renaud 906; Toews 906
Indexation suspension ... Bilous 2268, 2399; Ceci 2261, 2733–34; Dach 2195–96, 2404; Dang 2107; Deol 2199–2200, 2735; Election Commissioner 2398; Ganley 2203; Gray 2016, 2193, 2195; Hanson 2707; Hoffman 2069–70, 2072–73, 2200, 2209–11, 2460; Hunter 2197; Irwin 2068, 2188, 2312–13; Kenney 2019, 2188, 2216–17; Loyola 2704–5; McIver 2398; Nielsen 2044, 2103, 2315; Notley 2019, 2165–66, 2216–17; Pancholi 2159; Phillips 2197–98; Renaud 2395, 2702–4; Sabir 2073, 2403, 2564–65, 2706; Sawhney 2185; Schmidt 2461, 2736; Shepherd 2267, 2579; Sigurdson, L. 2109–10, 2185, 2322–23; Toews 2067–68
Assured income for the severely handicapped
(continued)
Indexation suspension, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)
Indexation suspension, Speaker’s ruling on debate ... Speaker, The 2019
Internal review ... Renaud 2424
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Renaud 776; Toews 776

Assured Income for the Severely Handicapped Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)

Astikasa Metal Works
General remarks ... van Dijken 1683

ATA
See Alberta Teachers’ Association

ATB Financial
Financial mandate ... Toews 2341

ATB Financial Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

ATCO
Input on Bill 14 ... Hunter 1695; van Dijken 1683
Sale of electric power plants, members’ statements ... Horner 974

Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation
Business and industry ... Yao 1674
Communications manager’s remarks on provincial resource development policies ... Irwin 1683–84; Sabir 1686; van Dijken 1683–84
Grocery store ... Feehan 1715–16

Athabasca River
Bridge construction See Highway 813: Athabasca River bridge replacement project

Athabasca University
Collective agreement ... Ceci 936; Goehring 886; Schmidt 967

Athletic Association, Alberta Schools’
See Alberta Schools’ Athletic Association

Athletics
See Recreation and physical activity

Atkins store, Cardston
See H.H. Atkins Co. Ltd., Cardston

ATRF
See Alberta teachers’ retirement fund

Attorney General ministry
See Ministry of Justice and Solicitor General

AU
See Athabasca University

Aubé, Jessica
Members’ statements ... Irwin 192

Auburn Bay elementary school, Calgary (Calgary Roman Catholic separate school district No. 1)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925
School opening ... Jones 275

Auditor General Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Auditor General’s office
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 928
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2339

Auditor General’s office (continued)

AUPE
See Alberta Union of Provincial Employees

Autism spectrum disorder
Programs and service ... Renaud 351

Automobile dealerships
See Motor vehicle sales industry

Automobile insurance
See Motor vehicle insurance

Automobile maintenance and repair
See Motor vehicle maintenance and repair industry

Automobiles
See Commercial vehicles

Auxiliary hospitals
See Long-term care facilities (nursing homes/auxiliary hospitals)

Aviation industry
Gender balance promotion See Elevate Aviation
Members’ statements ... Gotfried 2540

Awo Taan Healing Lodge, Calgary
Gift of red dress to the Assembly ... Feehan 1788; Wilson 1687

Back to the Future (film)
General remarks ... Gotfried 2075

Balancing Pool
Provincial loans ... Horner 1025–26

Band designate program
Funding from interim supply ... Pancholi 920; Schulz 920

Banff elementary school (Canadian Rockies regional division No. 12)
Phase 2, capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925

Banff-Kananaskis (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Rosin 71–72
Member’s remarks on the Springbank dam flood damage mitigation project ... Ganley 841
Overview ... Rosin 70–71
Tourism development See Tourism: Industry development, Banff-Kananaskis

Bangladesh
Human rights, members’ statements ... Loyola 2487

BAPS Charities
Members’ statements ... Walker 2477

Barnes, Davie
See Farmers: Old Alberta Farmer poem by Davie Barnes

Basketball clubs
See Toronto Raptors basketball club

Battered children
Reporting requirements, laws and legislation See Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 202)

Bears
Interactions with humans See Rocky Mountains: Human-wildlife interactions

Beaver First Nation
Chief Trevor Mercredi ... Feehan 1659; Williams 1657
General remarks ... Williams 1658
Beef
- Ban on exports to China: Dach 1228; Dreeshen 1228
- Export market development, Asia: For 902–3; Rosin 902–3
- Export to China: Dreeshen 1232; Horner 1232

Beekeepers
- Support for: Dach 1846, 2084, 2404; Dreeshen 1846, 2084
- Wildfire-affected areas: Dach 675–76; Dreeshen 676

Beetle control
See Pine beetle control

Bent Arrow Traditional Healing Society
Funding: Feehan 2715

Bergman, Art and Bev
See Violent and serious crime: Craigmyle incident

Bertha Kennedy Catholic school, St. Albert
General remarks: Renu 891

Berwyn Autumn Lodge
Closure: Loewen 118; Pon 118

Bessie Nichols school, Edmonton
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply: Toews 772

Bethany Group, Camrose
HSAA/AHS collective agreement 2017-2020: Ceci 936; Goehring 886; Schmidt 967
UNA/AHS collective agreement 2017-2020: Ceci 936; Goehring 886; Schmidt 967

Bhasin v. Hrynew 2014 SCC 71
Supreme Court decision (general duty of good faith in contract performance): Dach 943–44, 1043, 1055; Loyola 945

Bhullar, Manmeet Singh
See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Former MLA Manmeet Bhullar

Bighorn backcountry
- Land management plan: Schmidt 79
- Land management plan, former Environment and Parks minister’s remarks: Glasgo 1840
- Land-use planning: Horner 1369–70; Nixon, Jason 1369–70

Bigstone Cree First Nation
General remarks: Sweet 1694

Bill 21 (Quebec, 2019)
See Act Respecting the Laicity of the State, An (Quebec Bill 21)

Bill C-6 (federal, 2011)
See Act to Provide for the Resumption and Continuation of Postal Services (federal Bill C-6, 2011)

Bill C-48 (federal)
See Oil Tanker Moratorium Act (federal Bill C-48)

Bill C-69 (federal)
See Act to Enact the Impact Assessment Act and the Canadian Energy Regulator Act, to Amend the Navigation Protection Act and to Make Consequential Amendments to Other Acts, An (federal Bill C-69)

Bill Hill Haven women’s shelter, Cochrane
Members’ statements: Guthrie 2789

Bill of Rights to Protect Our Children, An Act to Amend
See Act to Amend the Alberta Bill of Rights to Protect Our Children, An (Bill 10, 2014)

Bills, government (procedure)
[See also Ministry of Executive Council: Legislative review committee]
Amendments, debate on: Acting Chair (Hanson) 1617; Deputy Chair 1039; Nixon, Jason 1539–41, 1617
Amendments moved on behalf of another member: Acting Speaker (Milliken) 792, 1988; Speaker, The 378
Bill 1, An Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, third reading, division ... 339
Bill 2, An Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, second reading, referral amendment RA1 (Shepherd/Irwin: defeated), division ... 558
Bill 2, An Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, second reading, motion to not now read (6-month hoist amendment HA) (Dang: defeated), division 598–99; 598–99
Bill 2, An Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, second reading, division ... 599
Bill 2, An Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, committee, amendment A2 (Phillips: defeated), division ... 1357
Bill 2, An Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, committee, amendment A3 (Gray: defeated), division ... 1359
Bill 2, An Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, committee, amendment A4 (Bilous/Nielsen: defeated) 1361
Bill 2, An Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, committee, amendment A5 (Gray/Ganley: defeated), division ... 1362
Bill 2, An Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, committee, request to report bill, division ... 1362
Bill 2, An Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, third reading, division ... 1612
Bill 3, Job Creation Tax Cut (Alberta Corporate Tax Amendment) Act, amendment A1 (Shepherd: defeated), division ... 500
Bill 4, Red Tape Reduction Act, second reading, division ... 448
Bill 8, Education Amendment Act, 2019, second reading, motion that bill be not now read because the Assembly is of the view that further time is necessary to enable school boards to adjust policies (reasoned amendment RA1) (Bilous: defeated), division ... 862
Bill 8, Education Amendment Act, 2019, committee, amendment A1 (Pancholi: defeated), division ... 1276–77
Bill 8, Education Amendment Act, 2019, committee, amendment A2 (Sabir: defeated), division ... 1433
Bill 8, Education Amendment Act, 2019, Committee, amendment A3 (Irwin: defeated), division ... 1484
Bill 8, Education Amendment Act, 2019, committee, amendment A5 (Eggen/Hoffman: defeated), division ... 1584
Bill 8, Education Amendment Act, 2019, committee, request to report Bill 13 and motion that committee rise and report progress on Bill 8 (carried), division ... 1584
Bill 8, Education Amendment Act, 2019, committee, concurrence in report (carried), division 1585
Bill 8, Education Amendment Act, 2019, committee, request to report Bill 8 (carried), division ... 1627
Bill 8, Education Amendment Act, 2019, third reading, division ... 1633
Bill 9, Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act, first reading, division ... 808
Bills, government (procedure) (continued)
Bill 9, Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act, second reading, adjournment of debate, division ... 884–85, 887
Bill 9, Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act, second reading, motion on previous question (Nixon: carried), division ... 970
Bill 9, Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act, second reading, division ... 970–71
Bill 9, Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act, Committee of the Whole time allocation (Government Motion 23: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1003; Sweet 1003–4
Bill 9, Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act, Committee of the Whole time allocation (Government Motion 23: carried), division ... 1004
Bill 9, Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act, third reading, recommittal motion REC1 (Dach: defeated), division ... 1075–76
Bill 9, Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act, third reading, division ... 1076
Bill 12, Royalty Guarantee Act, third reading, division ... 1416
Bill 13, Alberta Senate Election Act, second reading, division ... 1347
Bill 13, Alberta Senate Election Act, committee, amendment A2 (Sweet: defeated), division ... 1406
Bill 13, Alberta Senate Election Act, committee, amendment A3 (Bilous: defeated), division ... 1409–10
Bill 13, Alberta Senate Election Act, committee, amendment A4 (Feehan/Bilous: defeated), division ... 1431
Bill 13, Alberta Senate Election Act, committee, concurrence in report (carried), division ... 1585
Bill 13, Alberta Senate Election Act, third reading, division ... 1635
Bill 14, Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation Act, committee, amendment A2 (Feehan: defeated), division ... 1725
Bill 18, Electricity Statutes (Capacity Market Termination) Amendment Act, 2019, committee, amendment A2 (Bilous/Sabir: defeated), division ... 2040
Bill 18, Electricity Statutes (Capacity Market Termination) Amendment Act, 2019, committee, request to report bill, division ... 2041
Bill 19, Technology Innovation and Emissions Reduction Implementation Act, 2019, committee, amendment A1 (Hoffman: defeated), division ... 2247
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, second reading, referral amendment REF1 (Phillips: defeated), division ... 2176
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, second reading, division ... 2176–77
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, committee, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15, and 23 (block A) agreed to, division ... 2813
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, committee, section 6 (block B) agreed to, division ... 2813
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, committee, section 9 (block C) agreed to, division ... 2813
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, committee, section 10 (block D) agreed to, division ... 2813–14

Bills, government (procedure) (continued)
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, committee, section 13 and remaining clauses of schedule 1 (block E) agreed to, division (carried unanimously) ... 2814
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, committee, sections 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21, committee, section 22 and schedule 2 (block G) agreed to, division ... 2814
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, committee, sections 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 (block F) agreed to, division ... 2814
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, committee, section 25 and schedule 3 (block H) agreed to, division ... 2814–15
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, committee, sections 24 and 26 (block I) agreed to, division ... 2815
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, third reading, division ... 2849
Bill 20, Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019, committee, amendment A5 (Eggen: defeated), division ... 2804
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Families and Communities Committee (referral amendment REF1) (Ganley/Bilous: defeated), division ... 2212
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, second reading, motion to not now read because the Assembly is of the view that the bill will negatively affect the most vulnerable Albertans and should not proceed without further input from the public (reasoned amendment RA1) (Loyola: defeated), division ... 2270
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, second reading, division ... 2270
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, committee, amendment A4 (Renaud: defeated), division ... 2630
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, committee, amendment A6 (Renaud: defeated), division ... 2841
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, committee, sections 2 and 17 (block B) agreed to, division ... 2844–45
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, committee, section 4 (block D) agreed to, division ... 2845
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, committee, section 9 (block F) agreed to, division ... 2845
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, committee, section 11 (block G) agreed to, division ... 2845–46
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, committee, sections 12 and 18 (block H) agreed to, division ... 2846
Bill 21, Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019, third reading, division ... 2850–51
Bill 22, Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019, first reading, division ... 2282–83
Bill 22, Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019, second reading, adjournment of debate, division ... 2420–21
Bills, government (procedure) (continued)

Bill 22, Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019, second reading, reasoned amendment RA1 (Ganley: defeated), division ... 2428–29

Bill 22, Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019, committee, time allocation (Government Motion 36: carried), division ... 2441

Bill 22, Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019, committee, request to report bill, division ... 2448

Bill 22, Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019, third reading, adjournment of debate, division ... 2457

Bill 22, Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019, third reading, motion to not now read (6-month hoist amendment HA1) (Ganley: defeated), division ... 2457–58

Bill 22, Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019, third reading, time allocation (Government Motion 37: carried), division ... 2450–51

Bill 22, Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019, third reading, division ... 2458

Bill 24, Appropriation Act, 2019, second reading, division ... 2429

Bill 24, Appropriation Act, 2019, committee, request to report bill ... 2461

Bill 24, Appropriation Act, 2019, third reading, division ... 2523

Bill 26, Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019, committee, amendment A1 (Ganley: defeated), division ... 2759

Bill 26, Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019, committee, amendment A2 (Gray: defeated), division ... 2765

Bill 26, Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019, committee, request to report sections 1(3) and 2(2) of bill, division 2765

Bill 26, Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019, committee, request to report bill, division ... 2634–35

Bill 26, Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019, recommittal of bill in third reading to Committee of the Whole (recommittal amendment REC1) (Jason Nixon: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 2726

Bill 28, Opioid Damages and Health Care Costs Recovery Act, committee, amendment A1 (Pancholi/Sweet: defeated), division ... 2638

Bill 202, Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019, second reading, division ... 1122

Bill 202, Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019, third reading, division (carried unanimously) ... 2029

Bill with similar provisions, Speaker’s ruling ... Speaker, The 2551

Consideration in Committee of the Whole See Committee of the Whole Assembly

Failure to dispose of an amendment ... Chair 2628

Government amendments ... Hoffman 592

Miscellaneous statutes amendment acts ... Pancholi 2530

Bills, government (procedure) (continued)

Motions on previous question under Standing Order 49(2) ... Eggen 879; Hoffman 878–79, 1007–8; Nielsen 879

Permission granted to member to speak during bill debate on a different topic ... Schow 1607

Previous question (Standing Order 49(2)) ... Speaker, The 876

Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9), committee, clauses agreed to, division ... 1045–46

Question-and-comment period See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 20(2)(a), question-and-comment period; Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 29(2)(a)

Recommittal of bills to Committee of the Whole ... Acting Speaker (Miliken) 2726; Hoffman 2727

Recommittal of bills to Committee of the Whole, impact on speakers list on return to third reading, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 2768

Speaking rotation, points of clarification ... Chair 1009; Nixon, Jason 1009; Sweet 1009

Speaking time, points of order ... Bilous 1067; Loyola 1067; Speaker, The 1067

Time allocation ... Bilous 961–62; Dang 961

Time allocation, members’ statements ... Gray 2651

Time allocation, speaking time consideration of points of order ... Bilous 1067; Loyola 1067; Speaker, The 1067

Time allocation on debate, government members’ remarks ... Bilous 1047–48

Time allocation on debate, Premier’s remarks ... Bilous 1047

Time for debate [See also Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9): Time for debate]; Dang 1050; Nixon, Jason 1049–50

Time required for drafting ... Ceci 1144; Sabir 1144–45

Bills, government (current session)

Information about any of the following bills may be found by looking under the title of the bill.

Bill 1 Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, An (Bill 1)

Bill 2 Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2)

Bill 3 Job Creation Tax Cut (Alberta Corporate Tax Amendment) Act (Bill 3)

Bill 4 Red Tape Reduction Act (Bill 4)

Bill 5 Appropriation (Supplementary Supply) Act, 2019 (Bill 5)

Bill 6 Appropriation (Interim Supply) Act, 2019 (Bill 6)

Bill 7 Municipal Government (Property Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 7)

Bill 8 Education Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 8)

Bill 9 Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)

Bill 10 Alberta Personal Income Tax Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 10)

Bill 11 Fair Registration Practices Act (Bill 11)

Bill 12 Royalty Guarantee Act (Bill 12)

Bill 13 Alberta Senate Election Act (Bill 13)

Bill 14 Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation Act (Bill 14)

Bill 15 Real Estate Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 15)

Bill 16 Public Lands Modernization (Grazing Leases and Obsolete Provisions) Amendment Act (Bill 16)

Bill 17 Disclosure to Protect Against Domestic Violence (Clare’s Law) Act (Bill 17)
Bills, government (current session) (continued)
Bill 18 Electricity Statutes (Capacity Market Termination) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 18)
Bill 19 Technology Innovation and Emissions Reduction Implementation Act, 2019 (Bill 19)
Bill 20 Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)
Bill 21 Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)
Bill 22 Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Bill 23 Justice Statutes Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 23)
Bill 24 Appropriation Act, 2019 (Bill 24)
Bill 25 Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)
Bill 26 Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019 (Bill 26)
Bill 27 Trespass Statutes (Protecting Law-abiding Property Owners) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 27)
Bill 28 Opioid Damages and Health Care Costs Recovery Act (Bill 28)
Bill 29 Municipal Government (Machinery and Equipment Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 29)

Bills, government (previous session, 2009)
Information about the following bill may be found by looking under the title of the act.
Bill 36 Alberta Land Stewardship Act

Bills, government (previous session, 2010)
Information about the following bill may be found by looking under the title of the bill.
Bill 24 Carbon Capture and Storage Statutes Amendment Act, 2010 (Bill 24, 2010)

Bills, government (previous session, 2012-2014)
Information about any of the following bills may be found by looking under the title of the bill.
Bill 45 Public Sector Services Continuation Act (Bill 45, 2013)
Bill 46 Public Service Salary Restraint Act (Bill 46, 2013)

Bills, government (previous session, 2014)
Information about any of the following bills may be found by looking under the title of the bill.
Bill 10 Act to Amend the Alberta Bill of Rights to Protect Our Children, An (Bill 10, 2014)
Bill 24 Public Sector Services Continuation Repeal Act (Bill 24, 2014)

Bills, government (previous session, 2015)
Information about the following bill may be found by looking under the title of the act.
Bill 6 Enhanced Protection for Farm and Ranch Workers Act

Bills, government (previous session, 2017)
Bill 17 Fair and Family-Friendly Workplaces Act
Bill 24 Act to Support Gay-Straight Alliances, An

Bills, government (previous session, 2018)
Information about any of the following bills may be found by looking under the title of the bill or act.
Bill 9 Protecting Choice for Women Accessing Health Care Act
Bill 12 Preserving Canada’s Economic Prosperity Act
Bill 21 Act to Protect Patients, An
Bill 22 Act for Strong Families building Stronger Communities, An
Bill 26 Act to Combat Poverty and fight for Albertans with Disabilities, An (Bill 26, 2018)

Bills, private members’ public (procedure)
Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, motion for concurrence on Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills’ final report with recommendation that bill not proceed. See Act to Protect Public Health Care, An (Bill 203): Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills committee final report with recommendation that bill not proceed, motion for concurrence (carried)
Bill 207, Conscience Rights (Health Care Providers) Protection Act, first reading, division ... 2263
Bill passage through the Assembly ... Notley 205

Bills standing on Order Paper for second reading deemed referred to Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills Committee on passage of Government Motion 11 [See also Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2(2), 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended)]; Nixon, Jason 155

Bills with similar provisions, Speaker’s ruling ...
Speaker, The 2581

General remarks ... Hoffman 40; McIver 43; Phillips 1879

Question-and-comment period See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 29(2)(a)
Referral to committee See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 74.11; Feehan 1897

Bills, private members’ public (current session)
Information about any of the following bills may be found by looking under the title of the bill.
Bill 201 Protection of Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act (Bill 201)
Bill 202 Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 202)
Bill 203 Act to Protect Public Health Care, An (Bill 203)
Bill 204 Election Recall Act (Bill 204)
Bill 205 Human Tissue and Organ Donation (Presumed Consent) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 205)
Bill 206 Workers’ Compensation (Enforcement of Decisions) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 206)
Bill 207 Conscience Rights (Health Care Providers) Protection Act (Bill 207)

Bills, private members’ public (previous session, 2014)
Information about any of the following bills may be found by looking under the title of the bill.
Bill 202 Safe and Inclusive Schools Statutes (Capacity Market Termination) Amendment Act, 2014 (Bill 202)

Bills, private members’ public (previous session, 2015)
Information about any of the following bills may be found by looking under the title of the bill.
Bill 204 Residential Tenancies (Safer Spaces for Victims of Domestic Violence) Amendment Act (Bill 204, 2015)

Bills, private members’ public (previous session, 2016)
Information about any of the following bills may be found by looking under the title of the bill.
Bill 205 Pharmacy and Drug (Pharmaceutical Equipment Control) Amendment Act, 2016 (Bill 205, 2016)
Bills, private members’ public (previous session, 2017)
Information about any of the following bills may be found by looking under the title of the bill.
Bill 207 Regulatory Burden Reduction Act (Bill 207, 2017)
Bill 215 Tow Truck Safety Act (Bill 215, 2017)
Bill 216 Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2017 (Bill 216, 2017)
Biologic drugs
Health minister’s consultations ... Shandro 2470, 2546–47; Shepherd 2470, 2546–47
Biosimilar drug initiative
General remarks ... Shandro 2470; Shepherd 2470
Bisexual persons
See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons
Bitumen development
See Oil sands development
Bitumen royalty in kind (BRIK) program
Royalties See Royalty structure (energy resources)
Bitumen tailings ponds
Land reclamation See Reclamation of land
Bitumen upgrading
Partial upgrading program (PUP) termination ... Nally 1977; Nixon, Jeremy 1977; Sabir 2005; Savage 2005
Black bear
Interactions with humans See Rocky Mountains: Human-wildlife interactions
Black Creek Heritage Rangeland Trails Act
Included in list of statutes to be repealed (Sessional Paper 64/2019) but not to be repealed (Government Motion 42: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 2646; Schweitzer 2646–47
Blackfoot Confederacy
Business and industry ... Wilson 1656
General remarks ... Feehan 705–6
Protocol agreement with province ... Feehan 1660, 1713, 1765–66; Fir 1764; Schow 1679; Wilson 1657
Blackfoot Crossing historical park
General remarks ... Loewen 1680; Schow 1680
Blaszczyk, Brock (veteran and advocate for veterans’ benefits)
Members’ statements ... Long 1797–98
Blood Tribe
Business and industry ... Feehan 1715; Schow 1680
Renewable/alternative energy industry ... Phillips 1664; Schow 1680
Blue Cross
See Seniors’ benefit program: Prescription drug benefits
Blue Ribbon Panel on Alberta’s Finances
Chair ... Sabir 210; Schmidt 1583; Speech from the Throne 6
Final report ... Ceci 667
Final report timeline ... Sweet 1032
General remarks ... Carson 694; Jones 29; Milliken 1310–11; Schow 923; Sweet 692; Toews 29, 923, 1311
Mandate ... Loewen 114; Sweet 693; Toews 114, 693
Blue Ribbon Panel on Alberta’s Finances (continued)
Recommendations ... Ceci 2397; Pon 1906; Sigurdson, L. 1906; Toews 1706, 2012, 2382, 2438; Walker 1706
Recommendations on capital spending ... Toews 2012
Recommendations on education funding ... Hoffman 1777–78; LaGrange 1778; Toews 2013
Recommendations on ICIP use ... Dang 1792; Panda 1792
Recommendations on municipal funding ... Toews 2012
Recommendations on postsecondary education funding ... Eggen 1791–92, 1844–45, 2220, 2332–33; Nicolaides 1792, 1844–45, 2220, 2333; Pancholi 2160
Recommendations on public service compensation ... Toews 2012

Boards, government
See Government agencies, boards, and commissions
Boards of education
See School boards and districts
Bonnyville roads
See Highway 28
Boulet, Toby
See Ministry of Transportation: Minister’s conversations with Toby Boulet, father of former Humboldt Broncos hockey player
Boulet, Logan (former Humboldt Broncos junior hockey team member)
Members’ statements ... Phillips 1789
Bow River
Flood damage mitigation See Flood damage mitigation: Springbank reservoir project and Bow River upstream flood mitigation
Bow Valley College Faculty Association
Collective agreement ... Ceci 936; Goehring 886
Bressmer, Judy (LAO employee)
Retirement ... Speaker, The 2851
Brewer, Roger (former LAO staff)
See Legislative Assembly Office: Former staff member Roger Brewer
Brewers development program
See Small brewers development program
Bridge construction
Athabasca River bridges See Highway 813: Athabasca River bridge replacement project
Fort Saskatchewan bridge ... Hoffman 462, 464; Loyola 426; McIver 426
Bridges
Cochrane area bridges ... Guthrie 355
Bridlewood school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
BRIK
See Royalty structure (energy resources)
British Columbia
Energy policies, members’ statements ... Milliken 2714
British Columbia-Alberta-Saskatchewan-Manitoba trade agreement
See New West Partnership trade agreement (Alberta-British Columbia-Saskatchewan-Manitoba)
Brooks Bandits hockey team
2019 junior A national championship, members’ statements ... Glasgo 24–25
Budget 2019

Competitive deficit ... Phillips 2186; Toews 2186
Comparison to federal policies, members’ statements ... Toor 2045

Deficit ... Ceci 2398; Gray 2467; Hoffman 2459–60; Pancholi 2373; Schmidt 2376–77; Toews 2467

Economic impact ... Hoffman 2114; Nixon, Jason 2114

Enabling legislation See Appropriation Act, 2019 (Bill 24)

Finance minister’s telephone town hall meetings ... Hoffman 1842; Kenney 1842

Funding for front-line services ... Kenney 2077–78; Notley 2077–78

Funding for front-line services, points of order on debate ... Bilous 2086; Nixon, Jason 2086; Speaker, The 2086

Funding for front-line services, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Kenney 2086; Speaker, The 2086

General remarks ... Eggen 2002; Kenney 1970, 2002; Notley 2162; Phillips 1970, 2722; Toews 2722–23

Government intentions ... Kenney 26–27; Notley 26–27

Impact on Edmonton, Members’ statements ... Schmidt 2085

Impact on public service See Public service: Budget 2019 impact on

Impact on rural communities ... Nielsen 2498

Impact on vulnerable Albertans, members’ statements ... Sigurdson, R.J. 2651–52

Impact on women ... Aheer 2117; Feehan 2370; Irwin 2117

Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340

Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340

Members’ statements ... Barnes 2043–44; Carson 2137; Ceci 2261; Dang 2000–2001; Ganley 1967; Gray 2016; Loewen 2113–14; Nielsen 2044, 2253; Nixon, Jeremy 2664–65; Pancholi 2215; Phillips 2214; Pitt 2273; Renaud 2181; Sigurdson, L. 2128; Sweet 2111; Walker 2043

Members’ statements, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 2137–38, 2181

Members’ statements, Speaker’s rulings, remarks withdrawn ... Carson 2138; Renaud 2181

Budget 2019 (continued)

NDP petition, members’ statements ... Feehan 2540–41
Public consultation ... Bilous 1970–71; Kenney 1970–71
Timing ... Bilous 1749–50; Ganley 1644; Kenney 1750

Budget 2019 Address
Address given ... Toews 2010–14

Budget documents
Level of detail provided, interim supply ... Sabir 1195–96

Budget process
Balanced/deficit budgets ... Schow 923; Toews 923
Balanced/deficit budgets, members’ statements ... Nixon, Jeremy 1897–98; Sigurdson, R.J. 1364
Fiscal review panel input See Blue Ribbon Panel on Alberta’s Finances

General remarks ... Ganley 342
Interim supply use ... Dach 733; Nixon, Jeremy 917–18; Toews 918–19
Public input ... Speech from the Throne 6
Revenue/cost forecasts used ... Bilous 2002–3; Dang 414; Kenney 2002–3; Phillips 604, 661–62, 673, 914; Sweet 692–93; Toews 604, 673, 693, 914
Supplementary supply use ... Dach 732–33; Toews 732

Buffalo, Stephen
See Indian Resource Council of Canada: President and CEO

Bulyea, George Hedley (first Lieutenant Governor of Alberta)
See Speech from the Throne: First Legislature, March 15, 1906

Bureaucracy
Red tape reduction See Red tape reduction

Bush fire prevention and control
See Wildfire prevention and control

Bush fires
See Wildfires

Business enterprises
See Corporations

Business enterprises, small
See Small business

Busing of schoolchildren
See Schoolchildren’s transportation

Cabinet ministers
See Executive Council

Cabinet ministers’ statements
See Ministerial Statements (current session)

Calgary (city)
Affordable housing See Affordable housing: Calgary funding
Budget, 2019-2020 ... Kenney 2543; Notley 2542–43
Budget, 2019-2020, points of order on debate ... Bilous 2550–51; Nixon, Jason 2551; Speaker, The 2551
Budget, Municipal Affairs minister’s remarks ... Ceci 1971; Kenney 1971
Budget, Municipal Affairs minister’s remarks, points of order on debate ... Nixon, Jason 1978; Speaker, The 1978, 2001
Commercial real estate vacancies ... Madu 2393; Milliken 2393

Crime rate See Crime: Northeast Calgary area crime
Cultural communities ... Issik 621; Yaseen 621

Crime rate See Crime: Northeast Calgary area crime
Cultural communities ... Issik 621; Yaseen 621

Layoffs ... Ceci 2718; Madu 2718

Neighbour Day (2013 flood anniversary) ... Ceci 844; Ganley 840

Tax cancellation policy ... Dach 704; Sabir 1144
Calgary (city) (continued)
Tourism industry ... Ellis 1083–84; Fir 1083–84
Unemployment rate See Unemployment: Calgary rates

Calgary, University of, faculty association
See Faculty Association of the University of Calgary

Calgary-Acadia (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Shandro 399–400
Overview ... Shandro 399

Calgary-Beddowning (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Pon 646
Overview ... Pon 646

Calgary board of education
Carbon levy costs ... Kenney 247; Notley 329, 1209
Collective agreement ... Goehring 886–87
Financial audit ... Hoffman 2386, 2466, 2543; LaGrange 2386, 2466, 2543–44; Nixon, Jason 2467
Funding, 2019–2020 ... Hoffman 2217, 2610; LaGrange 2217, 2611
Governance ... Ceci 1496
Layoffs ... Ceci 2397; Eggen 2402–3; Fir 2482; Hoffman 2386, 2458–59, 2466, 2543; LaGrange 2386, 2466, 2543–44; Nixon, Jason 2467; Sabir 2403, 2601; Schmidt 2376; Toews 2482
Transportation policy ... Sabir 1431–32

Calgary-Bow (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Nicolaides 396

Calgary-Buffalo (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Ceci 210–11, 460, 721–22, 1744; McIver 465

Calgary cancer centre
Project status ... Dang 199–200, 2389–90; Panda 200, 916, 2390; Phillips 916; Shandro 2389–90

Calgary-Cross (constituency)
Diversity ... Amery 313; Ellis 313
Member’s personal and family history ... Amery 312; Ellis 313
Overview ... Amery 312–13

Calgary-Currie (constituency)
Member’s election as Deputy Chair of Committees See Deputy Chair of Committees
Member’s personal and family history ... Milliken 649–51
Overview ... Milliken 650

Calgary-East (constituency)
Election Commissioner’s office investigation of member’s activities ... Bilous 1637
Member’s personal and family history ... Singh 404
Overview ... Singh 404
RCMP investigation of member’s activity ... Bilous 1637; Hoffman 273; Nixon, Jason 273

Calgary-Elbow (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Schweitzer 623–25
Overview ... Schweitzer 623

Calgary Exhibition & Stampede
Members’ statements ... Ceci 1363
Youth worker salaries ... Amery 610; Ceci 989; Copping 610, 675; Gray 674

Calgary-Falconridge (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Panda 174–75; Toor 173, 175

Calgary fire department
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Ceci 2255; Ganley 2222; Madu 2222, 2255

Calgary-Fish Creek (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Gotfried 277

Calgary-Foothills (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Luan 1212

Calgary-Glenmore (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Issik 177–78; Williams 178
Overview ... Issik 177–78

Calgary-Klein (constituency)
2019 election ... Nixon, Jeremy 110
Member’s personal and family history ... Nixon, Jason 173; Nixon, Jeremy 171, 173, 1079
Overview ... Nixon, Jeremy 172

Calgary-McCall (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Hoffman 542

Calgary-Mountain View (constituency)
Former MLA Dr. David Swann ... Ganley 180
Member’s personal and family history ... Ganley 180–81, 341; Schmidt 182

Calgary-North (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Yaseen 620
Overview ... Yaseen 620–21

Calgary-North East (constituency)
Diversity ... Ellis 318; Sawhney 318
Member’s personal and family history ... Feehan 1952; Sawhney 316–17, 1949–50
Overview ... Sawhney 317
Violent crime incidence ... Schweitzer 673; Toor 673

Calgary-Peigan (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Fir 318–19
Overview ... Fir 319

Calgary Police Service
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Ganley 2203; Kenney 2046, 2078, 2610; Madu 2222; McIver 2472; Notley 2046, 2078, 2130, 2610; Sabir 2116–17, 2403, 2471–72; Schweitzer 2116–17, 2130, 2222, 2472

Calgary public school board
See Calgary board of education

Calgary ring roads
See Ring road, Calgary

Calgary school construction
See School construction

Calgary school maintenance and repair
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Calgary schools
See Connect Charter School, Calgary; Cranston elementary school, Calgary (Calgary school district No. 19); St. Francis high school, Calgary (Roman Catholic separate schools); St. Marguerite Catholic school, Calgary

Calgary-Shaw (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Glasgow 402; Schulz 400–402
Overview ... Schulz 400–401

Calgary-South East (constituency)
Constituency office ... McIver 320
Member’s personal and family history ... Aheer 77; Fir 320; Jones 76–77; McIver 320
Members’ statements ... Jones 275
Provincial election 2019 ... Jones 77
Canadian National Railway Company
Province to urge emergency federal back-to-work legislation, request for emergency debate under
Standing Order 42 (unanimous consent denied) ... Dreschen 2338
Strike ... Dreschen 2330; Horner 2330; Savage 2330;
Schmidt 2453, 2737
Strike end ... Dreschen 2552

Canadian Nationalism
Members’ statements ... Rosin 1781

Canadian Natural Resources Limited
General remarks ... Getson 2791–92; Savage 2791–92

Canadian Rockies Public Schools (regional division No. 12)
Former Education minister’s remarks ... Glasgo 1840
Funding, members’ statements ... Rosin 1364

Canadian Taxpayers Federation
See Election Finances and Contributions Disclosure Act: Canadian Taxpayers Federation legal challenge

Canadian Union of Public Employees (Alberta division)
Collective agreements ... Goehring 886–87
Local 474 president ... Hoffman 1007–8

Cancer centres
See Calgary cancer centre

Canola
Chinese ban on Canadian imports ... Bilous 1088;
Dreschen 805, 1088; van Dijken 805
Export market development, Asia ... Fir 902; Rosin 902

Canola diseases and pests
See Clubroot (plant pathogen)

Capital investment tax credit
See Tax credits: Capital investment tax credit (CITC)

Capital plan
2019–2023 plan ... Toews 2012
Counter-cyclical funding (funding during economic downturn), Dodge report recommendations ... Ceci 760–61; Notley 534
General remarks ... Ganley 342
Project prioritization ... McIver 116–17; Panda 1289–90, 2656; Pitt 116–17; Renaud 768; Stephan 2656;
Sweet 742; Toews 744; Turton 1289–90
Publicly available information ... Panda 1289–90;
Turton 1289–90

Capital plan, 2019–2020
Lethbridge projects ... Panda 2219–20; Phillips 2219

Capital projects
[See also Infrastructure; School construction]
Contract management ... Neudorf 2136; Panda 2136,
2656; Stephan 2656
Funding ... Dach 490
Funding from interim supply ... Pancholi 927;
Shepherd 927
Government announcements ... Dach 704

Interprovincial projects, provincial response to federal policies (Government Motion 34: carried) ... Allard 1828–29; Bilous 1852; Dang 1854–58; Deputy Speaker 1994; Eggan 1852–54, 1995–96; Feehan 1858–59; Ganley 1994–95; Getson 1861–62; Glasgo 1859–61, 1996–97; Hanson 1857; Hoffman 1835–36; Jones 1858; Kenney 1831–35, 1908–11;

Capital projects (continued)
Interprovincial projects, provincial response to federal policies (Government Motion 34: carried) ... Loyola 1854; McIver 1860; Nielsen 1858; Nixon, Jason 1828–30, 1836–38; Sabir 1830–31; Savage 1828, 1831, 1995; Schow 1836; Sweet 1851–52

Interprovincial projects, provincial response to federal policies (Government Motion 34: carried), amendment A1 (“addition of—and that would roll back progress on efforts to reach Canada’s current greenhouse gas emissions targets, including the abysmal federal TIER plan”) (Hoffman/Bilous: defeated) ... Bilous 1852; Dang 1854–58; Deputy Speaker 1994; Eggan 1852–54; Feehan 1858–59; Getson 1861–62; Glasgo 1859–61; Hanson 1857; Hoffman 1835–36; Jones 1858; Kenney 1908–11;
Loyola 1854; McIver 1860; Nielsen 1858; Nixon, Jason 1836–38; Schow 1836; Sweet 1851–52

Interprovincial projects, provincial response to federal policies (Government Motion 34: carried), division ... 1997

Interprovincial projects, provincial response to federal policies (Government Motion 34: carried), members’ statements ... Getson 2017

Interprovincial projects, provincial response to federal policies (Government Motion 34: carried), points of order raised (withdrawn) ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 1855; Dang 1855; Eggan 1855; McIver 1855

JOb creation ... Ceci 761; Feehan 663
Public-private partnerships (P3) ... Dang 426; Panda 426, 609; Sigurdson, L. 609–10
Public-private partnerships (P3), Infrastructure minister’s remarks ... Dang 601

Capitalism
Members’ statements ... Neudorf 2664

Captain Nichola Goddard school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Car dealerships
See Motor vehicle sales industry

Car insurance
See Motor vehicle insurance

Car maintenance and repair
See Motor vehicle maintenance and repair industry

Carbon Capture and Storage Statutes Amendment Act, 2010 (Bill 24, 2010)
General remarks ... Barnes 893

Carbon competitiveness incentive regulation (Alberta Regulation 255/2017)
Termination ... Speech from the Throne 6–7

Carbon dioxide sequestration
Laws and legislation See Carbon Capture and Storage Statutes Amendment Act, 2010 (Bill 24, 2010)

Dissolution ... Fir 2048; Jones 2047–48; Toews 2011
Dissolution, laws and legislation See Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, An (Bill 1)
Carbon pricing (2016-2019) (continued)
Former economic development and trade minister’s remarks … Guthrie 425; Schow 459; Toews 425–26; Walker 420
Former economic development and trade minister’s remarks, member’s apology … Bilous 413; Schmidt 413; Speaker, The 413
General remarks … Glagso 2152; Hanson 1204–5; Nixon, Jason 1838, 2124–25; Notley 15, 1209; Rutherford 2797
Impact on business costs … Bilous 408, 413; Guthrie 425; Toews 425–26
Impact on consumer prices … Ellis 106; Loewen 2050; McIver 106–7; Notley 457–58; Toews 2050
Impact on education costs … Kenney 247
Impact on greenhouse gas emissions … Nixon, Jason 86
Impact on nonprofit organization costs … Kenney 249–50
Impact on small-business costs … Bilous 336; Gray 333; Kenney 247; Notley 329
Rebate for families, small business, coal industry, First Nations, etc. … Kenney 247; Notley 132; Pancholi 2375; Renaud 2151, 2240
Rebate for families, small business, coal industry, First Nations, etc., income calculation … Bilous 335; Gray 333; Irwin 139–41; Notley 329–30; Schow 141
Relation to pipeline approval (social licence) See Climate leadership plan, provincial (2015-2019): Relation to pipeline approval
Revenue utilization [See also Energy Efficiency Alberta]; Bilous 86–88, 244–45, 335; Carson 137–39, 244; Dach 244; Dang 126–28; Eggen 240; Ganley 125–28, 243–44; Goehring 241; Gray 241, 332–33; Irwin 139–40, 240; Loewen 136; Loyola 96, 103, 335; Nielsen 88, 139; Nixon, Jason 428, 2178–79; Notley 132–33, 330; Pancholi 103, 122–23, 244; Phillips 90; Renaud 142; Sabir 96; Schmidt 243, 327–28, 428, 2178; Sweet 104
Carbon offsetting
General remarks … Kenney 247
Carbon pricing
General remarks … Kenney 246–48
Other jurisdictions … Kenney 248–49, 338; Notley 331
Rate setting … Schmidt 2178
Relation to greenhouse gas emission reduction … Kenney 249, 1177–78, 1180; Notley 1210; Phillips 1216
UCP position … Notley 135; Schmidt 134–35
Carbon pricing (Alberta TIER)
General remarks … Ceci 2239; Shepherd 2247–48
Carbon pricing (federal) (continued)
Provincial response (Government Motion 21: carried), division … 1217
Carbon tax repeal act
See Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, An (Bill 1)
Carbon tier fund
See Greenhouse gas mitigation: Large emitters fund; Technology innovation and emissions reduction (TIER) levy and fund
Cardiac care
Central Alberta services See Red Deer regional hospital centre: Cardiac care
Cardston (town)
Business and industry … Schow 2497
Cardston-Siksika (constituency)
Agriculture … Schow 748
Local businesses … Schow 1029
Member’s personal and family history 2348–49; Schow 68, 182–83, 308, 1739, 1955, 2207; Speaker, The 815
Overview … Schow 182–84; Williams 184
Careers, The Next Generation
Funding … Armstrong-Homeniuk 2025–26; Loewen 2116; Nicolaides 2116; Toews 2011
Funding, 2019, 2020 … Eggen 2083; Nicolaides 2083
Caregivers (informal care by family members, etc.)
Members’ statements … Lovely 2001
Caregivers Alberta
General remarks … Lovely 2001
CARES
See Community and regional economic support program (CARES)
Carpay, John
See Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms: President
Cars
See Commercial vehicles
Catholic Health Care Week, National
See National Catholic Health Care Week
Catholic schools
General remarks … Feehan 786–87
Cavendish Farms Corp.
Expansion … Ganley 2501; Neudorf 1968; Nielsen 2498; Phillips 347, 1699; Schweitzer 1648; Shepherd 347
CBE
See Calgary board of education
CCEMC (former)
See Emissions Reduction Alberta
CCIR
See Carbon competitiveness incentive regulation (Alberta Regulation 255/2017)
CCMA
See Canadian Country Music Association
CCS
Laws and legislation See Carbon Capture and Storage Statutes Amendment Act, 2010 (Bill 24, 2010)
CEDC
See Tax credits: Community economic development corporation (CEDC) tax credit termination
Cellphones
Use in Chamber See Chamber (Legislative Assembly): Cellphone use in; Chamber (Legislative Assembly): Electronic device use in
Central Alberta health care
   See Emergency medical services (ambulances, etc.): Central Alberta service

Central Peace-Notley (constituency)
   Member’s personal and family history ... Loewen 618, 2626
   Overview ... Loewen 618–19

Century Park supportive living facility, Vegreville
   Care standards ... Shandro 1973; Shepherd 1973
   Layoffs ... Aheer 1703; Armstrong-Homeniuk 1753–54; Eggen 1727–28; Irwin 1702–3, 2385; Phillips 1970; Shandro 1647, 1751, 1753–54, 1970, 1974; Shepherd 1647, 1751, 1973–74
   Layoffs, members’ statements ... Shepherd 1747

CEO’s office
   See Chief Electoral Officer’s office

Certificates of election
   See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Certificates of election

CF
   See Canadian Forces

CF veterans
   See Veterans

CFEP
   See Community facility enhancement program

CFIA
   See Canadian Food Inspection Agency

CFIB
   See Canadian Federation of Independent Business

CFR
   See Canadian Finals Rodeo

CFTA
   See Canadian free trade agreement (CFTA)

Chair’s rulings
   [See also Speaker’s rulings]
   Addressing the chair ... Deputy Chair 2373, 2377
   Behaviour of guests in the gallery ... Deputy Chair 1023
   Decorum ... Deputy Chair 2380, 2685
   Imputing motives ... Deputy Chair 2375
   Interrupting a member ... Deputy Chair 2690–91
   Parliamentary language ... Deputy Chair 2377
   Referring to employees of the Legislature ... Chair 2784
   Relevance ... Deputy Chair 2692
   Repetition ... Deputy Chair 1479

Chair’s statements
   Reading from documents ... Deputy Chair 2830

Chamber (Legislative Assembly)
   Air quality due to wildfires, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 288
   Babies permitted in See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 14, definition of stranger to exclude infants cared for by members
   Banging on desks prohibited under standing orders ...
     Bilous 288; Carson 257; Chair 1044; Dach 1044; Dang 282; Deol 286; Deputy Chair 1298; Feehan 231; Goehring 283; Gray 285–86; Nielsen 234; Nixon, Jason 153, 235; Notley 208; Renaud 233; Sabir 258; Schmidt 217, 263; Shandro 235; Shepherd 160; Sigurdson, L. 261–62
   Cellphone use in ... Speaker, The 11, 520; Toews 384
   Cellphone use in, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 266
   Cellphone use in, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 235
   Conditions (smoky air), Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 288
   Electronic device use in, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 266
   Electronic device use in, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 235
   Electronic device use in (taking decibel readings), points of order ... Getson 1050–51
   Food not permitted in ... Renaud 1027
   Members’ earphone use in ... Speaker, The 1071–72
   Members’ singing and chanting, point of order ... Deputy Chair 1472; Hoffman 1472
   Members’ walking between Speaker and dais ... Speaker, The 2652
   Unveiling of Alex Janvier paintings ... Dach 220
   Use by Order of St. John ... Speaker, The 289
   Use of electronic devices in ... Speaker, The 1071–72
   Use of electronic devices in (taking decibel readings), point of privilege raised (no prima facie case of privilege found) ... Dang 1051; Getson 1051; McIver 1051; Speaker, The 1051

Charitable organizations
   See Nonprofit organizations

Charity
   General remarks ... Sigurdson, L. 188

Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Canadian
   See Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms

Charter schools
   Calgary schools See Connect Charter School, Calgary
   Funding ... Notley 1493–94
   Laws and legislation See Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019):
     Sections 24–28, charter schools
   New school approval ... Glasgo 676; LaGrange 676
   Provinical strategy ... LaGrange 1651; Toor 1651
   Warburg schools See Mother Earth’s Children charter school, Warburg

Cherkewich, Teri
   See Law Clerk

Cherry, Don
   Members’ statements ... Horner 2281–82

Chestermere (city)
   Tax cancellation policy ... Dach 704; Sabir 1144

Chestermere-Strathmore (constituency)
   Business and industry ... Aheer 476–77
   Member’s personal and family history ... Aheer 477, 1598, 1612

Chief Electoral Officer’s office
   Election Commissioner’s office budget 2020-2021 ... Nixon, Jason 2667–68; Sweet 2665, 2667
   Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 928
   Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2339
   Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Toews 701, 727–28
   Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ... Deputy Chair 777

Chief Medical Examiner’s office
   Legal services, funding from interim supply ... Ganley 922

   General remarks ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 65; Carson 66
Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2017 (Bill 216, 2017)
General remarks ... Ellis 838–39

Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 202)
First reading ... Ellis 277
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills
Committee final report with recommendation that bill proceed to second reading (concurred in) ... Schow 799; Speaker, The 799
Second reading ... Ellis 838–39, 1122; Feehan 1119–21; Hanson 1118; Nixon, Jeremy 1118–19; Pancholi 1116–18; Pitt 1116; Schulz 1121–22; Sweet 839–40
Second reading (carried unanimously), division ... 1122
Committee ... Deputy Chair 1882; Nielsen 1126; Schweitzer 1882
Third reading ... Aheer 1887; Armstrong-Homeniuk 1884; Ellis 1883–84, 2028–29; Pitt 1886; Reid 2027; Sigurdson, R.J. 1885–86; Smith 1884–85; Turton 2027–28
Third reading, division (carried unanimously) ... 2029
Royal Assent ... Lieutenant Governor 2087
Former Children’s Services minister’s remarks ...
Glasgo 1840
General remarks ... Pancholi 1881
Members’ statements ... Ellis 2045
Penalty provisions ... Feehan 1120; Hanson 1119; Pancholi 1117–18; Schulz 1121; Sweet 840
Private members’ public bills committee debate ...
Pancholi 1117–18

Child abuse
Reporting requirements, laws and legislation See Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 202)

Child adoption
See Adoption

Child advocacy centres
Lethbridge centre proposal ... Pancholi 773; Schulz 773

Child and family services
See Family and community support services

Child and Youth Advocate’s office
Annual report 2018-2019, referral to Legislative Offices Committee (Government Motion 40: carried) ...
Nixon, Jason 2587; Schweitzer 2587
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 928
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340

Child care
See Daycare

Child Day, National
See National Child Day

Child intervention services
See Child protective services

Child mental health services
Edmonton services [See also Royal Alexandra hospital, Edmonton: Child and adolescent mental health services]; Irwin 2004; Shandro 2004
Funding ... Shandro 2003, 2190; Sweet 2003, 2190
School-based services ... Kenney 268; Notley 268

Child poverty
See Children and poverty

Child protective services
Aboriginal children ... Pancholi 774; Schulz 774
Caseload ... Nixon, Jeremy 2257–58; Schulz 2257–58
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Feehan 2135; Nixon, Jason 2135
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Pancholi 773–74; Schulz 773–74

Child welfare
Aboriginal children ... Pancholi 774; Schulz 774
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Pancholi 774; Schulz 774

Children
Emancipated minors earning minimum wage  See Minimum wage: Youth wage, impact on children living independently

Children and poverty
Members’ statements ... Amery 2183
Statistics ... Eggen 2396; Irwin 393; Renaud 2396–97

Children at risk
See Child welfare

Children with disabilities
Family support programs See Family support for children with disabilities program (FCSD)

Children’s advocate’s office
See Child and Youth Advocate’s office

Children’s mental health services
See Child mental health services

Children’s services
See Child protective services; Family and community support services

Children’s Services ministry
See Ministry of Children’s Services

Chile
Members’ statements ... Loyola 2112

China
Ban on Canadian beef and pork imports See Beef; Pork

Chipewyan Lake First Nation
See Bigstone Cree First Nation

Choice in education act
See Education: Parental and student choice, laws and legislation

Chops and Crops (agricultural awareness event)
Members’ statements ... van Dijken 2325–26

Christ the King Catholic elementary/junior high school, Edmonton
Incident involving student wearing do-rag ... Deol 1794, 2119–20; LaGrange 1794, 2120, 2616; Shepherd 2616

Christ the King Catholic school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Christ the King Catholic school, Edmonton
Playground construction, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Christian schools
See Private schools

Christmas
Members’ statements ... Pitt 2674

CIP
See Community initiatives program

CITC
See Tax credits: Capital investment tax credit (CITC)
Cities and towns
[See also Municipalities]
Civic charters ... Hoffman 2024; Kenney 2024
Civic charters, repeal of enabling legislation ... Bilous 2399
Civic charters, repeal of enabling legislation, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)
City Charters Fiscal Framework Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, An (Bill 1)
Repeal ... Ceci 2132; Madu 2132
Repeal, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)
Civil rights
See Human rights
Civil service
See Public service
Civil society
Social program delivery, members’ statements ... Stephen 2714
Social program delivery, UCP 2019 platform remarks ... Sigurdson, L. 942
CKUA Radio
General remarks ... Shepherd 2383
Clarification by the Speaker or Chair
See Points of clarification (current session)
Class size (elementary and secondary schools)
General remarks ... Renaud 1028
Provincial strategy ... LaGrange 54–55; Walker 54–55
Public response ... Kenney 1970; Notley 1970
Schools: Closures
Dach 220; Dang 349; Goehring 1908; Hoffman 1875; Madu 2154; McIver 121; Phillips 349
General remarks ... Bilous 86–87; Carson 137, 1944; Ceci 2239; Dach 220–21; Deol 2155–56; Eggen 83–84; Gray 332–33, 2146–47; Hoffman 97–99; Loyola 322–32; Madu 2154; McIver 2148; Nielson 548, 2153–54; Nixon, Jason 135–36, 1776, 2305–6; Nixon, Jeremy 846; Notley 14–15, 131–34, 331–32, 1208–11; Pancholi 103, 121, 2156; Renaud 2239–40; Sabir 95–96, 209; Schmidt 79–80, 1776; Sigurdson, L. 1214
Impact on human migration ... Carson 130; Schmidt 130
Impact on poverty, members’ statements ... Renaud 1841
Climate change (continued)
Members’ statements ... Renaud 1078, 2478–79; Schmidt 668
Relation to wildfire activity See Wildfires: Severity and frequency, relation to climate change
Climate Change and Emissions Management Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Technology Innovation and Emissions Reduction Implementation Act, 2019 (Bill 19)
Climate change office, Alberta
See Alberta climate change office
Climate change strategy, Conservative Party of Canada
See Conservative Party of Canada: Climate change strategy
Climate change strategy, provincial
Aboriginal community component ... Nixon, Jason 1082; Schmidt 1082
Demonstrations at the Legislature ... Hoffman 1842–43; Kenney 1706, 1843; Nixon, Jason 1705–6, 1842, 1870; Nixon, Jeremy 1776; Schmidt 1705–6, 1776, 1864, 1870; Schow 1689
Demonstrations at the Legislature, members’ statements ... Irwin 1839
Demonstrations at the Legislature, points of order on debate ... Bilous 1875; Ellis 1874–75; Hanson 1875; Hunter 1875; Speaker, The 1875
Demonstrations at the Legislature, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Feehan 1908; Speaker, The 1908
General remarks ... Nixon, Jason 337, 2547–48; Pancholi 656; Renaud 2478–79; Schmidt 2547–48
Government announcement, ... Nixon, Jason 1901; Schmidt 1901
Members’ statements ... Rutherford 2797; Schmidt 1864, 2273
Public response ... Kenney 1970; Notley 1970
Relation to pipeline approval ... Hoffman 897–98; Kenney 897–98
Strategy development ... Bilous 335; Kenney 27; Loyola 334–35; Nixon, Jason 1082–83; Notley 27; Schmidt 1082
Climate Leadership (report by Dr. Andrew Leach)
Recommendorations ... Schmidt 216
Climate Leadership Act
Repeal, laws and legislation See Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, An (Bill 1)
Climate leadership plan, provincial (2015–2019)
Aboriginal community component ... Ceci 169; Dach 222; Feehan 99–101, 166–67, 349; Goehring 101; Irwin 140; McIver 167; Pancholi 121; Phillips 349
General remarks ... Bilous 86–87; Carson 137, 1944; Ceci 2239; Dach 220–21; Deol 2155–56; Eggen 83–84; Gray 332–33, 2146–47; Hoffman 97–99; Loyola 302–3, 334–35; Madu 2154; McIver 2148; Nielson 548, 2153–54; Nixon, Jason 135–36, 1776, 2305–6; Nixon, Jeremy 846; Notley 14–15, 131–34, 331–32, 1208–11; Pancholi 103, 121, 2156; Renaud 2239–40; Sabir 95–96, 209; Schmidt 79–80, 1776; Sigurdson, L. 1214
Members’ statements ... Stephen 2112
Municipal programs ... Phillips 703
Relation to pipeline approval ... Dach 221; Kenney 8, 250; Nixon, Jeremy 844–45; Sabir 17–18, 222
Closure of schools
See Schools: Closures
Coal workforce transition program
CLP
See Climate leadership plan, provincial (2015-2019)
Clubroot (plant pathogen)
Provincial management plan ... Dach 1371–72
CME’s office
See Chief Medical Examiner’s office
CNRL
See Canadian Natural Resources Limited
CO2 sequestration
Laws and legislation See Carbon Capture and Storage Statutes Amendment Act, 2010 (Bill 24, 2010)
Coal-fired electric power
See Electric power plants: Coal-fired facilities
Coal workforce transition program
Program status ... Copping 1795–96; Gray 1795; Schmidt 2177–78
Cochrane (town)
Water supply See Water allocation: Licences, Cochrane
Cochrane women’s shelter
See Bill Hill Haven women’s shelter, Cochrane
Cogeneration of electric power and heat
Alberta projects ... Getson 2792; Savage 2792
Cold Lake First Nation
Business and industry [See also Primco Dene Group of Companies]; Hanson 1711; Wilson 1657
Cold Lake fish hatchery
Walleye stocking proposed (Motion Other than Government Motion 509: carried as amended) ... Bilous 2297; Carson 2300–2301; Dang 2299–2300; Getson 2299; Hanson 2296–97, 2301; Loewen 2298–99; Orr 2298
Walleye stocking proposed (Motion Other than Government Motion 509: carried), amendment A1 (addition of northern pike), motion on (Bilous: carried) ... Bilous 2297; Hanson 2297
Cold Lake roads
See Highway 28
College admissions (enrolment)
See Postsecondary educational institutions admissions (enrolment)
College finance
See Postsecondary educational institution finance
College of Physicians & Surgeons of Alberta
Standards on health service billing ... Pancholi 1880–81
Colleges
See Postsecondary educational institutions
Commercial fisheries
See Fish hatcheries
Commercial vehicles
Orders to cease transporting oil and gas, laws and legislation See Preserving Canada’s Economic Prosperity Act
Overweight and overdimensional vehicle permit system (TRAVIS) ... Ceci 299–300; McIver 299–300
Commissions, government
See Government agencies, boards, and commissions
Committee of Supply (government expenditures)
Assembly resolution into (Government Motion 5: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37
Committee of Supply (government expenditures) (continued)
Documents considered See Budget documents
Government officials’ and opposition staff participation See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 59.02(3), Government officials’ and opposition staff participation in estimates debate Interim estimates See Interim estimates of supply 2019-2020
Supplementary estimates See Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019
Committee of the Whole Assembly
Assembly resolution into to consider bills (Government Motion 4: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37
Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future, Standing
Appointment of committee (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Bill 1 referral motion See Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, An (Bill 1): Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Alberta’s Economic Future Committee
Bill 2 referral motion See Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2): Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Alberta’s Economic Future Committee
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37
Membership changes (Government Motion 29, part E: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1637–38
Report on Property Rights Advocate 2017 annual report presented to the Assembly ... van Dijken 1654
Report presented to the Assembly on 2019-2020 estimates debate: Advanced Education; Culture, Multiculturalism and Status of Women; Economic Development, Trade and Tourism; Executive Council; Infrastructure; Labour and Immigration ... van Dijken 2339
Committee on Families and Communities, Standing
Appointment of committee (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Bill 8 referral amendment See Education Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 8): Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Families and Communities Committee
Bill 21 second reading referral amendment See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21): Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Families and Communities Committee (referral amendment REF1) (Ganley/Bilous: defeated)
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37
Membership changes (Government Motion 29, part F: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1637–38
Report presented to the Assembly on 2019-2020 estimates debate: Children’s Services, Community and Social Services, Education, Health, Justice and Solicitor General, Seniors and Housing, Service Alberta ... Sigurdson, L. 2339
Committee on Legislative Offices, Standing
Appointment of committee (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Child and Youth Advocate’s office annual report referred to See Child and Youth Advocate’s office: Annual report 2018-2019, referral to Legislative Offices Committee (Government Motion 40: carried)
Committee on Legislative Offices, Standing (continued)
Mandate ... Nixon, Jason 2344–45; Shepherd 2346
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37

Committee on Members’ Services, Standing Orders and Printing, Standing
Appointment of committee (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37
Membership changes (Government Motion 29, part D: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1637–38

Committee on Private Bills, Standing
Appointment of committee (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37
Membership changes (Government Motion 29, part B: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1637–38

Committee on Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills, Standing
Bill 201, Protection of Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act, final report with recommendation that bill proceed to second reading (concurred in) ... Ellis 799; Speaker, The 799
Bill 202, Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019, final report with recommendation that bill proceed to second reading (concurred in) ... Schow 799; Speaker, The 799
Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, final report with recommendation that bill not proceed ... Ellis 1281
Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, final report with recommendation that bill not proceed, members’ request to speak on motion for concurrence ... Speaker, The 1281
Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, final report with recommendation that bill not proceed, motion for concurrence procedure ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 1882; Speaker, The 1875
Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, final report with recommendation that bill not proceed, motion for concurrence (carried) ... Dang 1882; Ellis 1882; Feehan 1875–76; Horner 1881–82; Neudorf 1878–79; Orr 1880; Pancholi 1880–81; Phillips 1879–80; Pitt 1876–77; Shepherd 1877–78
Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, final report with recommendation that bill not proceed, motion for concurrence (carried), division ... 1882
Bill 204, Election Recall Act, final report recommending that bill proceed (concurred in) ... Ellis 2223; Speaker, The 2223
Bill 206, Workers’ Compensation (Enforcement of Decisions) Amendment Act, 2019, final report with recommendation that bill proceed (concurred in) ... Ellis 2393–94
General remarks ... Nixon, Jason 156

Committee on Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing, Standing
Appointment of committee (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36

Committee on Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing, Standing (continued)
Government Motion 11 referral amendment See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(e), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2(2), 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), amendment A1 (referral to Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing) (Hoffman: defeated)
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37
Review of standing orders ... Bilous 287; Notley 208

Committee on Public Accounts, Standing
Appointment of committee (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Election Commissioner’s appearance before committee proposed See Election Commissioner: Appearance before Public Accounts Committee on investigation of complaints proposed
Members’ statements ... Gottfried 2723–24
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37
Membership changes (Government Motion 29, part C: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1637–38

Committee on Resource Stewardship, Standing
Appointment of committee (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Bill 18 referral amendment See Electricity Statutes (Capacity Market Termination) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 18): Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Resource Stewardship Committee
Bill 20 second reading referral amendment See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20): Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Resource Stewardship Committee
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37
Membership changes (Government Motion 29, part G: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1637–38

Committee on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Standing
Annual report 2018 presented to the Assembly ... Gottfried 1112
Appointment of committee (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Appointment of Member for Calgary-East ... Nixon, Jason 1651–52; Sweet 1651–52

Committee on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Standing (continued)
Committee on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Standing (continued)
Appointment of Member for Calgary-East, motion on See Committee on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Standing: Chair, deputy chair, and membership changes (Government Motion 29, part A: carried)
Chair, deputy chair, and membership changes (Government Motion 29, part A: carried) ... Bilous 1637; Nixon, Jason 1637
Chair, deputy chair, and membership changes (Government Motion 29, part A: carried), division ... 1637–38
Chair, deputy chair, and membership changes (Government Motion 29, part A: carried), request for separate vote on ... Bilous 1637; Speaker, The 1637
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37

Committees, Deputy Chair of
See Deputy Chair of Committees

Committees of the Legislative Assembly
Appointment of committees (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Membership and chair changes (Government Motion 29) ... Nixon, Jason 1637
Membership and chair changes (Government Motion 29, part A: carried) ... Bilous 1637
Membership and chair changes (Government Motion 29, parts B to G: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1637; Speaker, The 1638
Membership and chair changes (Government Motion 29, request for separate vote on part A ... Bilous 1637; Speaker, The 1637
Membership and chair changes (Government Motion 29, part A: carried), division ... 1637–38
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37
Procedure, amendments to standing orders See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Amendments to SO 7, 8(1.1) and addition of 8(1.2), 13, 32 and addition of 32.1, 41, and addition of 52.041

Commonwealth Women Parliamentarians
She Should Run campaign, members’ statements ... Pitt 2128

Communications by government
See Government communications

Communities and Families, Standing Committee on See Committee on Families and Communities, Standing

Community and regional economic support program (CARES)
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Bilous 2400
General remarks ... Bilous 655

Community and Social Services ministry
See Ministry of Community and Social Services

Community development, rural
See Rural development

Community economic development corporation tax credit
See Tax credits: Community economic development corporation (CEDC) tax credit termination

Community facility enhancement program
Administration ... Aheer 2134; Gotfried 2134
Funding ... Aheer 1779, 2791; Deol 1779; Goehring 2050, 2568–69, 2791; LaGrange 2050; Phillips 704; Sabir 2403, 2564–65; Toews 1779, 2050
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Pancholi 2120; Toews 2120
Funding, points of order on debate ... Sweet 1782
Funding, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Nixon, Jason 1782; Speaker, The 1782
Funding from interim supply ... Phillips 914; Toews 914
Projects funding ... Schmidt 327–28

Community Foundation of Lethbridge
Vital Signs report, members’ statements ... Phillips 1699

Community Futures Treaty Seven General remarks ... Feehan 1720

Community initiatives program
Administration ... Aheer 2134–35; Gotfried 2134–35
Funding ... Aheer 1779, 2791; Deol 1779; Goehring 2050, 2791; LaGrange 2050; Phillips 704; Sabir 2403, 2564–65; Toews 1779, 2050
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Pancholi 2120; Toews 2120
Funding, points of order on debate ... Sweet 1782
Funding, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Nixon, Jason 1782; Speaker, The 1782
Funding from interim supply ... Phillips 914; Toews 914

Community support services program
See Family and community support services

Community supports ministry
See Ministry of Community and Social Services

Computer information systems, government
See Government information system

Condominium property regulation (Alberta Regulation 168/2000)
Amendments ... Eggen 2590, 2596–97; Glubish 2597–98

Condominiums
Consumer protection ... Dach 635; Glubish 1902; Madu 1902; Yao 1902
Governance, regulatory review ... Carson 1286–87; Glubish 1284, 1286–87; Issik 1284
Property insurance premiums ... Carson 2656–57; Glubish 2656–57

Confederation
General remarks ... Smith 1407–8

Confidentiality of personal information
See Health information

Conflict of interest commissioner’s office
See Ethics Commissioner’s office

Conflicts of Interest Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Connect care
See Health information: Connect care clinical information system

Connect Charter School, Calgary
Members’ statements ... Issik 355
Conscience Rights (Health Care Providers) Protection Act (Bill 207)
First reading ... Williams 2263
First reading, division ... 2263
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public bills
Committee final report with recommendation that bill not proceed ... Ellis 2550
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public bills
Committee final report with recommendation that bill not proceed, motion for concurrence (adjourned) ... Williams 2677
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public bills
Committee final report with recommendation that bill not proceed, request to speak to motion for concurrence ... Speaker, The 2550
General remarks ... Irwin 2385
Government members’ voting ... Aheer 2486; Irwin 2486; Nixon, Jason 2486
Government position ... Aheer 2257; Irwin 2256–57, 2277; Nixon, Jason 2277
Conservation of the environment
See Environmental protection
Conservatism
General remarks ... Feehan 1494–95; Loyola 2425; Rowsell 310–11
Conservative caucus
See Government caucus
Conservative Party, United
See United Conservative Party
Conservative Party of Canada
Climate change strategy ... Nixon, Jason 1082–83; Schmidt 1082
Constitution Act, 1867
Section 92(10)(a), federal jurisdiction over works situated in more than one province ... Kenney 1833
Section 92(10)(c), federal jurisdiction over works situated within a province but declared by Parliament to be for the general advantage of Canada or of two or more provinces ... Kenney 1833
Section 92A(1)(a) and (b), provincial control of nonrenewable natural resources and forestry ... Guthrie 2272; Kenney 1834
Constitution Act, 1982
Section 36, equalization and regional disparities See Government of Canada: Equalization and transfer payments
Construction industry
General remarks ... Getson 1602–3
Unionized businesses ... Smith 1969
Construction industry, home
See Home construction industry
Consumer Advocate, Utilities
See Utilities Consumer Advocate
Consumer affairs ministry
See Ministry of Service Alberta
Consumer protection
Legislative and regulatory provisions ... Dach 635–36; Deol 439; Goehring 438; Nielsen 369; Schmidt 368–70
Containment ponds
Land reclamation See Reclamation of land
Continental free trade
See North American free trade agreement (NAFTA)
Continuing/extended care facilities
New spaces ... Allard 2020; Shandro 2020
Staff, funding for ... Nielsen 2044
Continuing/extended care facility construction
Capital plan ... Shandro 909, 2009; Shepherd 909; Sigurdson, R.J. 2009
Contracts, government
See Government contracts
Conversion therapy
General remarks ... Carson 780
Government position ... Irwin 604, 1170–71; Nixon, Jason 1170–71; Schweitzer 604
Provincial strategy ... Goehring 52
Provincial strategy, points of order on debate ... Bilous 58; Nixon, Jason 58–59; Speaker, The 59
Conversion therapy working group
Status of ... Goehring 361–62; Hoffman 199; Kenney 268–69; Notley 268, 363–64; Pancholi 656; Shandro 52, 199, 361–62, 364
Cooper, N. (Member for Olds-Didsbury-Three Hills)
See Speaker, The
Cooper, Michael (Member of Parliament for St. Albert-Edmonton)
See St. Albert-Edmonton (federal riding): Member of Parliament’s remarks on hate crimes
Copperhaven school, Spruce Grove
Gymnasium completion ... Panda 274; Turton 274
Corporate Tax Act, Alberta
Amendments See Job Creation Tax Cut (Alberta Corporate Tax Amendment) Act (Bill 3)
Corporate taxation, federal
Accelerated investment incentive (capital cost allowance) ... Bilous 2700; Glasgo 1752; Toews 1752, 2011
Capital cost allowance ... Bilous 499
Corporate taxation, provincial
Comparison with other jurisdictions ... Aheer 476; Bilous 408, 413, 769; Dach 743; Dang 413–15, 482–84, 491–93; Eggan 410, 488; Feehan 348, 472, 663–64; Ganley 341–42; Gray 698–99; Hoffman 343–45, 462–64, 466; Issik 467; McIver 464; Nielsen 767–68; Notley 679–80, 739–41; Phillips 345, 487, 660; Sabir 478–79, 761–62; Schmidt 411–12, 469–70; Shepherd 688–89; Stephan 766; Sweet 685–87
Municipal incentive programs, laws and legislation See Municipal Government (Property Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 7)
Rate ... Carson 138; Ceci 211; Guthrie 93; Phillips 51; Sabir 209; Toews 31, 51; Toews 31
Rate decrease ... Bilous 1652, 2002–3, 2092, 2269, 2389, 2399, 2401, 2414; Carson 1064; Ceci 1649, 1971; Dang 2097–98, 2511; Deol 2735; Feehan 2371; Fir 1652, 2048; Ganley 1644; Guthrie 2478; Hoffman 2210, 2460; Jones 2047–48; Kenney 1649, 1699–1700, 1970–71, 2003, 2045–46; Notley 1699–1700, 2045–46; Phillips 1970, 2722; Pon 2616; Renaud 2522; Sabir 2403; Schmidt 2377, 2453, 2736; Schulz 2471; Shandro 1733; Shepherd 2227–28; Sigurdson, L. 1733, 2094–95, 2471, 2616; Stephan 2093; Toews 2389, 2616, 2722–23
Rate decrease, laws and legislation See Job Creation Tax Cut (Alberta Corporate Tax Amendment) Act (Bill 3)
Corporate taxation, provincial (continued)
Rate decrease, members’ statements ... Long 2262;
Renaud 24
Relation to economic growth ... Bilous 270–71, 408–9, 498, 605, 665–66, 754, 769–70, 2079, 2269, 2389;
Relation to economic growth, points of order on debate ... Bilous 1654–55
Relation to economic growth, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Kenney 1655; Speaker, The 1655
Revenue ... Nixon, Jason 112–13; Notley 112–13; Phillips 673; Toews 673
Revenue forecasts and projections ... Ganley 341–42; Hoffman 343–44, 466–67; Phillips 346–47; Renaud 350–51; Schmidt 468–69; Sweet 468
Corporations
Provincial programs ... Long 2262
Residence in Alberta ... McIver 465, 479–80; Schmidt 468
Support for ... Goehring 706; Guthrie 425; Schmidt 413; Toews 425–26
Support for, members’ statements ... Loewen 420–21
Corporations, small
See Small business
Counselling services
See Mental health services
Counselling services for children
See Child mental health services
Country Music Association, Canadian
See Canadian Country Music Association
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Dynalife Medical Labs  
Provincial contract ... Shandro 298, 2053; Shepherd 298; Toor 2052–53

E-cigarettes  
See Electronic cigarettes

Eagle Butte high school (Prairie Rose regional division No. 8)  
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

Eagle Spirit Energy Holdings Ltd.  
Chair and president ... Luan 1719; Orr 1709
General remarks ... Glasgo 1681; Gotfried 1671; Williams 1681
Input on Bill 14 ... Hunter 1695; van Dijken 1683
Treaty 8 Grand Chief Arthur Noskey’s remarks ... Glasgo 1682

Early childhood education  
Laws and legislation See Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019)

Early childhood mental health services  
See Child mental health services

Early intervention services (family)  
See Family and community support services

Early learning and child care centres  
See also Daycare

$25-a-day program ... Allard 1829; Hoffman 390; Irwin 393; Pancholi 390
Funding from interim supply ... Pancholi 920
Funding from supplementary supply ... Pancholi 773–74; Phillips 773; Schulz 773–74
Members’ statements ... Pancholi 1771–72; Sigurdson, R.J. 1772
Petitions presented to the Assembly ... Pancholi 1782, 2798

Ecocaring  
See Public inquiry into anti-Alberta energy campaigns: Legal challenge by Ecocaring

École des Cypres (southern francophone education region No. 4)  
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925

École La Prairie, Red Deer  
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 772

École Notre-Dame des Vallées, Cochrane  
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 772

École polytechnique de Montréal  
See Violence against women: 30th anniversary of l’École Polytechnique de Montréal shootings

Ecological conservation  
See Environmental protection
Economy of Alberta
Economics
Economic development, rural

Government role, members’ statements See Rural development: Assembly to urge the government to identify and eliminate red tape preventing economic diversification

Current fiscal position, members’ statements ... Toews 705
Current fiscal position, GDP growth ... Toews 2191

Toews 2013

Eggers 93; Notley 741, 2789; Pancholi 389–90, 2167; Reid 213; Sabir 209; Shepherd 2228–29;

Speech from the Throne 6; Sweet 103–4; Toews 742

Diversification, private members’ motions See Rural development: Assembly to urge the government to identify and eliminate red tape preventing economic diversification

Investment attraction, members’ statements ... Ellis 1798
Legislation planned for 2020 ... Speech from the Throne 7

Provincial strategy ... Aheer 397; Allard 314; Bilous 655; 770, 1593; Carson 320–21; Ceci 760–61; Fir 319–20; Getson 323–24; Glubish 407; Horner 214; Jones 77; LaGrange 391; Madu 622; Nicolaides 396–97; Rehn 406; Reid 214; Sabir 209, 629; Speech from the Throne 6; van Dijken 201; Yaseen 621

Vegreville initiatives See Vegreville (town):

Economic Development, Trade and Tourism ministry See Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and Tourism
Economic development, rural See Rural development

Economic Future, Alberta’s, Standing Committee on See Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future, Standing
Economics
Demand-side versus supply side ... Dach 705
Free economy, members’ statements ... Barnes 2617

Economy of Alberta

Contribution to national GDP ... Toews 2013
Current fiscal position ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2191; Ceci 2201; Gottfried 2075; Kenney 2183–84; McIver 699; Notley 2183–84; Phillips 486–87, 2186; Toews 2186–87, 2191

Current fiscal position, GDP growth ... Toews 2101
Current fiscal position, members’ statements ... Ceci 667; Nielsen 1302
Economic downturn ... Nixon, Jeremy 110
Economic downturn, 2014-2015 ... Feehan 995
Economic indicators ... Kenney 2789–90; Notley 2789–90
Growth ... Hunter 638; Nielsen 1294–95; Schmidt 1296–97
Members’ statements ... Walker 1164
Performance measures and indicators ... Copping 1241, 1299; Feehan 1256–37; Stephen 1297

ECSB (Edmonton Catholic school board)
See Edmonton Catholic Schools

Edmonton (city)

Budget, Municipal Affairs minister’s remarks ... Ceci 1971; Kenney 1971

Edmonton (city) (continued)

Budget, Municipal Affairs minister’s remarks, points of order on debate ... Nixon, Jason 1978; Speaker, The 1978, 2001
Budget 2019 impact See Budget 2019: Impact on Edmonton, Members’ statements
Capital funding, 2019-2020 ... Dang 2048–49; Kenney 2048; Madu 2048–49

Edmonton area energy industries
See Alberta’s Industrial Heartland

Edmonton-Beverly-Clareview (constituency)

Member’s remarks on the carbon levy See Carbon levy (2016-2019): Former economic development and trade minister’s remarks

Edmonton-Castle Downs (constituency)

Member’s personal and family history ... Goehring 538–39, 837; Hoffman 542

Edmonton Catholic Schools

Governance ... Notley 1493

Edmonton-City Centre (constituency)

Member’s personal and family history ... Shepherd 864, 1735–36

Edmonton-Decore (constituency)

Business and industry ... Nielsen 547–48
General remarks ... Nielsen 139
Member’s personal and family history ... Nielsen 1738

Edmonton-Ellerslie (constituency)

Member’s personal and family history ... Irwin 504;
Loyola 503–4, 560–62, 785–86, 1264

Edmonton General continuing care centre
Pharmacy service privatization ... Shandro 2720;
Shepherd 2720

Edmonton-Glenora (constituency)

Member’s personal and family history ... Hoffman 140, 149, 883, 2728

Edmonton-Gold Bar (constituency)

Member’s personal and family history ... Schmidt 541, 1093–95, 2376

Edmonton-Highlands-Norwood (constituency)

Member’s personal and family history ... Irwin 393, 710, 1156; Phillips 394
Overview ... Irwin 392–94; Phillips 394

Edmonton hospitals
See Royal Alexandra hospital, Edmonton

Edmonton Law Courts

Facility condition ... Dang 1310; Panda 1310

Edmonton-Manning (constituency)

Member’s nominations for presiding officers See Deputy Chair of Committees: Election, nomination of Member for Edmonton-Manning; Deputy Speaker and Chair of Committees: Election, nomination of Member for Edmonton-Manning: Speaker, The: Election, nomination of Member for Edmonton-Manning
Member’s personal and family history ... Deol 1516;
Sweet 1507–9, 1693–94, 1731

Edmonton-McClung (constituency)

Member’s personal and family history ... Dach 151–52, 308, 508–9, 587, 742–43, 1066, 2576

Edmonton-Meadows (constituency)

Member’s personal and family history ... Deol 397–99, 837–38; Hoffman 398
Overview ... Deol 398
Edmonton medical lab hub
Construction stoppage ... Eggen 1728; Shandro 31–32, 297–98, 1081; Shepherd 31, 297–98, 926–27, 1081; Toews 927

Edmonton-Millwoods (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Gray 285

Edmonton-North West (constituency)
Member’s 10th anniversary of election, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 191

Edmonton Police Service
Officers killed on duty See Faraone, Constable Ezio (Edmonton police officer killed on duty); Woodall, Constable Daniel (Edmonton police officer killed on duty)

Edmonton Pride Shabbat dinner
General remarks ... Shepherd 1509

Edmonton public school board
Funding, 2019–2020 ... Hoffman 2611; LaGrange 2611
John Carpay’s letter to on gay-straight alliances ... Irwin 1754–55; LaGrange 1754–55

Edmonton-Riverview (constituency)
Member’s apology ... Sigurdson, L. 2183
Member’s personal and family history ... Feehan 562–63; Irwin 188; Sigurdson, L. 187–88, 260–61, 551–52, 831, 1500
Renewable/alternative energy initiatives ... Sigurdson, L. 218–19

Edmonton-Rutherford (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Feehan 830, 1095–96, 1260, 1449–50, 1924, 2369–70; Hoffman 1449

Edmonton school construction
See School construction

Edmonton school maintenance and repair
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Edmonton schools
See Father Michael Mireau Catholic school, Edmonton; Louis St. Laurent Catholic high school, Edmonton

Edmonton separate school board
See Edmonton Catholic Schools

Edmonton Social Planning Council
Over-qualified, Underemployed: Accessibility Barriers to Accreditation for Immigrant Women with Foreign Qualifications (report) ... Copping 1262; Feehan 1260–62

Edmonton-South (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Dang 126

Edmonton-South West (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Madu 621–23
Overview ... Madu 621–22

Edmonton-Strathcona (constituency)
Member named in the Assembly ... Speaker, The 2329
Member’s personal and family history ... Notley 453, 530–32, 578

Edmonton Transit Service
Light rail transit valley line ... Gray 332
Light rail transit valley line, funding for ... Jones 470; McIver 916; Pancholi 2168; Phillips 916; Schmidt 80, 470; Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2058
Light rail transit valley line funding ... Carson 2258; McIver 2258–59; Sigurdson, L. 2692

Edmonton Transit Service (continued)
Light rail transit valley line west, funding for ... Carson 2008; McIver 2008
Light rail transit west expansion, funding for ... Nixon, Jason 2173; Notley 2172

Edmonton-West Henday
Member’s personal and family history ... Carson 569–71; Nielsen 570

Edmonton-Whitemud (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Hoffman 390; Pancholi 254–55, 389–91, 1147, 1191, 1600, 2373
Overview ... Pancholi 389

Education
Aboriginal children See Aboriginal children’s education
Alternative programs See Stratthcona Christian Academy, Sherwood Park
High school completion, High school completion Legislative and regulatory provisions ... Pancholi 370
Parental and student choice ... Ellis 2024; Glasgo 70, 676–77; LaGrange 676–77, 1651, 2024; Toor 1651
Parental and student choice, laws and legislation ... Speech from the Throne 6
Parental and student choice, ministry survey ... Glasgo 2547; LaGrange 2547
Performance measures ... Toews 2013
Protection for LGBTQ2S teachers and staff See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons: Protection for LGBTQ2S teacher and educational staff
Provincial framework, 2010 (Inspiring Education) ... Pancholi 851, 1147
Provincial strategy ... Deol 1504; Eggen 411; Ganley 180; Getson 323; Irwin 188, 393; LaGrange 392; Schow 392; Schulz 401; Sigurdson, L. 188; Singh 404; Speech from the Throne 6; Walker 184; Yaseen 621

Education, postsecondary institutions, finance
See Postsecondary educational institution finance

Education fees
See Tuition and fees, postsecondary

Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019)
Amendments [See also Act to Amend the Alberta Bill of Rights to Protect Our Children, An (Bill 10, 2014); Education Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 8); Protection of Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act (Bill 201)]; Kenney 358; Notley 358; Speech from the Throne 6
Amendments, laws and legislation See Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)

Amendments consequent to Bill 2, laws and legislation See Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2)
Code of conduct provisions ... Pancholi 1149
Comparison to School Act ... Pancholi 1375
Early childhood education provisions ... Pancholi 1376
Exemptions ... LaGrange 1259
Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019) (continued)

Gay-straight alliance provisions (section 35.1, support for student organizations) (continued) ...Deol 792–93, 870, 1504–5, 1516–17, 1526–27, 1546–48, 1563–64; Eggan 781–82; Notley 1493–94; Pancholi 1375–76; LaGrange 1259; Phillips 715; Sabir 713–14

Section 32, responsibilities and dispute resolution, parent responsibilities ...Pancholi 1376

Section 33, board responsibilities ...Aheer 1624–27; LaGrange 1463–64

Section 33, board responsibilities, codes of conduct ...Eggen 1486

Section 59, transportation ...Carson 791; Eggan 1486; LaGrange 649; Sabir 713

Section 76, establishment of wards ...Eggen 1486

Section 77, board establishment ...Eggen 1486

Section 87, disqualification of trustees ...Bilous 781; Carson 791; Ceci 722, 1496; Dach 783; Eggan 1486; Feehan 714–15; Goehring 1488–89; Gray 724, 1503–04; LaGrange 1259; Notley 1492–93; Shepherd 1519–20

Section 135(5), voting in francophone education regions ...LaGrange 649

Section 142, audit committees ...Pancholi 1148–49

Section 218, duty to report, application to charter schools ...Feehan 714; Sabir 713–14

Section 224(1)(a), school superintendent terms of employment ...LaGrange 649

Section 224(1)(b), school superintendent leadership certificates ...LaGrange 649

Section 224(1)(l), regulations on school fees ...Carson 791; LaGrange 649, 1628

Education Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 8)

First reading ...LaGrange 421


Second reading, motion that bill be not now read because the Assembly is of the view that further time is necessary to enable school boards to adopt policies (reasoned amendment RAI1) (Bilous/L. Sigurdson: defeated) ...Bilous 725, 781; Carson 789–92; Dach 783–85; Dang 793–94; Deol 792–93; Eggan 781–83, 792, 855–56, 858; Feehan 786–88; Goehring 854–56; Gray 860–62; Hoffman 848–51, 859–60; Irwin 784–85; Loyola 785–86, 788; Nielsen 853, 858–60; Pancholi 851–54, 862; Renaud 856–58; Shepherd 786, 788–90; Sigurdson, L. 793

Second reading, motion that bill be not now read because the Assembly is of the view that further time is necessary to enable school boards to adopt policies (reasoned amendment RAI1) (Bilous: defeated), division ...862
Education Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 8) (continued)
Committee, amendment A3 (antidiscrimination policies and codes of conduct) (Irwin: defeated) ... Carson 1467, 1478–79; Egggen 1464–65, 1472–74, 1481–82; Feehan 1463, 1470–72, 1479–81; Goehring 1465–66, 1476–78; Hoffman 1461–62, 1469–70; Irwin 1461–63; LaGrange 1463–64; Nielsen 1467–69, 1474–76; Notley 1482–84
Committee, amendment A3 (antidiscrimination policies and codes of conduct) (Irwin: defeated), division ... 1484
Committee, amendment A4 (bill application to private schools) (Shepherd/Irwin: defeated) ... Dach 1530–32; Dang 1536–39, 1541; Deol 1526–27; Egggen 1534–36, 1542; Gray 1523–25; Irwin 1521; LaGrange 1536, 1542; Nixon, Jason 1539–41; Shepherd 1520–21, 1528–30; Sigurdson, L. 1521–23, 1532–34; Sweet 1527–28
Committee, amendment A5 (two-week timeline for GSA establishment) (Eggen/Hoffman: defeated), division ... 1620
Committee, amendment A6 (board policies) (Hoffman: defeated) ... Aheer 1624–27; Dang 1624; Hoffman 1620–22; Irwin 1622–24, 1627
Committee, relevance of debate ... Acting Chair (van Dijken) 1571; Deputy Chair 1533
Committee, request to report Bill 13 and motion that committee rise and report Bill 8 (carried), division ... 1584
Committee, concurrence in report (carried), division ... 1585
Committee, point of order raised, remarks withdrawn ... Acting Chair (Hanson) 1444–45; Carson 1445; McIver 1444; Shepherd 1445
Committee, points of order on debate ... Acting Chair (Hanson) 1442, 1508, 1582, 1615–16; Acting Chair (van Dijken) 1543, 1558; Aheer 1625–26; Bilous 1578–79, 1582, 1614, 1625; Chair 1626; Dang 1157, 1557, 1568; Deputy Chair 1472–76, 1485–86, 1528, 1529, 1560–61, 1568, 1579; Egggen 1473, 1475, 1557–58; Ellis 1485–86, 1557, 1578; Hoffman 1472, 1476; Loewen 1557–58, 1560–61; McIver 1442, 1557, 1561, 1568; Nixon, Jason 1289–91, 1473–76, 1543, 1581–82, 1614–16; Schow 1508; Shepherd 1615–16; Speaker, The 1290–91; Sweet 1290–91, 1508, 1528, 1543
Committee, points of order on debate, clarification ... Deputy Chair 1558, 1560; Ellis 1558; Loewen 1560; Savage 1291; Speaker, The 1291–92
Committee, point of privilege raised (remarks withdrawn) ... Ellis 1312; Panchohi 1313; Speaker, The 1313; Sweet 1312–13
Committee, points of order raised ... Dang 1559; Deputy Chair 1559; McIver 1559
Committee, chair’s rulings on debate ... Deputy Chair 1479
Education Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 8) (continued)
Committee, relevance of debate ... Bilous 1580; Deputy Chair 1574, 1580; Nixon, Jason 1580
Committee, request to report bill (carried), division ... 1627
Third reading ... Carson 1632; Dach 1632–33; Gray 1629; Hoffman 1631–32; Irwin 1632; LaGrange 1628–29, 1631, 1633; Nielsen 1629; Pancholi 1630–31
Third reading, division ... 1633
Royal Assent ... 18 July 2019 (outside of House sitting)
General remarks ... Notley 684–85; Pancholi 1163
Government members’ participation in debate ... Pancholi 1574
Passage through the Assembly, Government House Leader’s remarks ... Hoffman 1613–14
Preamble ... Sabir 712
Provisions for protection of LGBTQ2S teachers and educational staff proposed See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons: Protection for LGBTQ2S teacher and educational staff
Purpose and intent ... LaGrange 818; Pancholi 818, 871–72
Sections 9, 10, “specialized” struck out of Education Act sections 32(e) and 33(1)(e) ... LaGrange 1259
Section 11, amendments to Education Act section 33, board responsibilities ... Ceci 722
Section 12, amendments to Education Act section 37, expulsion of a student ... Ceci 722
Section 13, replacement of “director” with “child intervention worker” in Education Act section 49(1)(d) ... Goehring 854–55, 1489
Section 26, amendment to section 222, superintendent leadership certification requirement ... Pancholi 853
Stakeholder consultation ... Irwin 711, 805–6; LaGrange 805; Nixon, Jason 806
Education completion (K to 12)
See High school completion
Education finance
[See also Ministry of Education: Interim supply estimates; Ministry of Education: Supplementary supply estimates 2018–2019]
Budget 2019–2020 ... Hoffman 912–13; Toews 913
Capital grants, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Impact on education costs
Classroom improvement fund See Classroom improvement fund
Funding ... Carson 2796; Eggen 344–45; Goehring 416; Hoffman 344, 603, 673–74, 752–53, 976, 1105, 1226, 1284–85, 1648, 1869, 1972; Jones 470; Kenney 976–77, 2018–19; LaGrange 674, 752–53, 982–83, 1105–7, 1226, 1284–85, 1648, 1869, 1972; Madu 2740; Nixon, Jason 1284, 1869; Nixon, Jeremy 982; Notley 452, 679–80, 2018–19; Phillips 661, 673; Renaud 350; Sabir 713; Schmidt 470; Schulz 2796; Sweet 1106–7; Toews 603, 673, 2012–13
Education finance (continued)
Funding, 2019-2020, points of order on debate ...
Speaker, The 2115, 2122–23
Funding, 2019-2020, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Hoffman 2123; Speaker, The 2123
Funding, comparison with Ontario ... Shepherd 1867; Toews 1867–68
Funding, comparison with other jurisdictions ... Jones 978; LaGrange 978
Funding, members’ statements ... Dang 419; Ganley 2789; Goehring 2384–85; Hoffman 1079
Funding for enrolment growth ... Bilous 2268; Gray 2016; Hoffman 734, 911, 1084–85, 1777–78, 2458–59; LaGrange 911, 1084–85, 1777–78; Toews 734–35, 2013
Funding for fourth year of high school See High school completion: Funding for students’ fourth year
Funding for rural and remote schools ... LaGrange 2469; Reid 2469
Funding for schools not in compliance with GSA policies See Gay-straight alliances in schools:
School compliance, funding for noncompliant schools
Funding for students with special needs ... Hoffman 1197, 1284–85, 1306; LaGrange 1285, 1306; Nixon, Jason 1284
Funding formula review ... Toews 2013
Funding from interim supply ... Hoffman 911–13; LaGrange 911; Toews 913
Funding notices to school boards ... Dang 419; Hoffman 1196–97, 1226; Kenney 267–68, 1166; LaGrange 1226; Notley 267–68, 1166; Sabir 1243
General remarks ... Pancholi 656
Program unit funding (PUF) ... Sabir 2706
Rural school board funding, 2019-2020 ... Hoffman 2255; LaGrange 2255
School fees, laws and legislation See Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019):
Section 224(1)(l), regulations on school fees
Value scoping, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Voucher system, government position on ... Hoffman 2659, 2794; Nixon, Jason 2659; Schulz 2794
Education governance
See School boards and districts
Education ministry
See Ministry of Advanced Education; Ministry of Education
Educational curricula
Agricultural content ... LaGrange 1171; Schow 1171
Agricultural content, Altario See Altario school:
Agricultural program
Energy industry related content ... Gotfried 2612; LaGrange 2612
Entrepreneurship training ... Bilous 1169; Nicolaides 1169
Political bias/neutrality in content ... Gotfried 2612; LaGrange 2612
Redesign ... Eggen 1484–85; Speech from the Throne 6
Review ... Ellis 2024; Hoffman 1084; LaGrange 1084, 1849, 2024–25; Nixon, Jason 1084; Toor 1849
Review, members’ statements ... Irwin 2025
Technology curriculum ... Bilous 1169; Isik 174; Nicolaides 1169; Toor 174
Educational institutions, elementary and secondary
See Schools
Election Commissioner's office investigations/inquiries (continued)
2019 provincial election, complaints received ... Sweet 2665
Investigation of Member for Calgary-East’s activities
See Calgary-East (constituency): Election Commissioner’s office investigation of member’s activities

Election Finances and Contributions Disclosure Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Alberta Senate Election Act (Bill 13); Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Canadian Taxpayers Federation legal challenge ... Kenney 2541–42; Notley 2541–42

Election recall
Costs ... Bilous 2295
Other jurisdictions ... Bilous 2295; Carson 2294; Irwin 2289; Nixon, Jeremy 2290; Smith 2489; Walker 2287

Election Recall Act (Bill 204)
First reading ... Smith 1977
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public bills final report recommending that bill proceed (concurred in) ... Ellis 2223
Second reading ... Bilous 2295–96; Carson 2293–94; Ganley 2284–85; Getson 2291–92; Hunter 2294–95; Irwin 2288–89; Nielsen 2488; Nixon, Jeremy 2289–90; Pancholi 2285–87; Phillips 2290–91; Renaud 2292–93; Schow 2283–84; Smith 2488–89; Walker 2287–88
Second reading, time allocation on debate ... Ganley 2284
Chief Electoral Officer provisions ... Carson 2293
General remarks ... Schmidt 1985
Matters not included in act ... Bilous 2295; Phillips 2290
Political advertising permitted under act ... Carson 2293; Ganley 2285; Hunter 2294–95; Nixon, Jeremy 2289; Phillips 2290; Renaud 2292
Private member’s bill ... Getson 2291
Division 3, determination whether recall authorized ... Ganley 2285; Schow 2283
Sections 13 to 18, recall financing and expense limit ... Nielsen 2488; Smith 2489

Elections, federal
2019 general election ... Kenney 1909–10
2019 general election, members’ statements ... Milliken 1873–74; Rosin 1863
Official Opposition Leader’s vote ... Nixon, Jason 1866; Notley 1866

Elections, municipal
Holding of Senate elections at the same time, laws and legislation See Alberta Senate Election Act (Bill 13)

Elections, provincial
2015 election ... Hoffman 466
2015 election candidates’ forums ... Deal 510
2019 election ... Allard 314; Bilous 1593; Fir 319; Getson 323–24; Kenney 1592; McIver 464; Nielsen 1593; Nixon, Jason 461–62; Notley 679; Rowswell 310; Rutherford 215; Schmidt 2209; Schow 2208; Schulz 400; Speech from the Throne 5; Walker 184–85
2019 election, members’ statements ... Barnes 25; Nixon, Jeremy 110
2019 election, Premier’s remarks ... Kenney 1590
Elections, provincial (continued)
Certificates of election See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Certificates of election
Laws and legislation See Election Recall Act (Bill 204)

Elections, Senatorial
Laws and legislation See Alberta Senate Election Act (Bill 13)

Elections Alberta
See Chief Electoral Officer’s office

Elections Alberta officer’s office
See Chief Electoral Officer’s office

Electric power
Capacity market system ... Aheer 2156
Capacity market system termination, laws and legislation See Electricity Statutes (Capacity Market Termination) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 18)
Energy-only market ... Notley 2163; Sabir 1791; Savage 1791
Energy-only market, members’ statements ... Horner 2001
Energy-only market, other jurisdictions ... Carson 1943; Eggen 1979; Ganley 2037–38; Hoffman 1947–48; Hunter 1931–32; Phillips 2055; Sigurdson, L. 1980; Sweet 1962
Market review ... Reid 1168; Sabir 820; Savage 820, 1168

Electric power plants
ATCO sale See ATCO: Sale of electric power plants, members’ statements
Coal-fired facilities, other jurisdictions ... Kenney 250
Coal-fired facilities retirement ... Bilous 87–88; Ceci 1982; Eggen 84, 1987; Feehan 101; Getson 325; Horner 321–22, 2001; Notley 131–32; Phillips 1960; Renaud 1988; Schmidt 81, 1940, 1984; Turton 321–22
Coal-fired facilities retirement, Hanna, members’ statements ... Horner 202
Coal-fired facilities retirement, support for former employees See Coal workforce transition program
Coal-fired facilities retirement, transition payment to power companies ... Issik 1931; Long 2262; Stephan 1849–50

Electric power prices
Regulated rate cap ... Long 2262; Sabir 1927–28, 1986; Schmidt 1940–41; Sigurdson, L. 1932
Regulated rate cap termination ... Bilous 2269; Dang 2107; Eggen 2317; Gray 2193–94; Hoffman 2070, 2210; Nielsen 2316; Notley 2163; Phillips 2581; Sabir 2073, 2403, 2792; Savage 2792; Toews 2068
Regulated rate cap termination, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)
Renewable/alternative energy sources See Renewable/alternative energy sources
Residential contracts ... Schmidt 1941–42
Residential contracts, door-to-door sales ban ... Schmidt 1941

Electric utilities
Billing ... Feehan 1964–65
Deregulation ... Hoffman 1949; Hunter 1932; Issik 1931–32; Phillips 1948–49, 1960

Electric Utilities Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Electricity Statutes (Capacity Market Termination) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 18)

Electricity program, renewable
See Alberta Electric System Operator: Renewable electricity program (REP)

Electricity Statutes (Capacity Market Termination)
Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 18)
First reading ... Savage 1850
Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Resource Stewardship Committee (referral amendment REF1) (Sweet/Ganley: division) ... Ceci 1981–83; Eggen 1978–79; Ellis 1983; Feehan 1964–65; Ganley 1963; Irwin 1965–66; Renaud 1985; Sabir 1985–86; Schmidt 1983–85; Sigurdson, L. 1979–81; Sweet 1963–64
Second reading, quoting documents during debate ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 1978
Committee, amendment A2 (goal of reliable supply and reasonable cost of electricity, provisions for AESO intervention) (Bilous/Sabir: defeated) ... Bilous 2039; Hoffman 2040; Sabir 2039; Savage 2039–40
Committee, amendment A2 (goal of reliable supply and reasonable cost of electricity, provisions for AESO intervention) (Bilous/Sabir: defeated), division ... 2040
Committee, request to report bill, division ... 2041
Third reading ... Phillips 2055–56; Savage 2055
Royal Assent ... Lieutenant Governor 2087
Stakeholder consultation ... Carson 1942–43; Dang 1933–34; Issik 1928–29; Sabir 1928, 1985–86; Schmidt 1983–84

Electronic cigarettes
Provincial strategy ... Orr 1793; Shandro 1793

Electronic health records
System integration See Health information: Connect care clinical information system

Electronic Transactions Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Elementary schools
See Schools

Elevate Aviation
Members’ statements ... Rutherford 1899

Elizabeth Finch school, Edmonton
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Elizabeth II, Queen
Legislative amendments in advance of the end of her reign See Justice Statutes Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 23)

Elizabeth II highway
See Queen Elizabeth II highway

Elk Island Public Schools
Alternative programs See Strathcona Christian Academy, Sherwood Park

Emerald Foundation
Environmental award recipient Lloyd Dahl ... Nixon, Jason 428–29; Orr 428
Environmental award recipient Lloyd Dahl, points of order on debate ... Bilous 431; Nixon, Jason 431; Speaker, The 431–32

Emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (procedure)
Brevity ... Speaker, The 61

Emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (current session)
2017 UCP leadership contest, RCMP investigation, request for debate (not proceeded with) ... Ganley 60–61; Nixon, Jason 61–62; Speaker, The 62
Support for youth transitioning out of care request for debate (not proceeded with) ... Nixon, Jason 2139; Speaker, The 2139; Sweet 2138–39

Emergency management
Alert-ready system test ... Speaker, The 2608–9
Funding from interim supply ... Nixon, Jeremy 918; Toews 918
Preparedness ... Hoffman 733; Toews 733

Emergency medical services (ambulances, etc.)
Ambulance shortages (code red), Calgary ... Kenney 358; Notley 358; Shandro 358–59; Shepherd 359
Central Alberta service ... Shandro 198; Shepherd 197–98
Funding ... Notley 680; Shandro 198; Shepherd 198
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Shepherd 2267
Funding from interim supply ... Shandro 910; Shepherd 910
HALO medical rescue helicopter service ... Glasgo 1869; Shandro 1869
HALO medical rescue helicopter service, funding for ... Barnes 297; Shandro 297
Paramedics See Health sciences personnel
Paramedics, Calgary ... Kenney 358; Notley 358; Shandro 358; Shepherd 358
Paramedics, members’ statements ... Sigurdson, R.J. 193
Paramedics’ wait times in hospitals ... Shandro 197–98; Shepherd 197–98
Privatization proposed ... Nixon, Jason 2667; Notley 2667
Rural service ... Shandro 2009; Sigurdson, R.J. 2009
Services in hospitals See Hospital emergency services

Emergency motions under Standing Order 42 (procedure)
Commercial driver training and testing standards, wording of motion ... Renaud 1801; Speaker, The 1800–1801
Speaking time ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 1805

Emergency motions under Standing Order 42 (current session)
Canadian National Railway Company strike, province to urge emergency federal back-to-work legislation, request for debate (unanimous consent denied) ... Dreeshen 2338

Emergency motions under Standing Order 42 (current session) (continued)
Commercial driver training and testing standards, request for debate (unanimous consent granted) ... Renaud 1800
Commercial driver training and testing standards, request for debate (unanimous consent granted), Speaker’s ruling (speaking to urgency) ... Speaker, The 1800
Commercial driver training and testing standards (Renaud: carried) ... Hoffman 1807; Loyola 1801–2; McIver 1802–3; Nixon, Jason 1805–6; Notley 1807–10; Phillips 1804–5; Renaud 1801
Commercial driver training and testing standards, relevance of debate ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 1806; Ganley 1806; Nixon, Jason 1806
Electio Commissioner’s office records management and stewardship, request for debate (unanimous consent denied) ... Shepherd 2676–77
Health care services, request for debate (unanimous consent denied) ... Shepherd 2676–77

Emergency social services
See Child protective services

Emissions Management and Climate Resilience Act Amendments, laws and legislation See Technology Innovation and Emissions Reduction Implementation Act, 2019 (Bill 19)

Emissions Reduction Alberta Programs ... Gray 333; Nixon, Jason 2179
Projects funded ... Gray 333

Employee-employer relations code
See Labour Relations Code

Employee-employer relations support program
Law firm contracts ... Copping 1975; Gray 1975

Employment and income support programs
Client benefits, indexation suspension ... Ceci 2202; Ganley 2203; Hoffman 2210; Sabir 2073–74, 2565; Toews 2068
Client benefits, indexation suspension, laws and legislation See Ensuing Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)
Funding ... Ceci 211–12
Income support program, clients in the expected-to-work category ... Renaud 908; Toews 908
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Renaud 776; Toews 776

Employment health and safety
See Farm and ranch safety; Workplace health and safety

Employment ministry
See Ministry of Labour and Immigration

Employment of youth
See Youth employment

Employment Pension Plans Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Employment standards
Farm workers, members’ statements ... Dach 111
Laws and legislation ... Ganley 528–29; Speech from the Throne 6
Legislative and regulatory provisions ... Nielsen 634
Other jurisdictions ... Bilous 595; Gray 596, 1610–11; Hoffman 543; Sabir 997; Schmidt 590–91; Shepherd 990–91; Sweet 583–84
Employment Standards Code

Amendments See Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019 (Bill 26): Section 2; Armstrong-Homeniuk 2085; Copping 2085

Amendments, laws and legislation See Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2): Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21); Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019 (Bill 26)

Classification of greenhouse operations See Greenhouses: Employment Standards Code classification

Section 18, rest periods ... Ceci 989; Goehring 994


Sections 21-24, overtime and overtime pay, points of order on debate ... Bilous 809–10; Nixon, Jason 809; Speaker, The 809–10

Sections 21-24, overtime and overtime pay, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Bilous 810

Section 23, overtime agreements (banked time) ... Copping 113, 145; Gray 146–47; Notley 113

Section 23, overtime agreements (banked time), points of order on debate ... Nixon, Jason 120

Section 23, overtime agreements (banked time), points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Bilous 120; Speaker, The 120

Sections 26-30, general holiday pay ... Bilous 594–95, 1595; Ceci 550; Copping 145, 568, 589–90, 598, 1317–18, 1416–17, 1595; Dang 1585–87; Deol 589, 1001; Egggen 521, 1097, 1315; Gray 147, 556–57, 560, 596–97, 1092, 1166–67, 1313–15, 1611; Hoffman 149, 543, 1353–54; Kenney 1166–67, 1590–91; Madu 1607; Nielsen 565, 1318, 1330, 1594; Notley 456, 579–80, 682, 1418; Pancholi 1317; Phillips 560, 986–87, 1322; Renaud 238–39, 1588–89; Sabir 511–12; Schmidt 376, 590; Sigurdson, L. 450, 552

Sections 45-53, maternity leave and parental leave ... Ceci 989; Hoffman 543

Sections 53.9–53.94, compassionate care leave ... Ceci 988; Egggen 237; Goehring 993; Phillips 988

Sections 53.95–53.954, death or disappearance of a child leave ... Ceci 989; Goehring 994

Sections 53.96–53.964, critical illness of a child leave ... Ceci 988–89; Goehring 994; Gray 1610

Sections 53.97 to 53.974, long-term illness and injury leave ... Ceci 988; Goehring 993

Section 53.981, domestic violence leave ... Ceci 989; Goehring 993

Section 53.982, personal and family responsibility leave ... Ceci 989; Goehring 993

Employment Standards Code (continued)

Section 53.983, bereavement leave ... Ceci 989; Goehring 993; Shepherd 501

Section 53.984, leave for citizenship ceremony ... Ceci 989, 993–94

Employment standards regulation (Alberta Regulation 14/1997)

Definition of employer, retroactive change ... Toews 2067

Youth wage See Minimum wage

EMS See Emergency medical services (ambulances, etc.)

Enbridge Pipelines Inc.

Pipeline construction See Pipeline construction:

Enbridge line 3 replacement project

EnCana Corporation

Head office move to the United States ... Deol 2199; Hoffman 2114; Horner 2111; Nixon, Jason 2114

Energy, alternative

See Renewable/alternative energy industries;

Renewable/alternative energy sources

Energy Efficiency Alberta

[See also Carbon levy (2016-2019): Revenue utilization]

Business, nonprofit, and institutional programs ... Sigurdson, L. 218–19

Program cancellation ... Nixon, Jason 2118; Renaud 2241; Schmidt 2118

Program funding See Carbon levy (2016-2019):

Revenue utilization; Nixon, Jason 1082–83; Schmidt 1082

Programs ... Carson 137; Dach 221–22; Goehring 241; Gray 241; Nixon, Jason 196–97, 428, 1972–73; Notley 330–31; Renaud 142; Sabir 223; Schmidt 196–97, 216–17, 428, 1972–73; Sigurdson, L. 218–20, 244

Programs, points of order on debate ... Bilous 431; Nixon, Jason 431

Residential no-charge energy savings program, contracted services ... McIver 437; Sabir 439

Residential programs ... Sigurdson, L. 219–20

Revenue See Carbon levy (2016-2019)

Solar energy programs ... Nixon, Jason 1168; Schmidt 1168

Energy industries

Advocacy for, members’ statements ... Loewen 1899; Milliken 1968–69; Rosin 1788

Comparison to film industry, members’ statements ... Goehring 2271–72

Competitiveness ... Sweet 467

Competitiveness, carbon leakage ... Glubish 1407; Kenney 249, 1178–79; Notley 1209–10

Competitiveness, members’ statements ... Horner 2111

Corporate disclosure of climate action ... Phillips 89–90

Corporate tax payment See Municipal finance:

Energy corporation tax payments

Diversification ... Rowsell 2502–3

Environmental and ethical standards ... Sawhney 317; Sigurdson, R.J. 73

Environmental and ethical standards, public awareness initiatives ... Long 403; Speech from the Throne 6

Environmental and ethical standards, public perception ... Bilous 336; Rosin 1788

Federal support for See Natural resources: Federal government recognition of oil sands’ and fossil fuels’ benefits to Canada (Motion Other than Government Motion 508: carried unanimously)
Energy industries (continued)  
Investment in Alberta ... Ceci 630; Getson 2791–92; Kenney 977; McIver 90–91; Phillips 89–90; Sabir 630, 977; Savage 1848, 2791–92; Smith 1848  
Job losses ... Bilous 2613; Copping 385–86; Getson 386; Millicken 650; Savage 2613; Sawhney 317; Smith 667–68; Turton 57  
Job losses, members’ statements ... Yao 293  
Job losses, members’ statements, member’s apology ... Hoffman 343; Speaker, The 342–43; Yao 342  
Lac Ste. Anne-Parkland industry, members’ statements ... Getson 25  
Layoffs ... Kenney 1646; Notley 1646; Sabir 1242, 2668; Savage 2668–69  
Market access ... Long 2795; Savage 2795  
Members’ statements ... Neudorf 2541; Sabir 2609; Schow 2549–50; Sigurdson, R.J. 2723  
Opposition ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 56; Hanson 2737–38; Kenney 30–31; Savage 9; Schmidt 2737  
Opposition, former Premier Prentice’s remarks ... Ellis 16  
Premier’s advocacy for ... Hoffman 1843; Kenney 1843  
Production curtailment ... Notley 741  
Regulations ... Roswell 311  
Support for ... Horner 2500–2501; Savage 821; Smith 821; Sweet 686–87  
Women’s participation, members’ statements ... Yao 2618  
Energy industries, Norway  
Members’ statements ... Yao 2473  
Energy ministry  
See Ministry of Energy  
Energy policies, British Columbia  
See British Columbia: Energy policies  
Energy policies, federal New Democratic Party  
See New Democratic Party of Alberta: Energy policies  
Energy policies, federal  
General remarks ... Kenney 1909  
Members’ statements ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1644–45; Singh 2609  
Energy policies, provincial  
General remarks ... Sabir 1415–16  
Energy Regulator, Alberta  
See Alberta Energy Regulator  
Energy resource prices  
Oil prices See Oil prices  
Energy resources  
[See also Gas; Oil]  
Export market development, Asia ... Fir 903; Rosin 903; Walker 1202–3  
General remarks ... Notley 451–52  
Provincial jurisdiction ... Kenney 19–20; Notley 14; Phillips 10–11; Savage 10; Speech from the Throne 6  
Transportation out of province, laws and legislation See Preserving Canada’s Economic Prosperity Act  
Transportation out of province, members’ statements ... Guthrie 1841  
Energy resources tailings ponds  
Land reclamation See Reclamation of land  
Energy war room  
See Canadian Energy Centre  
Enhanced Protection for Farm and Ranch Workers Act  
General remarks ... Bilous 1581–82; Copping 804; Dach 2558; Dreeshen 2552; Ellis 2560; Getson 2632; Gray 2634; Horner 2560; Hunter 2499; Lovely 2502; Nixon, Jason 1581–82, 1810; Notley 2553, 2556–57; Rowswell 804; Schmidt 2560–61; Schow 1813  
Enhanced Protection for Farm and Ranch Workers Act (continued)  
Members’ statements ... Dach 111  
Replacement legislation proposed See Agricultural workers: Employment standards, labour relations, and occupational health and safety, laws and legislation  
Stakeholder consultation ... Copping 609; Dreeshen 1309; Orr 1309; Rosswell 609  
Time for debate ... Bilous 962, 1047–48; Nixon, Jason 1005, 1012  
Enmax Corporation  
Calgary ring road power poles ... Ellis 424; McIver 424  
Enoch Cree First Nation  
Business and industry ... Wilson 1656  
Roads See Highway 628  
Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)  
First reading ... Toews 2026  
Second reading ... Bilous 2268–70; Ceci 2201–2; Copping 2072; Dach 2194–96; Dan 2102, 2106–8; Deol 2199–2201; Eggan 2100–2103; Feehan 2104–6; Getson 2203–4; Glasso 2211; Gray 2193–95; Hoffman 2069–73, 2200, 2209–11; Hunter 2196–97; Irwin 2068–69; Jones 2072; Loyola 2265; Nielsen 2071, 2103–5, 2269–70; Nixon, Jason 2204–5; Notley 2161–67; Pancholi 2159–61; Phillips 2197–99; Sabir 2073–74; Schmidt 2198–99, 2205–7, 2209; Schow 2207–8; Shandro 2072; Shepherd 2266–68; Sigurdson, L. 2108–10; Stephan 2202–3; Toews 2066–68, 2265–66; Williams 2161  
Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Families and Communities Committee (referral amendment REF1) (Ganley/Bilous: defeated) ... Ganley 2203–4; Glasso 2211; Hoffman 2209–11; Nixon, Jason 2204–5; Schmidt 2205–7, 2209; Schow 2207–8  
Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Families and Communities Committee (referral amendment REF1) (Ganley/Bilous: defeated), division ... 2212  
Second reading, motion to not now read because the Assembly is of the view that the bill will negatively affect the most vulnerable Albertans and should not proceed without further input from the public (reasoned amendment RA1) (Loyola: defeated) ... Bilous 2267–70; Loyola 2265; Nielsen 2269–70; Shepherd 2266–68; Toews 2265–66  
Second reading, motion to not now read because the Assembly is of the view that the bill will negatively affect the most vulnerable Albertans and should not proceed without further input from the public (reasoned amendment RA1) (Loyola: defeated), division ... 2270  
Second reading, Speaker’s rulings on debate ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 2202  
Second reading, points of order on debate ... Deputy Speaker 2165; Eggan 2165; Schow 2165  
Second reading, Speaker’s rulings on debate ... Speaker, The 2073  
Second reading, division ... 2270  
Committee ... Bilous 2628, 2844; Ceci 2733–34; Dach 2831–32; Dan 2317–20; Deol 2734–35, 2834–36; Eggan 2316–17, 2377–79, 2817–19; Ellis 2380–81; Feehan 2369–71; Getson 2583–84, 2742, 2747–48, 2833–34; Goehring 2321–22; Gray 2630, 2836–38; Hanson 2372–73, 2707, 2737–38; Hoffman 2381, 2585, 2738–40; Hunter 2584–85; Irwin 2312–14; Loyola 2371–72, 2704–6, 2743–44, 2821, 2823–24;
Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)

(continued)


Committee, amendment A1 (delay of removal of regulated rate cap on electric power prices) (Dang: defeated) ... Dang 2317–20; Goehring 2321–22; Savage 2320; Schmidt 2320–21; Sigurdson, L. 2322–23

Committee, amendment A2 (section 12, Provincial Offences Procedure Act amendments, striking out of “or government initiatives”) (Pancholi: defeated) ... Bilous 2628; Ellis 2380–81; Hoffman 2381; Pancholi 2379–80

Committee, amendment A3 (reporting on maintenance of capital assets) (Ganley: defeated) ... Chair 2585–86; Ganley 2583–84; Hoffman 2585; Hunter 2584–85

Committee, amendment A4 (AISH provisions) (Renaud: defeated) ... Gray 2630; Renaud 2628–30

Committee, amendment A4 (AISH provisions) (Renaud: defeated), division ... 2630

Committee, amendment A5 (fine monies returned to Crown) (Ganley: defeated) ... Ganley 2833–34; Madu 2834

Committee, amendment A6 (discretionary (Henson) trusts for persons with disabilities) (Renaud: defeated) ... Notley 2839–41; Renaud 2838–39

Committee, amendment A6 (discretionary (Henson) trusts for persons with disabilities) (Renaud: defeated), division ... 2841

Committee, chair’s rulings on debate ... Deputy Chair 2373, 2375, 2377, 2380

Committee, chair’s statements on debate ... Deputy Chair 2380

Committee, points of order on debate ... Deputy Chair 2738–39, 2741; Ganley 2737–38; Hanson 2739; Schmidt 2740–41

Committee, chair’s rulings on debate ... Deputy Chair 2373, 2375, 2377

Committee, sections 2 and 17 (block B) agreed to, division ... 2844–45

Committee, section 4 (block D) agreed to, division ... 2845

Committee, section 9 (block F) agreed to, division ... 2845

Committee, section 11 (block G) agreed to, division ... 2845–46

Committee, sections 12 and 18 (block H) agreed to, division ... 2846

Third reading ... Nielsen 2849–50; Renaud 2850; Toews 2849

Third reading, division ... 2850–51

Royal Assent ... 5 December 2019 (outside of House sitting)

Budget process and reporting provisions ... Toews 2067

Master agreement with the province ... Shepherd 2580

Omnibus bill ... Bilous 2268, 2270; Ceci 2734; Dach 2195; Eggen 2101–2, 2316; Gray 2193; Irwin 2068, 2312; Loyola 2265; Madu 2740–42; Nielsen 2103, 2315; Phillips 2198; Sabir 2073; Sigurdson, L. 2108

Overview ... Irwin 2312–13

Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)

(continued)

Request to sever votes ... Chair 2316; Eggen 2316

Section 1, Alberta Health Care Insurance Act amendments See Physicians: Conditions on practice identification numbers

Section 1(12), Lieutenant Governor in Council may terminate agreements with Alberta Medical Association or other government, person, or group of persons ... Bilous 2269; Ceci 2202; Ganley 2204; Gray 2194; Notley 2163–64; Phillips 2198, 2582; Schmidt 2737; Toews 2067

Section 2, Alberta Housing Act amendments See Supportive living accommodations: Lodges, income support indexation suspension

Section 3(4), An Act to Cap Regulated Electricity Rates repeal See Electric power prices: Regulated rate cap termination

Section 4, Assured Income for the Severely Handicapped Act amendments See Assured income for the severely handicapped: Indexation suspension; Feehan 2371; Loyola 2372; Pancholi 2373–75

Section 5, An Act to Cap Regulated Electricity Rates amendment See Electric power prices: Regulated rate cap termination

Section 6, Employment Standards Code, amendment to definition of “employee” ... Ganley 2204; Hoffman 2210; Shepherd 2581

Section 9, Income and Employment Supports Act amendments See Employment and income support programs: Client benefits, indexation suspension

Section 10, Labour Relations Code amendments ... Bilous 2270; Dang 2107–8; Eggen 2101–3; Feehan 2104, 2369, 2371; Hoffman 2210; Irwin 2385; Loyola 2371–72; Nielsen 2103–5, 2315; Notley 2163–64; Schmidt 2737; Sigurdson, L. 2109

Section 10, Labour Relations Code amendments, public service collective bargaining provisions ... Hoffman 2070; Irwin 2069; Toews 2067

Section 10, Labour Relations Code amendments, public service termination and severance pay provisions ... Toews 2067

Section 10, Labour Relations Code amendments, repeal of ban on replacement worker use during strikes and lockouts ... Copping 2072; Dang 2108; Feehan 2105–6; Gray 2194; Hoffman 2070; Notley 2164; Pancholi 2160

Section 11, Police Act amendments See Municipal finance: Provincial-municipal police costing model

Section 12, Post-secondary Education Act amendments See Tuition and fees, postsecondary: Tuition freeze termination; Eggen 2377–79; Feehan 2369–70; Loyola 2371; Pancholi 2375; Schmidt 2376–77

Section 13, Provincial Offences Procedure Act amendments (use of revenue returned to the province) ... Ganley 2583

Section 17, Seniors Benefit Act amendments See Seniors’ benefit program: Indexation suspension

Section 18, Student Financial Assistance Act amendments See Student financial aid (postsecondary students): Loans, interest rate increase

Transferable supply vote provisions ... Toews 2067

Entrepreneurship

See Small business
Entrepreneurship education
See Educational curricula: Entrepreneurship training

Environment and Parks ministry
See Ministry of Environment and Parks

Environmental emergency planning
See Emergency management

Environmental impact assessments
General remarks ... Getson 1861–62
Laws and legislation See Act to Enact the Impact Assessment Act and the Canadian Energy Regulator Act, to Amend the Navigation Protection Act and to Make Consequential Amendments to Other Acts, An (federal Bill C-69)
Springbank reservoir flood damage mitigation project ... Ganley 840–41; McIver 841–42; Nixon, Jeremy 845

Environmental monitoring
Funding ... Nixon, Jason 2052; Schmidt 2052
Funding, points of order on debate ... Ellis 2054; Schow 2053–54; Speaker, The 2054
Funding, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Schmidt 2054; Speaker, The 2054

Environmental protection
Agricultural issues See Agriculture: Environmental stewardship
Alix area initiatives See Emerald Foundation: Environmental award recipient Lloyd Dahl
Legislation planned for 2020 ... Long 403; Speech from the Throne 7
Legislative and regulatory provisions ... Bilous 435; Dach 636; Irwin 440; Nielsen 365, 634; Phillips 434–36

Environmental protection and enhancement fund
Dissolution ... Dang 2097; Notley 2171; Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2057
Dissolution, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

EPCOR
Gold Bar waste-water treatment plant, members’ statements ... Schmidt 1164
Input on Bill 14 ... Hunter 1695; van Dijken 1683

EpiPens
Availability in schools, laws and legislation See Protection of Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act (Bill 201)

EPR
See Waste management: Extended producer responsibility

EPS
Officers killed on duty See Faraone, Constable Ezio (Edmonton police officer killed on duty); Woodall, Constable Daniel (Edmonton police officer killed on duty)

EPSB
See Edmonton public school board

Equalization and transfer payments
See Government of Canada: Equalization and transfer payments

ERA
See Emissions Reduction Alberta

Esther Starkman school, Edmonton
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Estimates of Supply (government expenditures)
Note: Estimates discussions for a specific ministry are listed under that ministry.
Documents See Budget documents
Government officials’ and opposition staff participation See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 59.02(3), Government officials’ and opposition staff participation in estimates debate
Interim estimates See Interim estimates of supply 2019-2020
Main estimates 2019-2020 See Budget 2019
Main estimates 2019-2020, appropriation bill See Appropriation Act, 2019 (Bill 24)
Main estimates 2019-2020 transmitted and tabled ... Speaker, The 2010; Toews 2010
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Supplementary estimates See Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019

Ethics Commissioner’s office
Budget 2019-2020 ... Schmidt 2460
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 928
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2339
Response to Bill 22 ... Hoffman 2459
Response to questions on political party fundraising ... Nixon, Jason 1086; Sweet 1086

Ethics in government
General remarks ... Carson 270; Nixon, Jason 270
ETS See Edmonton Transit Service

Evacuee services
Evacuee services ... Williams 1110

Evergreen elementary school (Wildrose school district No. 66)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925

Evergreen school, Calgary (Calgary school district No. 19)
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925

Examination of students
See Student testing (elementary and secondary students)

Executive Council
[See also Ministry of Executive Council]
Female ministers ... Glasgo 402; Schulz 402
Mandate letters from the Premier ... Dach 443; Hoffman 443
Meeting with First Nations chiefs, June 10, 2019 ... Nixon, Jason 598

Exercise
See Recreation and physical activity

Exports
See International trade

Expression, freedom of
See Freedom of speech; Postsecondary educational institutions: Free speech policies
Chicago principles, application on postsecondary campuses See Postsecondary educational institutions: Free speech policies

Extended health benefits (seniors)
See Seniors’ benefit program
Extractive industries
See Energy industries

Faculty Association of the University of Calgary
Collective agreement 2019-2020 ... Ceci 936; Goehring 888

Fair and Family-Friendly Workplaces Act
General remarks ... Ceci 460, 989, 1324; Feehan 994; Goehring 993; Gray 146

Fair Deal Panel
Canada pension plan review See Canada pension plan: Alberta administration studied
Chair appointment, members' statements ... van Dijken 2653
General remarks ... Toews 2382
Scope of review ... Kenney 2274–75; Notley 2274–75; Savage 2278; Walker 2278

Fair Registration Practices Act (Bill 11)
[See also Professions: Regulated professions, laws and legislation; Trades (skilled labour): Laws and legislation]
First reading ... Copping 975
Second reading ... Aheer 1249; Bilous 1194; Ceci 1193–94, 1246; Copping 1186–87; 1190–94; Deol 1247–48; Eggan 1187–89; Irwin 1250–51; Pancholi 1191–93; Sabir 1248–49; Schmidt 1189–90; Shepherd 1244–47
Committee ... Copping 1262–63; Feehan 1259–62
Third reading ... Copping 1263–64; Loyola 1264–65; Nielsen 1265
Royal Assent ... 28 June, 2019 (outside of House sitting)
Coming-into-force date ... Copping 1187, 1193; Pancholi 1192
Comparison with other jurisdictions’ legislation ... Copping 1186, 1191
General remarks ... Copping 1111; Nixon, Jeremy 1111
Ministerial powers under act ... Copping 1187, 1190–91; Pancholi 1192; Schmidt 1188–89
Paramountcy clause ... Copping 1186
Penalty provisions ... Ceci 1246; Copping 1187; Shepherd 1246
Purpose and intent ... Copping 1306; Ellis 1305–6
Scope of act ... Ceci 1193; Copping 1186, 1194
Stakeholder consultation ... Ceci 1193; Copping 1193–94; Pancholi 1192

Fair registration practices office
Establishment ... Copping 1187, 1262
General remarks ... Copping 1191; Pancholi 1192; Schmidt 1188–89; Shepherd 1246

Families
Programs and services ... Carson 66
Support for young parents, members’ statements ... Pancholi 894

Families and Communities, Standing Committee on
See Committee on Families and Communities, Standing

Family and community support services
Funding ... Ceci 1701; Phillips 704; Renaud 1705, 1827, 1923–24; Sabir 1823; Sawhney 1705; Toews 1701
Members’ statements ... Ceci 2617–18

Family law
Legislation planned for 2020 ... Speech from the Throne

Family resource centres
Funding ... Schulz 2280–81; Sigurdson, R.J. 2280–81

Family resource network
Partnerships with community organizations ... Schulz 2280–81; Sigurdson, R.J. 2280–81
Partnerships with community organizations, points of order on debate ... Bilous 2281; Speaker, The 2281
Partnerships with community organizations, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Feehan 2281

Family support for children with disabilities program (FCSD)
Funding ... Renaud 1108, 2396; Sawhney 1108
General remarks ... Sweet 1732
Internal review ... Renaud 2396–97, 2424
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Renaud 776; Toews 776

Family violence
See Domestic violence

Family Violence Act
See Protection Against Family Violence Act

Family Violence Prevention Month
Members’ statements ... Rosin 2182; Sigurdson, R.J. 2138
Ministerial statement ... Sawhney 2127
Ministerial statement, response ... Renaud 2127–28

Famous Five
General remarks ... Deputy Speaker 1839; Reid 213, 1849
Louise McKinney exhibit See Claresholm & District Museum

Faraone, Constable Ezio (Edmonton police officer killed on duty)
Members’ statements ... Rutherford 1224

Farm and ranch safety
Provincial strategy ... Copping 804; Rowsell 803–4

Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019 (Bill 26)
[See also Agricultural workers: Employment standards, labour relations, and occupational health and safety, laws and legislation]
First reading ... Dreeshen 2394
Second reading ... Dach 2557–58; Dreeshen 2551–53; Ellis 2560; Ganley 2562–63; Horner 2559–60; McIver 2563; Notley 2553–57; Schmidt 2560–62
Second reading, points of order on debate ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 2555–56, 2560–62; Ellis 2562; Ganley 2555–56; McIver 2555–56, 2560, 2562
Second reading, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Schmidt 2560–62
Committee ... Copping 2764; Dach 2631–32; Dreeshen 2732; Eggan 2729–30; Ganley 2730–32; Getson 2632–33; Gray 2633–34, 2759–61; Hoffman 2726–28, 2763; Nielsen 2728–29; Notley 2757–59, 2761–65
Committee, amendment A1 (private insurance coverage criteria) (Ganley: defeated) ... Dreeshen 2732; Ganley 2731–32; Notley 2757–59
Committee, amendment A1 (private insurance coverage criteria) (Ganley: defeated), division ... 2759
Committee, amendment A2 (employment standards for wage, nonfamily workers) (Gray: defeated) ... Copping 2764; Gray 2761; Hoffman 2763; Notley 2761–65
Committee, request to report sections 1(3) and 2(2) of bill, division ... 2765
Committee, request to report bill, division ... 2634–35
Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019 (Bill 26) (continued)
Third reading ... Carson 2771–72; Dach 2768–70; Dreeshen 2725, 2767, 2774–75; Guthrie 2774–75; Loewen 2772; Nielsen 2772–73; Nixon, Jason 2725–26; Schmidt 2770–71; Smith 2770–71
Third reading, recommittal to Committee of the Whole to reconsider sections 1(3) and 2(2) (recommital amendment REC1) (Jason Nixon: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 2726
Royal Assent ... 5 December 2019 (outside of House sitting)
Compliance with international trade agreements ... Dach 2631
General remarks ... Allard 2615; Dreeshen 2615
Section 1(3), insurance re farming and ranching workers ... Dach 2557–58, 2614; Dreeshen 2552, 2614, 2732; Eggen 2730; Ganley 2562–63, 2731–32; Gray 2633; Horner 2559–60; McIver 2563; Nielsen 2728–29; Notley 2553–54
Section 1(3), insurance re farming and ranching workers, exemption for small farms and ranches ... Dach 2631; Dreeshen 2552; Notley 2554
Section 2, Employment Standards Code amendments, exemption of small ranches and farms ... Dach 2631; Dreeshen 2552–53, 2655; Ganley 2730–31; Getson 2632–33; Gray 2633–34, 2655; Hoffman 2727–28; Kenney 2609–10; Notley 2554–57, 2609–10; Schmidt 2561
Section 3, Labour Relations Code amendments, removal of farm and ranch workers ... Dach 2614, 2631–32; Dreeshen 2614; Eggen 2729–30; Hoffman 2727; Nielsen 2729; Notley 2555–56; Schmidt 2561–62
Stakeholder consultation ... Dach 2557–58; Dreeshen 2551–53; Getson 2632–33
Farm produce transportation
Railroad capacity See Canadian National Railway
Company: Strike
Farm workers
Wages ... Kenney 2609–10; Notley 2609–10
Farmers
Members’ statements ... Nielsen 797–98; van Dijken 1697–98
Old Alberta Farmer poem by Davie Barnes, members’ statements ... Dach 1748
Farming and ranching See Agriculture
FASD
See Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder
Father Michael Mireau Catholic school, Edmonton
Modular classrooms ... LaGrange 1288; Loyola 1288
Playground construction, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
FCSS
See Family and community support services
Federal government
See Government of Canada
Federal policies
General remarks ... Guthrie 2137
Federal-provincial relations
Panel to study See Fair Deal Panel
Federal transfer payments
See Government of Canada: Equalization and transfer payments
Federated Co-ops
Warehouse closure ... Fir 2482; Notley 2482
Federation of Independent Business, Canadian
See Canadian Federation of Independent Business
Federation of Labour, Alberta
See Alberta Federation of Labour
Fees and charges (user charges)
Postsecondary education See Tuition and fees, postsecondary
Registry service charges See Registry services
Seniors’ housing fees See Seniors’ housing: User fees
Fees and charges (user charges), schools
Laws and legislation See Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019): Section 224(1)(f), regulations on school fees
Female genital mutilation
Education and awareness initiatives ... Aheer 2482; Glasgo 2482
Ministerial statement ... Aheer 2607
Ministerial statement, response ... Irwin 2607
Fentanyl treatment
See Addiction treatment; Opioid use: Prevention and mitigation strategies
Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder
Family supports ... Carson 66
Members’ statements ... Phillips 1969
Northern Alberta centre See lakeland Centre for FASD
Programs and service ... Ganley 351; Renaud 350–51
Filmbusters
General remarks ... Notley 1405
July 5 to 5, 2019 ... Nixon, Jason 1616–17, 1635; Speaker, The 1635
June 5 to 6, 2019 ... Dach 586–87; Hoffman 592; LaGrange 674; Pancholi 889; Singh 748; Speaker, The 598
June 5 to 6, 2019, members’ statements ... Rosin 798; Sigurdson, L. 816
June 5 to 6, 2019, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 586
Filipino Heritage Month (Canada)
[See also Filipino Heritage Month (Alberta)]
General remarks ... Deol 397
Members’ statements ... Walker 747
Film and television industry
Comparison to oil industry See Energy industries: Comparison to film industry, members’ statements
Economic value ... Rosin 71
General remarks ... Loyola 2236
Grant programs [See also Screen-based production grant program]; Bilous 2412; Sabir 2565
Tax credit See Tax credits: Film and television industry credit
Film and Television Tax Credit Act (Bill 20, schedule 1)
See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)
Finance ministry
See Ministry of Treasury Board and Finance
Finances, Blue Ribbon Panel on Alberta’s See Blue Ribbon Panel on Alberta’s Finances
Financial Administration Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21); Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Financial aid, postsecondary students
See Student financial aid (postsecondary students)
Financial Literacy Month
General remarks ... Yaseen 2136

Fire prevention and control
See Wildfire prevention and control

Fire Prevention Week
Members’ statements ... Turton 1698

Firearms
Ownership and use (Government Motion 41: carried unanimously) ... Bilous 2622; Getson 2622–24; Glasgow 2620–22; Horner 2626–27; Loewen 2625–26; Nixon, Jason 2619–20; Phillips 2625; Rutherford 2627
Ownership and use (Government Motion 41: carried unanimously), division ... 2627–28
Regulation ... Schweitzer 2133; Toor 2133

Firefighters
Volunteer firefighters, members’ statements ... Lovely 2182

Fires
See Wildfires

First Nations, Treaty 6
General remarks ... Long 1666–67

First Nations child protective services
See Child protective services

First Nations child welfare
See Child welfare

First Nations children’s education
See Aboriginal children’s education

First Nations communities
See Aboriginal communities

First Nations consultation
See Aboriginal consultation

First Nations land claims
See Aboriginal claims

First Nations Major Projects Coalition
Input on Bill 14 ... Hunter 1695; van Dijken 1683

First Nations ministry
See Ministry of Indigenous Relations

First Nations people
See Aboriginal peoples

First Nations-provincial relations
See Aboriginal relations; Reconciliation between aboriginal and nonaboriginal peoples

First Nations Women
Employment programs See Women Building Futures skilled trades program
Violence against See National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls;
Violence against women: Missing and murdered aboriginal women

Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

First reading ... Toews 2026
Second reading ... Bilous 2089, 2091–93; Dach 2061–63; Dang 2091, 2096–98; Eggen 2089–91, 2176; Feehan 2063–65, 2095–96; Getson 2064–65; Hoffman 2058–60; Irwin 2065; McIver 2060; Nielsen 2062, 2065–66, 2089; Nixon, Jason 2172–73; Notley 2169–72; Pancholi 2167–69; Phillips 2173–75; Schmidt 2099–2100; Sigurdson, L. 2094–95; Stephen 2093–94, 2099; Toews 2056–58, 2060–61, 2169, 2175–76
Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Resource Stewardship Committee (referred amendment REF1) (Phillips: defeated) ... Phillips 2175; Toews 2175–76
(continued)
Second reading, motion to not now read and to refer subject matter to Resource Stewardship Committee (referred amendment REF1) (Phillips: defeated), division ... 2175–76
Second reading, points of order on debate ... Acting Speaker (Millicken) 2096, 2173; Feehan 2096; McIver 2096; Nixon, Jason 2173; Sweet 2173
Second reading, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Feehan 2096
Second reading, division ... 2176–77
Committee, amendment A1 (personal income tax deindexing coming-into-force date) (Bilous: defeated) ... Bilous 2235–36; Loyola 2236–37
Committee, amendment A2 (Film and Television Tax Credit Act amendments) (Aheer/Fir:: carried) ... Bilous 2411–13; Goehring 2410–1
Committee, amendment A2 (Film and Television Tax Credit Act amendments) (Aheer/Fir:: carried) ... Aheer 2367–68; Fir 2367
Committee, amendment A3 (postsecondary enrolment target provisions) (Eggen:defeated) ... Carson 2512–13; Dang 2519–21; Eggen 2511–12; Feehan 2517–19; Nicolaides 2515; Schmidt 2515–17; Sigurdson, L. 2513–15
Committee, amendment A4 (schedule 3, Calgary and Edmonton funding agreements, removal of 90-day clause) (Ceci: defeated) ... Carson 2686–87; Ceci 2682, 2689–90; Dach 2687–89; Eggen 2688–89; Madu 2683–86; McIver 2690–91; Sabir 2684–85; Sigurdson, L. 2691–93
Committee, amendment A5 (consultation with postsecondary institutions, faculties, and students) (Eggen: defeated) ... Carson 2781–83; Cici 2783–84; Dang 2800–2803; Eggen 2775–76; Feehan 2778–80; McIver 2780–81, 2783; Nicolaides 2803–4; Schmidt 2776–78; Stephan 2784–85
Committee, amendment A5 (consultation with postsecondary institutions, faculties, and students) (Eggen: defeated), division ... 2804
Committee, request for separate votes on sections 1 to 5, 7 to 8, 11 to 12, 14 to 15, and 23 (block A); sections 6 (block B), 9 (block C), 10 (block D), 13 and schedule 1 (block E), 16 to 21 (block F), 22 and schedule 2 (block G), section 25 and schedule 3 (block H); and sections 24 and 26 (block I) ... Bilous 2227; Deputy Chair 2227
Committee, points of order on debate ... Bilous 2710; Chair 2514, 2710; Ellis 2514; Schow 2710
Committee, chair’s rulings on debate ... Chair 2784; Deputy Chair 2685, 2690–92
Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20) (continued)
Committee, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 2, 14, 15, and 23 (block A) agreed to, division ... 2813
Committee, section 6 (block B) agreed to, division ... 2813
Committee, section 9 (block C) agreed to, division ... 2813
Committee, section 10 (block D) agreed to, division ... 2813–14
Committee, section 13 and remaining clauses of schedule 1 (block E) agreed to (carried unanimously), division ... 2814
Committee, sections 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 (block F) agreed to, division ... 2814
Committee, section 22 and schedule 2 (block G) agreed to, division ... 2814
Committee, section 25 and schedule 3 (block H) agreed to, division ... 2814–15
Committee, sections 24 and 26 (block I) agreed to, division ... 2815
Third reading ... Ganley 2848; Pancholi 2847–48; Toews 2846–47
Third reading, division ... 2849
Royal Assent ... 5 December 2019 (outside of House sitting)
Omnibus bill ... Dach 2062; Dang 2091, 2098, 2509–10; Eggen 2089–91, 2176; Feehan 2063–64; Nielsen 2066; Renaud 2522–22; Sabir 2526; Sigurdson, L. 2513
Schedule 3, Public Transit and Green Infrastructure Project Act ... Carwyn 2258; Ceci 2655, 2681–82; Dach 2234–35; Dang 2097, 2510; Madu 2683; McIver 2259, 2655; Nixon, Jason 2173; Notley 2172; Pancholi 2168; Sabir 2565; Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2058
Section 1, access to the future fund dissolution See Access to the future fund: Dissolution
Section 4, Alberta cancer prevention legacy fund dissolution See Alberta cancer prevention legacy fund
Section 4, capital funding for Calgary ... Toews 2058
Section 5, capital funding for Edmonton ... Toews 2058
Section 10, City Charters Fiscal Framework Act repeal ... Ceci 2681; Dach 2062, 2234; Dang 2097, 2510; Eggen 2091; Hoffman 2058–59; Madu 2683; Nielsen 2066; Pancholi 2167–68; Phillips 2175; Sigurdson, L. 2094, 2513
Section 14, lottery fund dissolution (Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis Act amendment) See Lottery fund: Dissolution
Section 23, Municipal Government Act amendments ... Ceci 2681
Section 24, Post-secondary Learning Act amendments ... Eggen 2511
Tax credit provisions ... Renaud 2522; Sabir 2564
Fiscal plan 2018–2019
Fourth-quarter update ... Kenney 1303–4, 1366; Notley 1303–4, 1366
General remarks ... Toews 728
Revenue comparison ... Glasgo 2211; Hoffman 2210–11
Fiscal plan 2019–2023
Capital plan See Capital plan: 2019–2023 plan
Fiscal Planning and Transparency Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)

Fiscal policy
[See also Budget 2019]
Government spending [See also Budget]; Carson 569; Eggen 488–89; Loewen 114; Loyola 494; Notley 458; Phillips 51; Schmidt 1298–99; Stephan 913; Toews 51, 114, 915–16, 1706, 2012; Walker 1706
Members’ statements ... Ganley 1644; Pitt 302
Fiscal stabilization program (federal)
Alberta receipts ... Toews 2721; Toews 2721
Fish and wildlife officers
Scope of authority expansion See Rural Alberta provincial integrated defence (RAPID) force
Scope of authority expansion proposed ... Dach 2640; Phillips 2643; Sweet 2524
Fish hatcheries
Walleye stocking proposed ... Hanson 807; Nixon, Jason 807–8
Fish hatchery, Cold Lake
See Cold Lake fish hatchery
Fisheries ministry
See Ministry of Environment and Parks
Fishing
Allowable catches of walleye ... Hanson 807; Nixon, Jason 807
Restrictions ... Hanson 807; Nixon, Jason 807
Flood damage mitigation
Bow River projects ... Ganley 125; Irwin 125; Loyola 1109; McIver 1109–10; Phillips 916–17
Bow River projects, funding for ... McIver 917; Phillips 917
Springbank reservoir project ... Ganley 116, 1847; McIver 116, 917; Nixon, Jason 1847; Phillips 916–17
Springbank reservoir project, consultation with Tsuut’ina First Nation ... McIver 842
Springbank reservoir project and Bow River upstream flood mitigation, provincial commitment to (Motion 1109–10; Motion 504: defeated) ... Ceci 844; Ganley 840–41, 846; Issik 842–44; McIver 841–42; Nixon, Jeremy 844–46
Springbank reservoir project funding ... Ceci 1971; Ganley 1901; Kenney 1971; Nixon, Jason 1901–2
Flood plains
Mapping ... Nixon, Jason 295–96; Nixon, Jeremy 295–96
Floods
Emergency response ... McIver 2219; Rehn 2219
Floods, southern Alberta (2013)
Calgary area flooding ... Issik 842–43
Calgary area flooding, anniversary observance See Calgary (city): Neighbour Day
General remarks ... Ganley 125
Floor-crossing
See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Changes in party affiliation
Florence Hallock school, Edmonton
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Flowering rush
See Introduced organisms: Invasive aquatic species
FMS
See Persons with developmental disabilities program: Family-managed supports
FNMI (First Nations, Métis, and Inuit)  
See Aboriginal peoples  
FNMI (First Nations, Métis, and Inuit) child protective services  
See Child protective services  
FNMI (First Nations, Métis, and Inuit) child welfare  
See Child welfare  
FNMI (First Nations, Métis, and Inuit) children’s education  
See Aboriginal children’s education  
FNMI (First Nations, Métis, and Inuit) communities  
See Aboriginal communities  
FNMI (First Nations, Métis, and Inuit) consultation  
See Aboriginal consultation  
FNMI ministry  
See Ministry of Indigenous Relations  
FNMI (First Nations, Métis, and Inuit) relations  
See Aboriginal relations; Reconciliation between aboriginal and nonaboriginal peoples  
FNMI (First Nations, Métis, and Inuit) women  
Employment programs See Women Building Futures skilled trades program  
Violence against See National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls; Violence against women: Missing and murdered aboriginal women  
FOIP Act  
See Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP Act)  
Food banks  
Members’ statements ... Renaud 2652  
Food for schoolchildren  
See School nutrition programs  
Food Inspection Agency, Canadian  
See Canadian Food Inspection Agency  
Food production  
See Agriculture  
Food4Good  
See Jasper Place Wellness Centre, Edmonton: Food4Good program  
Foothills school division  
Capital grant, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771  
Foreign trade  
See International trade  
Forest fires  
See Wildfires  
Forest industries  
Timber allocations within Loon River and Lubicon Lake First Nations territories ... Dreessen 2049; Feehan 2049; Nixon, Jason 2049  
Forest Lawn high school, Calgary (Calgary school district No. 19)  
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925  
Forest pest control  
See Pine beetle control  
Forest pests  
See Pine beetle control  
Forest Reserves Amendment Act, 2004  
Section 8, included in list of statutes to be repealed (Sessional Paper 64/2019) but not to be repealed (Government Motion 42: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 2646; Schweitzer 2646–47  
Forestry ministry  
See Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry  
Forests Act  
Amendments, laws and legislation See Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)  
Fort Chipewyan (hamlet)  
Business and industry ... Yao 1674  
Fort Edmonton Park, Edmonton  
Members’ statements ... Pancholi 2075–76  
Fort McKay First Nation  
Business and industry ... Ceci 1710; Sabir 1687; van Dijken 1683; Wilson 1656; Yao 1674  
Fort McKay Métis  
Business and industry ... Yao 1674  
Fort McMurray Catholic board of education  
CUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Ceci 936; Goehring 887  
Fort McMurray-Lac La Biche (constituency)  
See Parliamentary secretary responsible for Alberta’s Francophonie: Appointment of the Member for Fort McMurray-Lac La Biche  
Fort McMurray Métis  
Business and industry ... Yao 1674  
Fort McMurray-Wood Buffalo (constituency)  
Member’s apology See Members’ apologies  
Fort Saskatchewan energy industries  
See Alberta’s Industrial Heartland  
Fort Saskatchewan-Vegreville (constituency)  
Member’s personal and family history ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 394–95, 825–26; Sigurdson, L. 831  
Overview ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 394–95; Goodridge 395; Speaker, The 395  
Fossil fuels  
Motion on See Natural resources: Federal government recognition of oil sands’ and fossil fuels’ benefits to Canada (Motion Other than Government Motion 508: carried unanimously)  
Foster and Kinship Caregiver Week  
Members’ statements ... Allard 1899  
Foster care  
Caregiver support ... Neudorf 1757; Schulz 1757  
Foster care, kinship based  
See Kinship care  
Four Winds public school (Sturgeon school division No. 24)  
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924–25  
Framework for education  
See Education: Provincial framework, 2010 (Inspiring Education)  
Francophone Albertans  
Members’ statements ... Goodridge 1103–4  
Ministerial statements ... Kenney 1101–2  
Ministerial statements, response ... Renaud 1102–3  
Free trade  
See International trade  
Free trade, laws and legislation  
See Preserving Canada’s Economic Prosperity Act  
Free trade agreement, Canadian  
See Canadian free trade agreement (CFTA)  
Free trade agreement, continental North America  
See North American free trade agreement (NAFTA)
Freedom of expression
Chicago principles, application on postsecondary campuses See Postsecondary educational institutions: Free speech policies
Members’ statements ... Jones 2271

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP Act)
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Section 84, exercise of rights by other persons ... Hoffman 849–50

Freedom of religion
General remarks ... Williams 2677
Members’ statements ... Smith 2661

Freedom of speech
Points of order ... Bilous 1034–35; Chair 1034–35

Freehold lands
Adverse possession, laws and legislation ... Glubish 2118; Reid 2117–18
Landowner rights [See also Property rights]; Lovely 2485; Schweitzer 2222–23, 2485; Sigurdson, L. 2222
Landowner rights, laws and legislation ... Reid 2117–18; Schweitzer 2117–18
Landowner rights, laws and legislation, members’ statements ... Barnes 893

French remarks in the Legislature
See Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Remarks in French; Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Translation of remarks in French

French remarks in the Legislature
See Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Remarks in French

French remarks in the Legislature
See Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Remarks in French

Friends of St. Michael’s Society of Edmonton
Members’ statements ... Nielsen 1698

Frog Lake First Nation
Business and industry ... Turton 1663; Walker 1718;
Wilson 1656–57

FSCD
See Family support for children with disabilities program (FSCD)

Fuel Tax Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Act to Repeal the Carbon Tax, An (Bill 1)

Fund, Alberta heritage savings trust
See Alberta heritage savings trust fund

Fund, coal workforce transition
See Coal workforce transition program

Fund, general revenue
See General revenue fund

Gainford speed limit
See Highway 16: Speed limit at Gainford

Galleries (Legislative Assembly)
Behaviour of guests ... Acting Speaker (Miliken) ... 2104
Members’ reference to See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Referring to the galleries

Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

Gaming and Liquor Commission, Alberta
See Alberta Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis

Gangs
See Organized crime: Gang-related crime

Garden River reserve
See Little Red River Cree First Nation

Gas
Export market development ... Getson 1846–47; Nally 1653, 1846–47, 2221; Rutherford 1652; Walker 2220–21
Transportation out of province, laws and legislation See Preserving Canada’s Economic Prosperity Act

Gas and oil industries
See Energy industries

Gas emissions, greenhouse
See Greenhouse gas emissions

Gas industry
Advisory panel recommendations See Natural Gas Advisory Panel
Industry development ... Barnes 1795; Nally 1795–96

Gas liquids
See Liquefied natural gas

Gas pipelines
See Pipelines (oil and gas)

Gas prices
Differential on global sales ... Loewen 2009–10
General remarks ... Nally 359–60, 1652; Rutherford 1652; Smith 359
Well closures resulting from See Medicine Hat (city):
City-owned gas well closures

Gas royalties
See Royalty structure (energy resources)

Gas tax relief program
See Shallow gas tax relief program

Gas wells
Abandoned well sites, liability management See Reclamation of land: Abandoned oil and gas wells, liability management review
Abandoned well sites, Trident Exploration wells ... Nally 926

Gasoline
Prices ... Schmidt 81, 129

Gateway pipeline
See Pipeline construction: Enbridge Northern Gateway project

Gathering of the Clans Highland Festival, Sedgewick Members’ statements ... Lovely 2016

Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons
Access to health care ... Irwin 2257; Shandro 2257
Education minister’s remarks ... Dang 865; Irwin 710, 750–51, 980–81; Kenney 980–81; LaGrange 750–51; Nixon, Jason 670; Notley 670
Health services for transgender and gender-diverse persons ... Irwin 2390; Shandro 2390
LGBTQ2S-plus youth, members’ statements ... Dach 894–95
LGBTQ2S Youth Housing and Shelter Guidelines ... Gray 723, 860–61
Premier’s principal secretary’s remarks ... Deol 360–61; Irwin 360; Kenney 360–61
Premier’s remarks ... Dang 1568; Notley 1482
Pride events See Edmonton Pride Shabbat dinner; Lethbridge Pride Fest; Pride Month
Protection for LGBTQ2S teacher and educational staff ... Gray 1503; Hoffman 709; Irwin 1227; LaGrange 1227
Support for homeless youth ... Irwin 2795; Sawhney 2795
Support for students with disabilities ... Renaud 718; Sabir 718
Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons
(continued)
Supreme Court decision on rights (Vriend decision)... 
Feehan 1463, 1480; Hoffman 720; Phillips 718, 720
Violence against, ministerial statement ... Wilson 1787
Violence against, ministerial statement, response ... 
Feehan 1788
Gay conversion therapy
See Conversion therapy
Gay-straight alliances in schools
Catholic schools ... Eggen 1256
Dr. Kris Wells’ remarks ... Renaud 857
Establishment, laws and legislation See Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019); Education Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 8)
Faith-based schools ... Feehan 787
Government to be urged to introduce legislation (Motion Other than Government Motion 503, 2014: defeated) ... 
Bilous 724; Notley 1181–82; Schmidt 1155
Implementation ... Nixon, Jason 866–68; Pancholi 872
Legislative provisions See Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019)
Members’ statements ... Nixon, Jeremy 1079
Premier’s remarks ... Dang 1556–57; Irwin 33; 
LaGrange 34
Privacy issues ... Eggen 855–56; Goehring 855–56; 
Irwin 298, 1083; LaGrange 298, 1083; Nixon, Jason 1083; Notley 1183–84
Privacy issues, Information and Privacy 
Commissioner’s remarks ... Kenney 980; Pancholi 980
Privacy issues, points of order on debate ... Ellis 1089; 
Speaker, The 1089; Sweet 1089
Private schools ... Eggen 1256–57; Kenney 981–82; 
Phillips 981–82
Provincial strategy ... Feehan 562, 831; Irwin 422–23, 
1754–55; LaGrange 421–23, 818, 1754–55; Notley 
421–22, 683–84; Pancholi 389, 818
Provincial strategy, comparison with other jurisdictions ... 
Bilous 677, 869; Ganley 819; LaGrange 819; 
Nixon, Jason 868
Provincial strategy, points of order on debate ... Nixon, 
Jason 429; Speaker, The 429
Provincial strategy, Speaker’s ruling on debate ... 
Speaker, The 424
Research ... Gray 724; Irwin 1156–58
School board policies ... Eggen 1256; Irwin 604; 
Kenney 295; Notley 294
School compliance, funding for noncompliant schools ... 
Kenney 1366–67
School compliance, relation to funding ... Notley 1366–67
Transportation minister’s remarks ... Phillips 719
United Conservative Party position ... Carson 1490–91; 
Ceci 1497
Gender-based violence
Education and awareness events See 16 days of 
activism against gender-based violence 
Prevention ... Aheer 2482; Glasgo 2481–82; Sawhney 
2481
Gender discrimination
[See Discrimination: Gender discrimination] 
General remarks ... Feehan 553; Glasgo 552–53; 
Sigurdson, L. 552
General revenue fund 
General remarks ... Notley 2171
Transfers from lottery fund ... Eggen 913; Toews 701, 
906, 913
Geothermal energy
Industry development ... Savage 821; Smith 821
Gibson, Lorne
See Election Commissioner: Departure of Lorne 
Gibson
Gibson, Lorne, office
See Election Commissioner’s office
Gifted children’s education funding
See Education finance: Funding for students with 
special needs
Girl, International Day of the
See International Day of the Girl
GLBTQ community
See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons
Glenbow-Alberta Institute Act 
Amendments, laws and legislation See Red Tape 
Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)
Global warming strategy
See Climate change strategy, provincial
Global warming strategy, provincial (2015-2019) 
See Climate leadership plan, provincial (2015-2019)
Global warming strategy, provincial (former) 
See Climate leadership plan, provincial (2015-2019)
God Save the Queen 
Performed by Cara McLeod and the Royal Canadian 
Artillery Band ... Speaker, The 7
Goldfish
See Introduced organisms: Invasive aquatic species
Good Energy Alberta Corp. 
See Paul brand: Partnership with Good Energy Corp.
Government accountability
Financial reporting, Premier’s remarks ... Notley 681 
General remarks ... Carson 2137; Stephan 179
Government agencies, boards, and commissions 
Board member recruitment and selection ... Ceci 1785 
Board member recruitment and selection, Auditor 
General’s report (August 2019) ... Glushish 1783–84
Government bills
See Bills, government (current session)
Government business (Legislative Assembly) 
Consideration in the afternoon of May 27, 2019 
(Government Motion 6: adjourned) ... Bilous 41–42; 
Hoffman 40–41; McIver 43; Nixon, Jason 38, 41; 
Schmidt 42–43; Shepherd 38–40
Consideration in the afternoon of May 27, 2019 
(Government Motion 6: adjourned), points of order 
on debate ... Nixon, Jason 39; Speaker, The 39 
Monday afternoon, amendments to standing orders See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Amendments to SO 7, 8(1.1) and addition of 8(1.2), 13, 32 and addition of 32.1, 41, and addition of 52.041
Government caucus
Backbenchers’ role ... Carson 1444–45; McIver 1444; 
Nielsen 1474–76; Shepherd 1445
Members’ children under age 18 ... Speaker, The 407 
Member’s statement rotation See Members’ 
Statements (procedure): Rotation of statements 
OQP rotation See Oral Question Period (procedure): 
Rotation of questions 
Skilled trades caucus, members’ statements ... 
Armstrong-Homeniuk 894
Voting on government bills, members’ statements ... 
Carson 2463–64
Government communications
Energy resource market access advocacy contracted services, reporting ... Phillips 772; Toews 772–73

Government contracts
Procurement ... McIver 917; Phillips 917
Procurement process ... McIver 115; Orr 115

Government debt, provincial
See Debts, public (provincial debt)

Government House Leader
Role in the Assembly ... Bilous 429–30; Nixon, Jason 430; Speaker, The 430

Government information system
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) system ... Glubish 924, 926; Rowswell 926; Schow 924

Government ministries
Red tape reduction strategy See Deregulation

Government motions
See Motions (current session)

Government of Canada
Equalization and transfer payments ... Kenney 18–19, 1910, 1969; Notley 1969; Stephan 1773
Equalization and transfer payments, members’ statements ... Schow 2327
Federal policies, members’ statements ... Stephan 1773

Government Organization Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)

Government policies
Comparison with other jurisdictions ... Nielsen 2065
Free economy See Economics: Free economy
General remarks ... Copping 385–86; Ganley 180–81, 1017; Loewen 2787–88; Nielsen 1253; Nixon, Jason 173; Nixon, Jeremy 110, 171–73; Stephan 179; Toor 173–74
Implementation time frame, members’ statements ... Shepherd 276–77
Members’ statements ... Dang 973–74; Gottfried 2075; Irwin 1279–80; Pancholi 1163; van Dijken 201–2
Policy development ... Ceci 211
Prioritization ... Pancholi 656–58

Government savings/spending
See Fiscal policy

Government services, public
Administration, laws and legislation See Red Tape Reduction Act (Bill 4)
Funding See Budget 2019
Funding, members’ statements ... Renaud 24
Privatization ... Sigurdson, L. 2109
Service centre, office, or branch relocation decision-making (Motion Other than Government Motion 502: carried) ... Bilous 309; Dach 308–9; Eggen 304–5; Orr 305–6; Schow 307–8; Shepherd 306–7; van Dijken 303–4, 309; Yao 306
Service delivery ... Speech from the Throne 6
User fees and charges ... Kenney 2018; Notley 2018

Government services ministry
See Ministry of Service Alberta

Graff, Del
See Child and Youth Advocate’s office

Grain transportation
Railroad capacity See Canadian National Railway Company: Strike

Grande Prairie (city)
Intermunicipal partnership See Trimunicipal partnership (Grande Prairie county-Grande Prairie city-Greenview municipal district)

Grande Prairie (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Allard 314–15, 1920–21, 2213
Overview ... Allard 314–16; Ellis 316; Loewen 315–16

Grande Prairie Catholic school
School bus accident See Schoolchildren’s transportation: School bus accident, Grande Prairie

Grande Prairie county
Intermunicipal partnership See Trimunicipal partnership (Grande Prairie county-Grande Prairie city-Greenview municipal district)

Grande Prairie Friendship Centre
Funding ... Feehan 2715

Grande Prairie regional hospital
Capital funding from interim supply ... Panda 927; Shepherd 927
Construction timeline ... Allard 314
Construction timeline, members’ statements ... Allard 974–75
General remarks ... Loewen 798

Grande Prairie roads
See Highway 40

Grande Prairie Stompede
General remarks ... Allard 109–10

Grande Prairie-Wapiti (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Toews 383
Overview ... Loewen 383; Toews 382–84
School funding See Classroom improvement fund: Funding for Peace River and Grande Prairie-Wapiti area schools

Grazing lands, public
Research ... Loewen 1816; Schow 1815

Grazing leases
Dedicated revenue for sustainability initiatives ... Allard 1814; Loewen 1815–16, 1912–13; Nixon, Jason 1911; Schow 1812–13; Smith 1914
Laws and legislation See Public Lands Modernization (Grazing Leases and Obsolete Provisions) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 16)

Green power
See Renewable/alternative energy sources

Greenhouse effect strategy
See Climate change strategy, provincial

See Climate leadership plan, provincial (2015-2019)

Greenhouse gas emissions
Canada’s emissions, comparison with other jurisdictions ... Bilous 336; Notley 330
Greenhouse gas mitigation
Large emitters fund (technology and innovation emissions reduction levy and fund) See Technology innovation and emissions reduction (TIER) levy and fund
Large emitters fund, laws and legislation ... Speech from the Throne 6–7
Methane emission regulations ... Copping 2007; Guthrie 2007; Nixon, Jason 2007; Schweitzer 2007
Methane emission regulations, federal, members’ statements ... Guthrie 2272
Oil sands development emissions See Oil sands development: Emissions cap
Reduction targets ... Gray 333–34
Technology development ... Bilous 336; Nixon, Jason 2123–24; Toews 2011
Technology development incentives, laws and legislation See Technology Innovation and Emissions Reduction Implementation Act, 2019 (Bill 19)

Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act (Canada)
Section 3, listed provinces ... Kenney 251; Schmidt 245–46

Greenhouses
Employment Standards Code classification ... Copping 200; Glasgo 200
Recognition as farms ... Dreeshen 2551
Recognition as farms, laws and legislation See Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019 (Bill 26)
Regulation ... Copping 200; Glasgo 200

Greenview municipal district
Intermunicipal partnership See Trimunicipal partnership (Grande Prairie county-Grande Prairie city-Greenview municipal district)

Grizzly bear
Interactions with humans See Rocky Mountains: Human-wildlife interactions

GSAs in schools
See Gay-straight alliances in schools

GTL (gas to liquid) technology
See Liquefied natural gas

Guardian, public
See Public guardian and trustee’s office

Guests (Assembly)
Behaviour in the gallery, chair’s rulings ... Deputy Chair 1023

Guests, Introduction of
See Introduction of Guests (school groups, individuals)

Guru Nanak Dev Ji
550th anniversary of birth, members’ statements ... Toor 2272

Gutta Muzik
General remarks ... van Dijken 1682–83

Haliburton oilfield services
Cementing operations closure ... Notley 2789–90

HALO
See Emergency medical services (ambulances, etc.): HALO medical rescue helicopter service

Handicapped, assured income for the severely
See Assured income for the severely handicapped

Handicapped children
Family support programs See Family support for children with disabilities program (FCSD)

Handicapped persons, programs for
See Persons with developmental disabilities program

Hansard
See Alberta Hansard

Hansard, Alberta
Managing editor See Table officers: Janet Schwegel

Harrigan, David
See United Nurses of Alberta: Director of labour relations

Hate
Incitement to, members’ statements ... Deol 747; Renaud 355

Hate crimes
Provincial strategy ... Aheer 201; Deol 201
Safety in places of worship See Ramadan (Muslim observance): Public safety during

Hazard preparedness
See Emergency management

Head coverings worn in schools
See Schools: Policies on head coverings

Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump
General remarks ... Horner 214; Reid 214

Health Advocate
Appointment of Janice Harrington ... Shandro 2484–85; Sigurdson, L. 2484

Health and safety
Legislative and regulatory provisions ... Loyola 643

Health authority, single
See Alberta Health Services (authority)

Health care
AHS letter on initiatives under consideration See Alberta Health Services (authority): November 29, 2019, letter to UNA on initiatives under consideration
Auditor General’s November 2019 report ... Shandro 2661; Toor 2661
Central Alberta service, members’ statements ... Orr 1897
Diagnostic services See Diagnostic imaging
Emergency debate under Standing Order 42, request for debate (unanimous consent denied) ... Shepherd 2676–77
Health services for wildfire evacuees See Wildfire, Chuckegg Creek (2019): Evacuee health services; Wildfire, McMillan Complex (2019)
Members’ statements ... Shepherd 1164–65
Mental health services See Mental health services
Private service delivery ... Kenney 2716; Notley 2716; Schmidt 2709
Provincial system ... Ganley 181–82; Glasgo 70; Irwin 393; Nicolaides 396; Shandro 400; Speech from the Throne 6; Walker 184
Provincial system, members’ statements ... Shepherd 1643–44
Public funding and delivery, laws and legislation See Act to Protect Public Health Care, An (Bill 203)
Public funding and delivery, members’ statements ... Feehan 1863–64
Reproductive health services See Abortion services; Reproductive health services
Review, Ernst & Young report ... Notley 2720; Shandro 2721
Rural services ... Aheer 1892; Glasgo 1869–70; Irwin 1889; Horner 2718; Irwin 1890–91; Long 2131–32; Nixon, Jason 2666; Notley 2666; Puncholi 1892; Reid 213; Renaud 1888, 1894; Schmidt 2708–9; Shandro 1869–70, 2131–32, 2189–90, 2718; Shepherd 2189–90, 2266–67
Health care (continued)
Rural services, members’ statements ... Loewen 798
Services for aboriginal people, child-first policy 
(Jordan’s principle) ... Feehan 1713
Services for immigrants and minorities ... Amey 1845; 
Shandro 1845
Services for transgender and gender-diverse persons 
See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons: Health services for transgender and 
gender-diverse persons
Support workers ... Kenney 2790; Notley 2790
Surgery procedures See Surgery procedures
Technology innovation ... Toor 174
Wait times ... Toews 2012

Health Care, An Act to Protect Public 
See Act to Protect Public Health Care, An (Bill 203)

Health care capacity issues
Diagnostic test wait times ... Shandro 2657; Shepherd 2657

Health care finance
Canadian Forces funding See Canadian Forces: 
Federal health care funding
Capital spending by region ... Orr 305–6
Cost efficiencies ... Shandro 2661; Toor 2661
Cost increases ... Ganley 2203–4
Cost recovery for accidents ... Shandro 2661; Toor 2661
Funding ... Bilous 1971; Dang 1903; Eggen 344–45; 
Goehring 416; Hoffman 344, 1198; Kenney 1971, 
2790; Madu 2741; Nixon, Jeremy 982; Notley 2790; 
Phillips 1970; Sabir 209; Shandro 982, 1903, 1970, 
2670; Shepherd 1164–65; Sigurdson, L. 2670; 
Toews 2013
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Barnes 2044; Ganley 342; 
Horner 2718; Shandro 2718
Funding, comparison with other jurisdictions ... Jones 
978; Shandro 978
Funding, members’ statements ... Dang 419
Funding, points of order on debate ... Bilous 2800; 
Speaker, The 2800
Funding, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn 
... Nixon, Jason 2800
Funding for patient transfers from other jurisdictions to 
Alberta ... Shandro 823–24; Sweet 823–24
Laundry service privatization ... Hoffman 462–63
Publicly funded services ... Feehan 978–79, 1228–29; 
Kenney 978–79; Nixon, Jason 1228–29; Shandro 
2052–53; Toor 2052–53
Publicly funded services, points of order on debate ... 
Bilous 983; McIver 983; Speaker, The 983
Recovery of costs due to opioid misuse, laws and 
legislation See Opioid Damages and Health Care 
Costs Recovery Act (Bill 28)
Registered nurse funded hours ... Shandro 2022, 2387; 
Shepherd 2022, 2267, 2386
Rural health care ... Phillips 661

Health care insurance plan premiums
See Alberta health care insurance plan premiums

Health Care Week, National Catholic 
See National Catholic Health Care Week

Health facilities
Private clinics ... Allard 2020; Feehan 901; Nixon, 
Jason 901; Pancholi 1881; Shandro 2020
Whitecourt facilities See Whitecourt Healthcare 
Centre

Health facility construction 
See Hospital construction

Health information
Connect care clinical information system ... Hanson 
1777; Shandro 1777
Connect care clinical information system, 
implementation ... Shandro 2661; Toor 2661

Health ministry
See Ministry of Health

Health Professions Act 
Amendments, laws and legislation See Red Tape 
Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25); Reform 
of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and 
Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Sections 115(1)(c), 156(n), (u), schedule 1, included in 
list of statutes to be repealed (Sessional Paper 
64/2019) but not to be repealed (Government Motion 
42; carried) ... Nixon, Jason 2646; Schweitzer 2646–47

Health Professions Amendment Act, 2008 
Sections 12, 13, 15, included in list of statutes to be 
repealed (Sessional Paper 64/2019) but not to be 
repealed (Government Motion 42; carried) ... Nixon, 
Jason 2646; Schweitzer 2646–47

Health Quality Council of Alberta
Reports See Medical laboratories: Health Quality 
Council report

Health Sciences Association of Alberta
Collective agreements, 2017-2020 ... Goehring 886
Contract negotiations, laws and legislation See Public 
Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)

Health sciences personnel
Front-line workers ... Nixon, Jason 2667; Notley 2667
Full-time equivalents (FTEs) ... Hoffman 2664; 
Shepherd 2663
 Layoff forecasts ... Shandro 2720; Shepherd 2720
 Layoff forecasts, members’ statements ... Carson 2573– 
2674
 Members’ statements ... Hoffman 2664; Shepherd 
2077, 2663–64

Health Services, Alberta
See Alberta Health Services (authority)

Health Services and Support Facilities Subsector 
SCC 27
Supreme Court decision on collective bargaining ... 
Feehan 952; Pancholi 1013–14

Heart health care
Central Alberta services See Red Deer regional 
hospital centre: Cardiac care

Heavy oil (synthetic crude) development
See Oil sands development

Heavy oil tailings ponds
Land reclamation See Reclamation of land

Heckling in the Assembly
See Legislative procedure: Interrupting a member

Helin, Calvin
See Eagle Spirit Energy Holdings Ltd.: Chair and 
president

Henday Drive
See Anthony Henday Drive, Edmonton

Heritage facilities
See Blackfoot Crossing historical park; Royal Alberta Museum

Heritage savings trust fund, Alberta 
See Alberta heritage savings trust fund
Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Standing Committee on the
See Committee on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Standing Committee

Heritage tourism
See Tourism: Aboriginal tourism

H.H. Atkins Co. Ltd., Cardston
History ... Schow 2497

High Level wildfire
See Wildfire, Chuckegg Creek (2019)

High Prairie (town)
Health care See Kidney dialysis: High Prairie service

High River nonprofit organizations
See Rowan House Society, High River

High school completion
Diploma equivalency courses ... Eggen 1485
Funding for students’ fourth year ... Hoffman 295; LaGrange 295
Graduation 2019, members’ statements ... Allard 109–10
LGBTQ2S-plus students ... Schmidt 1583–84

Highway 1A
Highway 22 interchange, capital plan ... Guthrie 979; McIver 979
Traffic safety ... Guthrie 355

Highway 2
Edmonton to Calgary portion See Queen Elizabeth II highway

Highway 3
Capital plan ... McIver 2220; Phillips 2220
Twinning ... Reid 213

Highway 15
Fort Saskatchewan bridge twinning ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 753; McIver 753
Twinning ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 753; McIver 753

Highway 16
Speed limit at Gainford ... Getson 2483; McIver 2483

Highway 19
Traffic safety ... McIver 272; Smith 272
Twinning ... McIver 272, 1107; Rutherford 1107; Smith 272

Highway 22
Highway 1A interchange See Highway 1A: Highway 22 interchange
Traffic safety ... Guthrie 355

Highway 28
Capital plan ... Hanson 1087; McIver 1087

Highway 40
Twinning ... Allard 314, 361; McIver 361

Highway 60
Overpass at Acheson rail crossing, capital plan ... Getson 824, 2483; McIver 824, 2483

Highway 63
Maintenance contract ... McIver 756–57; Yao 756–57

Highway 88
Flood-related repair ... McIver 2219; Rehn 2219

Highway 566
Highway 2 overpass See Queen Elizabeth II highway: Highway 566 overpass

Highway 628
Capital plan ... McIver 819–20, 2470–71; Turton 321, 819–20, 2470–71

Highway 813
Athabasca River bridge replacement project ... McIver 28; van Dijken 27–28

Highway construction ministry
See Ministry of Transportation

Highway safety
See Traffic safety

Highwood (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Sigurdson, R.J. 72–73
Overview ... Sigurdson, R.J. 73
Provincial election 2019 ... Sigurdson, R.J. 73

Highwood water supply
See Water supply: Highwood water

Hillview Park condominiums, Fort McMurray
Rebuild timeline ... Glubish 201; Yao 201

Hindu observances
See Diwali (Hindu, Sikh, Jain, and Buddhist observance); Navratri (Hindu observance)

Hindu organizations
See BAPS Charities

Historical Resources Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

History of Alberta
Social and economic change ... Nicolaides 396; Schow 183; Speech from the Throne 7
Social and economic change, members’ statements ... Dang 601–2
Ties to the Royal Family ... Speech from the Throne 5

Hodgson, Brian
See Sergeant-at-Arms: Former Sergeant-at-Arms Brian Hodgson

Holland, Briggs
Death in highway 5 motor vehicle crash ... Renaud 1608; Schow 1607

Holocaust memorial
See Legislature Grounds: Holocaust memorial

Holodomor
Members’ statements ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2653–54

Holodomor Memorial Day
Members’ statements ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2325; Bilous 2325; Schow 2383–84

Holy Trinity senior high school, Edmonton
Expansion, funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

Home construction industry
Consumer protection ... Glubish 201; Madu 200; Schweitzer 200–201; Yao 200–201
Energy-efficiency initiatives ... Sigurdson, L. 218–19

Home heating
See Electric power; Gas

Homeless persons
Programs and services ... Renaud 2396

Homeless shelters
[See also Marshall House emergency shelter, Fort McMurray; Salvation Army emergency shelter, Fort McMurray]
Funding ... Renaud 2396

Homelessness
Community and Social Services minister’s remarks See Ministry of Community and Social Services:
Minister’s remarks at the National Conference on Ending Homelessness
Hospitals
See Hospital beds

Hospital beds
Acute-care beds ... Kenney 2716; Nixon, Jason 2666–67; Notley 2666, 2716

Hospital construction
Capital plan ... Dang 200, 1370; Gray 2016; Panda 200, 1370
New hospital, southwest Edmonton ... Dang 199, 2048; Madu 2048; Panda 199
New hospital, southwest Edmonton, funding from interim supply ... Panda 927; Shepherd 927

Hospital emergency services
EMS liaison officer (HELO) program termination ... Shandro 2279; Shepherd 2279
Wait times ... Glasgo 1869–70; Shandro 1870

Hospitals
Capacity issues ... Toews 2012
Cost per admission ... Barnes 2005; Shandro 2005
Edmonton facilities See Royal Alexandra hospital, Edmonton

Grand Prairie facilities See Grande Prairie regional hospital

Lamont facilities See Lamont Health Care Centre
Red Deer facilities See Red Deer regional hospital centre

Rural facilities ... Dang 1370, 1903; Panda 1370; Shandro 1903; Toews 1903

Hospitals, auxiliary
See Long-term care facilities (nursing homes/auxiliary hospitals)

House Leader, Government
See Government House Leader

House leaders
Agreement on Oral Question Period and Members’ Statements rotation ... Speaker, The 24

Housing, affordable
See Affordable housing

Housing, supportive
See Supportive living accommodations

Housing for seniors
See Seniors’ housing

Housing management bodies
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Pon 2670; Sawhney 2185; Sigurdson, L. 2185, 2670

Housing ministry
See Ministry of Seniors and Housing

HQCA
Reports See Medical laboratories: Health Quality Council report

HSAA
See Health Sciences Association of Alberta

Human rights
General remarks ... Feehan 786–88
Members’ statements ... Loyola 2788; Yaseen 2788

Human services ministry (former)
See Ministry of Children’s Services; Ministry of Community and Social Services

Human Tissue and Organ Donation Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)
Immigration
Alberta advantage strategy ... Toews 2011
Eligibility criteria, point system ... Copping 1190; Éggen 1188
General remarks ... Pancholi 798
Premier’s principal secretary’s remarks ... Deol 360–61; Kenney 360–61
Provincial strategy ... Madu 623

Immigration, refugee, and citizenship case processing centres
Vegreville centre closure ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1163–64; Éggen 304; Orr 305; Schow 308; van Dijken 303, 309; Yao 306

Immigration and employment ministry
See Ministry of Labour and Immigration

Impact Assessment Act (federal)
See Act to Enact the Impact Assessment Act and the Canadian Energy Regulator Act, to Amend the Navigation Protection Act and to Make Consequential Amendments to Other Acts, An (federal Bill C-69)

Impact Assessment Agency (federal)
Project approval process ... Nixon, Jeremy 2544; Savage 2544; Singh 2609

Inclusion
Members’ statements ... Loyola 1303
Ministers’ definitions ... Deol 869; Kenney 52; LaGrange 53; Renaud 52–53, 718; Sawhney 53

Inclusive education
Access ... Rowsell 311; Sabir 713
Busing for students with complex needs See Schoolchildren’s transportation: Ride times for students with complex needs

Income support program for the severely handicapped
See Assured income for the severely handicapped

Income tax, provincial (personal income tax)
Indexation, Premier’s remarks ... Éggen 2570; Feehan 2063–64; Notley 2169–70
Indexation suspension ... Bilous 2269; Dach 2061–62; Dang 2097–98, 2509; Éggen 2091, 2570, 2604; Feehan 2063, 2095–96; Hoffman 2058–59; Kenney 2017–18; Loewen 2049–50; Nielsen 2089; Notley 2017–18; Pancholi 2168; Phillips 2174, 2722; Sabir 2601; Schmidt 2100; Shepherd 2567, 2581; Sigurdson, L. 2094, 2514; Toews 2049–50, 2057, 2722–23
Indexation suspension, members’ statements ... Renaud 2017; Sabir 2025

Income tax amendment act, 2019
See Alberta Personal Income Tax Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 10)

Independent opposition
See Opposition caucuses

Independent schools
[See also Private schools]
Funding ... Glasgow 677; LaGrange 677

Indian Act
Landownership by Crown under act ... Jones 1688; Loewen 1685; Schow 1679–80

Indian Business Corporation
General remarks ... Feehan 1720

Indian Resource Council of Canada
President and CEO ... Orr 1709; Wilson 1712

Indigenous child protective services
See Child protective services

Indigenous children’s education
See Aboriginal children’s education

General remarks ... Feehan 1350, 1660, 1765; Phillips 1664; Sabir 1687
Program termination ... Feehan 2135; Nixon, Jason 2135

Indigenous communities
See Aboriginal communities

Indigenous consultation
See Aboriginal consultation

Indigenous housing capital program
Program suspension ... Feehan 2135; Irwin 2188; Nixon, Jason 2135; Wilson 2188
Review ... Pon 2081–82; Sigurdson, L. 2081–82; Wilson 2082

Indigenous land claims
See Aboriginal claims

Indigenous opportunities corporation
See Alberta indigenous opportunities corporation

Indigenous Opportunities Corporation Act
See Alberta Indigenous Opportunities Corporation Act (Bill 14)

Indigenous peoples
See Aboriginal peoples

Indigenous peoples’ claims
See Aboriginal claims

Indigenous Peoples Day, National
See National Indigenous Peoples Day

Indigenous relations
See Aboriginal relations; Reconciliation between aboriginal and nonaboriginal peoples

Indigenous Relations ministry
See Ministry of Indigenous Relations

Indigenous women
Employment programs See Women Building Futures skilled trades program
Violence against See National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls; Violence against women: Missing and murdered aboriginal women

Indigenous Women and Girls, National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls
See National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls

Indo-Canadian community
Violent crime incidence ... Schweitzer 673; Toor 356, 673

Industrial accidents
See Workplace health and safety

Industrial Heartland
See Alberta’s Industrial Heartland

Industrial safety
See Workplace health and safety
Farm and ranch workers See Farm and ranch safety

Information access and privacy legislation, public sector
See Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP Act)

Information and communications technology
Health care system See Health information

Information and Privacy Commissioner
Remarks on gay-straight alliance privacy protection ... Kenney 980; Pancholi 980
Information and Privacy Commissioner’s office
Input on Bill 17 ... Loewen 1824; Sawhney 1820

Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 928
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2339–40
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2339–40

Information management services (government ministry)
See Ministry of Service Alberta

Infrastructure
Legislation planned for 2020 ... Speech from the Throne

Infrastructure, municipal, funding for
See Municipal sustainability initiative

Infrastructure construction
See Capital plan; Capital projects; School construction

Infrastructure maintenance and repair
Public reporting ... Ganley 2583–84; Hoffman 2585

Infrastructure ministry
See Ministry of Infrastructure

InnoTech Alberta
AUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Ceci 936; Goehring 887; Schmidt 967

Innovation and advanced education ministry (former)
See Ministry of Advanced Education

Innovation and research authority
See Alberta Innovates Corporation

Innovation and technology commercialization agency
See Alberta Innovates Corporation

Insect pest control
See Pine beetle control

Inspiring Education (provincial framework)
See Education: Provincial framework, 2010 (Inspiring Education)

Institute for the Advancement of Aboriginal Women
Funding ... Feehan 2715

Insurance for farm and ranch operations, laws and legislation
See Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019 (Bill 26)

Insurance industry
[See also Motor vehicle insurance]
Impact of climate change ... Notley 132–33; Schmidt 129–30
Rates ... Sabir 2403

Intelegually disabled persons, programs for
See Persons with developmental disabilities program

Interactive digital media tax credit
See Tax credits: Interactive digital media tax credit (IDMTC)

Intergenerational Day
Ministerial statement ... Pon 266–67
Ministerial statement, response ... Sigurdson, L. 267

Intergovernmental relations ministry
See Ministry of Executive Council

Interim estimates of supply 2019-2020
Comparison to 2018-2019 interim estimates ... Bilous 925; Toews 925
Consideration on June 12, 2019, for three hours (Government Motion 15: carried) ... Toews 701
Consideration on June 12, 2019, for three hours (Government Motion 15: carried), motion rescinded (Government Motion 18: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 795

Interim estimates of supply 2019-2020 (continued)
Consideration on June 18, 2019, for three hours (Government Motion 20: carried) ... Toews 847
Debate procedure ... Chair 905
Estimates debate ... Bilous 925; Eggen 913–14; Ganley 921–22; Glushis 924, 926; Gray 924; Hoffman 910–13; Hunter 925; LaGrange 910–12, 924–25; Loewen 920–21; McIver 911–12, 916–17; Nally 926; Nixon, Jeremy 917–18; Pancholi 919–20; Panda 916–17, 927; Phillips 914, 916–17; Pon 906; Renaud 906–7; Rosswell 925–26; Savage 916; Schow 923–24; Schulz 919–20; Schweitzer 922–23; Shandro 909–10; Shepherd 908–10, 926–27; Stephan 914–16; Toews 905–8, 912–21, 923–27
Estimates debate, questions on policy ... Ganley 1017
Estimates transmitted and tabled ... Speaker, The 701; Toews 701
Estimates transmitted and tabled, replacement of messages tabled on June 11, 2019 ... Speaker, The 847; Toews 847
Estimates vote ... Chair 928–30
Legislation planned for 2020 ... Speech from the Throne

Estimates vote, Nonvoted amounts ... Ganley 921
One-time costs, funding for ... Stephen 916; Toews 916
Referral to Committee of Supply (Government Motion 14: carried) ... Toews 701
Referral to Committee of Supply (Government Motion 19: carried) ... Toews 847
Referral to Committee of Supply (Government Motion 14: carried), motion rescinded (Government Motion 17: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 795

Interim supply act
See Appropriation (Interim Supply) Act, 2019 (Bill 6)

International Day for the Elimination of Sexual Violence in Conflict
Members’ statements ... Glasgo 973

International Day for the Eradication of Poverty
General remarks ... Renaud 1841

International Day of Persons with Disabilities
General remarks ... Renaud 2706; Sabir 2706–7
Members’ statements ... Renaud 2714

International Day of the Girl
Members’ statements ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1748

International economic relations
See International trade

International trade
Export market development ... Shepherd 2228
Restiction of oil and gas export to British Columbia, laws and legislation See Preserving Canada’s Economic Prosperity Act
Trade disputes filed against Alberta ... Dach 1228; Dreeshen 1228
Trade missions See Trade missions
Trade with Asia ... Bilous 1087–88; Dreeshen 1088; Fir 1087–88; Walker 1086

Internet
Rural service ... Getson 1905; Glushis 983, 1905, 2003–4; Lovely 2003–4; Reid 213; Yao 983

Interprovincial relations
Alberta-Quebec relations, members’ statements ... Horner 2541
Premier’s initiatives ... Kenney 2253–54, 2257; Notley 2253–54; Orr 2256–57
Introduction of Guests (school groups, individuals)

Introduction by members ... Carson 257–58; Deol 286; Eggen 228–29; Feehan 229–30; Goehring 283–84; Gray 285; Hoffman 157–59; Irwin 228; Nielsen 229; Nixon, Jason 158–59; Notley 205–6; Pancholi 254–55; Renaud 229, 284; Sabir 259; Schmidt 262–63; Sigurdson, L. 260–61

Introduction by the Speaker (Standing Order 7(2), (3)) ... Bilous 287, 1640; Carson 1444; Eggen 228–29; Feehan 229–31; Gray 285; Hoffman 1640–41; Irwin 228; Nielsen 229, 234; Orr 228; Renaud 229; Shepherd 162–64

Timing ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 560

Introduction of Guests (school groups, individuals)

Aheer 973, 1223, 1279, 1999, 2213, 2607, 2787; Allard 1363; Armstrong-Homeniuk 265, 1839, 2787; Barnes 23; Bilous 747, 2607; Carson 797, 1771, 1897, 2463; Ceci 2127, 2539; Chair 2750; Copping 973, 1363; Dach 23, 192, 747, 2251, 2607, 2663, 2713; Dang 2271, 2539; Deol 2383, 2787; Deputy Speaker 98, 836–37, 1839, 2713; Dreeshen 23, 815, 1787, 1839, 2181, 2463, 2607, 2651; Eggen 191; Ellis 1363; Feehan 1747, 2539, 2663, 2787; Fir 46, 265, 2651; Getson 973, 1787, 1999, 2651; Glasgo 266, 1999, 2477; Glubish 747, 797, 815, 973, 1223, 1697, 2015, 2271, 2325, 2463, 2651; Goehring 355, 2213; Gotfried 24, 815, 893, 2213; Gray 47, 291, 797, 1101, 1643, 1771, 1967, 2043; Guthrie 1643, 2787; Hanson 601, 1863, 2477; Hoffman 23, 97–98, 191, 747, 1007–8, 1101, 1707, 2015, 2181, 2325, 2539, 2651, 2787; Hornor 1787; Hunter 23, 109, 2539; Irwin 46, 98–99, 191, 265, 1077, 1839, 2213, 2235, 2787; Kenney 2713; LaGrange 392, 419, 2213, 2607; Loewen 815, 2607; Long 1897, 2251; Lovely 97, 747, 797, 1967; Loyola 102, 2787; Luan 419; Madu 291, 747, 1077, 1279; 1967, 2293; McVey 1860, 2539, 2713; Milliken 815; Nally 893, 2043, 2213; Neudorf 2213, 2539; Nicolaides 191, 1279, 1643, 1897, 2015, 2127, 2271, 2651, 2663; Nielsen 1771, 2787; Nixon, Jason 836–37, 893, 1747, 2015; Nixon, Jeremy 109, 797, 836–37, 893, 1747, 2015, 2251, 2787; Notley 46, 266, 1863, 2015, 2111, 2127, 2747; Orr 23, 815, 1363; Pancholi 109, 266, 2127, 2539, 2663, 2787; Panda 192, 199, 2663; Phillips 291, 559; Pitt 191, 893, 1839, 2181, 2383; Pon 265–66, 893, 1077, 1897, 1967, 2075, 2463, 2539, 2713, 2750; Ruhn 1279, 2251; Reid 1999, 2251, 2383, 2463, 2607; Renaud 1787, 2477, 2663, 2713; Rosin 815, 1223, 2213; Rutherford 1163, 1967; Sabir 950, 1279; Savage 1747; Sawhney 1787; Schmidt 46–47; Schow 23, 265; Schulz 291, 2787; Schweitzer 1101; Shandro 191–92, 1223, 1697, 1839, 2075, 2127, 2383, 2713, 2750;
Introduction of Visitors (visiting dignitaries) (continued)
Former Speaker Robert E. Wanner ... Gray 3; Speaker, The 3
Killam Mayor Ben Kellert and wife, Tanny ... Speaker, The 2271
Lacombe mayor Grant Creasey ... Orr 1999; Speaker, The 1999
Lakeland MP Shannon Stubbs and former MLA Shayne Saskiw ... Hanson 23
Manitoba Minister of Health, Seniors and Active Living Cameron Friesen and party ... Shandro 2043
Member of Parliament for Lethbridge Rachel Harder ... Speaker, The 2477
Minister Anthony Veke of the Solomon Islands, consul general Ashwant Dwivedi and Deepak Hari ... Speaker, The 2075
MP James Cumming and Edmonton city councillor Bev Esslinger ... Sawhney 1999; Speaker, The 1839
Parliamentarians from Hokkaido, Japan ... Speaker, The 1787
Saskatchewan MLA Dan D’Autremont ... Speaker, The 667
Senators Scott Tannas and Doug Black ... Speaker, The 22
Speaker’s grandmother Louise Cooper ... Speaker, The 2

Inuit consultation
See Aboriginal consultation

Inuit-provincial relations
See Aboriginal relations; Reconciliation between aboriginal and nonaboriginal peoples

Investing in a Diversified Alberta Economy Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)
Investing in Canada infrastructure program (federal-provincial)
Capital grants ... Bilous 771; Dang 1792; Panda 1792–93; Toews 771, 775

Investor tax credit, Alberta
See Tax credits: Alberta investor tax credit (AITC)

Irma school (Buffalo Trail public schools regional division No 28)
Expansion project, funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925
Expansion project, members’ statements ... Rowswell 420

Iron Coalition
Input on Bill 14 ... Hunter 1695

Irrigation
Waste-water and stormwater use ... Guthrie 1229; Nixon, Jason 1229

Islamic Heritage Month
Members’ statements ... Loyola 1967–68

Ismaili Muslim observances
See Imamat Day (Ismaili Muslim observance)

Íyáhê Nakoda First Nation
See Stoney Nakoda First Nation

Jain observance
See Diwali (Hindu, Sikh, Jain, and Buddhist observance)

Janvier, Alex
See Chamber (Legislative Assembly): Unveiling of Alex Janvier paintings

Japan
Trade missions to See Trade missions: Economic Development, Trade and Tourism minister’s travel to Japan and South Korea

Jasper Place Wellness Centre, Edmonton
Food4Good program ... Sigurdson, L. 218

J.E. LaPoint school (Black Gold regional division No. 18)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

Jerry Forbes centre for community spirit
Renovation project, capital funding ... LaGrange 924

Jessica Martel Memorial Foundation, St. Albert
General remarks ... Renaud 1923

Jewish observances
See Yom Kippur (Jewish observance)

Job creation
Construction-related jobs See Capital projects: Job creation

Laws and legislation ... Speech from the Throne 6 Performance measures ... Bilous 2613; Fir 2613
Private- vs. public-sector jobs ... Pancioli 513; Schow 550–51

Program evaluation ... Bilous 499, 1750; Kenney 1750
Provincial strategy ... Aheer 212; Bilous 408, 604–5, 754, 2269; Carson 694; Ceci 211, 459–60; Copping 605–6; Dang 85; Fir 319; Glusko 69–70; Glubish 407; Guthrie 1373–74; Horner 605, 1720; LaGrange 391; Notley 452–53, 679–83, 685; Rehn 405–6; Reid 214; Sabir 209, 1704; Savage 1704; Schmidt 81; Singh 748; Speech from the Throne 6; Toews 31, 605, 691–92, 694–95, 754–55, 1373–74; Toor 31; Walker 184; Yaseen 621
Relation to corporate income tax rate See Corporate taxation, provincial: Relation to economic growth
Relation to minimum wage See Minimum wage: Relation to job creation

Job Creation Tax Cut (Alberta Corporate Tax Amendment) Act (Bill 3)
First reading ... Toews 111
Second reading ... Aheer 415–16; Bilous 408–9, 413; Dang 413–15; Eggen 344–45, 409–11; Feehan 347–49; Ganley 341–42, 351; Goehring 416; Hoffman 343–45; Hunter 352; Nixon, Jason 409–10; Phillips 345–47, 349; Renaud 349–51; Schmidt 411–13; Shepherd 347; Stephan 351–53; Toews 236

Committee, amendment A1 (graduated tax reduction provisions) (Shepherd: defeated) ... Aheer 476–78; Bilous 498–500; Carson 485–86; Dach 489–91; Dang 482–85, 491–93; Eggen 488–89; Getson 481–82; Guthrie 497–98; Loyola 493–95; McIver 479–81; Pancioli 495–97; Phillips 486–88; Sabir 478–79; Shepherd 475–76
Committee, amendment A1 (graduated tax reduction provisions) (Shepherd: defeated), division ... 500
Job Creation Tax Cut (Alberta Corporate Tax Amendment) Act (Bill 3) (continued)
Committee, amendment A2 (mandatory committee review of amendment) (Shepherd: defeated) … Carson 693–94; Chair 738; Dang 695–97; Ganley 689–91; Gray 697–99; McIver 699; Renaud 687; Shepherd 687–89; Sweet 692–93; Toews 691–95
Committee, points of order on debate … Deputy Chair 471, 698; Gray 698; McIver 698; Nixon, Jason 471; Schmidt 470–71
Third reading … Bilous 769–70; Ceci 760–62; Hunter 763; McIver 765–67; Nielson 767–68; Phillips 763–65; Renaud 768–69; Sabir 762–63; Stephan 766–67; Toews 760, 770
Third reading, points of order on debate … Bilous 764; McIver 764; Speaker, The 764
Royal Assent … 28 June 2019 (outside of House sitting)
Application to small businesses … McIver 662; Phillips 660; Stephan 665
General remarks … Copping 605; Deol 589; Ganley 181; Hoffman 1836; Horner 605; Madu 623; Pancholi 656; Renaud 908; Sabir 209; Toews 824–25, 908, 2011; Walker 824–25
Impact on corporate regulations … Hunter 804; Nielsen 804
Purpose and intent … Amery 313; Copping 605; Fir 319; Horner 605; Nixon, Jeremy 172; Notley 532; Phillips 763–65; Speech from the Throne 6; Toews 236
Stakeholder consultation … McIver 481
Jobs, skills, training, and labour ministry (former ministry)
See Ministry of Labour and Immigration
John Paul II, Pope
Remarks on the dignity of work … Williams 1693
Johnny Bright school, Edmonton
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply … Toews 771
Joint Governance of Public Sector Pension Plans Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Joseph M. Demko school (St. Albert public school district No. 5565)
Capital funding from interim supply … LaGrange 924
Joseph Moreau school (greater north central francophone education region No. 2)
Capital funding from interim supply … LaGrange 925
Journey Canada
Finance minister’s connection to See Ministry of Treasury Board and Finance: Minister’s connection to Journey Canada
Judges
Age criteria for part-time services, laws and legislation See Justice Statutes Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 23)
Appointment process … Eggen 2312; Ganley 2301–2; Pancholi 2302–3; 2311
Compensation for travel expenses, laws and legislation See Justice Statutes Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 23)
Training on sexual offences … Ganley 2302; Pancholi 2311
Jumbo Valley turkey farm protest
See Animal rights activists: Protest at southern Alberta turkey farm
Junior Achievement program
Members’ statements … Yaseen 2136–37
Justice and Solicitor General ministry
See Ministry of Justice and Solicitor General
Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms
President … Irwin 806; Nixon, Jason 806
President’s letter to Edmonton public school board See Edmonton public school board: John Carpay’s letter to on gay-straight alliances
Justice services (Justice and Solicitor General ministry)
IT system upgrades … Schweitzer 2133; Toor 2133
Legal services, funding from interim supply … Ganley 922
Justice Statutes Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 23)
First reading … Savage 2262; Schweitzer 2262
Second reading … Eggen 2312; Ganley 2301–2; Pancholi 2302–3, 2311; Savage 2301, 2312; Schweitzer 2301
Committee … Chair 2366
Third reading … Allard 2381–82; Schweitzer 2381
Royal Assent … 22 November 2019 (outside of House sitting)
Kainai First Nation
Blood Tribe agriculture project See Cardston-Siksika (constituency): Agriculture
Kashmir
Member’s statement … Sabir 1840
Keyano College Faculty Association
Collective agreement 2017–2020 … Ceci 936; Goehring 887; Schmidt 967–68
Keynesian economics
General remarks … Notley 534
Keystone XL pipeline
See Pipeline construction: TransCanada Keystone XL project
Kidney dialysis
High Prairie service … Rehn 2389; Sandro 2389
Kincade, Kendra
See Elevate Aviation
King George VI
See Royal Family
Kinship care
Caregiver support … Neudorf 1757; Schulz 1757
Kinship caregiver week
See Foster and Kinship Caregiver Week
Kitaskino Nuwenéné wildland provincial park
Funding … Nixon, Jason 772; Phillips 772
Kiwanis Club of Calgary and Area
Centennial, members’ statements … Rosin 974
Knight Legg, David
See Office of the Premier: Premier’s adviser
Knowledge, advanced institutions
See Postsecondary educational institutions
Knowledge, advanced institutions finance
See Postsecondary educational institution finance
Koi
See Introduced organisms: Invasive aquatic species
Korea
Trade missions to See Trade missions: Economic Development, Trade and Tourism minister’s travel to Japan and South Korea
La Crête (town)
Wildfire prevention initiatives … Dach 273; Dreeshen 273
La Maison Simons
Solar panel use at Edmonton store ... Nielsen 88

Labour force planning
Recruitment and retention of skilled professionals ...
Eggen 345; Hoffman 345
Skilled worker supply ... Nicolaides 1233; Sigurdson, R.J. 1233

Labour market programs
See Job creation

Labour ministry
See Ministry of Labour and Immigration

Labour mobility
Agreements See Agreement on internal trade:
Labour mobility provisions
Skilled trades ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1796-97; Nicolaides 1797

Labour relations
Complaints resolution, laws and legislation See Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2)
Farm workers, members’ statements ... Dach 111
History ... Ceci 954; Deol 954; Sweet 523–24, 955
Laws and legislation ... Shepherd 500; Speech from the Throne 6
Laws and legislation, other jurisdictions ... Carson 1064–65
Legislative and regulatory provisions ... Dach 636

Labour Relations Code
Amendments ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2085; Copping 2085
Amendments, laws and legislation See Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2); Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21); Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019 (Bill 26)
Section 5.1 proposed under Bill 2 See Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2): Section 2(2), support to employees provisions
Sections 32-41, union certification ... Bilous 595, 1602; Ceci 459–60, 550, 990; Copping 1417; Dach 588; Deol 589, 1001; Feehan 563–64; Ganley 379, 529; Hoffman 593, 1354; Kenney 1591–92; Loyola 562; Madu 1605; 1607; Nielsen 564–65, 1594, 1605; Notley 454–56, 458–59, 580–81, 1418; Phillips 562; Shepherd 585–86; Sigurdson, L. 450–51; Stephen 1298
Section 33, evidence in support of application for union certification ... Copping 145–46
Section 34, inquiry into union certification application ... Copping 145; Gray 147
Section 67.1, marshalling provisions ... Copping 146, 1417; Gray 147

Labour relations support program for employees
See Employee labour relations support program

Lac Ste. Anne-Parkland (constituency)
Energy industries See Energy industries: Lac Ste. Anne-Parkland industry
Member’s personal and family history ... Feehan 2065; Getson 324, 481, 1739, 2064–65, 2622–24, 2644–45; Glasgo 552–53; Irwin 2065; Sigurdson, L. 552; Williams 2065
Overview ... Ellis 324; Getson 322–23, 325

Lakeland College for FASD
Members’ statements ... Shepherd 2077

Lakeland Roman Catholic school division
Capital grant, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Lamont county industry
See Alberta’s Industrial Heartland

Lamont Health Care Centre
AUPE/AHS collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Ceci 935; Goehring 886; Schmidt 967
UNA/AHS collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Goehring 886; Schmidt 967

Land claims, aboriginal
See Aboriginal claims

Land conservation
Payments to mineral land right owners, funding from supplementary supply ... Nixon, Jason 772; Phillips 772

Land reclamation
See Reclamation of land

Land Stewardship Act
See Alberta Land Stewardship Act

Land tenure
See Freehold lands

Landowner rights advocate
See Property Rights Advocate’s office

Landownership
See Freehold lands

Lands ministry
See Ministry of Environment and Parks

Langdon schools
See Sarah Thompson school, Langdon

Language, parliamentary
See Parliamentary debate: Parliamentary language

LAO
See Legislative Assembly Office

Larkspur school (Edmonton school district No. 7)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925

LASS
See Legislative Assembly Office: Staff work during long sittings

Law Clerk
New Law Clerk Teri Cherkewich, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 1637

Law enforcement
See Police: Royal Canadian Mounted Police

Law enforcement response teams, Alberta (ALERT)
See Alberta law enforcement response teams (ALERT)

Lawyers
Incentives for rural practices ... Lovely 2485; Schweitzer 2485
Increase in number of articling students ... Lovely 2485; Schweitzer 2485

Lawyers, access to
See Legal aid

LCNG
See Liquefied natural gas

Leader of the Official Opposition
Member’s personal and family history ... Phillips 2342
Learning ministry
See Ministry of Advanced Education; Ministry of Education

L’École polytechnique de Montréal
See Violence against women: 30th anniversary of l’école Polytechnique de Montréal shootings

Leduc-Beaumont (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Rutherford 214–15, 1745, 2627
Overview ... Rutherford 215

Leduc roads
See Queen Elizabeth II highway: Leduc 65th Avenue interchange

Leefield Community League, Edmonton
Thanksgiving dinner ... Gray 1772–73

Legal aid
Funding from interim supply ... Ganley 921
Provincial strategy ... Ganley 1373; Schweitzer 1373
Provincial strategy, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Ganley 1374; Speaker, The 1374
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Ganley 729–30; Nixon, Jason 729–30; Schweitzer 729

Legislative Assembly of Alberta
Decisions of the Assembly, Speaker’s ruling ... Speaker, The 885
Evening sittings commencing May 27, 2019 (Government Motion 7: carried) ... Bilous 37–38; Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37–38
Evening sittings in fall session (Government Motion 31: carried) ... McIver 1851; Nixon, Jason 1851
Expression of support for oil and gas industries (Government Motion 28: carried as amended) ... Allard 2407–8; Bilous 2405–6; Dach 2406–7; Getson 2409; McIver 2405, 2407, 2409; Nixon, Jason 2405; Sabir 2408–9; Smith 2407
Expression of support for oil and gas industries (Government Motion 28: carried as amended), amendment A1 (extension to all Alberta industries) (Bilous: carried) ... Bilous 2406; Dach 2406–7; McIver 2407
Government business See Government business (Legislative Assembly)

Longest sittings to date ... Dach 586–87; Gray 596; Hoffman 592; Nixon, Jason 1539, 1635; Speaker, The 598, 1635
Longest sittings to date, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 586
Morning sitting cancellation notice See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 3(1), notice of morning sitting cancellation
Morning sitting on June 10, request to waive standing orders 3(1), 7(1), and 7(1)(1) (unanimous consent denied) ... Nixon, Jason 598
Reference to employees, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 520

Legislative Assembly of Alberta (continued)
Translation of remarks in French, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 301
Voting procedure See Voting in the Assembly (procedure)

Legislative Assembly of Alberta adjournment
2019 spring session (Government Motion 26: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1333
Adjournment for want of quorum See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 46.1, adjournment of the Assembly for want of quorum
Adjournment on December 2, 2019, afternoon due to death outside Legislature ... Nixon, Jason 2677; Speaker, The 2677
Explanation of Speaker’s ruling ... Dang 884; Speaker, The 884
Fall 2019 session (Government Motion 39: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 2587; Schweitzer 2587
Spring sitting adjournment pursuant to Government Motion 26 ... Nixon, Jason 1635; Speaker, The 1635

Legislative Assembly Office
Former staff member Roger Brewer, memorial tribute, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 1771
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 transmitted and tabled ... Speaker, The 701; Toews 701
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 transmitted and tabled, replacement of messages tabled on June 11, 2019 ... Speaker, The 847; Toews 847
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 928
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2339
Reference to employees in the Assembly, chair’s rulings ... Chair 2784
Reference to employees in the Assembly, points of order ... Deputy Speaker 546; Ellis 546; Ganley 546; Loewen 546
Referring to employees of the Legislature, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 520
Staff compensation ... Notley 531
Staff work during long sittings ... Hoffman 546; Kenney 1074; Nixon, Jason 599, 1635; Speaker, The 523, 598, 1635

Legislative Offices, Standing Committee on See Committee on Legislative Offices, Standing

Legislative policy committees
See also Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future, Standing; Committee on Families and Communities, Standing; Committee on Resource Stewardship, Standing; Committees of the Legislative Assembly
Appointment of committees (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Membership of chairs and committees (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37

Legislative procedure
Addressing questions through the chair, points of order ... Bilous 429–30; Nixon, Jason 430; Speaker, The 430
Addressing remarks through the chair ... Ceci 459; Deputy Chair 1468; Deputy Speaker 141, 459; Renaud 141; Speaker, The 150
Addressing the chair, points of order ... McIver 1051; Speaker, The 1051
Debate See Parliamentary debate

Decorum ... Deputy Chair 1472; Gray 3; Hoffman 1472; Nixon, Jason 155–56; Notley 1340–41; Rosin 72; Smith 964; Speaker, The 516, 802, 897; Speech from the Throne 7
Legislative procedure (continued)
Decorum, amendments to standing orders See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Amendments to SO 7, 8(1.1) and addition of 8(1.2), 13, 32 and addition of 32.1, 41, and addition of 52.041
Decorum, Chair’s rulings ... Deputy Chair 2685
Decorum, points of order ... Deputy Chair 1528; Sweet 1528
Education of members on ... Speaker, The 688
Gestures by members, points of order ... Bilous 430; Nixon, Jason 430; Speaker, The 430
Interrupting a member ... Deputy Chair 479; Nielsen 1593; Speaker, The 121, 358, 668, 900, 973, 1425, 1593, 1868
Interrupting the Speaker ... Speaker, The 674, 867
Noise level in Chamber ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 1253
Persons passing between the chair and the table or mace See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 13(5)
Standing order changes See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Amendments
Legislature Building
Death on steps, December 2, 2019 ... Goehring 2797; Luan 2713; Sweet 2713
Death on steps, December 2, 2019, early adjournment due to ... Nixon, Jason 2677; Speaker, The 2677
Death on steps, December 2, 2019, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 2698
Raising of pride flag ... Nixon, Jason 670
Legislature Grounds
Holocaust memorial repairs and maintenance ... Dach 2672; Issik 2668; Panda 2668, 2672
Maintenance and repair ... Ellis 50; Panda 50
Lehr, Herb
See Metis Settlements General Council: President Herb Lehr
Lemonade Day
Members’ statements ... Long 1111–12
Lennie, Oryssia
See Fair Deal Panel: Chair
Lesbians
See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons
Lesser Slave Lake (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Rehn 404–6
Overview ... Rehn 404–6
Lesser Slave Lake area wildfires
See Wildfire, McMillan Complex (2019)
Lethbridge (city)
Aboriginal treaty land acknowledgement See Aboriginal relations: Treaty acknowledgement, Lethbridge
Affordable housing access See Affordable housing: Wait-lists, Lethbridge
Budget 2019 impact ... McIver 2220; Panda 2220; Phillips 2214, 2219–20; Schweitzer 2219–20
Child advocacy centre proposal See Child advocacy centres
Intermunicipal co-operation ... Phillips 702
Members’ statements ... Neudorf 1301–2, 2214
Performing arts centre See Performing arts centres: New Lethbridge centre, funding for
Resident concerns, members’ statements ... Phillips 419–20
Targeted redevelopment incentive policy (TRIP) ... Goehring 706; Phillips 702; Sabir 1144
Lethbridge, University of
See University of Lethbridge
Lethbridge College
AUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Ceci 936; Goehring 887; Schmidt 967–68
Lethbridge-East (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Neudorf 668
Overview ... Neudorf 74
Lethbridge Pride Fest
Members’ statements ... Phillips 1223–24
Lethbridge public school board
Trustee chair’s letter to the Finance minister ... Phillips 1105; Toews 1105
Lethbridge-West (constituency)
Member’s mother ... Phillips 559
Member’s personal and family history ... Phillips 394, 547, 718–19, 2625
Member’s remarks in Bill 22 debate ... Schow 2348, 2383
Levy on carbon
See Carbon levy (2016-2019)
LGBTQ community
See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons
Licensed practical nurses
[See also Nurses]
Full-time equivalents (FTEs) ... Kenney 2715–16; Nixon, Jason 2665–66; Notley 2665–66, 2715–16, 2790
Scope of practice ... Shandro 2006, 2022; Shepherd 2006, 2022
Lieutenant Governor of Alberta
Address in reply to Speech from the Throne engrossed and presented to (Government Motion 16: carried) ... Kenney 811; Nixon, Jason 811
Entrance into the Chamber ... Schweitzer 1, 5; Speaker, The 5
Request to block Bill 22 See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22): Official Opposition Leader’s request for Lieutenant Governor to block
Light of Christ school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Limitations Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Trespass Statutes (Protecting Law-abiding Property Owners) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 27)
Lindsay Thurber high school, Red Deer
First gay-straight alliance in Alberta ... Hoffman 708
Line 3 replacement project, Enbridge
See Pipeline construction: Enbridge line 3 replacement project
Liquefied natural gas
Export market development ... Getson 1847; Nally 1847, 2548–49; Walker 2548–49
Liquor Commission
See Alberta Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis
Literacy
Awareness initiatives See Read In Week
Lithium mining
Industry development ... Savage 821; Smith 821
Litter (trash)
Needle debris ... Luan 1755; Stephan 1755
Little Red River Cree First Nation
   General remarks ... Williams 1658

Livestock industry
   Trade agreement compliance, enabling legislation See Public Lands Modernization (Grazing Leases and Obsolete Provisions) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 16)

Livingstone-Macleod (constituency)
   Member’s personal and family history ... Reid 213
   Overview ... Horner 213–14; Reid 212–14

LNG
   See Liquefied natural gas

Loans, student
   See Student financial aid (postsecondary students)

Local Government Fiscal Framework Act
   Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Local Authorities Election Act
   Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Local authorities pension plan
   [See also Public service pensions]
   Investment management by AIMCo ... Shandro 2387; Shepherd 2386–87; Toews 2386
   Part-time, non-unionized employee participation ... Ganley 2453–54; Gray 2445
   Part-time, non-unionized employee participation, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Local Government Fiscal Framework Act
   Amendments, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

Local transit
   See Public transit

Lodges
   See Supportive living accommodations

Lois Hole provincial park
   Management plan ... Nixon, Jason 2391; Renaud 2391

Long-term care facilities (nursing homes/auxiliary hospitals)
   Service standards, comparison with other jurisdictions ... Pon 1778; Sigurdson, L. 1778
   Staff, funding for ... Nielsen 2445

Looch Lake First Nation
   Provinical timber allocation RFP See Forest industries: Timber allocations within Loon River and Lubicon Lake First Nations territories

Lottery commission
   See Alberta Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis

Lottery fund
   Dissolution ... Ceci 2681; Dach 2062; Dang 2097–98; Feehan 2064; Goehring 2568; Hoffman 2059, 2681; Nielsen 2065; Notley 2171; Pancholi 2120, 2168–69; Phillips 2082; Sabir 2564; Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2057, 2060–61, 2082, 2120
   Dissolution, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

Louis St. Laurent Catholic high school, Edmonton
   Year-end liturgy ... Feehan 553–55

Low-income children
   See Children and poverty

Low-income housing
   See Affordable housing

Lowe’s Canada (hardware retail chain)
   Store closures ... Bilous 2388–89; Fir 2482–83; Notley 2482; Toews 2388–89

LPNs (licensed practical nurses)
   See Nurses

LRT (light rail transit)
   See Calgary Transit; Edmonton Transit Service; Public transit

Lubicon Lake First Nation
   Land claim settlement, funding from supplementary supply ... Feehan 1135; Phillips 772; Toews 1135
   Provincial timber allocation RFP See Forest industries: Timber allocations within Loon River and Lubicon Lake First Nations territories

Ludwig, Albert W. (former MLA)
   See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Former MLA Albert W. Ludwig

Lunch programs
   See School nutrition programs

Macbeth (William Shakespeare)
   Witches’ poem ... Loewen 2113

Machinery and equipment tax incentives bill
   See Municipal Government (Machinery and Equipment Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 29)

MacKinnon, Janice (former Saskatchewan Finance minister)
   See Blue Ribbon Panel on Alberta’s Finances: Chair

Magrath high school
   Agricultural program ... LaGrange 1171; Schow 1171

Maiden speeches
   See Speech from the Throne: Addresses in reply (maiden speeches)

Mail Delivery for Canadians Act, Restoring
   See Act to Provide for the Resumption and Continuation of Postal Services (federal Bill C-6, 2011)

Main estimates of supply
   See Estimates of Supply (government expenditures)

Major General Griesbach school, Edmonton
   Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 772

Manitoba-Alberta-British Columbia-Saskatchewan trade agreement
   See New West Partnership trade agreement (Alberta-British Columbia-Saskatchewan-Manitoba)

Manning area wildfire
   See Wildfire, Battle Complex (2019)

Manufactured home sites
   See Mobile-home sites

Market Surveillance Administrator
   Offer behaviour enforcement guidelines ... Sabir 1990

Marshall House emergency shelter, Fort McMurray
   Closure ... Luan 2136; Renaud 2135–36, 2396; Sawhney 2136, 2467; Yao 2467

Maryview elementary school, Red Deer
   See O Canada: Sung by the Maryview elementary school choir
Maskwacis-Wetaskiwin (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Wilson 647–48, 2579
Overview ... Wilson 647

Masters in chambers
Age criteria for part-time services, laws and legislation
See Justice Statutes Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 23)

Maurice, Edouard (Eddie) (Okotoks area farmer)
2018 robbery on farm ... Sigurdson, R.J. 1788–89
Criminal charges laid against for discharging a weapon (Criminal Code sections 34 and 35) ... Ellis 736; Sigurdson, R.J. 2576
Lawsuit against ... Schweitzer 2222; Sigurdson, L. 2222

McClung, Nellie
See Famous Five

McGowan, Gil
See Alberta Federation of Labour: President

McKinney, Louise
See Claresholm & District Museum: Louise McKinney exhibit; Famous Five

McLeod, Cara
See God Save the Queen: Performed by Cara McLeod and the Royal Canadian Artillery Band; O Canada: Performed by Cara McLeod and the Royal Canadian Artillery Band

McMorrow, Romy
See O Canada: Sung by Romy McMorrow

MCSnet (rural internet provider)
Members’ statements ... Hanson 1840–41

McTavish school (Fort McMurray public school district No. 2833)
Expansion, funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

Meadow Ridge school (Foothills school division No. 38)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

Measuring Up report (government performance measures)
2018-2019 report ... Ceci 1355–56

Medical assistance in dying
See Assisted dying

Medical care facilities
See Health facilities: Hospitals; Long-term care facilities (nursing homes/auxiliary hospitals)

Medical care system
See Health care

Medical care system administration
See Alberta Health Services (authority)

Medical care system finance
See Health care finance

Medical care system ministry
See Ministry of Health

Medical doctors
See Physicians

Medical Examiner’s office, Chief
See Chief Medical Examiner’s office

Medical lab hub, Edmonton
See Edmonton medical lab hub

Medical laboratories
DynaLife contract See DynaLife Medical Labs
Funding for equipment ... Shandro 1779–80; Shepherd 1779–80
Health Quality Council report ... Shandro 31–32, 1167; Shepherd 31, 1167

Medical laboratories (continued)
Staffing [See also Health sciences personnel]; Shandro 31; Shepherd 31

Medical Labs, DynaLife
See DynaLife Medical Labs

Medical records
See Health information

Medical records, electronic
System integration See Health information: Connect care clinical information system

Medical research
Technology commercialization ... Shepherd 2228

Medicare premiums
See Alberta health care insurance plan premiums

Medication
See Drugs, prescription

Medicine Hat (city)
City-owned gas well closures ... Barnes 1794; Nally 1794
General remarks ... Barnes 1251–52
Members’ statements ... Barnes 2335

Members’ apologies
Election of the Speaker ... Schmidt 62
Member’s social media remarks ... Sigurdson, L. 2183
Remarks in discussion of Bill 22 ... Notley 2479; Speaker, The 2479
Remarks in member’s statement ... Hoffman 343; Speaker, The 343–43; Yao 343
Remarks on the carbon levy ... Bilous 413; Schmidt 413; Speaker, The 413

Members of the Legislative Assembly
Allegations against ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 948
Allegations against, points of order ... Acting Chair (van Dijken) 1558; Bilous 810, 904, 1654–55; Dang 1557; Deputy Speaker 368–69; Eggen 1557–58; Ellis 1557; Hunter 369; Loewen 368, 1557; McIver 1557; Nixon, Jason 120, 810, 904; Schmidt 308; Speaker, The 810, 904
Allegations against, points of order, remarks withdrawn ... Bilous 120; Kenney 1655; Speaker, The 120, 1655
Awards, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 2787
Certificates of election ... Clerk, The 8
Changes in party affiliation ... Loyola 161; Orr 165
Changes in party affiliation, Assembly opposition to (Government Motion 10: carried) ... Feehan 1344–45; Hunter 1344; Kenney 1328–29; Lovely 1342–43; Nixon, Jason 1328; Notley 1343–44
Changes in party affiliation, Assembly opposition to (Government Motion 10: carried), division ... 1345
Changes in party affiliations ... Dach 260; Feehan 231–32; Loyola 161; Nixon, Jason 232; Orr 165; Shepherd 162–64; Speaker, The 232
Criticizing a member ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 1855; Dang 1855; Eggen 1855; McIver 1855; Speaker, The 537
False allegations against, points of order ... Aheer 1625–26; Bilous 1625; Chair 1626
First instance of two brothers serving at the same time ... Nixon, Jason 173; Nixon, Jeremy 172; Speaker, The 8
Former MLA Albert W. Ludwig, memorial tribute, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 45
Former MLA Dennis Lester Anderson, memorial tribute, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 45
Members of the Legislative Assembly (continued)
Former MLA Jack William Ady, memorial tribute, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 2651
Former MLA Manmeet Bhullar, members’ statements ... Gotfried 2464
Former MLA Manmeet Bhullar, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 2463
Former MLA Raymond S. Ratzlaff, memorial tribute, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 45
Former MLA Robert Wagner Dowling, memorial tribute, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 45
Former MLA William D. Dickie, memorial tribute, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 45
Imputing falsehoods against, points of order ... Acting Speaker (Sweet) 966–67; Bilous 966; Dang 966; Deputy Chair 1476; Ellis 966; Hoffman 1476; Nixon, Jason 966, 1475–76
Imputing motives to ... Acting Speaker (Millicken) 958; Bilous 2432; Deputy Chair 1538; Nixon, Jason 2432
Imputing motives to, points of clarification ... Savage 1291; Speaker, The 1291–92
Imputing motives to, points of order ... Acting Chair (Hanson) 1615–16; Acting Speaker (Millicken) 162, 572; Aheer 1625–26; Bilous 260, 757, 764, 983, 1220, 1625; Chair 1626; Dach 1220; Dang 572, 1558; Deputy Chair 1220, 1475, 1558; Eggen 151, 519–20, 572, 1475; Ellis 162, 260, 519, 572; Loewen 1558; McIver 151, 764, 983; Nixon, Jason 757, 1220, 1292, 1475, 1616; Schow 519; Shepherd 1615–16; Speaker, The 151, 260, 519–20, 757, 764, 983, 1292; Sweet 519, 1291–92
Imputing motives to, points of order, clarification ... Deputy Chair 1558; Ellis 1558
Imputing motives to, points of order, remarks withdrawn ... Feehan 1908; Shepherd 162; Speaker, The 1908
LGBTQ2S-plus members ... Irwin 393
Maiden speeches, scheduling ... See Government business (Legislative Assembly): Consideration in the afternoon of May 27, 2019
Member’s 5th anniversary of election ... Speaker, The 2015
Member’s 10th anniversary of election, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 191
Members’ children under age 18 ... Speaker, The 407–8
Permission to sit at other members’ desks, amendments to standing orders ... See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: Amendments to SO 7, 8(1.1) and addition of 8(1.2), 13, 32 and addition of 32.1, 41, and addition of 52.041
Reference by name in the Assembly ... Chair 1011, 1025, 1028–29, 1438; Deputy Chair 485; Feehan 2064; Goehring 416; McIver 903; Nixon, Jason 416; Schow 1028; Speaker, The 54, 397, 802, 903, 1079, 1422, 2064, 2114
Reference by name in the Assembly, remarks withdrawn ... Carson 485; Gray 958, 1011; Schow 1029; Shepherd 475; Sweet 523
Reference in third person in the Assembly ... Acting Speaker (Millicken) 445
Reference to absence from the Chamber ... Acting Speaker (Millicken) 1855; Bilous 1049; Chair 926; Dang 1855; Eggen 1855; Feehan 2419; McIver 1855; Nixon, Jason 416, 1049; Speaker, The 177, 416–17, 1049, 2257, 2419

Members of the Legislative Assembly (continued)
Reference to absence from the Chamber, points of order ... Chair 1091; Gray 1091; Nixon, Jason 1091
Reference to absence from the Chamber, remarks withdrawn ... Rowsell 926
Reference to absence from the Chamber, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 1051
Reference to in debate, points of order ... Acting Chair (Hanson) 1615; Bilous 1614–15; Nixon, Jason 1614–15
Referring to the galleries ... Speaker, The 2417–18
Role ... Ellis 311–12; Rowsell 312
Salary reduction ... Toews 2012
Sitting in own seats ... Deputy Chair 483; Speaker, The 81
Statistics, 30th Legislature ... Speaker, The 7–8

Members’ Services Committee
See Committee on Members’ Services, Special Standing

Members’ Statements (procedure)
Interrupting a member ... Speaker, The 668, 973, 2114
Interrupting a member, Speaker’s ruling ... Speaker, The 2262
Number of statements each day ... Hoffman 159; Nixon, Jason 159; Pancholi 159, 255
Rotation of statements, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 24, 1643
Statements presented by unanimous consent ... Speaker, The 583

Members’ Statements (current session)
30th anniversary of l’Ecole Polytechnique shootings ... Goodridge 2723
30th Legislature, First Session, accomplishments ... Loewen 2787–88
30th Legislature opening reflections ... Gotfried 277
550th anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s birth ... Toor 2272
2017 UCP leadership contest investigation ... Ganley 2182
2017 UCP leadership contest investigations ... Dang 2608
Abortion rights ... Renaud 1363–64
Addiction treatment ... Nixon, Jeremy 1697
Advocacy for Alberta’s energy industry ... Loewen 1899
Advocacy for Alberta’s energy industry ... Rosin 1788
Affordable child care ... Pancholi 110
Affordable housing ... Getson 2464–65; Sigurdson, L. 110, 2465
Agricultural education in Drumheller-Stettler ... Horner 57–58
Agriculture ... Neudorf 1968; Schow 748
Agriculture and Forestry funding ... Dach 2044
AgSafe Alberta Society ... Orr 2608–9
Air cadets ... Rutherford 2016
Airdrie Pro Rodeo ... Pitt 1224–25
Alberta and Quebec ... Loewen 2085
Alberta in Canada ... Loewen 2473; Schow 2000
Alberta indigenous opportunities corporation ... Rehn 2261
Alberta prosperity ... Walker 1164
Albertans ... Pancholi 798
Alberta’s Industrial Heartland ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 56
Alex Decoteau ... Rutherford 2214
Members' Statements (current session) (continued)

Animal rights activists’ turkey farm protest ... Horner 1698–99
Antiracism strategy ... Deol 2723
Arts and culture industries ... Goehring 2043
ATCO sale of electric power plants ... Horner 974
Aviation industry ... Gottfried 2540
Balanced and deficit budgets ... Sigurdson, R.J. 1364
Balancing the budget ... Nixon, Jeremy 1897–98
Bangladesh ... Loyola 2487
BAPS Charities ... Walker 2477
Big Hill Haven women’s shelter in Cochrane ... Guthrie 2789
British Columbia energy policies ... Milliken 2714
Brock Blaszczyn ... Long 1797–98
Brooks Bandits junior A hockey championship ... Glaso 24–25
Budget 2019 ... Ceci 2261; Dang 2000–2001; Ganley 1967; Gray 2016; Loewen 2113–14; Nielsen 2253; Pancholi 2215; Sigurdson, L. 2128; Sweet 2111; Walker 2043
Budget 2019 and Edmonton’s economy ... Schmidt 2085
Budget 2019 and federal policies ... Toor 2045
Budget 2019 and government accountability ... Carson 2137
Budget 2019 and government spending reductions ... Nixon, Jeremy 2664–65
Budget 2019 and Lethbridge ... Phillips 2214
Budget 2019 and poverty reduction strategies ... Renaud 2181
Budget 2019 and teachers ... Goehring 2384–85
Budget 2019 petition ... Feehan 2540–41
Calgary Dinos’ Vanier Cup championship ... Nixon, Jeremy 2540
Calgary LRT green line ... Ceci 1798
Calgary LRT green line funding ... Jones 1749
Calgary-South East constituency update ... Jones 275
Calgary Stampede ... Ceci 1363
Campaign investigations and Bill 22 ... Nielsen 2477–78; Sweet 2478
Campaign investigations and provincial legislation ... Carson 2463–64
Camrose Purple Martin Festival ... Lovely 1163
Canada Day ... Allard 1364–65
Canada Multiculturalism Day ... Rosin 1279
Canadian Armed Forces liaison ... Rutherford 302
Canadian Finals Rodeo ... Sigurdson, R.J. 1699
Canadian nationalism ... Rosin 1781
Canadian Rockies school division update ... Rosin 1364
Canadians’ rights and the role of government ... Neudorf 668
Capitalism ... Neudorf 2664
Carbon pricing and climate change strategy ... Rutherford 2797
Carbon tax repeal act ... Ellis 748
Caregivers ... Lovely 2001
Chester Mjolsness ... Guthrie 1864
Child poverty ... Amery 2183
Chile ... Loyola 2112
Chops and Crops agricultural event ... van Dijken 2325–26
Civil society and government programs ... Stephan 2714
Climate change ... Renaud 1078, 2478–79; Schmidt 668
Climate change and poverty ... Renaud 1841
Climate change policy and job creation ... Schmidt 2609
Members’ Statements (current session) (continued)
Climate change strategy ... Irwin 1839; Schmidt 1864, 2273
Coal phase-out in Hanna ... Horner 202
Coal transition payments to corporations ... Stephan 1849–50
Commercial driver training and testing standards ... Gray 1797; Renaud 1788
Community Foundation of Lethbridge Vital Signs report ... Phillips 1699
Connect Charter School in Calgary ... Issik 355
Constables Ezio Faraone and Daniel Woodall ... Rutherford 1224
Consumer protection for motor vehicle owners ... Caron 302
Corporate taxes and government spending ... Long 2262
Crime in mid-size cities ... Neudorf 2327
Crime in northeast Calgary ... Amery 1781
Culture ministry alcohol purchase ... Horner 2608
Daycare subsidies ... Lovely 1898
Days for Girls International ... Lovely 57
Democracy and parliamentary debate ... Gray 973
Diabetes awareness ... Issik 2076
Diwali ... Deol 1898; Singh 1999; Toor 1967
Don Cherry ... Horner 2281–82
Doug O’Halloran ... Sabir 1897
Early learning and child care centres ... Pancholi 1771–72; Sigurdson, R.J. 1772
Eddie Maurice and rural crime ... Sigurdson, R.J. 1788–89
Education Act GSA provision enforcement ... Ganley 893
Education and health care funding ... Barnes 2043–44; Dang 419
Education funding ... Ganley 2789
Education funding and Bill 8 ... Hoffman 1079
Educational curriculum ... Irwin 2025
Eid al-Fitr ... Loyola 356
Election Commissioner ... Sweet 2665
Election day ... Milliken 1873–74; Rosin 1863
Elevate Aviation ... Rutherford 1899
Energy industries in Drayton Valley-Devon ... Smith 667–68
Energy industries in Lac Ste. Anne-Parkland ... Getson 25
Energy industry ... Milliken 1968–69; Neudorf 2541
Energy industry competitiveness ... Horner 2111
Energy industry in Spruce Grove-Stony Plain ... Turton 57
Energy industry jobs ... Yao 293
Energy industry jobs, member’s apology for remarks ... Hoffman 343; Speaker, The 343; Yao 342
Energy-only electricity market ... Horner 2001
EPCOR Gold Bar waste-water treatment plant ... Schmidt 1164
Fair Deal Panel chair ... van Dijken 2653
Family and community support services program ... Ceci 2617–18
Family Violence Prevention Month ... Rosin 2182; Sigurdson, R.J. 2128
Farmers ... van Dijken 797–98
Federal Bill C-69 ... Sabir 815–16
Federal bills C-48 and C-69 ... Guthrie 816
Federal carbon tax ... Guthrie 1653
Federal energy policies ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1644–45; Singh 2609
Federal equalization payments ... Schow 2327
Federal methane regulations ... Guthrie 2072
Members’ Statements (current session) (continued)

Federal NDP energy policies ... Hanson 2798
Federal policies and east-west relations ... Guthrie 2137
Federal policies and economic development ... Stephan 1773
Fentanyl use prevention ... Singh 2393
Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder ... Phillips 1969
Filibuster of June 5 to 6 ... Rosin 798
Filibuster of June 5 to 6 and political discourse ... Sigurdson, L. 816
Filipino Heritage Month in Canada ... Walker 747
Fire Prevention Week ... Turton 1698
Food bank use ... Renaud 2652
Former MLA Manmeet Singh Bhullar ... Gotfried 2464
Former Sergeant-at-Arms Brian Hodgson ... Bilous 2464; Ellis 2464
Fort Edmonton Park ... Pancholi 2075–76
Foster and Kinship Caregiver Week ... Allard 1899
Free economy ... Barnes 2617
Freedom of expression ... Jones 2271
Freedom of religion ... Smith 2661
Friends of St. Michael’s Society of Edmonton ... Nielsen 1698
Front-line public service workers ... Neudorf 1865
Gathering of the clans festival in Sedgewick ... Lovely 2016–17
Gay-straight alliances in schools ... Nixon, Jeremy 1079
Genesee gas pipeline construction contracts ... Smith 1969
Government and Official Opposition policies ... Pancholi 1163
Government members’ actions during Bill 9 debate ... Dang 1103
Government motion 34 ... Getson 2017
Government policies ... Dang 973–74; van Dijken 201–2
Government policies and parliamentary debate ... Irwin 1279–80
Government policies and women ... Irwin 2385
Government policy implementation time frame ... Shepherd 276–77
Grande Prairie regional hospital construction ... Allard 974–75
Grande Prairie Stompede ... Allard 109–10
Health care in central Alberta ... Orr 1897
Health care professionals ... Hoffman 2664
Health care services for wildfire evacuees ... Williams 667
Health care system ... Shepherd 1164–65, 1643
Health care system layoffs ... Carson 2673–74
Health care workforce ... Shepherd 2076, 2663–64
High Level area wildfire response ... Goodridge 110–11
High school construction in north Calgary ... Yaseen 2478
High school graduation 2019 ... Allard 109–10
Holger Petersen ... Shepherd 2383
Holodomor Memorial Day ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2325; Bilous 2325
Holodomor Memorial Day and political discourse ... Schow 2383–84
Holodomor remembrance ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2653–54
Human rights ... Loyola 2788; Yaseen 2788
Imamat Day ... Amery 1223
Incitement to hate ... Deol 747–48; Renaud 355
Inclusion ... Loyola 1303
Indigenous relations ... Feehan 57, 1645, 2076

Members’ Statements (current session) (continued)

International Day for the Elimination of Sexual Violence in Conflict ... Glasgow 973
International Day of Persons with Disabilities ... Renaud 2714
International Day of the Girl ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1748
Interprovincial trade barriers ... Issik 2326
Investment in Alberta ... Ellis 1798
Irina school expansion ... Rowsell 420
Islamic Heritage Month ... Loyola 1967–68
Jessica Aubé ... Irwin 192
Junior Achievement ... Yaseen 2136–37
Kashmir ... Sabir 1840
Kiwanis Club of Calgary centennial ... Rosin 974
La Francophonie Albertaine ... Goodridge 1103–4
Labour legislation ... Dach 111
Lakeland Centre for FASD ... Hanson 2077
Lead in drinking water ... Schmidt 2384
Legislative and social change ... Dang 601–2
Lemonade Day ... Long 1111–12
Lesser Slave Lake area wildfires ... Rehn 419
Lethbridge ... Neudorf 1301–2, 2214
Lethbridge concerns ... Phillips 419–20
Lethbridge Pride Fest ... Phillips 1223–24
LGBTQ2S+ youth and Bill 8 ... Dach 894–95
Logan Boulet, organ donation, and traffic safety ... Phillips 1789
Louise McKinney exhibit in Claresholm ... Reid 1849
Lynn Davies ... Walker 2128–29
MCSnet rural Internet provider ... Hanson 1840–41
Medicine Hat ... Barnes 2335–36
Mental health awareness ... Goehring 2797–98; Sweet 1748
Mental illness awareness ... Nixon, Jeremy 1747
Midwife Barbara Scrivener ... Hoffman 2326
Millar Western Forest Products centennial ... Long 2539
Millbourne Laundromat Thanksgiving dinner ... Gray 1772–73
Minister of Education ... Hoffman 1302–3
Missing and murdered indigenous women ... Feehan 301
Mobile-home owner consumer protection ... Carson 602
Mother Earth’s Children’s charter school ... Issik 2044
Movement ... Issik 2215
MS society Lakeland regional office ... Hanson 602
Municipal Affairs budget 2019-2020 ... Dang 2112
National Adoption Awareness Month ... Turton 2652
National Catholic Health Care Week ... Williams 1653–54
National Child Day ... Nixon, Jeremy 2384
National Day of Remembrance for Victims of Terrorism ... Allard 1103
National Indigenous Peoples Day ... Goodridge 1078
National Public Service Week ... Loewen 601
National Senior Safety Week ... Gotfried 2252–53
Nautical methanol plant project ... Allard 2000
Navratri ... Walker 1781–82
NDP climate leadership plan ... Stephan 2112
New high school in southeast Edmonton ... Deol 2137
Northern Alberta Development Council ... Allard 2665
Northern wildfire evacuations ... Rehn 816–17
Norwegian oil ... Yao 2473
November 1984 violence against Sikhs in India ... Sabir 2182–83
Ochi Day ... Amery 2025
Members’ Statements (current session) (continued)

Official Opposition members’ remarks ... Glasgo 1839–40
Oil and film industries in Alberta ... Goehring 2271–72
Oil and gas industries ... Sigurdsrud, R.J. 2723
Oil and gas prices and pipeline development ... Loewen 2009–10
Oil and gas transportation ... Guthrie 1841
Oil transportation and production curtailment ... Sabir 2609
Oil transportation by rail ... Sabir 25
Old Alberta Farmer by Dave Barnes ... Dach 1748
Opioind use prevention and treatment ... Miliken 1112
Paramedics ... Sigurdsrud, R.J. 193
Parliamentary democracy ... Rosin 2479
Paul Band energy business partnership ... Getson 2652–53
Personal income tax indexation cessation ... Renaud 2017; Sabir 2025
Persons Day ... Allard 1840
Philippine heritage month and independence day ... Hoffman 747
Political and public discourse and women’s political participation ... Glasgo 2111–12
Ponoka Stampede ... Orr 816
Post-traumatic Stress Disorder Awareness Day ... Goehring 1223; Yao 1280
Postsecondary convocation 2019 ... Eggen 668
Postsecondary education budget 2019-2020 ... Eggen 2129
Postsecondary education funding ... Eggen 356, 1865, 2273
Premier’s and adviser’s travel expenses ... Gray 2272
Premier’s travel expenses ... Dang 2252
Pride month ... Turton 602
Pride Shabbat dinner in Edmonton ... Goodridge 602–3
Property rights ... Barnes 2183
Property rights legislation ... Barnes 893
Protester conduct outside UCP convention ... Schow 2663
Provincial election 2019 ... Barnes 25; Nixon, Jeremy 110
Provincial fiscal policies ... Ganley 1644; Pitt 302
Provincial fiscal position ... Ceci 667; Nielsen 1302
Provincial fiscal position and government policies ... Gottfried 2075
Provincial pension plan administration ... Amery 2473
Provincial tax revenue and government spending ... Renaud 24
Public Accounts Committee ... Gottfried 2723–24
Public engagement in Alberta politics ... Pancholi 2653
Public health care ... Feehan 1863–64
Public service front-line workers ... Nielsen 797
Raging Grannies ... Hoffman 2539
Ramadan ... Yaseen 24
Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr ... Amery 301–2
Ramadan observance and public safety ... Sabir 193
Read In Week ... Walker 1747–48
Red tape ... Orr. 2261–62
Religious freedom and human rights ... Sabir 1280
Remembrance Day ... Allard 2213; Armstrong-Homeniuk 2252; Rutherford 2181
Rowan House Society in High River ... Reid 276
Rural crime ... Orr 2113
Rural crime and police service ... Horner 1772
Rural crime strategy ... Ganley 275–76
Rural health services ... Loewen 798
Rural schools ... Hoffman 1780–81

Members’ Statements (current session) (continued)

School and playground construction ... Jones 2223
School nutrition programs ... Eggen 1112
Scleroderma ... Allard 2487
Seniors and budget 2019 ... Nielsen 2044
Serenity’s law ... Ellis 2045
Sikh community in Alberta ... Toor 356
Skilled trades ... Getson 2191–92
Skilled trades caucus ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 894
Skilled trades training ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2025–26; Turton 894
Small business ... Bilous 1999
Small business and Thanksgiving ... Pitt 1749
Small business and the Christmas season ... Pitt 2674
Small Business Week ... Lovely 1864
Somali Independence Day ... Walker 1280
South Sudanese community ... Ellis 1363
South Sudanese community concerns ... Nixon, Jeremy 1967
South Sudanese community round-table ... Sweet 1865
Southern Alberta Summer Games ... Reid 1302
Sports in Alberta ... Goehring 2540
Stollery children’s Hospital ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2383
Stratcona Christian Academy in Sherwood Park ... Walker 420
Support for agriculture ... Dach 2326–27
Support for business ... Loewen 420–21
Support for persons with disabilities ... Nixon, Jeremy 2076–77
Support for the energy industry ... Schow 2549–50
Support for young parents ... Pancholi 894
Syncrude milestone ... Yao 2045
Syncrude partnerships with indigenous businesses ... Yao 2253
Tax policy ... Guthrie 2478
Tax policy and government spending ... Pitt 2273
Taxation and public programs ... Sigurdsrud, L. 2000
Teacher and teacher aide positions ... Long 2715
Teachers ... Getson 1653; Irwin 2214–15
Technology industry development ... Shepherd 1898–99
Technology industry programs ... Bilous 1698
Telus World of Science Edmonton ... Hoffman 2213–14
Tenille Townes ... Allard 1749
Thanksgiving and Alberta agriculture ... van Dijken 1697–98
Time allocation on government bills ... Gray 2651
Tom Wanyandie ... Rehn 1280–81
Toronto Raptors’ NBA championship ... Schow 815
Tourism Week ... Rosin 276
Tow truck operator safety ... Pitt 192
Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project ... Guthrie 1224
Transportation infrastructure in Airdrie-Cochrane ... Guthrie 355–56
Travel Alberta awards ... Rosin 2112–13
Underground infrastructure disturbances ... Getson 1797
Unemployment in Calgary ... Singh 748
Urban indigenous program funding ... Feehan 2715
Vegreville Century Park supportive living facility ... Shepherd 1747
Vegreville economic development ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1163–64
Vikings in the Streets Festival ... Lovely 1078–79
Violence against women ... Irwin 2789–90
Volunteer firefighters ... Lovely 2182
Members’ Statements (current session) (continued)
Voting in the Legislative Assembly ... Sweet 56–57
Vulnerable Albertans and Budget 2019 ... Sigurdson, R.J. 2651–52
Water supply in Highwood ... Sigurdson, R.J. 193
Weed notice appeals ... Rowsell 2385
Westend Seniors Activity Centre ... Carson 1968
Women in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics ... Allard 1644
Women in the energy industries ... Yao 2618
Women in the skilled trades ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1303
Women Parliamentarians’ She Should Run initiative ... Pitt 2128
World Elder Abuse Awareness Day ... Nixon, Jeremy 797
World Refugee Day ... Yaseen 1078
Yom Kippur ... Deol 1697; Issik 1644

Mental health
Members’ statements ... Goehring 2797–98
Ministerial statement ... Luan 2713
Ministerial statement, response ... Sweet 2713–14

Mental Health Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Mental health and addiction strategy
Advisory panel ... Luan 2260–61; Yaseen 2260–61
Funding ... Toews 2013

Mental health review panels
Laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Panel size ... Toews 2341
Videoconferencing ... Toews 2341

Mental health services
Funding ... Toews 2013
Rural services ... Rutherford 802; Shandro 802
School-based services, funding for ... LaGrange 1106–7; Sweet 1106–7
Services following discharge from hospital, St. Paul ... Hanson 51–52; Luan 51–52
Services for industrial workers ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2084; Luan 2084
Services for postsecondary students ... Eggen 2378
Services for wildfire evacuees See Wildfire, Chukcegg Creek (2019): Evacuee mental health services
Services for youth ... Rutherford 802; Shandro 802
Support for families ... Luan 2261; Yaseen 2260–61

Mental health services for children
See Child mental health services

Mental illness
Members’ statements ... Sweet 1748

Mental Illness Awareness Week
Members’ statements ... Nixon, Jeremy 1747

Meridian Housing Foundation
17 Folkstone Place project, Stony Plain ... Pon 1796; Turton 1796

Merit Contractors
Pre-election advertising ... Notley 580

Métis (government department)
See Ministry of Indigenous Relations

Métis Calgary Family Services
Funding ... Feehan 2715

Métis child protective services
See Child protective services

Métis child welfare
See Child welfare

Métis children’s education
See Aboriginal children’s education

Métis consultation
See Aboriginal consultation

Métis harvesting policy
Policy agreements ... Feehan 1309–10; Wilson 1309–10

Métis Nation of Alberta
Provincial harvesting agreement See Métis harvesting policy: Policy agreements

Métis-provincial relations
See Aboriginal relations; Reconciliation between aboriginal and nonaboriginal peoples

Métis settlements
See Aboriginal communities; Paddle Prairie Métis settlement

Métis Settlements General Council
Input on Bill 14 ... van Dijken 1683
President Herb Lehr ... Wilson 1712

Métis Settlements General Council
Provincial harvesting agreement See Métis harvesting policy: Policy agreements

Métis women
Employment programs See Women Building Futures skilled trades program
Violence against See National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls; Violence against women: Missing and murdered aboriginal women

Mexico-U.S.-Canada free trade
See North American free trade agreement (NAFTA)

MFRC
See Military family resource centre, Edmonton

MGA
See Municipal Government Act

Michael Strembittsky school, Edmonton
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 772

Midwifery
General remarks ... Hoffman 2326

Mikisew Cree First Nation
Business and industry ... Sabir 1687; Wilson 1656; Yao 1674

Military family resource centre, Edmonton
General remarks ... Sweet 1732

Millar Western Forest Products Ltd.
Centennial, Members’ statements ... Long 2539

Millbourne Laundromat, Edmonton
Thanksgiving dinner, members’ statements ... Gray 1772–73

Milliken, Nicholas (Member for Calgary-Currie)
See Deputy Chair of Committees

Military relations
Amendments See Royalty Guarantee Act (Bill 12)

Minimum wage
Comparison with other jurisdictions ... Irwin 1294
Employer exemption for persons with disabilities (former) ... Goehring 993; Renaud 908; Toews 908
General remarks ... Loyola 561
Impact on employment ... Copping 597; Gray 597
Other jurisdictions ... Notley 578; Sweet 583–84
Minimum wage (continued)
Rate ... Bilous 595; Ceci 211; Copping 1416; Eggen 591; Hoffman 542–43; Irwin 393; Notley 1419–20; Schmidt 591–92
Relation to job creation ... Ceci 1425; Dach 1423–24; Gray 148; Hanson 150; Hoffman 148, 150
Review ... Copping 28; Gray 28; Kenney 28
Wage differential for liquor servers proposed ... Bilous 595; Dach 1219–21, 1351; Goehring 539, 567; Nielsen 377, 546–65; Notley 457, 1181, 1419–20; Phillips 546–47, 1322; Schmidt 377
Youth wage, impact on business costs ... Nielsen 641
Youth wage, impact on children living independently ... Copping 803; Dang 571–73; Eggen 572; Nixon, Jason 803; Notley 578–79; Pancholi 803, 894
Youth wage, impact on children living independently, points of order on debate ... Bilous 810; Speaker, The 810
Youth wage, other jurisdictions ... Gray 596–97; Irwin 526; Phillips 559–60; Schmidt 540–41, 590–91
Youth wage, points of order on debate ... Bilous 120; Nixon, Jason 120; Speaker, The 120
Youth wage, Premier’s remarks ... Dang 506, 519–20; Ganley 1422–23; Gray 28; Kenney 28; Renaud 519; Schmidt 376

Implementation of recommendations, funding from interim supply ... Pancholi 919–20; Schulz 919–20
Recommendations ... Hanson 1118; Pancholi 755–56, 773–74, 1117; Schulz 755–56, 773–74, 1121

Ministerial Statements (procedure)
Amendments to standing orders See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta:
Amendments to SO 7, 8(1.1) and addition of 8(1.2), 13, 32 and addition of 32.1, 41, and addition of 52.041

Ministerial Statements (current session)
75th anniversary of D-Day ... Kenney 582
75th anniversary of D-Day, response ... Goehring 582
Family Violence Prevention Month ... Sawhney 2127
Family Violence Prevention Month, response ... Renaud 2127–28
Intergenerational Day, Seniors’ Week ... Pon 266–67

Ministerial Statements (current session) (continued)
Intergenerational Day, Seniors’ Week, response ... Sigurdson, L. 267
Mental health and suicide prevention ... Luan 2713; Sweet 2713–14
Missing and murdered indigenous women and girls ... Wilson 1787–88
Missing and murdered indigenous women and girls, response ... Feehan 1788
National Aboriginal Veterans Day ... Wilson 2251
National Aboriginal Veterans Day, response ... Goehring 2251–52
National Indigenous Peoples Day ... Wilson 1077
National Indigenous Peoples Day, response ... Feehan 1077–78
Northern Alberta wildfire update ... Dreeshen 47; Kenney 291–92
Northern Alberta wildfire update, responses ... Dach 47–48, 292–93
Ochi Day ... Nicolaides 2015–16

Ministry of Advanced Education
Note: Main estimates 2019–2020 were considered on October 30, 2019, in the Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future (two meetings)
Budget 2019–2020 ... Eggen 2401–2; Sabir 2403; Toews 2057
Interim supply estimates 2019–2020 ... Eggen 913–14; Philips 914; Toews 913–14
Interim supply estimates 2019–2020 vote ... Chair 928
Main estimates 2019–2020 ... Toews 2011, 2013
Main estimates 2019–2020 debate in Alberta’s Economic Future Committee, report presented ... van Dijken 2339
Main estimates 2019–2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Miliken 2340
Main estimates 2019–2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Supplementary supply estimates 2018–2019 ... Toews 728
Supplementary supply estimates 2018–2019 vote ... Deputy Chair 777
Transfer from expense vote to expense vote of Department of Service Alberta (agreed to) ... Deputy Chair 779

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
Note: Main estimates 2019–2020 were considered on October 29, 2019, in the Committee on Resource Stewardship
Budget 2018–2019 ... Dach 2404
Budget 2019–2020 ... Dach 2084; Dreeshen 2084; Renaud 2240
Funding, 2019–2020, members’ statements ... Dach 2044
Funding from interim supply ... Nixon, Jeremy 918; Toews 918
Interim supply estimates 2019–2020 ... Rowswell 926; Toews 926
Interim supply estimates 2019–2020 vote ... Chair 928
Main estimates 2019–2020 debate in Resource Stewardship Committee, report presented ... Hanson 2339
Main estimates 2019–2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Miliken 2340
Main estimates 2019–2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Minister’s visit to wildfire-affected areas See Wildfire, Chuckegg Creek (2019): Premier’s and Agriculture and Forestry minister’s visit to affected communities
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (continued)
Scientific positions, funding for ... Dach 2044
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Dach 731–33; Toews 728, 732
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ...
Deputy Chair 778

Ministry of Children’s Services
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on October 31, 2019, in the Committee on Families and Communities
Budget 2019-2020 ... Pancholi 756; Sabir 2403; Schulz 756; Toews 2175, 2382
Funding ... Toews 2013
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Pancholi 919–20; Schulz 919–20
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 928
Main estimates 2019-2020 ... Toews 2012–13
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Families and Communities Committee, report presented ...
Sigurdson, L. 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Mandate ... Pancholi 55–56; Schulz 56
Program review ... Schulz 2719–20; Turton 2719–20
Program review, points of order on debate ... Deputy Speaker 2725; Feehan 2725; Toews 2725
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Pancholi 773–74; Phillips 773; Schulz 773–74; Toews 728
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ...
Deputy Chair 778

Ministry of Community and Social Services
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on November 6, 2019, in the Committee on Families and Communities (two meetings)
Budget 2019-2020 ... Dach 2403; Eggen 2396; Renaud 2394–97; Toews 2175, 2382
Former minister ... Ceci 211; Schmidt 210
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Pon 906; Renaud 906–8; Toews 906–8
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 928–29
Main estimates 2019-2020 ... Toews 2012–13
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Families and Communities Committee, report presented ...
Sigurdson, L. 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Minister’s remarks at the National Conference on Ending Homelessness ... Renaud 2181; Sawhney 2185; Sigurdson, L. 2185
Program review, funding for ... Toews 2013
Red tape reduction initiatives ... Sabir 435
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Nixon, Jason 776; Renaud 775–76; Toews 728, 775–76
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ...
Deputy Chair 778
Transfer from expense vote to expense vote of Department of Service Alberta (agreed to) ... Deputy Chair 779

Ministry of Culture, Multiculturalism and Status of Women
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on October 29, 2019, in the Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future

Ministry of Culture, Multiculturalism and Status of Women (continued)
Alcohol purchase contract ... Aheer 2544; Goehring 2544; Nixon, Jason 2544–45
Alcohol purchase contract, members’ statements ...
Horner 2608
Budget 2019-2020 ... Sabir 2403
Funding decrease ... Aheer 2117; Irwin 2117
Funding for status of women ... Aheer 2390; Irwin 2385, 2390
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Phillips 914; Toews 914
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 929
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Alberta’s Economic Future Committee, report presented ...
van Dijken 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Minister’s mandate on women’s issues ... Aheer 2117; Irwin 2117

Ministry of Culture and Tourism (ministry from May 24, 2015, to April 29, 2019)
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Bilous 771; Del 776–77; McFerrier 777; Phillips 772; Toews 728, 771–72, 777
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ...
Deputy Chair 778

Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and Tourism
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on November 6, 2019, in the Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future
Budget 2019-2020 ... Toews 2057
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Bilous 925; Toews 925
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 929
Main estimates 2019-2020 ... Toews 2011
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate ... Bilous 2229; Shepherd 2228–29
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Alberta’s Economic Future Committee, report presented ...
van Dijken 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340

Ministry of Economic Development and Trade (ministry from October 22, 2015, to April 29, 2019)
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Bilous 771; Toews 728, 771
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ...
Deputy Chair 778

Ministry of Education
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on October 30, 2019, in the Committee on Families and Communities
Budget 2019-2020 ... Bilous 2399–2401; Dach 2404; Eggen 2402–3; Sabir 2403; Toews 2382
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Hoffman 910–13, 1196–97; LaGrange 910–12, 924–25; McFerrier 911–12; Toews 912–13, 924
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 929; Hoffman 734
Main estimates 2019-2020 ... Toews 2012–13
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Ministry of Education (continued)
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Minister’s performance, members’ statements ... Hoffman 1302–3
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 … Hoffman 733–35; LaGrange 734; Toews 728, 733–35, 771–72
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019, capital payments to related parties … Hoffman 734–35; Toews 735, 771
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ... Deputy Chair 778

Ministry of Energy
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 will be considered on November 19, 2019, in the Committee on Resource Stewardship
Budget 2019-2020 ... Sabir 2403
Information disclosure requests … McIver 917; Phillips 917
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 … McIver 917; Phillips 917; Savage 916; Stephan 916; Toews 916
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 929; Sabir 1196
Main estimates 2019-2020 … Toews 2013–14
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Resource Stewardship Committee, report presented … Hanson 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division … 2340
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 … Bilous 771; Loewen 737–38; Nixon, Jason 737, 772, 774–75; Phillips 772; Schow 774–75; Toews 728, 771
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote … Deputy Chair 778

Ministry of Environment and Parks
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 will be considered on November 19, 2019, in the Committee on Resource Stewardship
Budget, 2019-2020 … Nixon, Jason 2391; Renaud 2391
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 929
Main estimates 2019-2020 … Toews 2011
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Resource Stewardship Committee, report presented … Hanson 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division … 2340

Ministry of Executive Council
[See also Executive Council]
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on November 7, 2019, in the Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future
Auditor General’s audit … Nixon, Jason 2388; Sabir 2388
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 929
Legislative review committee … Ganley 628–29; Hunter 657; Schindt 367–68
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Alberta’s Economic Future Committee, report presented … van Dijken 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division … 2340

Ministry of Executive Council (continued)
Members’ voting on Bill 22 See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22): Executive Council members’ voting

Ministry of Health
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on November 3, 2019, in the Committee on Families and Communities (two meetings)
Budget 2018-2019 … Shepherd 728; Toews 728
Budget 2019-2020 … Bilous 2399–2401; Toews 2382
Funding from supplementary supply, statistics … Hoffman 733
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 … Panda 916, 927; Phillips 916; Shandro 909–10, 1136–37; Shepherd 909–10, 926–27, 1136–37; Toews 927
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 929
Main estimates 2019-2020 … Toews 2012–13
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division … 2340
Stakeholder consultation, nondisclosure agreements … Shandro 2470, 2546–47; Shepherd 2470, 2546–47

Ministry of Indigenous Relations
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on November 3, 2019, in the Committee on Resource Stewardship
Budget, 2019-2020 … Feehan 2135; Nixon, Jason 2135
Former minister’s visits to aboriginal communities … Feehan 1659
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 929
Main estimates 2019-2020 … Toews 2011
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Resource Stewardship Committee, report presented … Hanson 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division … 2340
Minister’s visits to aboriginal communities … Loewen 1684; Neudorf 1688
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 … Phillips 772; Toews 728, 772
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019, transfer of expenses from Environment and Parks emergent climate leadership projects … Phillips 772; Toews 772
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote … Deputy Chair 778
Transfer from expense vote to expense vote of Department of Service Alberta (agreed to) … Deputy Chair 779

Ministry of Infrastructure
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on November 5, 2019, in the Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 … Hoffman 911–13; McIver 911; Nixon, Jason 1137; Panda 916–17, 927; Phillips 916–17; Shepherd 927, 1137; Toews 912–13
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote … Chair 929
Main estimates 2019-2020 … Toews 2012
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Alberta’s Economic Future Committee, report presented … van Dijken 2339
Ministry of Infrastructure (continued)
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340

Ministry of Justice and Solicitor General
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 will be considered on November 19, 2019, in the Committee on Families and Communities
Budget 2019-2020 ... Ganley 1286; Schweitzer 1286
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Ganley 921–22, 1286; Schweitzer 922–23, 1286
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 929
Layoff of 90 civil lawyers ... Pancholi 2654; Schweitzer 2654
 Layoff of 90 civil lawyers, points of order on debate ... Bilous 2662; Ellis 2662; Speaker, The 2662
Legal services, funding from interim supply ... Ganley 922
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Families and Communities Committee, report presented ... Sigurdson, L. 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Minister’s town hall meetings on rural crime ... Lovely 2641–42; Schweitzer 2639
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Ellis 735–36; Ganley 729–30; Loewen 737; Nixon, Jason 729–30, 736–37; Schweitzer 729; Toews 728
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ... Deputy Chair 778

Ministry of Labour and Immigration
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on November 6, 2019, in the Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Gray 924; Toews 925
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 929
Main estimates 2019-2020 ... Toews 2011
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Alberta’s Economic Future Committee, report presented ... van Dijken 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340

Ministry of Municipal Affairs
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on November 7, 2019, in the Committee on Resource Stewardship
Budget 2019-2020 ... Toews 2057–58
Budget 2019-2020, members’ statements ... Dang 2112
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Panda 917; Phillips 917
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 929–30
Main estimates 2019-2020 ... Toews 2012
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Resource Stewardship Committee, report presented ... Hanson 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340

Ministry of Municipal Affairs (continued)
Minister’s performance ... Dang 2112
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Toews 728
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ... Deputy Chair 778

General remarks ... Pancholi 370–71

Ministry of Seniors and Housing
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 were considered on October 29, 2019, in the Committee on Families and Communities
Budget 2018-2019, unexpended funds ... Sigurdson, L. 735
Budget 2019-2020 ... Toews 2175, 2382
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Sigurdson, L. 985–86
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 930
Main estimates 2019-2020 ... Toews 2012–13
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Families and Communities Committee, report presented ... Sigurdson, L. 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Mandate ... Pon 646
Minister’s remarks ... Schulz 2471; Schweitzer 2471; Sigurdson, L. 2471
Minister’s seniors service awards ... Carson 1968
Minister’s seniors’ service awards ... Nielsen 1698
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Sigurdson, L. 735; Toews 728
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ... Deputy Chair 778

Ministry of Service Alberta
Note: Main estimates 2019-2020 will be considered on November 19, 2019, in the Committee on Families and Communities
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 ... Glubish 924, 926; Rowswell 926; Schow 924
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 930
Main estimates 2019-2020 debate in Families and Communities Committee, report presented ... Sigurdson, L. 2339
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Toews 728
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 vote ... Deputy Chair 778
Transfer from capital investment vote to expense vote (agreed to) ... Deputy Chair 779
Transfer to expense vote from expense vote of Department of Advanced Education (agreed to) ... Deputy Chair 779
Transfer to expense vote from expense vote of Department of Indigenous Relations (agreed to) ... Deputy Chair 779
Ministry of Status of Women (ministry from December 16, 2015, to April 29, 2019)
Supplementary supply estimates 2018–2019 ... Toews 728
Supplementary supply estimates 2018–2019 vote ... Deputy Chair 778

Ministry of Transportation
Note: Main estimates 2019–2020 were considered on October 29, 2019, in the Committee on Resource Stewardship
Interim supply estimates 2019–2020 ... McIver 916–17; Phillips 916–17
Interim supply estimates 2019–2020 vote ... Chair 930
Main estimates 2019–2020 debate in Resource Stewardship Committee, report presented ... Hanson 2339
Main estimates 2019–2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019–2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Minister’s conversations with Toby Boulet, father of former Humboldt Broncos hockey player ... Loyola 1776–77; McIver 1776–77

Ministry of Treasury Board and Finance
Note: Main estimates 2019–2020 were considered on October 31, 2019, in the Committee on Resource Stewardship
Budget 2019–2020 ... Toews 2057
General remarks ... Toews 2011
Interim supply estimates 2019–2020 ... Eggen 913; Loewen 920–21; Nixon, Jeremy 917–18; Phillips 917; Schow 923; Stephan 914–15; Toews 913, 915–21, 923–24
Interim supply estimates 2019–2020 vote ... Chair 930
Main estimates 2019–2020 ... Toews 2011
Main estimates 2019–2020, red tape reduction funding ... Toews 2011
Main estimates 2019–2020 debate in Resource Stewardship Committee, report presented ... Hanson 2339
Main estimates 2019–2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
Main estimates 2019–2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Market access advocacy, funding from supplementary supply ... Phillips 772; Toews 773
Minister’s connection to Journey Canada ... Irwin 1170–71; Nixon, Jason 1170–71; Phillips 1230; Toews 1230
Minister’s connection to Journey Canada, points of order on debate ... Bilous 1174; Loewen 1174; Speaker, The 1174
Minister’s connection to Peace River Bible Institute ... Nixon, Jason 1170; Phillips 1170, 1230; Toews 1170, 1230
Minister’s connection to Peace River Bible Institute, remark withdrawn ... Nixon, Jason 1174; Speaker, The 1174
Minister’s performance ... Kenney 2047; Phillips 2047
Minister’s performance, points of order on debate ... Nixon, Jason 2053; Speaker, The 2053
Minister’s performance, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Ganley 2053
Minister’s position on gay-straight alliances ... Phillips 1230; Toews 1230
Minister’s position on gay-straight alliances, points of order on debate ... McIver 1234; Speaker, The 1234–35

Ministry of Treasury Board and Finance (continued)
Minister’s position on gay-straight alliances, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Eggen 1235
Solé-source photography and video service contract ... Nixon, Jason 2486; Phillips 2485–86, 2548; Schweitzer 2486; Toews 2485, 2548
Supplementary supply estimates 2018–2019 ... Nixon, Jason 776; Phillips 772; Renaud 776; Toews 728, 772–73
Supplementary supply estimates 2018–2019 vote ... Deputy Chair 779

Minorities
Health care services See Health care: Services for immigrants and minorities
LGBTQ2S persons See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons

Misericordia community hospital
Funding, new emergency department ... Dach 1068; Loyola 1068

Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, National Inquiry into
See National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls

Missions, trade
See Trade missions

Mitchell, Hon. Lois, CM, AOE, LL.D
See Lieutenant Governor of Alberta

Mjolsness, Chester
Members’ statements ... Guthrie 1864

MLAs
See Members of the Legislative Assembly

MNA
Provincial harvesting agreement See Métis harvesting policy: Policy agreements

Mobile-home sites
Management, consumer protection ... Carson 821; Glubish 821–22, 2007–8, 2280; Long 2280; Schmidt 2007–8
Management, members’ statements ... Carson 602
Tenant dispute resolution services See Residential tenancy dispute resolution service: Access by mobile home-site tenants

Mobile telephones
Use in Chamber See Chamber (Legislative Assembly): Electronic device use in

Molesting of children
Reporting requirements, laws and legislation See Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 202)

Monsignor Fee Otterson elementary/junior high school, Edmonton
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Monsignor William Irwin Catholic elementary school, Edmonton
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Monterey Park, Calgary
Crime incident ... Amery 1781

Morinville & District Chamber of Commerce
Business awards ... van Dijken 1682–83
Motions (procedure) (continued)

Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, motion for concurrence in Private Bills and Private Members Public Bills Committee report (carried), division ... 1882

Confidence motions ... Nixon, Jason 156

Government Motion 35, time allocation on Bill 22 second reading (Nixon: carried), division ... 2422

Government Motion 41, firearm ownership and use (Nixon: carried unanimously), division ... 2627–28

Main estimates 2019-2020, Committee of Supply report concurred in, division ... 2340

Motion Other than Government Motion 506, abortion and reproductive health services (Renaud: defeated), division ... 1894–95

Motion Other than Government Motion 507 (aboriginal consultation on public land sales) (Feehan: defeated), division ... 2037

Motion Other than Government Motion 508, federal government recognition of oil sands’ and fossil fuels’ benefits to Canada (Loewen/Goodridge: carried unanimously), division ... 2146

Motions to adjourn debate ... Speaker, The 234

Notices See Notices of motions (procedure)

Reading in the Assembly, Government Motion 11 ... Speaker, The 155

Relevance of debate ... Deputy Speaker 165; Nixon, Jason 165; Orr 165; Speaker, The 232

Sequence of business ... Bilous 37–38; Speaker, The 37–38

Motions (current session)

Note: Motions numbered 1-499 are government motions; those numbered 501 and higher are private members’ motions

No. 1, Speech from the Throne consideration the week of May 27, 2019 (Kenney: carried) ... 8

No. 2, committee appointments for 30th Legislature, standing committees on Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing; Public Accounts; Private Bills; Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, and Legislative Offices; Special Standing Committee on Members’ Services; and standing committees on Families and Communities, Alberta’s Economic Future, and Resource Stewardship (Jason Nixon: carried) ... 36

No. 3, committee membership appointments for 30th Legislature: standing committees on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund; Legislative Offices; Private Bills; Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing; and Public Accounts; Special Standing Committee on Members’ Services; and standing committees on Alberta’s Economic Future, Families and Communities, and Resource Stewardship (Jason Nixon: carried) ... 36

No. 4, resolution into Committee of the Whole (Jason Nixon: carried) ... 37

No. 5, resolution into Committee of Supply (Jason Nixon: carried) ... 37

No. 6, consideration of government business in the afternoon of May 27, 2019 (Jason Nixon: adjourned) ... 38–43

No. 7, evening sittings of the Legislative Assembly commencing May 27, 2019 (Jason Nixon: carried) ... 37–38

No. 8, federal bills C-48 and C-69 (Jason Nixon: carried unanimously) ... 9–22
Motions (current session) (continued)
No. 9, voting rights of members (Nixon: carried) ... 1326–28, 1333–42
No. 10, caucus affiliation changes (Nixon: carried) ... 1328–29, 1342–45
No. 11, amendments to standing orders (Jason Nixon: carried with amendments) ... 152–65, 202–8, 225–36, 251–64, 278–89
No. 12, supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 referral to Committee of Supply (Toews: carried) ... 701
No. 13, supplementary supply estimates consideration on June 12, 2019, for six hours (Toews: carried) ... 701
No. 14, interim supply estimates 2019-2020 referral to Committee of Supply (Toews: carried) ... 701
No. 15, interim supply estimates consideration on June 12, 2019, for three hours (Toews: carried) ... 701
No. 16, address in reply to the Speech from the Throne engrossed and presented to the Lieutenant Governor (Jason Nixon/Kenney: carried) ... 811
No. 17, Government Motion 14 rescinded (Jason Nixon: carried) ... 795
No. 18, Government Motion 15 rescinded (Jason Nixon: carried) ... 795
No. 19, interim supply estimates 2019-2020 referral to Committee of Supply (Toews: carried) ... 847
No. 20, interim supply estimates consideration on June 18, 2019, for three hours (Toews: carried) ... 847
No. 21, federal carbon pricing (Nixon: carried) ... 1175–80, 1198–1217
No. 23, time allocation on Bill 9, Committee of the Whole (Jason Nixon: carried) ... 1003–4
No. 24, time allocation on Bill 9, third reading (Jason Nixon: carried) ... 1060–62
No. 25, Public Sector Compensation Transparency Act referral to committee (Nixon: carried) ... 1333
No. 26, 2019 spring session adjournment (Nixon: carried) ... 1333
No. 27, Property Rights Advocate annual report 2017 referral to committee (Nixon: carried) ... 1374
No. 28, energy industry support (McIver/Nixon: carried as amended) ... 2405–9
No. 29, committee membership changes ... 1637–38
No. 30, standing order amendments (Jason Nixon: carried) ... 1639–42
No. 31, evening sittings of the Assembly (McIver/Nixon: carried) ... 1851
No. 32, approval of government business plans and fiscal policies (Budget Address) (Toews) ... 2010–14
No. 33, Canadian Armed Forces health care funding (Schweitzer: carried as amended) ... 1727–45, 1758
No. 34, interprovincial capital projects (Savage/Jason Nixon: carried) ... 1828–38, 1851–62, 1908–11, 1994–97
No. 35, time allocation on Bill 22 second reading (Nixon: carried) ... 2421–22
No. 36, time allocation on Bill 22 at Committee of the Whole (Nixon: carried) ... 2440–41
No. 37, time allocation on Bill 22 at third reading (Nixon: carried) ... 2449–51
No. 39, fall 2019 session adjournment (Schweitzer/Jason Nixon: carried) ... 2587
No. 40, Child and Youth Advocate annual report 2018-2019 referral to Legislative Offices Committee (Schweitzer/Jason Nixon: carried) ... 2587
No. 41, firearm ownership and use (Nixon: carried unanimously) ... 2619–28

Motions (current session) (continued)
No. 42, statutes on list of statutes to be repealed (Sessional Paper 64/2019) not to be repealed (Schweitzer/Nixon: carried) ... 2646–47
No. 43, standing order amendments (Nixon: carried) ... Eggen 2697–98; Loewen 2698; Nixon, Jason 2696–97
No. 501, adoption process (Turton: carried) ... 63–69
No. 502, government service centre, office, or branch relocation (van Dijken: carried) ... 303–9
No. 503, crude-by-rail contracts (Bilious/Schmidt: defeated) ... 611–19
No. 504, Springbank dam and Bow River upstream flood mitigation (Ganley: defeated) ... 840–46
No. 505, mountain pine beetle control (Long: carried) ... 1126–33
No. 506, abortion and reproductive health services (Renaud: defeated) ... 1887–95
No. 507, indigenous consultation on Crown land sales (Feehan: defeated) ... 2029–37
No. 508, federal recognition of oil sands and fossil fuel benefits to Canada (Loewen/Goodridge: carried unanimously) ... 2139–46
No. 509, walleye stock promotion (Hanson: carried as amended) ... 2296–2301
No. 510, economic diversification in rural Alberta (Schow: carried) ... Schow 2496–2503
Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 debate ... 905–30
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 debate ... 727–38, 771–78

Motions (previous session, 2014)
No. 504 See Gay-straight alliances in schools: Government to be urged to introduce legislation (Motion Other than Government Motion 503, 2014: defeated)

Motions (previous session, 2018)
No. 16 See Election Commissioner: Appointment of Lorne Gibson (Government Motion 16, 2018), time allocation (Government Motion 23, 2018)
No. 23 See Election Commissioner: Appointment of Lorne Gibson (Government Motion 16, 2018), time allocation (Government Motion 23, 2018)

Motions for debate under Standing Order 30
See Emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (current session)

Motions Other than Government Motions
See Motions (current session)

Motions under Standing Order 30
See Emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (current session)

Motions under Standing Order 42
See Emergency motions under Standing Order 42 (current session)

Motor Dealers’ Association of Alberta
Lobbying activity ... Carson 270; Kenney 269; McIver 270; Notley 269; Schmidt 368

Motor Vehicle Industry Council
See Alberta Motor Vehicle Industry Council

Motor vehicle insurance
Rate cap ... Carson 609; Toews 609
Rate cap removal ... Carson 1844, 2276–77; Phillips 2276; Toews 1844, 2023, 2276–77; van Dijken 2023
Motor vehicle sales industry
Consumer protection ... Dach 635
Consumer protection, members’ statements ... Carson 302

Motor vehicle safety
See Traffic safety

Motor vehicle sales industry
Consumer protection ... Dach 635
Consumer protection, members’ statements ... Carson 302

Motor vehicles, commercial
See Commercial vehicles

Mountain pine beetle
See Pine beetle control

Movember (men's health awareness campaign)
General remarks ... Speaker, The 2129
Members’ statements ... Issik 2215

MS Society
Lakeland Regional Office, members’ statements ... Hanson 602

MSA
See Market Surveillance Administrator

MSI
See Municipal sustainability initiative

M.S.I. Foundation Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)

Multiculturalism Day, Canadian
See Canadian Multiculturalism Day

Multiculturalism ministry
See Ministry of Culture, Multiculturalism and Status of Women

Multimedia industry programs
General remarks ... Aheer 1082; Reid 1081–82

Multiple Sclerosis Society
See MS Society

Municipal Affairs ministry
See Ministry of Municipal Affairs

Municipal finance
Capital funding ... Carson 2008; Ganley 1901–2; Hoffman 2024; Kenney 2024; Loewen 1868; Madu 1868, 1901, 2024; McIver 2008
Capital funding, 2019-2020 ... Kenney 2018; Notley 2018
Capital funding, major projects ... Toews 2012
Energy corporation tax payments ... Issik 607; Madu 607

Fines, provincial retention percentage increase ... Hoffman 2210; Notley 2165; Sabir 2074, 2706–7; Schmidt 2737; Toews 2067

Fines, provincial retention percentage increase, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)

Funding ... Bilous 654; Carson 138; Ceci 626, 1648–49, 1701; Kenney 1649, 1700–1701; Madu 198–99; Neudorf 198–99; Notley 1700; Phillips 661–62, 702–3; Renaud 658–59; Sabir 629; Toews 51, 1701, 2057–58

Funding, 2019-2020 ... Amery 2333; Madu 2333; Sabir 2403

Funding, municipal leaders’ statement ... Ceci 2132; Madu 2132

Municipal finance (continued)
Funding for police services See Royal Canadian Mounted Police: Funding for rural police

Municipal policing assistance grant (MPAG) ... Nicolaides 2256; Renaud 2256

Funding for police services ... Ceci 50–51; McIver 50–51

Provincial funding agreements ... Ganley 2203, 2742; Gray 2194; Hoffman 2210; Nielsen 2316; Phillips 2198, 2582

Rural municipalities ... Horner 2190–91; Madu 2190–91

Municipal Government Act
Amendments ... Speech from the Throne 6

Municipal Government (Machinery and Equipment Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 29); Municipal Government (Property Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 7); Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)
Section 347, cancellation, reduction, refund, or deferral of taxes ... Bilous 1142–43; Ceci 671; Dach 704; Goehring 706; Madu 671; Nixon, Jason 1142; Pancholi 656; Phillips 702; Renaud 659; Sabir 1143

Municipal Government (Machinery and Equipment Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 29)
First reading ... Madu 2618
Second reading ... Madu 2645–46; Phillips 2646
Committee ... Ceci 2693–94; Kenney 2694–95
Committee, amendment A1 (mandatory review of act) ... Ceci: defeated) ... Ceci 2694; Kenney 2694–95
Third reading ... Bilous 2699–2701; Getson 2701–2; Madu 2699, 2702
Royal Assent ... 5 December 2019 (outside of House sitting)

Stakeholder consultation ... Getson 2701

Municipal Government (Property Tax Incentives)
Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 7)
First reading ... Madu 356–57
Second reading ... Bilous 653–55; Ceci 626–28, 630; Dach 655, 704–5, 707; Fehan 630–31, 705–6; Ganley 628–29; Goehring 706–7; Hoffman 653, 659; Irwin 657, 703; Madu 625–26; Pancholi 655–58; Phillips 702–4; Renaud 658–60; Sabir 629–30

Committee ... Bilous 811–12; Ceci 811–12; Deputy Chair 813; Hoffman 811; Nielsen 812

Committee, amendment A1 (stakeholder consultation provisions) (Bilous/Ceci: defeated) ... Bilous 811–12; Ceci 811–12; Deputy Chair 813; Nielsen 812

Third reading ... Bilous 1142–43; Ceci 1138–40, 1144; Madu 1138, 1145; Nixon, Jason 1140–42; Sabir 1143–45

Third reading, Speaker’s rulings on debate ... Speaker, The 1141–42

Royal Assent ... 28 June 2019 (outside of House sitting)

Calgary mayor’s remarks ... Sabir 1143

General remarks ... Fir 2048; Jones 2048; Loewen 1868; Madu 623, 1868
Municipal Government (Property Tax Incentives)
Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 7) (continued)
Purpose and intent ... Ceci 671, 1138–40; Dach 704–5; Feehan 630–31; Goehring 707; Hoffman 653, 659, 707, 811; Madu 671, 1138, 1145; Notley 683; Sabir 629–30
Stakeholder consultation ... Ceci 671, 822, 1139; Hoffman 653, 659; Madu 671, 822, 1138; Nixon, Jason 1140; Pancholi 658; Renaud 658–60; Sabir 1144–45
Municipal measurement index
Proposal for ... Amery 2333–34; Madu 2334
Municipal sustainability initiative
Expiry ... Madu 198; Neudorf 198
Funding from interim supply ... Panda 917; Phillips 917; Toews 917
Municipalities
Autonomy ... Loewen 1868; Madu 1868
Intermunicipal collaboration ... Ceci 627; Getson 2701–2
Intermunicipal collaboration frameworks ... Bilous 2700–2701
Legislation planned for 2020 ... Speech from the Throne 7
Regional collaboration ... Bilous 654–55; Ceci 822; Dach 655, 704–5, 707; Feehan 705–6; Irwin 657, 703; Madu 822; Pancholi 657; Phillips 703–4
Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, National Inquiry into Missing and
See National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls
Murphy, Emily
See Famous Five
Museums
[See also Royal Alberta Museum]
Funding ... Goehring 2594–95
Muslim heritage month
See Islamic Heritage Month
Muslim observances
See Eid al-Fitr (Muslim observance); Imamat Day (Ismaili Muslim observance); Ramadan (Muslim observance)
Mussels
See Introduced organisms: Invasive aquatic species
NAFTA
See North American free trade agreement (NAFTA)
NAIT
See Northern Alberta Institute of Technology
NASA
Contract negotiations, laws and legislation See Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)
National Aboriginal Veterans Day
[See also Veterans]
Ministerial statement ... Goehring 2251–52; Wilson 2251
National Adoption Awareness Month
Members’ statements ... Turton 2652
National Catholic Health Care Week
Members’ statements ... Williams 1653–54
National Child Day
Members’ statements ... Nixon, Jeremy 2384
National Conference on Ending Homelessness
Community and Social Services minister’s remarks at See Ministry of Community and Social Services: Minister’s remarks at the National Conference on Ending Homelessness
National Day of Remembrance for Victims of Terrorism
Members’ statements ... Allard 1103
National Housing Day
General remarks ... Getson 2464–65; Sigurdson, L. 2465
National Indigenous Peoples Day
Members’ statements ... Goodridge 1078
Ministerial statement ... Wilson 1077
Ministerial statement, response ... Wilson 1077
National infrastructure program
See Investing in Canada infrastructure program (federal-provincial)
National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls
Final report ... Feehan 1650–51, 1790–91; Kenney 293–94; Notley 293; Sabir 1687; Wilson 1650–51, 1787, 1790–91
Final report, members’ statements ... Feehan 301
Final report, use of word “genocide” ... Feehan 1650–51; Wilson 1651
National Public Service Week
Members’ statements ... Loewen 601
National Senior Safety Week
Members’ statements ... Gotfried 2252–53
National Skilled Trades and Technology Week
General remarks ... Getson 2191–92
Nationalism, Canadian
See Canadian nationalism
Native child protective services
See Child protective services
Native child welfare
See Child welfare
Native children, welfare of
See Child welfare: Aboriginal children
Native children’s education
See Aboriginal children’s education
Native communities
See Aboriginal communities
Native Counselling
Funding ... Feehan 2715
Native friendship centres
See Alberta friendship centres
Native land claims
See Aboriginal claims
Native peoples
See Aboriginal peoples
Native peoples consultation
See Aboriginal consultation
Native people’s ministry
See Ministry of Indigenous Relations
Native women
Employment programs See Women Building Futures skilled trades program
Violence against See National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls; Violence against women: Missing and murdered aboriginal women
Natural gas
See Energy industries
Natural Gas Advisory Panel
Recommendations ... Nally 359, 1653; Rutherford 1653; Smith 359
Report (Roadmap to Recovery) ... Jones 2796–97; Nally 2797
Natural gas prices
See Gas prices
Natural gas royalties
See Royalty structure (energy resources)
Natural resources
Federal government recognition of oil sands’ and fossil fuels’ benefits to Canada (Motion Other than Government Motion 508: carried unanimously) ...
Barnes 2143–44; Glasgo 2142–43; Goodridge 2139–40; Loewen 2139–41, 2145–46; McIver 2145; Neudorf 2141–42; Nielsen 2144–45; Sabir 2141; Smith 2145
Federal government recognition of oil sands’ and fossil fuels’ benefits to Canada (Motion Other than Government Motion 508: carried unanimously), division ... 2146
Provincial jurisdiction ... Schmidt 607–8; Schweitzer 608
Provincial strategy ... van Dijken 201–2
Nautic Oil Energy Ltd.
Grande Prairie methanol plant project, members’ statements ... Allard 2000
Navratri (Hindu observance)
Members’ statements ... Walker 1781–82
NDAs
See Ministry of Health: Stakeholder consultation, nondisclosure agreements
NDP, federal
See New Democratic Party, federal
NDP, provincial
See New Democratic Party of Alberta
NDP caucus
See Official Opposition
Nechi Institute
Move ... Feehan 2722; Kenney 2722; Luan 2722; Wilson 2722
New Democratic caucus
See Official Opposition
New Democratic Party, federal
Energy policies, members’ statements ... Hanson 2798
New Democratic Party of Alberta
2015 election platform ... Stephan 2202–3
2019 election platform ... Sweet 2506, 2647
Constitution ... Bilous 2442; Hanson 2442; Hunter 352; Madu 2435–2536; Stephan 352–53
New Home Buyer Protection Act
General remarks ... Madu 200; Yao 200
New West Partnership trade agreement (Alberta-British Columbia-Saskatchewan-Manitoba)
Provisions ... Sabir 436
Nexen Inc.
Layoffs ... Kenney 977; Sabir 977
NGOs
See Nonprofit organizations
Non-Academic Staff Association
Contract negotiations, laws and legislation See Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)
Nonprofit organizations
[See also Civil society]
Charitable organizations, legislation planned for 2020 ...
Sigurdson, L. 188; Speech from the Throne 7
Nonprofit organizations (continued)
Funding, 2019–2020 ... Pancholi 2120; Toews 2120
St. Paul organizations See MS Society
Nonrenewable natural resource revenue
Provincial reliance on [See also Economic development: Diversification]; Dach 2061–62; Horner 2500; Notley 451; Pancholi 496–97
Normandeau school, Red Deer
School nutrition program ... Dang 1231; LaGrange 1232; Nixon, Jason 1231
Normandy invasion, World War II
See World War II: D-Day
NorQuest College
AUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Ceci 936; Goehring 887
North American free trade agreement (NAFTA)
Agricultural export component ... Nixon, Jason 1810–11
Northeast Zone Sports Council
50th anniversary ... Goehring 2540
Northern Alberta Development Council
Members’ statements ... Allard 2665
Membership ... Schow 2349; Toews 2341
Membership, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology
AUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Ceci 936; Goehring 887
Spruce Grove campus ... Turton 321
Northern Gateway pipeline project, Enbridge
See Pipeline construction: Enbridge Northern Gateway project
Northern Lakes College
AUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Ceci 936; Goehring 887; Schmidt 967
Northern Lights school division
Capital grant, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Northland school division No. 61
Capital grant, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Student attendance, Auditor General’s March 2015 report ... Renaud 834
Norwegian heritage festivals
See Vikings in the Streets Festival
Norwegian oil
See Energy industries, Norway
Nose Creek school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Noskey, Grand Chief Arthur
See Eagle Spirit Energy Holdings Ltd.: Treaty 8 Grand Chief Arthur Noskey’s remarks
Notices of motions (procedure)
Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 2674
November 11
See Remembrance Day
NPOs
See Nonprofit organizations
Nurse practitioners
Funding ... Glasgo 1870; Shandro 1870
Scope of practice ... Rowsell 1085; Shandro 1085

Nursery schools
See Daycare

Nurses
[See also Health sciences personnel; Licensed practical nurses]
Contract negotiations [See also Public service: Contract negotiations]; Gray 271; Notley 749–50;
Phillips 801; Shandro 910, 2022; Shepherd 910, 2022; Toews 271–72, 749–50, 801

Full-time equivalents (FTEs) ... Hornor 2718; Kenney 2715–16, 2790; Nixon, Jason 2665–66; Notley
2665–66, 2715–16, 2790; Shandro 2718

Funded hours See Health care finance
Wage arbitration postponement ... Notley 749–50; Shandro 803; Shepherd 802–3; Toews 749–50, 802
Wage arbitration postponement, laws and legislation See Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)

Nursing homes
See Long-term care facilities (nursing homes/auxiliary hospitals)

Nutrition in schools
See School nutrition programs

NWPTA
See New West Partnership trade agreement (Alberta-British Columbia-Saskatchewan-Manitoba)

O Canada
Performed by Cara McLeod and the Royal Canadian Artillery Band ... Speaker, The 5
Sung by Brother Anthony choir ... Speaker, The 2663
Sung by Glendon school choir, St. Albert ... Speaker, The 2477
Sung by Ivy Mills ... Speaker, The 1643
Sung by Jinting Zhao ... Speaker, The 1301
Sung by Killam Mayor Ben Kellert ... Speaker, The 2271
Sung by R.J. Chambers ... Speaker, The 45, 291, 601, 815, 1101
Sung by Romy McMorrow ... Speaker, The 1771
Sung by students from Eldorado school, Drayton Valley ... Speaker, The 2015
Sung by the Maryview elementary school choir ... Speaker, The 1863

O'Brien, Sheila
See Alberta Energy Regulator: Board of directors

Occupational health and safety
See Farm and ranch safety; Workplace health and safety

Occupational health and safety (Labour and Immigration ministry)
Educational resources ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2084; Copping 2084
Funding from interim supply ... Gray 924; Toews 924

Occupational Health and Safety Code
Amendments ... Gray 446–48; Hunter 438–39, 638; Nielsen 613, 633; Shepherd 447

Occupational therapists
See Health sciences personnel

Occupiers' Liability Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Trespass Statutes (Protecting Law-abiding Property Owners) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 27)

O'Chiese First Nation
Business and industry ... Feehan 1715

OEC (office of the Ethics Commissioner)
See Ethics Commissioner's office

Office of the Auditor General
See Auditor General's office

Office of the Chief Electoral Officer
See Chief Electoral Officer's office

Office of the Child and Youth Advocate
See Child and Youth Advocate's office

Office of the Election Commissioner
See Election Commissioner's office

Office of the Ethics Commissioner
See Ethics Commissioner's office

Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner
See Information and Privacy Commissioner's office

Office of the Ombudsman
See Ombudsman's office

Office of the Premier
Premier's adviser's trips to London ... Gray 2272; Kenney 2274; Nixon, Jason 2388; Notley 2274; Sabir 2388; Schweitzer 2471; Sigurdson, L. 2471
Premier's letter to Prime Minister Trudeau ... Kenney 1910
Premier's principal secretary ... Deol 360–61; Irwin 360; Kenney 360–61
Premier's salary reduction ... Toews 2012
Premier's travel during 2019 federal election ... Nixon, Jason 1900–1901; Sweet 1900
Premier's travel to Brooks ... Glasgo 24
Premier's travel to Ontario during Chuckegg Creek wildfire ... Dach 114–15; Madu 114–15; Nixon, Jason 115
Premier's travel to Ontario during Chuckegg Creek wildfire, points of order on debate ... Bilous 120; Hanson 120; Nixon, Jason 120; Speaker, The 120–21
Premier's trip to Texas during 2019 fall session ... Kenney 2273–74, 2480; Notley 2273–74, 2480
Premier's use of private aircraft ... Bilous 2269; Gray 2272; Kenney 2253–54; Notley 2253–54
Premier's use of private aircraft, members' statements ... Dang 2252
Premier's use of private aircraft, points of order on debate ... Bilous 2264
Premier's use of private aircraft, points of order on debate remarks withdrawn ... Savage 2264; Speaker, The 2264
Premier's visit to wildfire-affected areas See Wildfire, Chuckegg Creek (2019): Premier's and Agriculture and Forestry minister's visit to affected communities

Office of the Public Interest Commissioner
See Public Interest Commissioner's office

Office of the Public Trustee
See Public guardian and trustee's office

Officers of the Legislature
See Election Commissioner; Information and Privacy Commissioner; Ombudsman’s office; Public Interest Commissioner’s office

Official Opposition
Budget 2019 town halls ... Shepherd 1867; Toews 1867
Leader's political career ... Shepherd 1428
Oil and gas industries

See Energy industries

Oil pipelines

See Pipelines (oil and gas)

Oil prices

Budgetary implications [See also Budget process; Revenue/cost forecasts used]: Phillips 660–61

Differential on global sales ... Loewen 2009–10

General remarks ... Renaud 768

Oil revenue

See Nonrenewable natural resource revenue

Oil royalties

See Royalty structure (energy resources)

Oil sands

Motion on See Natural resources: Federal government recognition of oil sands’ and fossil fuels’ benefits to Canada (Motion Other than Government Motion 508: carried unanimously)

Oil sands development

Emissions cap ... Aheer 2156; Deol 2156; Hoffman 897; Kenney 897; Notley 330; Schmidt 607; Toews 607

Emissions cap, points of order on debate ... Bilous 904; Nixon, Jason 904–5; Shepherd 905; Speaker, The 905

Greenhouse gas mitigation ... Toews 2011

History ... Feehan 1938–39; Schmidt 1939

In situ extraction ... Phillips 11; Savage 10

Job creation, aboriginal participation ... Getson 1675; Yao 1673–75

Oil sands royalties in kind

See Royalty structure (energy resources)

Oil sands tailings ponds

Land reclamation See Reclamation of land

Oil Tanker Moratorium Act (federal Bill C-48)

Former Premier Notley’s appearance before Senate Standing Committee on Transport and Communications ... Goehring 21; Notley 13–14

General remarks ... Guthrie 1841

Joint letter to Senate from four largest Alberta political parties, May 17, 2019 ... Kenney 18–19

Premier’s and Energy minister’s appearance before Senate Standing Committee on Transport and Communications ... Savage 9

Premier’s meeting with Senators on ... Kenney 19

Premier’s meetings in Ontario and Quebec on ... Kenney 19

Provincial response ... Allard 1829; Fir 319; Glasgo 1285–86; Hanson 1857; Horner 300; Madu 623; Rehn 406; Savage 300, 1778–79; Schweitzer 1285–86; Singh 1778; Speech from the Throne 6; Stephan 1773; Toews 2013

Provincial response (Government Motion 8: carried unanimously) ... Ellis 16–17; Goehring 21; Kenney 18–21; Loewen 12–13; Nixon, Jason 9, 21; Notley 13–16; Sabir 17–18; Savage 9–10

Provincial response, members’ statements ... Guthrie 816

Provincial response (Government Motion 8: carried unanimously), division ... 22

Oil wells

Abandoned well sites, liability management See Reclamation of land: Abandoned oil and gas wells, liability management review

OIPC

See Information and Privacy Commissioner’s office

Older people, services for

See Seniors’ benefit program

Oldman dam

Approval process ... Bilous 2534

Olds College

AUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Ceci 936; Goehring 887; Schmidt 967

Olds-Didsbury-Three Hills

Member’s election as Speaker See Speaker, The

Olsen, Tom

See Canadian Energy Centre: Managing director

Ombudsman’s office

Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 928

Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2339

Open for business act

See Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2)

Opioids

Provincial lawsuit against manufacturers and distributors ... Luan 1775–76; Nixon, Jeremy 1775–76

Opioid Damages and Health Care Costs Recovery Act (Bill 28)

First reading ... Shandro 2473

Second reading ... Goehring 2508–9; Luan 2505–6; Renaud 2506–8; Shandro 2505–6; Sweet 2506

Committee ... Ceci 2637; Irwin 2636–37; Luan 2637; Pancholi 2635–36

Committee, amendment A1 (expenditure of monies recovered) (Pancholi/Sweet: defeated) ... Ceci 2637; Irwin 2636–37; Luan 2637; Pancholi 2635–36

Committee, amendment A1 (expenditure of monies recovered) (Pancholi/Sweet: defeated), division ... 2638

Third reading ... Schweitzer 2647; Shepherd 2648–49; Sweet 2647–48

Royal Assent ... 5 December 2019 (outside of House sitting)

Comparison with other jurisdictions’ legislation ... Sweet 2506

Provisions for utilization of money returned to the Crown ... Shepherd 2648–49; Sweet 2506, 2647
Opioid Damages and Health Care Costs Recovery Act (Bill 28) (continued)
Section 3, recovery of the cost of health care benefits on an aggregate basis ... Sweet 2506
Section 8, joint and several liability of directors and officers ... Sweet 2506

Opioid treatment
See Addiction treatment

Opioid use
Deaths ... Luan 1308; Sweet 1307–8
Fentanyl use prevention, members’ statements ... Singh 2393
Illegal sale ... Amery 119; Schweitzer 119
Prevention and mitigation strategies ... Amery 118–19; Goehring 2508–9; Luan 119; Renaud 2507–8; Shandro 119
Provincial strategy, members’ statements ... Milliken 1112
Supervised consumption sites See Substance abuse and addiction: Supervised consumption sites; Goehring 2509

Opposition, Official
See Official Opposition

Opposition caucuses
Role ... Sigurdson, L. 816

OPT (office of the Public Trustee)
See Public guardian and trustee’s office

Optima Living
See Century Park supportive living facility, Vegreville

OQP procedure
See Oral Question Period (procedure)

OQP topics
See Oral Question Period (current session topics)

Oral Question Period (procedure)
Addressing questions through the chair ... Speaker, The 902
Addressing questions through the chair, Speaker’s ruling ... Nixon, Jason 422; Speaker, The 422, 424
Improper questions, points of order ... Bilous 2619; Nixon, Jason 2619; Speaker, The 2619
Interrupting a member ... Speaker, The 1868
Member speaking to the wrong item in the daily Routine ... Speaker, The 50
Oral Question Period practices ... Bilous 429–30; Nixon, Jason 430; Speaker, The 430
Oral Question Period practices, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 2047
Preambles ... Speaker, The 53, 672, 674, 901, 1648, 1756, 2008, 2048
Preambles that criticize positions, statements, or actions of other parties ... Speaker, The 2619
Preambles to supplementary questions ... Speaker, The 426
Preambles to supplementary questions, points of order ... Bilous 431; Nixon, Jason 431
Question on internal party matters, point of clarification ... Speaker, The 1090; Sweet 1089–90
Questions about previous governments ... Speaker, The 2549
Questions on internal party matters ... Speaker, The 299, 360, 806, 1085
Questions on internal party matters, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 25–26
Questions outside government responsibility, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 2660

Oral Question Period (procedure) (continued)
Questions outside ministerial responsibility, Speaker’s rulings ... Notley 670; Speaker, The 670
Questions to committee chairs ... Speaker, The 2387
Restrictions on oral questions ... Bilous 431; Nixon, Jason 431; Speaker, The 431–32
Rotation of questions, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 24
Supplementary questions, points of order ... Nixon, Jason 1290; Speaker, The 1290; Sweet 1290
Supplementary questions, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 2485

Oral Question Period (current session topics)
2017 UCP leadership contest investigations ... Nixon, Jason 2468; Schweitzer 2468; Sweet 2468
2019 harvest ... Dach 2391–92; Dreeshen 2392
Abandoned oil and gas well liability management ... Savage 1368–69; Schmidt 1368–69
Abortion rights ... Aheer 806; Goehring 806
Access to sexual and reproductive health services ... Aheer 2257; Irwin 2256–57; Shandro 2257
Addiction and mental health services in St. Paul ... Hanson 51–52; Luan 51–52
Adoption, foster care, and kinship care ... Neudorf 1757; Schulz 1757
Affordable daycare in rural communities ... Pancholi 1308; Schulz 1308–9
Affordable housing ... Irwin 2188; Kenney 2188; Pon 118, 2188; Sigurdson, L. 117–18; Wilson 2188
Affordable housing and seniors’ programs ... Pon 2670; Shandro 2670; Sigurdson, L. 2670
Affordable housing for seniors ... Pon 1796; Turton 1796
Affordable housing in Lethbridge ... Neudorf 1230–31; Pon 1230–31
Agricultural concerns ... Dreeshen 1309, 1873; Orr 1309, 1872–73
Agricultural education ... LaGrange 1171; Schow 1171
Agricultural exports to China ... Dach 1228; Dreeshen 1228, 1232–33; Horner 1232
Agriculture and Forestry budget 2019-2020 ... Dach 2084; Dreeshen 2084
AISH indexation ... Kenney 2019, 2216–17; Notley 2019, 2216–17
Alberta Energy Regulator ... Nixon, Jason 1907; Nixon, Jeremy 1906–7
Alberta Energy Regulator board of directors ... Nixon, Jason 826; Schmidt 820
Alberta Energy Regulator funding ... Nixon, Jason 1866; Notley 1866; Savage 1866
Alberta immigrant nominee program fees ... Deol 2051–52; Kenney 2051–52
Alberta in Canada ... Melver 2187; Pitt 2187
Alberta Innovates Corporation layoffs ... Bilous 2334–35; Toews 2334–35
Alberta Senators, federal bills C-48 and C-69 ... Glasgo 1285–86; Schweitzer 1285–86
Ambulance services ... Shandro 359; Shepherd 359
Ambulance services in Calgary ... Kenney 358; Notley 358; Shandro 358
Animal rights activist farm and ranch protests ... Dreeshen 2335; Rosin 2335
Oral Question Period (current session topics) (continued)
Animal rights activist farm and ranch protests, 
automobile insurance ... Schweitzer 2022–23; Toews 
2023; van Dijken 2022–23
Animal rights activist protests at farms ... Schweitzer 
1647–48; van Dijken 1647–48
Animal rights activist protests at farms and ranches ... 
Dreeshen 1973; Schow 1973
Anti-Racism Advisory Council ... Aheer 2614–15; 
Goehring 2614–15
Apprenticeship training and skilled tradespeople ... 
Neudorf 755; Nicolaides 755
Aquatic invasive species ... Nixon, Jason 2793–94; 
Nixon, Jeremy 2793–94
Artificial intelligence industry ... Bilous 823; Fir 823
Associate Minister of Mental Health and Addictions’ 
remarks ... Nixon, Jeremy 1756; Sweet 1756
Assured income for the severely handicapped ... Kenney 
2001–2; Renaut 2001–2
Automobile insurance premiums ... Carson 2276–77; 
Phillips 2276; Toews 2276–77
Automobile insurance rate cap ... Carson 1844; Toews 
1844
Automobile insurance rates ... Carson 609; Toews 609
Backcountry industry concerns ... Dach 1846; Dreeshen 
1846
Bighorn area land use ... Horner 1369–70; Nixon, Jason 
1369–70
Bill 7 consultation ... Ceci 822; Madu 822
Bill 8 consultations ... Irwin 805–6; LaGrange 805; 
Nixon, Jason 806
Bill 9 ... Kenney 1104–5; Notley 1104; Phillips 1105; 
Toews 1105
Bill 9 debate ... Gray 1080; Nixon, Jason 1080; Toews 
1080
Bill 9 debate time ... Hoffman 895–96, 975–76; Kenney 
895–96, 976; Nixon, Jason 896
Bill 22 ... Hoffman 2329, 2465–66; Nixon, Jason 
2327–29, 2465–66; Notley 2327–28
Bill 22 and public service pension changes ... Gray 
2546; Kenney 2481; Notley 2481; Toews 2546
Bill 22 public service pension changes, Budget 2019 ... 
Gray 2467; Toews 2467
Bill 22 votes ... Kenney 2480–81; Notley 2480–81
Bill 26 insurance and employment standard exemptions ... 
Dreeshen 2655; Gray 2655
Bill 203 ... Feehan 1904–5; Shandro 1905
Bill 207 ... Aheer 2486; Irwin 2277, 2486; Nixon, 
Jason 2277, 2486
Biologic and biosimilar drug coverage ... Shandro 
2671–72; Shepherd 2671–72
Bitumen upgrading ... Sabir 2005; Savage 2005
Budget 2019 ... Eggan 2002; Hoffman 2114; Kenney 
26–27, 2002; 2018, 2047; Nixon, Jason 2114; Notley 
26–27, 2018; Phillips 2047
Budget 2019 and Alberta’s current fiscal position ... 
Kenney 2183–84; Notley 2183–84; Phillips 2186; 
Toews 2186–87
Budget 2019 and homelessness reduction strategies ... 
Sawhney 2185; Sigurdson, L. 2185
Budget 2019 and Lethbridge ... McIver 2220; Panda 
2220; Phillips 2219–20; Schweitzer 2220
Budget 2019 and provincial revenue ... Bilous 2002–3; 
Kenney 2002–3
Budget 2019 and public service front-line workers ... 
Kenney 2076–77; Notley 2076–77
Budget 2019 and public services ... Copping 2006; 
Gray 2006
Oral Question Period (current session topics) (continued)
Budget 2019 and tax policy ... Phillips 2722; Toews 
2722–23
Budget 2019 consultation ... Bilous 1970–71; Kenney 
1970–71
Budget 2019 impact on women ... Aheer 2117; Irwin 
2117
Budget 2019 revenue forecasts ... Phillips 604; Toews 
604
Calgary and Edmonton finances ... Ceci 1971; Kenney 
1971
Calgary board of education layoffs ... Hoffman 2386, 
2466, 2543; LaGrange 2386, 2466, 2543–44; Nixon, 
Jason 2467
Calgary cancer centre ... Dang 2389–90; Panda 2390; 
Shandro 2389–90
Calgary commercial vacancy rate and nonresidential 
property taxes ... Madu 2393; Milliken 2393
Calgary construction environmental concerns ... Ellis 
424; McIver 424
Calgary finances ... Ceci 2718–19; Kenney 2543; 
Madu 2718–19; Notley 2542–43
Calgary fire department and police funding ... Ganley 
2222; Madu 2222; Schweitzer 2222
Calgary LRT green line funding ... Ceci 2046–47; 
Kenney 2046–47, 2078–79; Notley 2078–79
Calgary LRT green line funding, affordable housing ... 
Ceci 2655; McIver 2655–56
Calgary Police Service and LRT green line funding ... 
Kenney 2078; Notley 2078
Calgary Police Service funding ... Kenney 2046, 2610; 
McIver 2472; Notley 2046, 2610; Sabir 2116–17, 
2471–72; Schweitzer 2116–17, 2472
Calgary ring road ... Ellis 1791; McIver 1791
Calgary ring road completion ... Issik 899–900; McIver 
899–900
Canada pension plan ... Stephan 2275–76; Toews 2276
Canadian Armed Forces health care funding ... 
Rutherford 1703; Shandro 1703
Canadian energy centre ... Nixon, Jason 1795; Phillips 
1795; Savage 1795; Toews 1795
Canadian Energy Centre ... Notley 1773; Savage 1773
Canadian Energy Centre and premier’s adviser’s 
expense audits ... Nixon, Jason 2388; Sabir 2388; 
Savage 2388
Canadian Energy Centre managing director ... Nixon, 
Jason 1753; Sabir 1753
Canadian Energy Centre oversight ... Phillips 1871–72; 
Savage 1872
Child intervention panel recommendations ... Pancholi 
755–56; Schulz 755–56
Child mental health services ... Irwin 2004; Shandro 
2003–4, 2190; Sweet 2003, 2190
Child mental health services in Edmonton ... Irwin 
1974; Luan 1974; Shandro 1974
Child protective services caseload ... Nixon, Jeremy 
2257–58; Schulz 2257–58
Children living independently and the minimum wage ... 
Copping 803; Nixon, Jason 803; Pancholi 803
Children’s Services budget 2019–2020 ... Pancholi 
2218; Schul 2218
Children’s Services programs ... Schulz 2719–20; 
Turton 2719–20
Choice in education ... Glasgow 676–77, 2547; 
LaGrange 676–77, 1651, 2547; Toor 1651
Chuckegg Creek wildfire evacuee supports ... Sawhney 
54; Williams 54
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Chukkeg Creek wildfire update ... Dreeshen 1110; Madu 1111; Sawhney 1110; Williams 1110–11
Claire’s law ... Rosin 1843–44; Sawhney 1843–44
Classroom improvement fund ... Hoffman 1367–68; LaGrange 1367–68
Climate change strategy ... Kenney 27, 1706; Nixon, Jason 1082–83, 1705–6, 1776, 1870, 1901; Notley 27; Schmidt 1002, 1705–6, 1776, 1870, 1901
Climate change strategy, advocacy for Alberta’s energy industry ... Hoffman 1842–43; Kenney 1843; Nixon, Jason 1842–43
Clubroot of canola ... Dach 1371–72; Dreeshen 1372
CN rail strike and commodity transportation ... Dreeshen 2330; Horner 2330; Savage 2330
Coal workforce transition program ... Copping 1795–96; Gray 1795
Commercial driver training and testing standards ... Kenney 1789–90; Loyola 1702, 1754, 1776–77, 1843, 1866–67; McIver 1702, 1754, 1776–77, 1843, 1867; Notley 1789–90
Community grant programs ... Aheer 1779, 2134–35, 2791; Deal 1779; Goehring 2050, 2791; Gottfried 2134–35; LaGrange 2050; Toews 1779, 2050
Condominium governance regulations ... Carson 1286–87; Glubish 1284, 1286–87; Issik 1284
Condominium insurance premiums ... Carson 2656–57; Glubish 2656–57
Condominium owner protection ... Glubish 1902; Madu 1902; Yao 1902
Connect care clinical information system review ... Hanson 1777; Shandro 1777
Consumer protection for motor vehicle owners, ethics in government ... Carson 270; Glubish 270; McIver 270; Nixon, Jason 270
Conversion therapy use in Alberta ... Goehring 52; Irwin 1710–71; Nixon, Jason 1710–71; Shandro 52
Conversion therapy working group ... Goehring 361–62; Hoffman 199; Kenney 268–69; Notley 268, 363–64; Shandro 199, 361–62, 364
Corporate taxation, tax credits, and job creation ... Bisolus 754; Toews 754–55
Corporate taxation and job creation ... Bisolus 270–71, 2079; Hoffman 1841–42; Kenney 194–95, 1304, 1841–42; Nixon, Jason 112–13; Notley 112–13, 194–95, 1304; Phillips 1774; Sabir 1704; Savage 1704, 2079; Toews 112–13, 270–71, 824–25, 1774, 2079; Walker 824–25
Corporate taxes and the provincial fiscal policies ... Kenney 1646–47; Notley 1646–47
Corporate taxes and the provincial fiscal position ... Kenney 1645–46; Notley 1645–46
Crime rates and the criminal justice system ... Milliken 898; Schweitzer 898
Crown prosecution service ... Amery 2079–80; Schweitzer 2079–80
Daycare and children’s services ... Pancholi 55–56; Schulz 56
Daylight saving time ... Glubish 2392–93; Yaseen 2392
Dementia strategy ... Rowsell 1109; Shandro 1109
Diabetes treatment ... Issik 2217–18; Shandro 2217–18
Diagnostic imaging wait times ... Shandro 1902–3; Shepherd 1902–3
Dialysis service in High Prairie ... Rehn 2389; Shandro 2389
Domestic violence prevention ... Aheer 1227; Pitt 1227–28; Rosin 1371; Sawhney 1228, 1371
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Drinking water quality ... Nixon, Jason 2187; Schmidt 2187
Drinking water quality in daycares and schools ... LaGrange 2259; Schmidt 2259; Shandro 2259–60
Drinking water quality in Indigenous communities ... Rehn 2669–70; Wilson 2669–70
Driver’s licence road tests ... Goodridge 2549; Lovely 1169–70, 1780; Loyola 804–5; McIver 115, 1169–70, 1780, 2549; Orr 115; Sawhney 805
Drug- and gang-related violence in northeast Calgary ... Sabir 425; Schweitzer 425
Drug treatment courts ... Luan 2121; Schweitzer 2120–21; Yaseen 2120–21
Economic development and job creation ... Guthrie 1373–74; Toews 1373–74
Economic indicators ... Kenney 2789–90; Notley 2789–90
Eddie Maurice and rural crime ... Schweitzer 2222–23; Sigurdson, R.J. 2222
Edmonton courthouse ... Dang 1310; Panda 1310
Edmonton infrastructure funding ... Dang 2048–49; Kenney 2048; Madu 2048–49
Edmonton LRT valley line funding ... Carson 2258; McIver 2258–59
Edmonton medical lab hub construction stoppage ... Shandro 31–32; Shepherd 31
Edmonton medical laboratory infrastructure ... Shandro 1081; Shepherd 1081
Education Act ... Kenney 294–95; LaGrange 807; Nixon, Jeremy 806–7; Notley 294
Education and postsecondary funding ... Kenney 2018–19; Notley 2018–19
Education budget 2019–2020 ... Hoffman 2080, 2114–15, 2184–85, 2217; LaGrange 2080, 2115, 2130–31, 2185, 2217; Nixon, Jason 2114–15; Notley 2130; Phillips 1703–4; Toews 1704
Education funding for enrolment growth ... Hoffman 1777–78; LaGrange 1777–78
Education policies ... Ellis 2024; LaGrange 2024–25
Education system and financing ... Hoffman 2659–60, 2794; Nixon, Jason 2659–60; Schulz 2794
Educational curriculum content ... Gottfried 2612; LaGrange 2612
Educational curriculum review ... Hoffman 1084; LaGrange 1084; Nixon, Jason 1084
Educational curriculum review and student assessment ... LaGrange 1849; Toor 1848–49
Election Commissioner ... Feehan 2387; Hoffman 2385–86; Nixon, Jason 2385–87, 2667–68; Phillips 2387; Sweet 2667–68
Election Commissioner and Bill 22 ... Kenney 2479–80; Notley 2479–80
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Election Commissioner investigation of UCP 2017 financial contributions ... Ganley 606; Schweitzer 606

Election Commissioner’s office ... Nixon, Jason 2611–12; Sweet 2611

Election financing legislation ... Kenney 2541–42; Notley 2541–42

Election financing legislation, Election Commissioner ... Kenney 2542; Notley 2542

Electric power system ... Sabir 1791; Savage 1791

Electricity market review ... Reid 1168; Sabir 820; Savage 820, 1168

Electricity prices ... Sabir 2792; Savage 2792

Emerald Foundation environmental awards ... Nixon, Jason 428–29; Orr 428

Emergency management funding ... Ceci 2254–55; Dreeshen 2255; Madu 2255

Employee labour relations support program law firm contracts ... Copping 1975; Gray 1975

Energy and environmental policies ... Hoffman 897–98; Kenney 897–98

Energy company municipal tax payment ... Issik 607; Madu 607

Energy Efficiency Alberta ... Nixon, Jason 1972–73; Schmidt 1972–73

Energy efficiency programs ... Nixon, Jason 2118; Schmidt 2118

Energy industry investment in Alberta ... Getson 2791–92; Savage 2791–92

Energy industry layoffs ... Sabir 2668; Savage 2668–69

Energy industry update ... Kenney 977–78; Sabir 977

Energy medical services ... Shandro 197–98; Shepherd 197–98

Energy policies and job creation ... Kenney 1646; Notley 1646

Energy project regulatory reviews ... Nixon, Jeremy 2544; Savage 2544

Energy war room ... Neudorf 1701–2; Savage 1702

Environmental monitoring funding ... Nixon, Jason 2052; Schmidt 2052

Environmental policies ... Nixon, Jason 2547–48; Schmidt 2547–48

Environmental programs ... Nixon, Jason 428; Schmidt 428

Environmental programs in indigenous communities ... Feehan 55; Wilson 55

Fair Registration Practices Act ... Copping 1306; Ellis 1305–6

Family and community support services funding ... Renaud 1705; Sawhney 1705

Family medicine ... Shandro 2670–71; Shepherd 2670–71

Family support for children with disabilities ... Renaud 1108; Sawhney 1108

Farm and ranch safety ... Copping 804; Rowswell 803–4

Farm and ranch worker legislation ... Copping 608–9; Dach 2614; Dreeshen 2614; Rowswell 608–9

Farm worker wages ... Kenney 2609–10; Notley 2609–10

Federal bills C-48 and C-69 ... Horner 300; Savage 300

Federal energy policies and taxation ... Savage 1778–79; Singh 1778–79

Federal fiscal stabilization program ... Rosin 2721; Toews 2721
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Federal-provincial relations ... Kenney 1969–70; Notley 1969–70; Savage 2278; Walker 2278

Film and television industry grants ... Aheer 1369; Goehring 1369

Film and television industry support ... Aheer 1232; Bilous 2133–34; Fiddler 2134; Goehring 1232

Film and television tax credit ... Fiddler 2186; Rosin 2185–86

Film industry tax credit ... Aheer 1082; Reid 1081–82

Fire-retardant gels ... Dreeshen 298–99; Getson 298–99

Fire-retardant polymer gels ... Dreeshen 2083; Getson 2082–83

Firefighting service funding ... Dach 2221; Dreeshen 2221–22; Kenney 2215–16; Notley 2215–16

Fishing regulations ... Hanson 807; Nixon, Jason 807–8

Flood emergency response, highway 88 flood damage ... McIver 2219; Rehn 2219

Flood mitigation on the Bow River ... Loyola 1109; McIver 1109–10

Flood plain mapping ... Nixon, Jason 295–96; Nixon, Jeremy 295–96

Foreign qualification and credential recognition ... Copping 1111; Nixon, Jeremy 1111

Foreign qualifications and credentials ... Copping 362–63; Miliken 362–63

Free speech on postsecondary campuses ... Eggen 117; Nicolaides 117

Freedom of expression on postsecondary campuses ... Eggen 1110; Nicolaides 1110

Funding for fourth year of high school ... Hoffman 295; LaGrange 295

Gay-straight alliance participant privacy protection ... Kenney 980; Pancholi 980

Gay-straight alliances in private schools ... Kenney 981–82; Phillips 981–82

Gay-straight alliances in schools ... Hoffman 896–97; Irwin 298, 423, 750–51, 980–81, 1083, 1754–55; Kenney 897, 980–81; LaGrange 298, 421–23, 750–52, 1083, 1754–55; Nixon, Jason 422–23, 671, 750, 752, 1083; Notley 421–22, 671, 750; Renaud 752

Gay-straight alliances in schools and Bill 8 ... Ganley 819; Hoffman 1283; LaGrange 818–19, 1282–83; Nicolaides 1283; Nixon, Jason 1283; Pancholi 818, 1282–83

Gender-based violence prevention ... Aheer 2482; Glasgo 2481–82; Sawhney 2481

Government alcohol purchase contract ... Aheer 2544; Goehring 2544; Nixon, Jason 2544–45

Government members’ actions during Bill 9 debate ... Kenney 1104; Notley 1104

Government photography contract ... Nixon, Jason 2486; Phillips 2485–86, 2548; Schweitzer 2486; Toews 2485–86, 2548

Government policies and nurses ... Shandro 2387; Shepherd 2386–87; Toews 2386

Greenhouse industry regulation and support ... Copping 200; Glasgo 200

Greta Thunberg’s visit to Alberta ... Aheer 1870–71; Renaud 1870–71

GSAS policy compliance and school funding ... Kenney 1366–67; Notley 1366–67

HALO medical rescue helicopter funding ... Barnes 297; Shandro 297

Head coverings worn in schools ... Deol 2119–20; LaGrange 2120
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Indigenous housing capital program ... Pon 2080–81; Sigurdson, L. 2080–81; Wilson 2081
Indigenous opportunities corporation ... Long 1976; Wilson 1976
Indigenous Relations budget 2019-2020 ... Feehan 2135; Nixon, Jason 2135
Indigenous treaty rights ... Feehan 30; Kenney 30, 194; Notley 194; Wilson 30
Infrastructure project management ... Neudorf 2136; Panda 2136
Infrastructure project prioritization ... Panda 1288–89; Turton 1288–89
Infrastructure project prioritization and management ... Panda 2656; Stephan 2656
Interprovincial relations ... Kenney 2256; Orr 2255–56
Investing in Canada infrastructure program ... Dang 1792; Panda 1792–93
Investment in Alberta ... Fir 1848, 2048; Jones 2047–48; Kenney 2716–17; Notley 2716–17; Savage 1848; Smith 1848
Investment in Alberta and fiscal policies ... Miliken 1310–11; Singh 2673; Toews 1310–11, 2673
Investment in Alberta and job creation ... Fir 1086–87; Smith 2794
Investment incentives and job creation ... Glasgo 1752; Toews 1752
Job creation ... Bilous 604–5, 2613; Copping 605–6; Fir 2613; Horner 605; Savage 2613; Toews 605
Justice ministry funding ... Ganley 1286; Schweitzer 1286
Justice ministry layoff of civil lawyers ... Pancholi 2654; Schweitzer 2654
Labour and social legislation ... Nixon, Jason 669–70; Notley 669–70
Landowner property rights ... Glubish 2118; Reid 2117–18; Schweitzer 2117–18
Legal aid ... Ganley 1372; Schweitzer 1372
Legislature Grounds ... Ellis 50; Panda 50
LGBTQ teacher and educational staff employment protection ... Irwin 1227; LaGrange 1227; Nixon, Jason 1227
LGBTQT2S-plus rights ... Irwin 604; Schweitzer 604
Licensed practical nurses’ scope of practice ... Shandro 2006–7; Shepherd 2006
Lois Hole provincial park management plan, Environment and Parks ministry budget ... Nixon, Jason 2391; Renaud 2391
Lottery fund dissolution ... Phillips 2082; Toews 2082
Lowe’s hardware store layoffs ... Bilous 2388–89; Toews 2388–89
Market access for oil and gas ... Long 2795; Savage 2795
Marshall House emergency shelter in Fort McMurray ... Luan 2136; Renaud 2135–36; Sawhney 2136
Medical diagnostic test wait times ... Shandro 2657; Shepherd 2657
Medical laboratory services ... Shandro 297–98, 1779–80; Shepherd 297–98, 1779–80
Medical laboratory services in Edmonton ... Shandro 1167; Shepherd 1167
Member for Calgary-East ... Hoffman 273; Nixon, Jason 273
Member for Calgary-East’s committee appointment ... Nixon, Jason 1651–52; Sweet 1651–52
Mental health and addiction services ... Luan 2260–61; Yaseen 2260–61
Mental health services ... Rutherford 802; Shandro 802
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Health care funding ... Dang 1903; Kenney 2790; Notley 2790; Shandro 1903; Toews 1903
Health care professional positions ... Shandro 2720; Shepherd 2720
Health care services ... Nixon, Jason 2666–67; Notley 2666–67
Health care system ... Horner 2718; Kenney 2715–16; Notley 2715–16, 2720–21; Shandro 2661, 2718, 2721; Toor 2661
Health care user fees and wait times ... Feehan 901–2; Nixon, Jason 901; Shandro 901–2
Health consultation nondisclosure agreements ... Shandro 2546–47; Shepherd 2546–47
Health ministry consultations on biologic drugs ... Shandro 2470; Shepherd 2470
Henson trusts for persons with disabilities ... Renaud 2469–70, 2545; Sawhney 2469–70, 2545
Heritage savings trust fund ... Jones 1649; Toews 1649–50
High Level area wildfire ... Dach 32; Madu 32–33; Rehn 32
High school construction capital plan for Calgary ... LaGrange 1846; McIver 1845; Sabir 1845–46
Highway 1A interchange at Cochrane ... Guthrie 979–80; McIver 979–80
Highway 15 twinning projects ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 753; McIver 753
Highway 19 safety ... McIver 272; Smith 272
Highway 28 capital plan ... Hanson 1087; McIver 1087
Highway 40 twinning ... Allard 361; McIver 361
Highway 62 capital plan ... McIver 342–23; McIver 342–23
Highway 628 capital plan ... McIver 28; van Dijken 27–28
Holiday pay and the minimum wage for youth ... Gray 1166–67; Kenney 1166–67
Holocaust memorial on Legislature Grounds ... Dach 2672; Issik 2668; Panda 2668, 2672
Home construction consumer protection ... Glubish 201; Madu 200; Schweitzer 200–201; Yao 200–201
Homeless shelter services in Fort McMurray ... Sawhney 2467–68; Yao 2467–68
Hospital-based health care costs ... Barnes 2005; Shandro 2005–6
Hospital construction ... Dang 199–200; Panda 199–200
Hospital emergency liaison officer program ... Shandro 2279–80; Shepherd 2279–80
Hospital laundry and medical laboratory services ... Shandro 2052–53; Toor 2052–53
Hospitals ... Dang 1370; Kenney 1370; Panda 1370
Housing for vulnerable Albertans ... Aheer 2794; Irwin 2794–95; Sawhney 2795
Human rights and multiculturalism grant program ... Aheer 2188; Deol 2187–88
Human trafficking ... Schweitzer 2051; Williams 2051
Husky Energy layoffs ... Nixon, Jason 1900; Sabir 1900; Savage 1900
Husky Energy layoffs and corporate taxation ... Sabir 2020; Savage 2020; Toews 2020
Immigrants’ and minorities’ access to health care ... Amery 1845; Shandro 1845
Inclusion ... Kenney 52; LaGrange 53; Renaud 52–53; Sawhney 53
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Methane emission regulations ... Copping 2007; Guthrie 2007; Nixon, Jason 2007; Schweitzer 2007
Métis harvesting policy ... Feehan 1309–10; Wilson 1309–10
Minimum wage ... Copping 28; Gray 28; Kenney 28
Minimum wage for youth ... Amery 610; Copping 114, 196, 608, 610, 674–75, 1108, 1229–30, 1287–88; Gray 114, 196, 608, 674, 1108, 1229–30, 1287–88; Nixon, Jason 114
Minister of Finance ... Nixon, Jason 1170; Phillips 1170, 1230; Toews 1170, 1230
Missing and murdered indigenous women ... Kenney 293–94; Notley 293–94
Missing and murdered indigenous women and girls ... Feehan 1790–91; Wilson 1790–91
Missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls inquiry final report ... Feehan 1650–51; Wilson 1650–51
Mobile-home owner consumer protection ... Carson 821; Glubish 821–22, 2007–8, 2280; Long 2280; Schmidt 2007–8
Motor Dealers’ Association of Alberta ... Kenney 269; Notley 269
Municipal funding ... Ceci 50–51, 1648–49, 1701, 2132; Ganley 1901–2; Kenney 1649, 1701; Madu 198–99, 1901, 2132; McIver 50–51, 2132; Neudorf 198–99; Nixon, Jason 1901–2; Schweitzer 1902; Toews 51, 1701
Municipal funding, rural police service funding ... Kenney 1700; Notley 1700
Municipal funding and autonomy ... Loewen 1868; Madu 1868
Municipal funding and performance measures ... Amery 2333–34; Madu 2333–34
Municipal government act amendments ... Ceci 671; Madu 671
Municipal infrastructure funding ... Carson 2008; Hoffman 2024; Kenney 2024; Madu 2008, 2024; McIver 2008
Natural gas export ... Getson 1846–47; Nally 1846–47
Natural gas industry ... Nally 359–60, 2548–49; Smith 359; Walker 2548–49
Natural gas industry competitiveness ... Nally 1652–53; Rutherford 1652–53
Natural gas industry concerns ... Barnes 1794; Nally 1794–95
Natural gas industry support ... Jones 2796–97; Nally 2221, 2797; Walker 2220–21
Nechi Institute ... Feehan 2722; Kenney 2722; Luan 2722; Wilson 2722
Needle debris and addiction treatment ... Luan 1755; Stephan 1755
Northern Alberta wildfire evacuations ... Madu 610–11; Rehn 610–11
Northern Alberta wildfire update ... Dach 273; Dreeshen 273; Madu 273
Nurse practitioners ... Rosewell 1085; Shandro 1085
Nurses’ contract negotiations ... Gray 271; Notley 749–50; Toews 271–72, 749–50
Nursing workforce ... Nixon, Jason 2665–66; Notley 2665–66
Oil sands emissions, provincial control of natural resources ... Schmidt 607–8; Schweitzer 607–8; Toews 607
Oil transportation ... Kenney 357; Notley 357; Sabir 900; Savage 900
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Opioid-related deaths and supervised drug consumption sites ... Luan 1308; Sweet 1307–8
Opioid use prevention ... Amery 118–19; Luan 119; Schweitzer 119; Shandro 119
Opposition and government positions on agriculture ... Allard 2615; Dreeshen 2615
Out-of-province health services ... Shandro 823–24; Sweet 823–24
Overweight and overdimensional vehicle permits ... Ceci 299–300; McIver 299–300
Paddle Prairie Métis settlement wildfire recovery ... Feehan 296; Madu 296
Panel on federal-provincial relations ... Kenney 2275; Notley 2274–75
Parent link and family resource centres ... Schulz 2280–81; Sigurdson, R.J. 2280–81
Parliamentary debate and public discourse ... Hoffman 1079–80; Nixon, Jason 1079–80
Payday loan consumer protection ... Carson 1171–72; Glubish 1171–72
PDD program applications ... Renaud 1172, 1285; Sawhney 1172, 1285
PDD program review ... Renaud 274–75; Sawhney 275
Personal care standards in seniors’ facilities ... Shandro 1371; Shepherd 1370–71
Personal income tax indexation cessation ... Kenney 2017–18; Notley 2017–18
Persons with developmental disabilities program ... Renaud 2658; Sawhney 2658
Petrochemical industry development ... Nally 1977; Nixon, Jeremy 1976–77
Petrochemicals diversification program ... Nally 2081; Walker 2081
Photoradar review ... Loyola 2612–13; McIver 2612–13
Physicians’ on-call pay and rural health services ... Shandro 2189–90; Shepherd 2189–90
Pipeline development ... Rutherford 822–23; Savage 822–23
Police funding ... Notley 2130; Schweitzer 2130
Postsecondary education funding ... Nicolaides 1865; Nixon, Jason 1866; Notley 1865–66; Toews 1866
Postsecondary education budget 2019–2020 ... Eggen 2115–16, 2132–33, 2220; Nicolaides 2115–16, 2133, 2220
Postsecondary education costs ... Eggen 2083; Nicolaides 2083–84
Postsecondary education funding ... Eggen 2277–78; Nicolaides 2121, 2278; Rutherford 2121
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Premier’s travel ... Nixon, Jason 1900–1901; Sweet 1900
Premier’s travel and Bill 22 ... Kenney 2273–74; Notley 2273–74
Premier’s travel expenses ... Kenney 2253–54; Notley 2253–54
Premier’s travel to Ontario ... Dach 114–15; Madu 114; Nixon, Jason 115
Property crime prevention ... Loewen 2671; Schweitzer 2671
Provincial budget revenue forecasts ... Phillips 673; Toews 673
Provincial debt ... Jones 29; Toews 29
Provincial debt and fiscal policy ... Kenney 1303–4; Notley 1303–4
Provincial fiscal deficit ... Loewen 113–14; Toews 114
Provincial fiscal deficit and credit rating ... Jones 426–27; Toews 427
Provincial fiscal policies ... Kenney 1699–1700, 1970; Notley 1699–1700; Phillips 51, 1970; Shandro 1970; Toews 51, 1706; Walker 1706
Provincial fiscal policies and job creation ... Bilous 1749–50; Kenney 1750
Provincial fiscal position ... Armstrong-Homeniak 2191; Toews 2191
Provincial fiscal sustainability ... Jones 978; LaGrange 978; Shandro 978; Toews 978
Provincial fiscal sustainability and Budget 2019 ... LaGrange 982–83; Nixon, Jeremy 982; Shandro 982; Toews 982
Provincial lawsuit against opioid manufacturers ... Luan 1775–76; Nixon, Jeremy 1775–76
Public- and private-sector layoffs ... Fir 2482–83; Notley 2482–83; Toews 2482
Public health care ... Feehan 1228–29; Nixon, Jason 1228–29
Public inquiry commissioner appointment ... Sabir 2331; Savage 2331; Schweitzer 2331; Sweet 2330–31
Public inquiry on antienergy campaign funding ... Savage 2472; Sigurdson, R.J. 2472
Public-private partnerships and seniors’ housing ... Glubish 610; Panda 609; Sigurdson, L. 609–10
Public-private partnerships for capital projects ... Dang 426; Panda 426
Public-private partnerships for school construction ... Dang 2218–19; Panda 2219
Public safety and justice administration ... Schweitzer 2133; Toor 2133
Public service contract negotiations ... Eggen 672; Gray 756, 801; Kenney 817; Notley 817; Shandro 803; Shepherd 802–3; Toews 672, 756, 801–2
Public service pension board appointments ... Gray 2332; Toews 2332
Public service pension fund administration ... Phillips 2134; Toews 2134
Public service wage arbitration postponement ... Gray 898–99; Nixon, Jason 899; Notley 800; Phillips 899; Toews 800, 898–99
Public service wages ... Gray 2258; Pitt 2613–14; Toews 2258, 2613–14
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Public service wages and women’s economic equality ... Aheer 801–2; Phillips 801; Toews 801
Publicly funded health care ... Feehan 978–79; Kenney 978–79
Quebec Bill 21 ... Deol 979; Kenney 979
Racism and hate crime prevention ... Aheer 201; Deol 201
Racism and religious discrimination ... Deol 900; McIver 900–901
Recycling regulations ... Nixon, Jason 2673; Orr 2672–73
Red Deer College transition to university status, postsecondary graduates’ employment ... Nicolaides 672; Stephan 671–72
Red Deer regional hospital ... Shandro 197; Stephan 197
Red tape reduction ... Hunter 1871, 1907–8; Reid 1871; Schow 1907–8
Red tape reduction and job-creation strategies ... Hunter 804; Nielsen 804
Red tape reduction for small business ... Hunter 2390–91; Reid 2390–91
Red tape reduction funding ... Hunter 2118–19; Nielsen 2118–19
Red tape reduction strategy ... Allard 1172–73; Hunter 272, 1172–73; Nielsen 272
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Registry services ... Amery 1706–7; Glubish 1707
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Rural crime ... Aheer 33; Allard 33; Rowswell 53; Schweitzer 33, 53
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Rural crime and justice administration ... Dreeshen 2008; Madu 2009; Rehn 2008–9; Schweitzer 2009
Rural crime prevention ... Lovely 2387–88; Schweitzer 1307, 2387–88; van Dijken 1307
Rural crime prevention and law enforcement ... Schweitzer 429; Sigurdson, R.J. 429
Rural crime prevention and policing ... Ganley 1650; Reid 1368; Schweitzer 1368, 1650
Rural crime strategy ... Loewen 1173; Schweitzer 1173
Rural education funding 2019-2020 ... Hoffman 2255; LaGrange 2255
Rural emergency medical services ... Shandro 2009; Sigurdson, R.J. 2009
Rural health care ... Glaso 1869–70; Long 2131–32; Shandro 1869–70, 2131–32
Rural high-speed Internet ... Glubish 983, 2003–4; Lovely 2003–4; Yao 983
Rural housing and high-speed Internet ... Getson 1905; Glubish 1905
Rural municipality funding ... Horner 2190–91; Madu 2190–91
Oral Question Period (current session topics) (continued)

Rural police and sheriffs ... Nicolaides 2256; Renaud 2256

Rural police service ... Ganley 1868–69, 2790–91; Hunter 1872; Madu 1872; Nielsen 1872; Nixon, Jason 1773–74; Notley 1773–74; Schweitzer 1868–69, 1872, 2790–91

Rural police service and crime prevention ... Rowsell 1704–5; Schweitzer 1705

Rural police service funding ... Ceci 1752–53; Ganley 1700–1701, 1751–52; Madu 1752; Reid 2617; Schweitzer 1701, 1751–53, 2617

Rural schools ... LaGrange 2469; Reid 2469

School bus driver training and testing standards ... Hoffman 1790; McIver 1790

School bus routes in Calgary ... LaGrange 1750; Renaud 1750

School class sizes ... LaGrange 54–55; Walker 54–55

School construction ... Jones 2189; LaGrange 2189

School construction and modernization ... LaGrange 301; Reid 300–301

School construction concerns ... Panda 274; Turton 274

School construction needs in north Edmonton ... LaGrange 2260; Nielsen 2260

School head covering policies ... Deol 1794; LaGrange 1794, 2616; Shepherd 2616

School infrastructure capital projects ... LaGrange 1288; Loyola 1288; Panda 1288

School nutrition program ... LaGrange 2659; Loewen 2659

School nutrition program at Normandeau school ... Dang 1231; LaGrange 1232; Nixon, Jason 1231

School nutrition programs ... Hoffman 423; LaGrange 423–24; Nixon, Jason 423

Seclusion rooms in schools ... LaGrange 1906; Renaud 1906

Seniors Advocate, Health Advocate appointment ... Pon 2484; Shandro 2484–85; Sigurdson, L. 2484

Seniors and Housing minister’s remarks ... Schulz 2471; Schweitzer 2471; Sigurdson, L. 2471

Seniors’ benefit program and long-term care ... Pon 1778; Shandro 1778; Sigurdson, L. 1778

Seniors’ benefit program funding ... Pon 2616;

Sigurdson, L. 2616; Toews 2616

Seniors’ benefits ... Pon 2279; Sigurdson, L. 2279

Seniors’ driver medical examination fees ... Pon 2719;

Sigurdson, L. 2719; Toews 2719

Seniors’ drug coverage ... Pon 1233–34; Shandro 2022; Sigurdson, L. 1233–34, 2021–22

Seniors’ housing ... Miliken 1289; Pon 1289

Seniors’ housing in rural Alberta ... Loewen 118; Pon 118

Shallow gas tax relief ... Ceci 1367; Kenney 1367; Madu 1373; Nally 1373; Toor 1373

Sixties Scoop Indigenous Society funding ... Feehan 2669; Wilson 2669

Skilled trades competitions and programs ... Nicolaides 195–96; Schow 195–96

Skilled trades labour supply ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1796–97; Nicolaides 1233, 1796–97; Sigurdson, R.J. 1233

Skilled trades training ... Loewen 2116; Nicolaides 2116

Social assistance program funding ... Renaud 1848; Sawhney 1848

Solar energy use ... Nixon, Jason 1168; Schmidt 1168

Oral Question Period (current session topics) (continued)

Sport and cultural organization funding ... Goehring 2468–69; Toews 2468–69

Springbank reservoir flood mitigation project ... Ganley 116, 1847; McIver 116; Nixon, Jason 1847

St. Mary’s University ... Gottfried 1106; Nicolaides 1106

Stony Plain Central school replacement project ... LaGrange 2545–46; Turton 2545–46

Students’ political participation, LGBTQ student supports ... Irwin 33; LaGrange 33–34

Summer temporary employment program ... Copping 2050–51; Gray 2050–51

Supervised drug consumption sites ... Kenney 294; Luan 363, 2021; Neudorf 2021; Notley 294;

Schweitzer 606–7; Sweet 363, 606–7

Support for agriculture ... Dreeshen 805; van Dijken 805

Support for agriculture in wildfire-affected areas ... Dach 675–76; Dreeshen 675–76

Support for Alberta artists ... Aheer 1974–75; Turton 1974–75

Support for business ... Guthrie 425; Toews 425–26

Support for business and job creation ... Toews 31; Toor 31

Support for persons with disabilities ... Allard 269–70;

Amery 1287; Sawhney 269–70, 1287, 1971–72;

Yaseen 1971–72

Support for postsecondary students ... Copping 2023–

24; Gray 2023; Nicolaides 2023

Support for seniors ... Pon 271, 902, 1906; Sigurdson, L. 902, 1906; Singh 271

Support for the energy industry ... Savage 821; Smith 821

Support for transgender Albertans ... Aheer 2390; Irwin 2390; Shandro 2390

Support for wildfire-affected students ... Goodridge 274; LaGrange 274

Support for youth transitioning out of care ... Kenney 2184; Notley 2129, 2184; Pancholi 2131; Schulz 2129–31

Support for youths transitioning out of care ... Pancholi 2483–84; Schulz 2484

Surgery wait times ... Allard 981, 2019–20; Shandro 981, 2020

Tax credit program cancellation ... Bilous 2020–21;

Toews 2021†

Tax credit programs ... Bilous 1652; Fir 1652

Tax policy ... Kenney 2045–46; Loewen 2049–50;

Notley 2045–46; Toews 2049–50

Teachers’ retirement fund management ... Allard 2331–

32; Glasgo 2259; Toews 2259, 2332

Technology and entrepreneurship educational curricula ... Bilous 1169; Nicolaides 1169

Technology industry development ... Fir 2654–55;

Sabir 2654; Savage 2654

Technology industry programs ... Kenney 1304–5; Phillips 1304–5

Technology innovation and emissions reduction ... Miliken 2119; Nixon, Jason 2082, 2119; Schmidt 2081–82

Timber allocations within First Nations territories ... Dreeshen 2049; Feehan 2049; Nixon, Jason 2049

Tourism development in Banff-Kananaskis ... Fir 1873;

Rosin 1873

Tourism industry ... Ellis 1083–84; Fir 1083–84

Tourism promotion ... Fir 1311; Smith 1311

Tourism strategy ... Fir 1904; Gottfried 1903–4
Oral Question Period (current session topics) (continued)

Trade mission to Asia and agricultural exports ... Fir 902–3; Rosin 902–3
Trade with Asia ... Bilous 1087–88; Dreeshen 1088; Fir 1087–88
Traffic safety ... Getson 2483; McIver 2483, 2657–58; Rowswell 2657–58
Traffic safety and transportation funding ... Loyola 2334; Sawchney 2334
Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project, federal bills C-48 and C-69 ... Horner 300; Savage 300
Transportation and community grant program funding ... McIver 2120; Pancholi 2120; Toews 2120
Transportation infrastructure in Airdrie ... McIver 116–17; Pitt 116–17
Transportation infrastructure in Leduc ... McIver 1107–8; Rutherford 1107
Transportation projects ... Loyola 426; McIver 426
UCP fundraising breakfast, Budget 2019 consultation ... Hoffman 1842; Kenney 1842; Nixon, Jason 1842
UCP nomination and leadership contests ... Nixon, Jason 2795–96; Sweet 2795–96
United Conservative Party fundraising ... Nixon, Jason 29, 1085–86; Sweet 29, 1085–86
University of Calgary layoffs ... Eggen 2332–33; Niculides 2333
Vaping ... Orr 1793; Shandro 1793
Vegreville Century Park supportive living facility ... Aheer 1703; Armstrong-Homeniuk 1753–54; Irwin 1702–3; Shandro 1647, 1751, 1753–54, 1973–74; Shepherd 1647, 1751, 1973–74
Violent crime in northeast Calgary ... Schweitzer 673; Toor 673
Water and waste-water infrastructure ... Loyola 198; McIver 198
Water licensing and Cochrane’s water supply ... Guthrie 1229; Nixon, Jason 1229
Wildfire prevention and mountain pine beetle control ... Dreeshen 364; Long 364
Wildfires and climate change ... Nixon, Jason 296–97; Schmidt 296–97
Wildland firefighter rappel program ... Dach 2254; Dreeshen 2254
Wildlife-human coexistence ... McIver 752; Nixon, Jason 751; Rosin 751
Wood’s Homes in Calgary ... Kenney 2216; Notley 2216; Schulz 2216
Worker overtime pay ... Copping 800; Kenney 49, 817–18; Nixon, Jason 800–801; Notley 49, 800, 817–18
Worker overtime pay and minimum wage ... Copping 113; Notley 113
Workplace health and safety ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2084–85; Copping 2085; Luan 2084

Order Paper

Early order paper ... Nixon, Jason 39, 41; Shepherd 39
Government Motion 30 included in ... Speaker, The 1639, 1641–42
Order of business, explanation of Speaker’s ruling ... Dang 884; Speaker, The 884–85
Speaker’s tweeting of ... Hoffman 1641; Pancholi 1641; Speaker, The 1639, 1641–42

Organic farming

Certification ... Dach 2640; Lovely 2485; Schweitzer 2485; Sweet 2524
Certification, Speaker’s ruling on debate ... Speaker, The 2485

Organized crime

Gang-related crime ... Sabir 425; Schweitzer 425, 673; Toor 356, 673
Gang-related crime, northeast Calgary ... Sabir 425; Schweitzer 425

Our Lady of the Evergreens school, Calgary

Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

P3 capital project financing

See Capital projects: Public-private partnerships (P3)

PAC

See Committee on Public Accounts, Standing

Paddle Prairie Métis settlement

General remarks ... Williams 1658
Wildfire damage ... Feehan 296; Kenney 292; Madu 296
Wildfire evacuation See Wildfire, Chuckegg Creek (2019)
Wildfire recovery ... Feehan 296; Madu 296

PAFVA

See Protection Against Family Violence Act

Pages (Legislative Assembly)

General remarks ... Nasty 386–87
New pages ... Speaker, The 1645
Recognition, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 1301
Wages ... Dang 519; Speaker, The 519
Wages, Speaker’s ruling on debate ... Speaker, The 520

Palliative care

Funding ... Toews 2013

Panel on Alberta’s Finances, Blue Ribbon

See Blue Ribbon Panel on Alberta’s Finances

Panel on natural gas

See Natural Gas Advisory Panel

Panel to define and to secure a fair deal for Alberta

See Fair Deal Panel

Paramedics

See Emergency medical services (ambulances, etc.):

Paramedics

Emergency service provision See Emergency medical services (ambulances, etc.)

Parent link centres

Funding ... Schulz 2280–81; Sigurdson, R.J. 2280–81
Program review ... Schulz 2719–20; Turton 2719–20

Parents for Choice in Education

General remarks ... Irwin 805; LaGrange 805

Park, Blackfoot Crossing historical

See Blackfoot Crossing historical park

Parkbridge Lifestyle Communities, Inc.

Twin Parks community See Twin Parks mobile-home community, Edmonton

Parkland Institute

Next Up environmental and social justice leadership program ... Sigurdson, L. 219

Parks, provincial

See Kitaskino Nuwenëné wildland provincial park

Parks ministry

See Ministry of Environment and Parks

Parlby, Irene

See Famous Five
Parliamentary debate
Addressing the chair ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 2065; Speaker, The 2469; Williams 2065
Debate on items previously decided, points of order ... Deputy Chair 698, 1474; Gray 698; McIver 698, 1596; Nixon, Jason 1474; Speaker, The 1596, 1904
Filibusters See Filibusters
Indirect remarks ... Speaker, The 91, 1049
Insulting language ... Speaker, The 327
Insulting language, points of order ... Deputy Speaker 1601; McIver 1234; Speaker, The 1234–35
Insulting language, points of order, remarks withdrawn ... Eggen 1235; Schmidt 1601
Inter temperate language ... Speaker, The 426
Language creating disorder, points of order ... Acting Chair (Hanson) 1582, 1615; Acting Speaker (Hanson) 1070; Bilous 120, 810, 1174, 1578–79, 1582; Chair 1007, 1013, 1027; Dang 1070, 1558, 1568; Deputy Chair 471, 1558, 1568, 1579; Eggen 151, 1013; Ellis 1578; Hanson 120; Loewen 1174, 1558; McIver 151, 1568; Nixon, Jason 120, 429, 471, 810, 1007, 1013, 1027, 1070, 1581–82; Schmidt 470–71; Shepherd 1615; Speaker, The 120–21, 151, 429, 810, 1174; Sweet 1007
Language creating disorder, points of order, clarification ... Deputy Chair 1558; Ellis 1558
Language creating disorder, points of order, remarks withdrawn ... Hoffman 1007; Renaud 1027
Members’ names used during debate ... Speaker, The 296
Members’ statements ... Gray 973; Irwin 1279–80
Parliamentary language ... Bilous 809–10; Deputy Speaker 334; Loyola 334; Speaker, The 112, 151, 604, 810, 896, 1055, 2542, 2625
Parliamentary language, points of order See Points of order (current session)
Parliamentary language, remarks withdrawn ... Bilous 810; Schmidt 2453
Parliamentary language, Speaker’s rulings See Speaker’s rulings
Quoting documents ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 183
Reading from documents ... Deputy Chair 2823
Reading from documents, chair’s statement ... Deputy Chair 2830
Reflections on nonmembers ... Speaker, The 360
Relevance of debate ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 557, 791; Bilous 1580; Chair 217, 1009, 1044; Dang 1559; Deputy Chair 1039, 1315, 1473, 1533, 1559, 1574, 1580; Deputy Speaker 165, 546; Eggen 1473; McIver 1559; Nixon, Jason 165, 1473, 1580; Orr 165; Speaker, The 232, 539, 968, 1005
Relevance of debate, points of order ... Acting Chair (Hanson) 1442, 1508; Acting Chair (van Dijken) 1543, 1558; Bilous 1072; Chair 1012, 1026; Dang 1557; Deputy Chair 1475, 1485–86, 1560–61; Eggen 1012, 1557–58; Ellis 1485–86, 1557; Loewen 1557, 1560; McIver 1442, 1557, 1561; Nixon, Jason 1012, 1026, 1072, 1475, 1543; Phillips 1442; Schmidt 1561; Schow 1339, 1508; Speaker, The 1072, 1339; Sweet 1026, 1508, 1543
Relevance of debate, points of order, clarification ... Deputy Chair 1475, 1560; Loewen 1560; Nixon, Jason 1475
Relevance of debate, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 503, 516, 891, 1141–42
Repetition ... Acting Chair (Hanson) 1617
Repetition, chair’s rulings ... Deputy Chair 1479
Repetition, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 891
Parliamentary debate (continued)
Use of epithets ... Speaker, The 523
Use of epithets, points of order ... Bilous 759, 809, 903–4; Ellis 1089; Irwin 759; McIver 759; Nixon, Jason 758–59, 809, 903; Panda 904; Speaker, The 759, 799, 809, 904, 1089; Sweet 1089
Parliamentary debate procedure
See Legislative procedure
Parliamentary democracy
Members’ statements ... Rosin 2479
Westminster system ... Williams 380–81
Parliamentary secretary responsible for Alberta’s Francophone
Appointment of the Member for Fort McMurray-Lac La Biche ... Goodridge 1103–4; Kenney 1101–2
Patients
Interfacility transfers in nonemergency vehicles ... Shandro 2009; Sjogardson, R.J. 2009
PATs
See Student testing (elementary and secondary students): Provincial achievement tests (PATs)
Paul, Lawrence
See Gutta Muzik
Paul band
Partnership with Good Energy Corp., members’ statements ... Turton 2652
Paul First Nation
General remarks ... Getson 1668–69; Turton 1663–64, 1669
Renewable/alternative energy industry ... Phillips 1664, 1666
Schools See Mother Earth’s Children charter school, Warburg
Payday loans
See Debts, private: Short-term loans
PCL Construction Inc.
Nauticol project See Nauticol Energy Ltd.: Grande Prairie methanol plant project
PDD program
See Persons with developmental disabilities program
PDP
See Petrochemicals diversification program
Peace River (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Schow 381–82; Williams 381–82
Overview ... Williams 380
School funding See Classroom improvement fund: Funding for Peace River and Grande Prairie-Wapiti area schools
Peace River Bible Institute
Finance ministry’s connection to See Ministry of Treasury Board and Finance: Minister’s connection to Peace River Bible Institute
Pediatric psychiatric care
See Child mental health services
Peerless Lake school (Kee Tas Kee Now Tribal Council education authority)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925
Pembina Hills regional school division
Capital grant, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Penhold Crossing secondary school
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 772
Penhorwood condominiums, Fort McMurray
Building condemnation ... Madu 200, 1902; Schweitzer 200–201; Yao 200, 1902

Performing arts centres
New Lethbridge centre, funding for ... Phillips 703–4

Personal Income Tax Amendment Act, 2019
See Alberta Personal Income Tax Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 10)

Personal Information Protection Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Persons Day
Members’ statements ... Allard 1840
Speaker’s statement ... Deputy Speaker 1839

Persons with Developmental Disabilities Foundation Act
Repeal, laws and legislation See Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)

Persons with developmental disabilities program
Eligibility criteria ... Amery 1287; Nixon, Jason 775–76; Renaud 775–76; Sawhney 1287
Employment services and supports ... Renaud 908; Toews 908
Family-managed supports ... Renaud 907; Toews 907
Funding ... Aheer 212; Ceci 211–12; Ganley 351; Renaud 230–51, 2395–96
Funding from interim supply ... Renaud 907; Toews 907
Funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 727
Internal review ... Renaud 2396, 2424
Review ... Renaud 274–75, 907–8, 1172, 1285; Sawhney 275, 1172, 1285; Toews 907–8
Services on reserves ... Renaud 907; Toews 907–8
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Renaud 775–76; Toews 775–76
Wait-list ... Renaud 2658; Sawhney 2658

Persons with disabilities
Access barrier removal, federal policies ... Renaud 2702
Access barrier removal initiatives ... Allard 269;
Sawhney 269
Community support workers ... Nielsen 1589; Renaud 1589–90
Discretionary trusts (Henson trusts) ... Ceci 2733–34;
Pancholi 2709–10
Discretionary trusts (Henson trusts), repeal of related sections of AISH Act ... Renaud 2469–70, 2545, 2703–4; Sawhney 2469–70, 2545
Discretionary trusts (Henson trusts), repeal of related sections of AISH Act, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)
Employment ... Allard 269–70; Sawhney 269–70
Employment supports ... Sawhney 1972; Yaseen 1972
Income exemptions ... Sabir 2706
LGBTQ2S-plus students See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons: Support for students with disabilities
Programs and services ... Allard 269; Amery 1287;
Sawhney 269, 1287, 1971–72; Yaseen 1971–72
Programs and services, funding for ... Toews 2013
Programs and services, funding from supplementary supply ... Renaud 776; Toews 776
Programs and services, members’ statements ... Nixon, Jeremy 2076–77
Specialized community supports ... Renaud 907; Toews 907

Persons with disabilities (continued)
Support workers ... Renaud 1588–89
Workforce participation ... Carson 570; Nally 388;
Notley 579; Phillips 1323–24

Persons with Disabilities, International Day of
See International Day of Persons with Disabilities

Petersen, Holger
Members’ statements ... Shepherd 2383

Petitions presented to the Legislative Assembly (current session)
Note: Petitions that do not meet all criteria can be tabled as documents. These are listed on the Legislative Assembly of Alberta website (http://www.assembly.ab.ca) under Assembly Documents and Records.
Early learning and child care centres ... Pancholi 1782, 2798
Sale of live mammals, birds, reptiles, or amphibians ... Pancholi 2724

Petrochemical diversification program
Funding ... Sabir 2005; Savage 2005
General remarks ... Bilous 2699; Ceci 1355; Notley 740–41, 1420
Program status ... Bilous 2414; Ceci 1305; Phillips 1305
Round 2 ... Nally 2081; Walker 2081

Petrochemicals feedstock infrastructure program
Program status ... Kenney 1305; Phillips 1305
Program termination ... Gray 2016; Nally 1977; Nixon, Jeremy 1977; Sabir 2005; Savage 2005

Petrochemicals industry
Industry development ... Nally 1977; Nixon, Jeremy 1976–77

Petroleum industry
See Energy industries; Gas industry; Oil sands development

Petroleum prices
See Gas prices; Oil prices

Petty Trespass Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Trespass Statutes (Protecting Law-abiding Property Owners) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 27)

PFIP
See Petrochemicals feedstock infrastructure program

Phair, Michael
General remarks ... Ceci 1497

Pharmaceuticals
See Drugs, prescription

Pharmacists
See Health sciences personnel

Pharmacy and Drug Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Pharmacy and Drug (Pharmaceutical Equipment Control) Amendment Act, 2016 (Bill 205, 2016)
General remarks ... Ellis 1883

Philippine Heritage Month (Alberta)
[See also Filipino Heritage Month (Canada)]
Members’ statements ... Hoffman 747

Philippines Independence Day
Members’ statements ... Hoffman 747
Physiotherapists
See Health sciences personnel

Pilott construction (continued)
Enbridge line 3 replacement project ... Kenney 357; Long 2795; Notley 357; Savage 2795
Enbridge Northern Gateway project cancellation ... Kenney 20
Genesee gas pipeline construction contracts, members’ statements ... Smith 1969
Members’ statements ... Loewen 2009–10
Opposition, British Columbia ... Eggen 1853; Sweet 1851–52
Opposition, provincial response ... Rutherford 822; Savage 822
Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project ... Bilous 2401; Guthrie 1841; Horner 300; Kenney 20–21, 1911; Long 2795; Lovely 2502; Savage 300, 2795
Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project, aboriginal community equity proposed ... Glasgo 1681; Williams 1681
Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project, aboriginal community support for ... Rutherford 822–23; Savage 823
Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project, members’ statements ... Guthrie 1224
TransCanada Energy East project cancellation ... Kenney 20
TransCanada Keystone XL project ... Kenney 20

Pipelines (oil and gas)
Orders to cease transporting, laws and legislation See Preserving Canada’s Economic Prosperity Act
TransCanada Nova gas transmission line (NGTL) storage ... Barnes 1794; Nally 1794

Pism Contracting Ltd.
General remarks ... van Dijken 1683

Playgrounds at schools
See School construction: Playground construction

Pleasant View Lodge, Spirit River
Funding ... Loewen 118; Pon 118

Plumbing fixtures
Lead fixtures ... Nixon, Jason 2187; Schmidt 2187

Poems
[See also Spoken-word pieces]
30th Legislature, First Session, accomplishments (Night before Christmas) ... Loewen 2787
Budget 2019 ... Loewen 2113–14
Election day ... Rosin 1863
Member’s own poetry ... Glamish 407
Old Alberta Farmer by Davie Barnes ... Dach 1748
The Ladder of St. Augustine (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow) ... Glamish 407

Points of clarification (current session)
Second reading, points of order on debate ... Dang 553; Deputy Speaker 553; Feehan 553
Imputing motives (use of word “bullying”) ... Savage 1291; Speaker, The 1291–92
Questions on internal party matters ... Speaker, The 1090; Sweet 1089–90
Relevance of debate ... Chair 1009; Nixon, Jason 1009; Sweet 1009
Speaking rotation ... Chair 1009; Nixon, Jason 1009; Sweet 1009
Standing Order 13(2) ... Nixon, Jason 429
Standing orders interpretation ... Bilous 678; Speaker, The 678
Supplementary supply estimates debate procedure ... Chair 728; Nixon, Jason 728; Sweet 728
Points of order (procedure)
Points of order ... Bilous 429–30; Nixon, Jason 430; Speaker, The 430
Question-and-comment period ... Dang 507; Speaker, The 507
Time taken not included in debate time during time allocation ... Bilous 1067; Loyola 1067; Speaker, The 1067

Points of order (current session)
Accusations against a member or members ... Bilous 1156; Speaker, The 1156
Accusations against a member or members, remarks withdrawn ... Bilous 1156; Nixon, Jason 1156; Speaker, The 1156
Addressing questions through the chair ... Bilous 429–30; Nixon, Jason 430; Speaker, The 430
Addressing the chair ... McIver 1051; Nixon, Jason 1978; Speaker, The 1051, 1978, 2001

Allegations against a member or members ... Acting Chair (van Dijken) 1558; Acting Speaker (Milliken) 2173; Bilous 904, 1654–55; Dang 1557; Deputy Chair 2744; Deputy Speaker 386–69; Eggen 1557–58, 2676; Ellis 1557; Ganley 2343; Hunter 369; Loewen 368, 1557; McIver 1557, 2123; Nixon, Jason 120, 904, 2173, 2342–43; Schmidt 368, 2741; Schow 2676; Speaker, The 904, 2343, 2676; Sweet 2173

Allegations against a member or members, remarks withdrawn ... Bilous 120, 2123; Hoffman 2475; Kenney 1655; Speaker, The 120, 1655, 2475

Behaviour of guests in the gallery ... Bilous 2420; Schow 2420; Speaker, The 2420
Brevity ... Dang 1024; Deputy Chair 1024; Schow 1024

Decorum ... Deputy Chair 1472, 1528; Hoffman 1472; Sweet 1528
Epithets ... Bilous 759, 809, 903–4; Ellis 1089; Irwin 759; McIver 759; Nixon, Jason 758–59, 809, 903; Panda 904; Speaker, The 759, 799, 809, 904, 1089; Sweet 1089
Explanation of Speaker’s ruling (relevance) ... Dang 553; Deputy Speaker 553; Feehan 553
Factual accuracy ... Bilous 677, 2474; Nixon, Jason 677–78; Speaker, The 677–78, 2474–75
Factual accuracy, remarks withdrawn ... Nixon, Jason 2475; Speaker, The 2475
False allegations ... Aheer 1625–26; Bilous 810, 1625, 2550–51; Chair 1626; Nixon, Jason 810, 2551; Speaker, The 810, 2551
Freedom of speech ... Bilous 1034–35; Chair 1034–35

Gestures ... Bilous 120, 430; Hanson 120; Nixon, Jason 120, 430; Speaker, The 120–21, 430
Improper questions ... Bilous 2619; Nixon, Jason 2619; Speaker, The 2619

Imputing false motives ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 2096; Feehan 2096; McIver 2096

Imputing false motives, remarks withdrawn ... Feehan 2096

Imputing falsehoods against a member or members ... Acting Speaker (Sweet) 966–67; Bilous 966; Dang 966; Deputy Chair 1476; Ellis 966; Hoffman 1476; Nixon, Jason 966, 1475–76

Imputing motives ... Acting Chair (Hanson) 1615–16; Acting Speaker (Milliken) 162, 572, 2555, 2561; Aheer 1625–26; Bilous 260, 757, 764, 983, 1220, 1625, 1875, 2710; Chair 1626, 2710; Dach 1220; Dang 572, 1558; Deputy Chair 1220, 1475, 1558, 2741; Deputy Speaker 2165, 2641;
**Points of order (current session) (continued)**

Referring to a member or members in debate ... *Acting Chair (Hanson)* 1615; *Bilous* 1614; *Nixon, Jason* 1614–15

Referring to employees of the Legislature ... *Deputy Speaker* 546; *Ellis* 546; *Ganey* 546; *Loewen* 546

Referring to the absence of a member or members ... *Bilous* 1113, 2264–65; *Chair* 1091; *Gray* 1091; *Nixon, Jason* 1091; *Speaker, The* 1113, 2265

Referring to the absence of a member or members, remarks withdrawn ... *Nixon, Jason* 1113; *Savage* 2265; *Schow* 2452; *Speaker, The* 2265, 2452

Reflections on a decision of the Assembly ... *Nixon, Jason* 1289–90; *Speaker, The* 1290; *Sweet* 1290

Relevance ... *Acting Chair (Hanson)* 1442, 1508; *Acting Chair (van Dijken)* 1543, 1558; *Bilous* 1072, 1640; *Chair* 1012, 1026, 2435, 2515; *Dang* 1557; *Deputy Chair* 1473, 1475, 1485–86, 1560–61, 2738–39; *Ellis* 1485–86, 1557, 2435, 2514; *Ganey* 2737–38; *Hanson* 2739; *Irwin* 2435; *Loewen* 1557, 1560; *McLver* 1442, 1557, 1561; *Nixon, Jason* 1012, 1026, 1072, 1473, 1475, 1543, 1640; *Phillips* 1442, 1561; *Schow* 1339, 1508; *Speaker, The* 1072, 1339, 1640; *Sweet* 1026, 1508, 1543

Relevance, clarification ... *Deputy Chair* 1475, 1560; *Loewen* 1560; *Nixon, Jason* 1475

Remarks off the record ... *Bilous* 904; *Nixon, Jason* 904–5; *Shepherd* 905; *Speaker, The* 905

Repetition ... *Bilous* 1640; *Nixon, Jason* 1640; *Speaker, The* 1640

Restrictions on oral questions ... *Bilous* 431; *Nixon, Jason* 431; *Speaker, The* 431–32

Speaking time ... *Bilous* 1067; *Loyola* 1067; *Speaker, The* 1067

Use of electronic devices in the Chamber (taking decibel readings) ... *Getson* 1050–51

**Points of privilege**

*See Privilege (current session)*

**Police**

Cost increases ... *Ganey* 2204

Forensic test costs ... *Kenney* 2078; *Notley* 2078, 2130; *Schweitzer* 2130

Funding ... *Dang* 2107; *Ellen* 2102; *Nielsen* 2103; *Speech from the Throne* 7

Funding, 2019-2020 ... *Ceci* 2202

High-risk and repeat offender units ... *Schweitzer* 429; *Sigurdson, R.J.* 429

Provincial force proposed ... *Reid* 1368; *Schweitzer* 1368

**Police, Royal Canadian Mounted**

*See Royal Canadian Mounted Police*

**Police Act**

Amendments, laws and legislation *See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)*

**Police Service, Edmonton**

Officers killed on duty *See Faraone, Constable Ezio (Edmonton police officer killed on duty); Woodall, Constable Daniel (Edmonton police officer killed on duty)*

**Policies of government**

*See Government policies*

**Policy committees, legislative**

*See Legislative policy committees*

**Political action committees**

*See Political advertising by third parties (corporations, unions, advocacy groups, etc.)*

**Political advertising by third parties (corporations, unions, advocacy groups, etc.)**

General remarks ... *Ganey* 2284

Laws and legislation *See Election Recall Act (Bill 204)*

Motor Dealers’ Association of Alberta funding ... *Carson* 270; *Kenney* 269; *McLver* 270; *Notley* 269

**Political demonstrations**

NDP participation ... *Neudorf* 2664

Student participation during school hours ... *Irwin* 33, 711; *LaGrange* 33

**Political discourse**

General remarks ... *Armstrong-Homeniak* 394–95; *Ganey* 2501

Members’ statements ... *Glasgo* 2111–12; *Sigurdson, L.* 816

**Political participation**

Members’ statements ... *Pancholi* 2653

**Political parties**

Mergers, laws and legislation *See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)*

**Ponoka Stampede**

Members’ statements ... *Orr* 816

**Pooled Registered Pension Plans Act**

Included in list of statutes to be repealed (Sessional Paper 64/2019) but not to be repealed (Government Motion 42; carried) ... *Nixon, Jason* 2646; *Schweitzer* 2646–47

**Poor families**

*See Children and poverty*

**Pork**

Ban on exports to China ... *Dach* 1228; *Dreeshen* 1228

Export market development, Asia ... *Fir* 902; *Rosin* 902

Export to China ... *Dreeshen* 1232; *Hornor* 1232

**Post-secondary Learning Act**

Amendments, laws and legislation *See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21); Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)*

**Post-traumatic Stress Disorder Awareness Day**

Members’ statements ... *Goehring* 1223; *Yao* 1280

**Postsecondary education ministry**

*See Ministry of Advanced Education*

**Postsecondary educational institution finance**

Budget 2019-2020 ... *Ellen* 913–14; *Toews* 913–14

Budget implementation plans ... *Ellen* 2115; *Nicolaiades* 2116

Capital funding from interim supply ... *Ellen* 913; *Toews* 913

Capital maintenance and renewal program suspension ... *Ellen* 2115, 2133, 2378, 2402

Funding ... *Bilous* 1971; *Gray* 2016; *Kenney* 1971, 2019; *Nicolaiades* 1865; *Nixon, Jason* 1866; *Notley* 452, 1865–66, 2019; *Phillips* 1323; *Schmidt* 1325–26, 1348, 1583, 2205–7, 2708; *Toews* 1866, 2176

Funding, 2019-2020 [See also Ministry of Advanced Education: Main estimates 2019–2020; *Ellen* 2115–16, 2132–33, 2277–78, 2378–79; *Nicolaiades* 2115–16, 2133, 2278; *Shepherd* 2228–29]

Funding, 2019-2020, members’ statements ... *Ellen* 2129

Funding from interim supply ... *Phillips* 914; *Toews* 914

**Postsecondary education ministry**

*See Ministry of Advanced Education*

**Postsecondary educational institution finance**

Budget 2019-2020 ... *Ellen* 913–14; *Toews* 913–14

Budget implementation plans ... *Ellen* 2115; *Nicolaiades* 2116

Capital funding from interim supply ... *Ellen* 913; *Toews* 913

Capital maintenance and renewal program suspension ... *Ellen* 2115, 2133, 2378, 2402

Funding ... *Bilous* 1971; *Gray* 2016; *Kenney* 1971, 2019; *Nicolaiades* 1865; *Nixon, Jason* 1866; *Notley* 452, 1865–66, 2019; *Phillips* 1323; *Schmidt* 1325–26, 1348, 1583, 2205–7, 2708; *Toews* 1866, 2176

Funding, 2019-2020 [See also Ministry of Advanced Education: Main estimates 2019–2020; *Ellen* 2115–16, 2132–33, 2277–78, 2378–79; *Nicolaiades* 2115–16, 2133, 2278; *Shepherd* 2228–29]

Funding, 2019-2020, members’ statements ... *Ellen* 2129

Funding from interim supply ... *Phillips* 914; *Toews* 914
Postsecondary educational institution finance
(continued)
Funding model ... Loewen 2116; Neudorf 2486; Nicolaides 2116, 2121, 2486; Rutherford 2121; Toews 2013
Members’ statements ... Eggen 356, 1865, 2272
Revenue sources ... Neudorf 2487; Nicolaides 2121, 2487; Rutherford 2121
Postsecondary educational institutions
[See also Alberta College of Art and Design; Athabasca University; Bow Valley College Faculty Association; Faculty Association of the University of Calgary; Keyano College Faculty Association; Lakeland College; Lethbridge College; NorQuest College; Northern Alberta Institute of Technology; Northern Lakes College; Olds College; Red Deer College; Southern Alberta Institute of Technology Academic Faculty Association; University of Alberta; University of Lethbridge]
2019 spring convocation, members’ statements ... Eggen 668
Advanced Education minister’s consultation ... Toews 2013
Board of governor appointments ... Eggen 1845; Nicolaides 1845
Free speech policies ... Eggen 117, 1110, 1845; Nicolaides 117, 1110, 1845; Shepherd 863–64
Independent institutions See St. Mary’s University Programs offer ... Toews 2013
Technology program spa ... Bilous 1698
Technology program spaces ... Eggen 913; Kenney 1305; Phillips 1305; Schmidt 2516; Toews 913–14
University of Chicago statement on freedom of speech implementation ... Jones 2271
Worker contract negotiations See Public service: Contract negotiations, postsecondary workers
Postsecondary educational institutions admissions (enrolment)
Female students in STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) disciplines, members’ statements ... Allard 1644
Laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20): Section 24
Rural students ... Schmidt 2376–77
Postsecondary Learning Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)
Poverty
Reduction strategies ... Renaud 2181, 2507
Poverty and children See Children and poverty
Power, coal-produced
See Electric power plants: Coal-fired facilities
Power, electrical
See Electric power
Power plants, electric
See Electric power plants
Practical nurses
See Nurses
Premier’s Office
See Office of the Premier
Premiums, medicare
See Alberta health care insurance plan premiums
Prescription drugs
See Drugs, prescription
Presenting Petitions (order of business)
See Petitions presented to the Legislative Assembly (current session)
Preserving Canada’s Economic Prosperity Act
Proclamation ... Speech from the Throne 6
Press releases
See Government communications
Preventive social service program
See Family and community support services
Pride Fest, Lethbridge
See Lethbridge Pride Fest
Pride Month
General remarks ... Irwin 710
Members’ statements ... Turton 602
Pride Shabbat dinner
See Edmonton Pride Shabbat dinner
Primary schools
See Schools
Primco Dene Group of Companies
General remarks ... Hanson 1711, 1763–64
Printing, standing committee on
See Committee on Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing, Standing
Prisoners
Reduction in number with very short sentences ... Ganley 728–29
Privacy Act
See Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP Act)
Privacy Commissioner
See Information and Privacy Commissioner’s office
Privacy Commissioner’s office
See Information and Privacy Commissioner’s office
Privacy services (government ministry)
See Ministry of Service Alberta
Private Bills, Standing Committee on
See Committee on Private Bills, Standing; Committee on Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills, Standing
Private members’ business (Legislative Assembly)
Scheduling See Government business (Legislative Assembly): Consideration in the afternoon of May 27, 2019
Private schools
Bill 8 application to ... Ceci 722
GSAs See Gay-straight alliances in schools: Private schools
Private-sector organizations
See Corporations; Nonprofit organizations
Private-sector organizations, small
See Small business
Privilege (current session)
Misleading the House (Mr. Jason Nixon’s remarks in OQP on June 20, page 1080 of Hansard) (no prima facie case of privilege found) ... Bilous 1113–15; Nixon, Jason 1115; Speaker, The 1115, 1174
Obstructing a member in performance of duty (Premier’s remarks on Bill 1 coming-into-force date) ... Bilous 34–35; Nixon, Jason 35–36; Speaker, The 36, 59–60
Threatening a member (Member for Edmonton Whitemud’s remarks on June 27, page 1283) ... Ellis 1312; Speaker, The 1313; Sweet 1312–13
Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing, Standing Committee on
See Committee on Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing, Standing
Provisions
Recognition of international qualifications, laws and legislation See Fair Registration Practices Act (Bill 11)
Regulated professions ... Sigurdson, L. 641–42
Regulated professions, laws and legislation ... Copping 385–86; Speech from the Throne 6
Project Reconciliation
Input on Bill 14 ... Hunter 1695; van Dijken 1683
Property rights
Landowner rights See Freehold lands
Members’ statements ... Barnes 2183
Property Rights Advocate’s office
Annual report 2017, Alberta’s Economic Future
Committee report presented to the Assembly ... van Dijken 1654
Annual report 2017 referral to Alberta’s Economic Future Committee (Government Motion 27: carried) ...
... Nixon, Jason 1374
Property rights of landowners
See Freehold lands
Property tax
Gas producer relief program See Shallow gas tax relief program
Industrial tax (machinery and equipment), incentive programs, laws and legislation See Municipal Government (Machinery and Equipment Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 29)
Municipal incentive programs, laws and legislation See Municipal Government (Property Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 7)
Nonresidential rates in Calgary ... Madu 2393; Miliken 2393
Rates, Calgary ... Ceci 2718–19; Madu 2719
Protecting Choice for Women Accessing Health Care Act
UCP members’ voting record ... Aheer 806; Goehring 806
Protection Against Family Violence Act
General remarks ... Loewen 1824
Protection for Persons in Care Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Protection of Privacy Act
See Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP Act)
Protection of Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act (Bill 201)
First reading ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 277
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills Committee final report with recommendation that bill proceed (concurred in) ... Ellis 799; Speaker, The 799
Protection of Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act (Bill 201) (continued)
Second reading ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 825–26, 838, 1123; Deol 837–38; Feehan 830–31, 1123; Ganley 832–33, 1123; Glasgow 829–30, 1122–23; Goehring 837; Irwin 835–36; Lovely 826; Nielsen 1123–24; Renaud 833–34; Rowsell 831; Sabir 834–35; Shepherd 826–27; Sigurdson, L. 831–32; Smith 828–29
Committee, amendment A1 (board development of policies, risk reduction plans) (Glasgow: carried) ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1123; Feehan 1123; Ganley 1123; Glasgow 1122–23
Third reading ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1124–25; Nielsen 1125
Royal Assent ... 28 June 2019 (outside of House sitting) Comparison with other jurisdictions’ legislation ...
Armstrong-Homeniuk 825, 828; Ganley 832–33; Irwin 835; Lovely 826; Sabir 835; Sigurdson, L. 832; Smith 828–29
Implementation ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1125; Ganley 833; Goehring 837; Irwin 835–36; Sabir 835
Implementation cost ... Ganley 832–33; Goehring 837; Irwin 836; Sabir 835; Shepherd 827; Sigurdson, L. 831–32
Preamble ... Sabir 834–35
Private members’ public bills committee debate ...
Glasgo 1123; Nielsen 1124–25
Stakeholder consultation ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 825; Deol 838; Irwin 836; Sabir 835; Shepherd 827; Sigurdson, L. 832; Smith 828
Provincial achievement tests (PATs)
See Student testing (elementary and secondary students): Provincial achievement tests (PATs)
Provincial Court Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Justice Statutes Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 23)
Provincial credit ratings
See Debts, public (provincial debt): Provincial credit rating
Provincial debt
See Debts, public (provincial debt)
Provincial elections
See Elections, provincial
Provincial income tax
See Corporate taxation, provincial
Provincial Offences Procedure Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21); Trespass Statutes (Protecting Law-abiding Property Owners) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 27)
Amendments proposed ... Dreeshen 1973; Schow 1973
Provincial parks
See Kitaskino Nuwenëné wildland provincial park
Provincial secretary
Message from the Lieutenant Governor ... Schweitzer 1
Provincial trade agreement of western provinces
See New West Partnership trade agreement (Alberta-British Columbia-Saskatchewan-Manitoba)
PSI
See Postsecondary educational institutions
Psychiatric services
See Mental health services
Psychiatric services for children
See Child mental health services
Public Accounts, Standing Committee on
  See Committee on Public Accounts, Standing
Public debt
  See Debts, public (provincial debt)
Public discourse
  Members’ statements ... Glasgo 2111–12
Public education curriculum
  See Educational curricula
Public education finance
  See Education finance; Postsecondary educational institution finance
Public education ministry
  See Ministry of Education
Public galleries (Legislative Assembly)
  Guests’ behaviour, Chair’s ruling ... Deputy Chair 1023
Public guardian and trustee’s office
  Legal services, funding from interim supply ... Ganley 922
Public housing
  See Affordable housing
Public Inquiries Act
  Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Public inquiry into anti-Alberta energy campaigns
  Commissioner appointment ... Sabir 2331, 2403, 2565; Schweitzer 2331; Sweet 2330–31
  Commissioner’s sole-source legal contract award ... Kenney 2274; Notley 2274; Schweitzer 2331; Sweet 2331
  Legal challenge by Ecojustice ... Savage 2472; Sigurdson, R.J. 2472
Public Interest Commissioner’s office
  Interim supply estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 928
  Main estimates 2019-2020 vote ... Chair 2339; Milliken 2340
  Main estimates 2019-2020 vote, Committee of Supply report concurrence in, division ... 2340
Public Interest Disclosure (Whistleblower Protection) Act
  Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Public lands
  Aboriginal consultation on sale See Aboriginal consultation: Sale of public land
  Lease lengths ... Fir 1311; Smith 1311
  Management ... Kenney 194; Notley 194
  Recreational use, legislation planned for 2020 ... Speech from the Throne 7
Public Lands Act
  Amendments, laws and legislation See Public Lands Modernization (Grazing Leases and Obsolete Provisions) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 16)
Public lands ministry
  See Ministry of Environment and Parks
Public Lands Modernization (Grazing Leases and Obsolete Provisions) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 16)
  First reading ... Nixon, Jason 1782
  Second reading ... Allard 1814–15; Dach 1811–12; Loewen 1815–17; Nixon, Jason 1810–11; Schow 1812–14; Smith 1817; Williams 1813
  Committee ... Chair 1817
  Third reading ... Dach 1911–12; Loewen 1912–13; Neudorf 1914–15; Nixon, Jason 1911; Smith 1913–14; van Dijken 1915
  Royal Assent ... Lieutenant Governor 2087
  Disposition transfer provisions ... Allard 1815; Loewen 1815, 1913; Nixon, Jason 1911; Schow 1815
  Stakeholder consultation ... Allard 1814
  Two-zone grazing system provisions ... Allard 1815; Loewen 1815–16, 1912; Neudorf 1914–15; Nixon, Jason 1811; Schow 1813; Smith 1914
Public lands used for grazing
  See Grazing lands, public
Public safety
  [See also Crime prevention; Ramadan (Muslim observance): Public safety during]
  Funding ... Ganley 922; Schweitzer 922
Public Sector Compensation Transparency Act
  Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
  Referral to Resource Stewardship Committee (Government Motion 25: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1333
  Resource Stewardship Committee report presented to the Assembly ... Hanson 2122
Public Sector Employees Act
  Amendments, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)
Public Sector Services Continuation Act (Bill 45, 2013)
  Demonstrations at the Legislature ... Ceci 935; Gray 959; Irwin 939–40; Sweet 956
  General remarks ... Irwin 939; Sabir 951; Sweet 955
Public Sector Services Continuation Repeal Act (Bill 24, 2014)
  General remarks ... Ceci 935–36; Sabir 951; Sweet 956
Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)
  First reading ... Toews 808
  First reading, division ... 808
  Second reading ... Bilous 961–64; Carson 933–35; Ceci 935–36, 959; Dach 943–45; Dang 951, 959–62; Deol 953–55; Eggen 877–80, 885; Ellis 968–70; Feehan 952–53; Ganley 945–47; Goehring 886–88, 968; Gray 874–76, 957–59; Hoffman 878–79, 882–85, 887–88; Irwin 939–41; Loyola 934, 936, 938, 940–41, 945, 947–49; Madu 953; McIver 959; Nielsen 879–80; Nixon, Jason 876, 949, 956–57, 969–70; Orr 964–65; Pancihi 888–89; Phillips 936–39, 943; Renaud 890–91; Sabir 950–51; Schmidt 965–68; Shepherd 876–77, 880–82; Sigurdson, L. 941–43; Smith 964; Sweet 955–56; Toews 874
  Second reading, motions to adjourn debate, divisions ... 884–85, 887
  Second reading, relevance of debate ... Speaker, The 968
Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)
(continued)
Second reading, motion on previous question pursuant to Standing Order 49(2) (Nixon: carried) ... Bilous 961–64; Carson 933–35; Ceci 935–36, 954; Dach 943–45; Dang 951, 959–62; Deol 953–55; Eggen 877–80, 885; Ellis 968–70; Feehan 952–53; Ganley 945–47; Goehring 886–88, 968; Gray 957–59; Hoffman 878–79, 882–85, 887–88; Irwin 939-41; Loyola 934–43, 936, 940–41, 945, 947–49; Madu 953; McIver 959; Nielsen 879–80; Nixon, Jason 876–96, 946–57, 969–70; O'Brien 964–65; Pancholi 888–89; Philips 936–39, 943; Renaud 890–91; Sabir 950–51; Schmidt 965–68; Shepherd 876–77, 880–82; Sigurdson, L. 941–43; Smith 964; Sweet 955–56
Second reading, motion on previous question pursuant to Standing Order 49(2) (Nixon: carried), division ... 970
Second reading, points of order on debate ... Acting Speaker (Sweet) 966–67; Bilous 963, 966; Dang 884, 966; Ellis 966; Nixon, Jason 963, 966; Speaker, The 884, 963
Second reading, Speaker’s rulings on debate ... Speaker, The 885, 891
Second reading, division ... 970–71
Committee ... Bilous 971, 1018, 1045; Carson 1034–35; Ceci 1040–41; Dach 1043–45; Dang 1020–25; Deol 1045; Eggan 1030–31; Ganley 1015–17; Gray 1010–12, 1018–19; Hoffman 1006–9, 1018–19; Horner 1023, 1025–26; Nielsen 1019–20; Nixon, Jason 1004–6, 1009–10, 1012, 1018–19, 1035–36; Pancholi 1013–15; Renaud 1026–28; Sabir 1039–40; Schow 1028–30; Schweitzer 1037–38; Shepherd 1036–39; Sigurdson, L. 1041–43; Sweet 1031–34; Toews 1017–18, 1033
Committee, amendment A1 (section 5(c), regulations, ministerial powers, struck out) (Gray/Bilous: defeated) ... Bilous 1018; Dang 1020–25; Eggan 1030–31; Gray 1018–19; Hoffman 1018–19; Horner 1023, 1025–26; Nielsen 1019–20; Nixon, Jason 1018–19; Renaud 1026–28; Schow 1028–30
Committee, amendment A2 (shortening of arbitration delay time) (Sweet: defeated) ... Bilous 1045; Carson 1034–35; Ceci 1040–41; Dach 1043–45; Deol 1045; Nixon, Jason 1035–36; Sabir 1039–40; Schweitzer 1037–38; Shepherd 1036–39; Sigurdson, L. 1041–43; Sweet 1031–34; Toews 1033
Committee, amendment A2 (shortening of arbitration delay time) (Sweet: defeated), relevance of debate ... Deputy Chair 1039
Committee, chair’s rulings on debate ... Deputy Chair 1023
Committee, time allocation (Government Motion 23: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 1003; Sweet 1003–4
Committee, time allocation (Government Motion 23: carried), division ... 1004
Committee, points of clarification on debate ... Chair 1009; Nixon, Jason 1009; Sweet 1009
Committee, points of order on debate ... Bilous 1034–35; Chair 1007, 1012–13, 1026–27, 1034–35; Dang 1024; Deputy Chair 1024; Eggan 1012–13; Nixon, Jason 1007, 1012–13, 1026–27; Schow 1024; Sweet 1007, 1026
Committee, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Hoffman 1007; Renaud 1027
Committee, Speaker’s rulings on debate ... Speaker, The 1051
Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)
(continued)
Committee, Speaker’s rulings on debate, remarks withdrawn ... McIver 1051
Committee, clauses agreed to, division ... 1045–46
Third reading ... Bilous 1046–48; Carson 1064–66; Dach 1055, 1066–68; Dang 1050, 1057–60, 1068–71; Hunter 1074; Irwin 1055–57; Jones 1067–68; Kenney 1074–75; Loyola 1065, 1068; McIver 1053; Nixon, Jason 1048–50; Nixon, Jeremy 1060, 1072–73; Phillips 1051–54; Sabir 1054–55; Shepherd 1071, 1073–74; Sigurdson, L. 1062–63; Toews 1046, 1063–64
Third reading, motion to recommit bill to Committee of the Whole to reconsider sections 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5(a) and (c) (recommittal amendment REC1) (Dach: defeated) ... Dach 1066–68; Dang 1068–71; Hunter 1074; Jones 1068; Kenney 1074–75; Loyola 1068; Nixon, Jeremy 1072–73; Shepherd 1071, 1073–74
Third reading, motion to recommit bill to Committee of the Whole to reconsider sections 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5(a) and (c) (recommittal amendment REC1) (Dach: defeated), division ... 1075–76
Third reading, time allocation (Government Motion 24: carried) ... Bilous 1061; Nixon, Jason 1060–61
Third reading, time allocation (Government Motion 24: carried), division ... 1062
Third reading, points of order on debate ... Acting Speaker (Hanson) 1070; Bilous 1067, 1072; Dang 1051, 1070; Getson 1051; Loyola 1067; McIver 1051; Nixon, Jason 1070, 1072; Speaker, The 1051, 1067, 1072
Third reading, division ... 1076
Royal Assent ... 28 June 2019 (outside of House sitting)
Comparison to other legislation ... Gray 1018; Toews 1018
Comparison with other jurisdictions’ legislation ... Gray 898–99; Toews 898–99
Demonstrations and protests ... Ceci 1425–26
General remarks ... Notley 1181; Shandro 910; Shepherd 910
Government members’ actions during debate ... Hoffman 1079–80; Nixon, Jason 1079–80; Pancholi 1163
Government members’ actions during debate, point of privilege raised (no prima facie case of privilege found) ... Bilous 1113–15; Nixon, Jason 1115; Speaker, The 1115, 1174
Government members’ use of earplugs during debate ... Dach 1043–44; Feehan 1876, 2063, 2065; Getson 2064–65; Hoffman 1080; Irwin 2065; Kenney 1104; Nixon, Jason 1080; Notley 1104; Shepherd 1877; Williams 2065
Government members’ use of earplugs during debate, members’ statements ... Dach 1103
Government members’ use of earplugs during debate, points of order on debate ... Bilous 1113; Speaker, The 1113
Government members’ use of earplugs during debate, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Nixon, Jason 1113
Legal challenges ... Kenney 1104–5; Notley 1104
Preamble ... Ceci 936; Gray 1011, 1018; Hoffman 1018–19; Kenney 1075; Sabir 950; Sweet 1032; Toews 1046
Purpose and intent ... Gray 875; Nixon, Jason 899; Phillips 899; Shepherd 877–78; Toews 1017–18
Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9) (continued)

Section 5(c), regulations, ministerial powers ... *Bilous* 962–63, 1018, 1047–48; *Carson* 934–35; *Dang* 1020–25; *Eggen* 1030–31; *Ganley* 1016; *Gray* 875–76, 1010–11, 1018–19, 1080; *Hoffman* 1018–19; *Horner* 1023, 1025–26; *Kenney* 817; *Nelsen* 1019–20; *Nixon, Jason* 1018–19, 1080; *Notley* 817; *Pancholi* 1014–15; *Renault* 1026–28; *Schow* 1028–30; *Toews* 1018, 1080

Stakeholder consultation ... *Gray* 1080; *Nixon, Jason* 1080; *Phillips* 1105; *Toews* 1105

Time for debate ... *Bilous* 961–62, 1046–47; *Dang* 951, 960–61, 1050; *Eggen* 889–80; *Ellis* 970; *Feehan* 1236; *Ganley* 1016; *Hoffman* 895–96, 975–76, 1006–8; *Kenney* 895–96, 976; *Nelsen* 880; *Nixon, Jason* 970, 1004–6, 1049–50; *Pancholi* 1163;

*Shepherd* 882

Time for debate, points of order on debate, ... *Ellis* 903

Time for debate, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... *Eggen* 903; *Speaker*, *The* 903

Time for debate, Speaker’s rulings on debate ... *Hoffman* 976; *Speaker*, *The* 976

Public security

Contract policing and police oversight, supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... *Ganley* 730; *Nixon, Jason* 730; *Schweitzer* 730

Public service

Budget 2019 impact on ... *Copping* 2006; *Gray* 2006

Compensation, comparison with other jurisdictions ... *Toews* 2012–13

Contract negotiations ... *Aheer* 801–2; *Gray* 756, 801; *Irwin* 2069; *Phillips* 801; *Shandro* 803; *Shepherd* 802–3; *Sigurdson, L.* 2109; *Toews* 756, 801–2, 2012–13

Contract negotiations, laws and legislation See *Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)*

Contract negotiations, points of order on debate ... *Bilous* 810; *Nixon, Jason* 810; *Speaker*, *The* 810

Contract negotiations, postsecondary workers ... *Eggen* 1080–81; *Goehring* 968; *Nixon, Jason* 1081;

*Schmidt* 967–68; *Toews* 1081

Contract negotiations, Supreme Court decision on good-faith bargaining See *Bhasin v. Hrynew 2014 SCC 71*

Contract negotiations, wage rollbacks proposed ... *Gray* 2258; *Shepherd* 2266–67; *Toews* 2258

Front-line workers ... *Pancholi* 389–90; *Speech from the Throne* 6

Front-line workers, funding for ... *Kenney* 2077–78; *Notley* 2077–78

Front-line workers, members’ statements ... *Neudorf* 1865; *Nelsen* 797

General remarks ... *Shepherd* 306–7

Government members’ remarks ... *Hunter* 2426–27; *Loyola* 2426; *Renaud* 2424

Hiring freeze proposed ... *Toews* 2013

Labour relations, other jurisdictions ... *Dach* 945; *Phillips* 937–38

Management-to-staff ratios ... *Toews* 2013

Size, plan to decrease ... *Toews* 2013

Wage arbitration postponement ... *Eggen* 672; *Gray* 801; *Notley* 800; *Toews* 672, 800–801

Wage arbitration postponement, laws and legislation See *Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)*

Wage rollback proposed ... *Notley* 2171; *Schmidt* 2376

Wages ... *Pitt* 2613–14; *Toews* 2613–14

Public Service Act

Amendments, laws and legislation See *Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)*

Termination provisions, laws and legislation See *Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)*

Public Service Employee Relations Act

Amendments, laws and legislation See *Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21); Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)*

Public service pension plan

See also *Public service pensions*

Part-time, non-unionized employee participation ... *Ganley* 2453–54; *Gray* 2445

Part-time, non-unionized employee participation, laws and legislation See *Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)*

Public service pensions

Governance ... *Phillips* 2134; *Toews* 2134

Investment management by AIMCo ... *Toews* 2341

Investment management by AIMCo, laws and legislation See *Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)*

Management transfer to AIMCo, laws and legislation See *Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)*

Pension board appointments, laws and legislation See *Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)*

Public Service Salary Restraint Act (Bill 46, 2013)

Demonstrations at the Legislature ... *Cect* 935; *Gray* 959; *Sweet* 956

General remarks ... *Irwin* 939; *Sabir* 951; *Sweet* 955

Public Service Week, National

See *National Public Service Week*

Public transit

GreenTRIP (green transit incentives program) ... *Dang* 126–27; *Renaud* 142

Low-income transit pass, funding for ... *Toews* 2013

Rural service pilot project ... *Loyola* 426; *McIver* 426

Public transit, Calgary

See *Calgary Transit*

Public transit, Edmonton

See *Edmonton Transit Service*

Public Transit and Green Infrastructure Project Act

See *Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20); Schedule 3*

Public transportation services

See *Transportation infrastructure*

Public transportation services ministry

See *Ministry of Transportation*

Public Trustee

See *Public guardian and trustee’s office*

Public works

See *Capital plan; Capital projects*

School construction projects See *School construction*

Public works, supply and services ministry

See *Ministry of Infrastructure*

Pupil-teacher ratio (K to 12)

See *Class size (elementary and secondary schools); Class size initiative (elementary and secondary schools)*
Purchases by government
See Government contracts

QE II highway
See Queen Elizabeth II highway

QSAs in schools
See Gay-straight alliances in schools

Quagga mussels
See Introduced organisms: Invasive aquatic species

Racism prevention strategy
See Antiracism strategy

Raging Grannies
See RAGE

Railroads
See also Canadian National Railway Company: Strike; Hoffman 1835; Kenney 357, 977–78, 1165–66; Nixon, Jason 115–16, 753–54; Notley 357, 741, 1165–66; Sabir 17, 115–16, 753–54, 900, 977, 1107, 1830; Savage 900, 1107

Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother
See Royal Family

Queer persons
See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons

Questions Period
See Oral Question Period (procedure); Oral Question Period (current session topics)

Quorum in the Assembly
Adjournment when quorum lacking See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 46.1, adjournment of the Assembly for want of quorum

Queensway
See Queen Elizabeth II highway

Ranching
See Farm and ranch safety

Rapid program
See Wildfire prevention and control: Wildland firefighter rappel crews program

RAPID force
See Rural Alberta provincial integrated defence force (RAPID) force

Ratzlaff, Raymond S. (former MLA)
See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Former MLA Raymond S. Ratzlaff

RCM
See Police; Royal Canadian Mounted Police

RDC
See Red Deer College

Reach Edmonton
General remarks ... Shepherd 584–86

Read In Week
Members’ statements ... Walker 1747–48

Reaganomics
See Supply-side economics

Real Estate Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 15)
First reading ... Glubish 1707

Real estate assurance fund
Fee increase ... Dach 2404–5

Real Estate Council of Alberta
KPMG report ... Carson 1759–60; Ceci 1785; Dach 1760–61; Glubish 1758–59
Committee ... Chair 1767
Third reading ... Ceci 1785; Ganley 1784–85; Glubish 1783–85
Royal Assent ... Lieutenant Governor 2087
Administrator appointment provisions ... Carson 1759–60; Dach 1760–61; Glubish 1759

Reclamation of land
Abandoned oil and gas wells, liability management review ... Savage 1368–69; Schmidt 1368–69
Red tape reduction (continued)

Motions to reduce See Rural development: Assembly to urge the government to identify and eliminate red tape preventing economic diversification

Other jurisdictions ... Bilous 433–34; Dang 373; Nielsen 365, 633–34

Performance measures ... Hunter 1871; Reid 1871

Provincial strategy ... Allard 1172–73; Eggen 639; Fir 2048; Hunter 272, 639, 644, 1172–73, 1907–8, 2427; Jones 2047–48; Kenney 269; McIver 1597–98; Nielsen 272, 1594, 2065; Notley 269; Schow 1907–8; Toews 741–42, 2011

Provincial strategy, points of order on debate ... Nixon, Jason 1908; Speaker, The 1908; Sweet 1908

Public website 1871; Allard 1172–73; Hunter 1172–73, 1871

Reduction in regulations See Deregulation

Small-business industry panel ... Hunter 2390–91; Reid 2390–91

Red Tape Reduction, Associate Minister of See Associate Minister of Red Tape Reduction

Red Tape Reduction Act (Bill 4)

First reading ... Hunter 202; Toews 202

Second reading ... Bilous 432–35, 441; Dach 443–45; Dang 372–73; Deol 439; Ganley 366–67; Goehring 437–38; Gray 446–48; Hansson 443; Hoffman 441–43; Hunter 277–78, 438–39; Irwin 440–41; Loewen 445; Madu 441; McIver 437; Nielsen 365–66, 369, 371; Pancholi 367, 370–72; Phillips 433–36; Sabir 436–37, 439–40; Schmidt 367–70; Shepherd 374–75, 447

Second reading, points of order on debate ... Deputy Speaker 368–69; Hunter 369; Loewen 368; Schmidt 368

Second reading, division ... 448

Committee ... Dach 635–37; Eggen 638–39; Hunter 637–40, 642, 644; Loyola 643; Nielsen 633–35, 640, 642–43; Sigurdson, L. 640–42

Committee, amendment A1 (ministerial report on strategies and initiatives) (Nielsen: defeated) ... Hunter 642; Nielsen 640; Sigurdson, L. 640–42

Committee, amendment A2 (review of public health and safety, consumer, environmental, or worker-related regulations) (Nielsen: defeated) ... Hunter 644; Loyola 643; Nielsen 642–43

Third reading ... Hunter 644–46; Nielsen 645

Royal Assent ... 28 June 2019 (outside of House sitting)

Preamble ... Hunter 644

Public consultation ... Hunter 644–45; Nielsen 633

Purpose and intent: ... Amery 313; Dach 443–44, 635; Deol 439; Ganley 181, 367; Guthrie 93; Hansson 443; Hoffman 442–43; Hunter 277–78, 644; Irwin 237–38, 440; Nielsen 633; Notley 683; Pancholi 367, 370; Reid 214; Rowswell 310–11; Sabir 436; Schmidt 367; Speech from the Throne 6

Regulatory approval timeline provisions proposed ... Nielsen 633

Section 2, report ... Hunter 645; Nielsen 645


Report recommendations ... Nielsen 633–34

Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act, 2019 (Bill 25)

First reading ... Hunter 2284

Second reading ... Bilous 2533–34; Ceci 2532–33; Dach 2535–36; Hunter 2527–28, 2536; Nielsen 2528–30; Pancholi 2530–32; Sabir 2535

Committee ... Ceci 2572, 2574; Ganley 2573–74; Gray 2572; Hunter 2572–73; Nielsen 2571–73
Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act, 2019 (Bill 25)  
(continued)

Committee, amendment A1 (MGA amendment, intermunicipal collaboration framework timelines)  
(Nielsen: defeated) ... Ceci 2572; Gray 2572; Hunter 2572–73; Nielsen 2571–72

Third reading ... Carson 2591–92; Eggen 2590–91; 2596–97; Getson 2598–2600; Glubish 2597–98;  
Goehring 2594–95; Madu 2589–90; Nielsen 2587–89; Nixon, Jeremy 2595–96; Sabir 2592–94;  
Schweitzer 2587; Sigurdson, R.J. 2593

Third reading ... Hunter 2587

Royal Assent ... 5 December 2019 (outside of House sitting)

General remarks ... Bilous 2700–2701; Ceci 2502

Omnibus bill ... Bilous 2533; Carson 2591; Dach 2536; Eggen 2597; Goehring 2595; Nielsen 2528, 2587–88; Pancholi 2530; Sabir 2535

Section 1, Alberta Health Care Insurance Act amendments (reference to chiropractic services) ...  
Hunter 2527; Nielsen 2573, 2588; Sabir 2593

Section 2, Education Act amendments (requirement for school board joint-use agreements with municipalities) ... Ceci 2532; Pancholi 2531

Section 3, Forests Act amendments (forest management approval solely by minister) ... Bilous 2533–34; Dach 2535–36; Eggen 2597; Hunter 2527; Nielsen 2529, 2573; Sabir 2592–93; Schweitzer 2587

Section 4, Glenbow-Alberta Institute Act amendments (collection management and display) ... Eggen 2597; Goehring 2594–95; Hunter 2527; Nielsen 2529

Section 6, Health Professions Advisory Board dissolution ... Bilous 2533; Eggen 2597; Hunter 2527; Nielsen 2529; Pancholi 2531; Sabir 2593–94

Section 7, Human Tissue and Organ Donation Act amendments ... Goehring 2595; Hunter 2527–28, 2536; Sabir 2593

Section 7, Human Tissue and Organ Donation Act amendments, interaction with Bill 205 ... Nielsen 2258

Section 7, Human Tissue and Organ Donation Act amendments, similarity in content to Bill 205,  
Speaker’s ruling ... Speaker, The 2551

Section 8, Hydro and Electric Energy Act amendments ... Bilous 2534; Hunter 2527; Nielsen 2529; Sabir 2535, 2592

Section 9, M.S.I. Foundation Act amendments (board recruitment and appointment) ... Hunter 2528, 2587; Sabir 2593

Section 10, Municipal Government Act amendments ... Ceci 2532–33, 2574; Hunter 2527

Section 10, Municipal Government Act amendments, annual bylaw approval removal ... Madu 2590

Section 10, Municipal Government Act amendments, assessment provisions ... Madu 2590

Section 10, Municipal Government Act amendments, by-election provisions ... Ceci 2533; Madu 2589; Sabir 2593–94

Section 10, Municipal Government Act amendments, electronic notices ... Madu 2590

Section 10, Municipal Government Act amendments, intermunicipal collaboration framework provisions ... Carson 2591; Ceci 2532–33; Madu 2589–90; Nielsen 2530, 2571, 2573, 2588–89

Section 10, Municipal Government Act amendments, meeting minutes ... Madu 2590

Section 10, Municipal Government Act amendments, tax rate bylaw changes ... Madu 2590

Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act, 2019 (Bill 25)  
(continued)

Section 11, Persons with Developmental Disabilities Foundation Act repeal ... Hunter 2527; Nielsen 2529, 2588; Pancholi 2530; Sabir 2592–93

Section 12, Safety Codes Act amendments (restrictions on height of wood structures removed) ... Dach 2536; Hunter 2527; Madu 2589; Nielsen 2529–30, 2571, 2588; Sabir 2535; Schweitzer 2587

Section 13, Small Power Research and Development Act repeal ... Eggen 2597; Hunter 2527; Nielsen 2529, 2588; Pancholi 2530; Sabir 2535, 2592–93

Stakeholder consultation ... Nielsen 2573, 2588–89; Nixon, Jason 2596

Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

First reading ... Toews 2282

First reading, division ... 2282–83

Second reading ... Aheer 2347–48, 2364; Carson 2416–18, 2428; Dach 2357–58, 2361–63, 2415, 2422–23; Dang 2353–56; Feehan 2418–20, 2425; Goehring 2350, 2359–60; Gray 2362, 2365–66, 2415–16; Hunter 2426–28; Irwin 2417–18; Loewen 2360–61; Loyola 2425–26; Neudorf 2358; Nielsen 2418; Nixon, Jason 2344–46; Phillips 2342–44, 2351, 2355; Reid 2352–53; Renaud 2423–25; Sabir 2350–52; Chow 2348–50, 2418; Shepherd 2346–48, 2353; Sigurdson, L. 2356–58; Toews 2340–42, 2420; van Dijken 2363–65

Second reading, motion to not now read because the Assembly is of the view that dissolving the Election Commissioner’s office could have negative impacts (reasoned amendment RA1) (Goehring: defeated) ... Aheer 2364; Carson 2416–18, 2428; Dach 2361–63, 2415, 2422–23; Feehan 2418–20; Goehring 2359–60; Gray 2362, 2365–66, 2415–16; Hunter 2426–28; Irwin 2417–18; Loewen 2360–61; Loyola 2425–26; Neudorf 2358; Nielsen 2418; Nixon, Jason 2344–46; Phillips 2342–44, 2351, 2355; Reid 2352–53; Renaud 2423–25; Sabir 2350–52; Chow 2348–50, 2418; Shepherd 2346–48, 2353; Sigurdson, L. 2356–58; Toews 2340–42, 2420; van Dijken 2363–65

Second reading, motion to not now read because the Assembly is of the view that dissolving the Election Commissioner’s office could have negative impacts (reasoned amendment RA1) (Goehring: defeated), division ... 2428–29

Second reading, adjournment of debate, division ... 2420–21

Second reading, time allocation (Government Motion 35: carried) ... Bilous 2421–2–22; Nixon, Jason 2421

Second reading, time allocation (Government Motion 35: carried), division ... 2422

Second reading, points of order on debate ... Bilous 2420; Goehring 2343–44; Nixon, Jason 2342–43; Schow 2344, 2420; Speaker, The 2343–44, 2420

Second reading, Speaker’s rulings on debate ... Dang 2353; Speaker, The 2353

Second reading, division ... 2429

Committee ... Bilous 2431–32, 2442, 2447–48; Deol 2439–40; Ellis 2430–31; Gray 2430, 2444–45; Hanson 2441–42; Irwin 2442–44; Madu 2430, 2434–36; Neudorf 2437; Nielsen 2438, 2446–47; Nixon, Jason 2429–30, 2432–34; Renaud 2436–37, 2445–46; Toews 2438–39

Committee, amendment A1 (investigations commenced by the Election Commissioner) (Nixon: carried) ... Bilous 2431–32; Ellis 2430–31; Gray 2430; Madu 2430, 2434–35; Neudorf 2437; Nielsen 2438; Nixon, Jason 2429–30, 2432–34; Renaud 2436–37; Toews 2438–39
Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

(continued)

Committee, amendment A2 (Election Commissioner position change coming-into-force date) (Renaud: defeated) ... *Bilous* 2474–48; *Nielsen* 2446–47; *Renaud* 2445–46

Committee, speaking twice to an amendment ... *Speaker, The* 2423

Committee, time allocation (Government Motion 36: carried) ... *Feehan* 2441; *Nixon, Jason* 2440–41

Committee, time allocation (Government Motion 36: carried), division ... 2441

Committee, points of order on debate ... *Chair* 2435; *Ellis* 2435

Committee, request to report bill, division ... 2448

Third reading ... *Ganley* 2453–54; *Hoffman* 2451, 2457; *Nixon, Jason* 2449; *Pancholi* 2454–55; *Phillips* 2454; *Sabir* 2456–57; *Schmidt* 2452–53; *Schow* 2452; *Sigurdson, L.* 2455–56; *Toews* 2449

Third reading, motion that bill be not now read (6-month hoist amendment HA1) (Ganley: defeated) ... *Ganley* 2453–54; *Hoffman* 2457; *Pancholi* 2454–55; *Phillips* 2454; *Sabir* 2456–57; *Sigurdson, L.* 2455–56.

Third reading, motion that bill be not now read (6-month hoist amendment HA1) (Ganley: defeated), division ... 2457–58

Third reading, motion to adjourn debate, division ... 2457

Third reading, time allocation (Government Motion 37: carried) ... *Ganley* 2450; *Nixon, Jason* 2449–50

Third reading, time allocation (Government Motion 37: carried), division ... 2450–51

Third reading, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... *Schow* 2452; *Speaker, The* 2452

Third reading, division ... 2458

Royal Assent ... 22 November 2019 (outside of House sitting)

Election Commissioner provisions ... *Deol* 2439–40; *Ganley* 2350; *Hoffman* 2329, 2385–86, 2451, 2457, 2460; *Irwin* 2442; *Kenney* 2479–80, 2542; *Nixon, Jason* 2327–29, 2344–46, 2385–86, 2449, 2468; *Notley* 2327–28, 2479–80, 2542; *Pancholi* 2455; *Phillips* 2342–44, 2454; *Reid* 2352–53; *Sabir* 2350–51, 2456–57; *Schmidt* 2453, 2460; *Schow* 2349, 2452; *Shepherd* 2346–47, 2353; *Sigurdson, L.* 2455–56; *Sweet* 2468; *Toews* 2341

Election Commissioner provisions, members’ statements ... *Nielsen* 2477–78; *Sweet* 2478

Election Commissioner provisions, Speaker’s ruling on debate ... *Notley* 2328–29; *Speaker, The* 2328–29

Election Commissioner provisions, Speaker’s ruling on debate, naming of member ... *Speaker, The* 2329

Executive Council members’ voting ... *Kenney* 2480–81; *Notley* 2480–81

Government members’ voting ... *Nixon, Jason* 2611–12; *Sweet* 2611

Official Opposition Leader’s request for Lieutenant Governor to block ... *Rosin* 2479

Omnibus bill ... *Ganley* 2350; *Sabir* 2350; *Sigurdson, L.* 2456

Parliamentary discourse during debate ... *Schow* 2384

Passage through the Assembly ... *Bilous* 2431; *Carson* 2416; *Ganley* 2450; *Gray* 2651; *Hoffman* 2451, 2466–67; *Nixon, Jason* 2432, 2466–67; *Pancholi* 2454; *Renaud* 2424

Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

(continued)

Passage through the Assembly, points of order on debate ... *Bilous* 2474; *Speaker, The* 2474–75

Passage through the Assembly, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... *Nixon, Jason* 2475; *Speaker, The* 2475

Political party merger provisions ... *Ganley* 2450

Premier’s participation in debate ... *Kenney* 2273–74; *Notley* 2273–74; *Shepherd* 2580

Public service pension fund board appointment provisions ... *Gray* 2332, 2444–45, 2467; *Toews* 2332, 2467

Public service pension fund transfers to AIMCo management under act [See also Alberta teachers’ retirement fund; Local authorities pension plan; Public service pension plan]; *Gray* 2444; *Reid* 2352; *Sabir* 2351–52; *Toews* 2340–41

Public service pension provisions ... *Gray* 2546; *Irwin* 2385; *Kenney* 2481; *Notley* 2481; *Toews* 2546

Section 6, Alberta Sport Connection Act repeal ... *Feehan* 2418–19

Section 10, ATB Financial Act amendments (business objectives) ... *Gray* 2415

Section 13(1)(5), termination of Election Commissioner’s contract ... *Aheer* 2347–48; *Dang* 2354–56; *Neudorf* 2357; *Phillips* 2355; *Shepherd* 2347, 2348; *Sigurdson, L.* 2356–57

Section 13(1)(6), following termination, the current Election Commissioner may be reappointed ... *Neudorf* 2358

Section 21(21) to (28), Alberta child and family benefit tax credit provisions See Alberta child and family benefit

Section 153.093(2)(f), Chief Electoral Office may continue Election Commissioner’s active investigations See Alberta child and family benefit

Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions Compensation Act

Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Refugee Day, World

See World Refugee Day

Refugees

See Immigrants

Regional children’s services

See Family and community support services

Regional economic development

See Rural development

Registered nurse practitioners

See Nurse practitioners

Registered nurses

See Nurses

Registy services

Fees See Kenney 2018; Notley 2018

Service modernization See Amery 1706–7; Glubish 1707

Regulatory Burden Reduction Act (Bill 207, 2017)

General remarks See *Bilous* 433; *Hunter* 438, 637–38

Regulatory reform

Laws and legislation See Red Tape Reduction Act (Bill 4)

Religion

General remarks See Schmidt 411–12; Williams 381
Renewable electricity program
See Freedom of religion

Religious intolerance
Members’ statements ... Sabir 1280

Religious schools
See Private schools

Remembrance Day
Don Cherry’s remarks ... Horner 2281–82
General remarks ... Goehring 2251; Neufeld 1730
Members’ statements ... Allard 2213; Armstrong-Homeniuk 2252; Rutherford 2181
Royal Canadian Legion poppy campaign, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 2075

Renewable/alternative energy industries
Industry development ... Carson 1944; Dang 1934–35; Deo 1944; Egggen 1979; Feehan 1938–40; Issik 1943–44; Renaud 1988; Savage 1926; Schmidt 1939, 1984–85; Sigurdson, L. 1933, 1980–81; Sweet 1962
Job creation ... Carson 137; Irwin 140, 240; Nixon, Jason 197; Notley 132; Schmidt 197, 327–28
Job creation, members’ statements ... Schmidt 2609
Private investment in ... Bilous 87–88; Nielsen 88
Provincial programs ... Nixon, Jason 196–97, 2547–48; Schmidt 196–97, 2547
Renewable electricity program See Alberta Electric System Operator: Renewable electricity program (REP)

Renewable/alternative energy sources
Environmental issues ... Aheer 2156
Geothermal energy See Geothermal energy
Microgeneration ... Carson 1943; Schmidt 1941
Microgeneration, regulations ... Getson 2600
Provincial targets ... Loyola 1991; Renaud 1988; Schmidt 1984
Transition to ... Dach 168; Irwin 140
Transition to, research on ... Carson 130; Schmidt 130–31

Renewable electricity program
See Alberta Electric System Operator: Renewable electricity program (REP)

Rent supplement programs
Funding ... Kenney 2018; Notley 2018

Rental housing
Rent subsidies, funding, 2019-2020 ... Pon 2670; Sawhney 2185; Sigurdson, L. 2185, 2670

REP
See Alberta Electric System Operator: Renewable electricity program (REP)

Reparative therapy
See Conversion therapy

Reports presented by standing and special committees (continued)
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills
Committee final report on Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, with recommendation that bill not proceed ... Ellis 1281
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills
Committee final report on Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, with recommendation that bill not proceed, motion for concurrence (carried) ... Dang 1882; Ellis 1882; Feehan 1875–76; Horner 1881–82; Neufeld 1878–79; Orr 1880; Pancholi 1880–81; Phillips 1879–80; Pitt 1876–77; Shepherd 1877–78
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills
Committee final report on Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, with recommendation that bill not proceed, motion for concurrence (carried), division ... 1882
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills
Committee final report on Bill 203, An Act to Protect Public Health Care, with recommendation that bill not proceed, motion for concurrence procedure ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 1882; Speaker, The 1875
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills
Committee final report on Bill 204, Election Recall Act (concurred in) ... Ellis 2223; Speaker, The 2223
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills
Committee final report on Bill 205, Human Tissue and Organ Donation (Presumed Consent) Amendment Act, 2019, with recommendation that bill proceed (concurred in) ... Ellis 2550
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills
Committee final report on Bill 207, Conscience Rights (Health Care Providers) Protection Act (Bill 207), with recommendation that bill not proceed ... Ellis 2550
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills
Committee final report on Bill 207, Conscience Rights (Health Care Providers) Protection Act (Bill 207), with recommendation that bill not proceed, request to speak to concurrence motion ... Speaker, The 2550
Resource Stewardship Committee report on Public Sector Compensation Transparency Act review ... Hanson 2122

Reproductive health services
Access ... Aheer 2257, 2486; Irwin 2256–57, 2486
Access, points of order on debate ... Bilous 2264–65; Speaker, The 2265
Access, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Savage 2265; Speaker, The 2265
Access ... Aheer 1904; Renaud 1904
Access (Motion Other than Government Motion 506: defeated) ... Aheer 1891–92; Glasgo 1888–90; Irwin 1890–91; Issik 1893–94; Pancholi 1892–93; Renaud 1887–88, 1894–95; Shepherd 1894
Access (Motion Other than Government Motion 506: defeated), division ... 1894–95

Repsol
Layoffs ... Kenney 977; Sabir 977, 997–98
Request for emergency debate
See Emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (procedure); Emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (current session)

Research and development
Funding for ... Toews 2011

Research and technology agency
See Alberta Innovates Corporation

Residential schools
Apology for provincial role ... Sabir 1687
General remarks ... Feehan 715

Residential Tenancies (Safer Spaces for Victims of Domestic Violence) Amendment Act (Bill 204, 2015)
General remarks ... Irwin 1916

Residential tenancy dispute resolution service
Access by mobile home-site tenants ... Getson 1905; Glubish 1905

Resler, Glen L., office of
See Chief Electoral Officer’s office

Resolutions, debatable
See Motions (procedure); Motions (current session)

Resource development ministry
See Ministry of Energy

Resource industries
Environmentally responsible development ... Loewen 1686; Williams 1686

Resource Stewardship, Standing Committee on
See Committee on Resource Stewardship, Standing

Restaurant workers
Tips ... Bilous 595; Dach 1424; Eggen 591; Notley 1419–20; Schmidt 591

Restaurants Canada
2019 conference ... Kenney 1592; Renaud 1608–9
Lobbying activity ... Schmidt 368

Restoring Mail Delivery for Canadians Act
See Act to Provide for the Resumption and Continuation of Postal Services (federal Bill C-6, 2011)

Restructuring and government efficiency ministry (former ministry)
General remarks ... Pancholi 2530

Revenue
Corporate tax revenue See Corporate taxation, provincial
Impact of oil prices See Oil prices: Budgetary implications

Revenue, nonrenewable natural resources
See Nonrenewable natural resource revenue

Revenue fund, general
See General revenue fund

Ridgewood Community League, Edmonton
Energy efficiency and renewable energy projects ... Gray 333

Rights, human
See Human rights

Ring road, Calgary
Noise level ... Ellis 424; McIver 424
Power pole placement See Enmax Corporation: Calgary ring road power poles
Project update ... Ellis 1791; McIver 1791
Southwest portion completion ... Issik 899–900; McIver 899–900

Ring road, Calgary (continued)
Southwest portion completion, status of wetlands ... Ellis 901; Nixon, Jason 901
West portion ... Issik 900; McIver 900

Ring road, Edmonton
See Anthony Henday Drive, Edmonton

River flood plains
See Flood plains

RMA
See Rural Municipalities Association

RN practitioners
See Nurse practitioners

RN(s) (registered nurses)
See Nurses

Road construction
Edmonton Terwillegar Drive expansion project cancellation ... Dang 2048; Kenney 2048; McIver 2120; Pancholi 2120
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Loyola 2334; Sawhney 2334

Road construction ministry
See Ministry of Transportation

Road maintenance and repair
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Loyola 2334; Sawhney 2334
Winter maintenance (snow clearing, sanding, etc.) ... McIver 2658; Rowswell 2657–58

Road safety
See Traffic safety

Roads
Fort Saskatchewan roads See Highway 15
Ring roads See Anthony Henday Drive, Edmonton

Rocky Mountains
Human-wildlife interactions ... Nixon, Jason 751; Rosin 751

Rocky View county school construction
New schools, capital plan ... LaGrange 675; Pitt 675

Rocky View school district
Funding ... LaGrange 675; Pitt 675

Rodeos
See Airdrie Pro Rodeo; Canadian Finals Rodeo; Grande Prairie Stompede; Ponoka Stampede

Ross Shepherd high school, Edmonton
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

Rowan House Society, High River
Breakfast with the Guys event ... Sigurdson, R.J. 2138
Members’ statements ... Reid 276

Royal, Jack
See Alberta Energy Regulator: Board of directors

Royal Alberta Museum
Redevelopment of previous museum site ... Goehring 982; Kenney 982; Panda 982

Royal Alexandra hospital, Edmonton
Child and adolescent mental health facility project status ... Nixon, Jason 1137; Shandro 2190; Shepherd 1137; Sweet 2190
Child and adolescent mental health services [See also Child mental health services]; Irwin 1974; Luan 1974; Shandro 1974
New addiction and mental health spaces ... Shepherd 1137

Royal Canadian Artillery Band
History ... Speaker, The 5
Performance of Canzon Septimi Toni No. 2 (Gabrieli) ... Speaker, The 5
Performance of God Save the Queen ... Speaker, The 7
Performance of O Canada ... Speaker, The 5
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Funding for rural police ... Ceci 1752–53; Ganley 1650, 1700–1701, 1751–52, 1868–69, 1902, 2790–91; Horner 1772; Hunter 1872; Kenney 1699–1700; Madu 1752, 1872; Nicolaides 2256; Nielsen 1872; Nixon, Jason 1773–74, 1806; Notley 1699–1700, 1773–74; Reid 2617; Renaud 2256; Schweitzer 1650, 1701, 1751–53, 1868–69, 1872, 1902, 2617, 2790–91
Funding for rural police, Official Opposition Leader’s remarks ... Gla ... 1839–40
Investigations See Calgary-East (constituency): RCMP investigation of member’s activity; United Conservative Party: 2017 leadership contest, RCMP investigation
Municipal police service agreement, funding from interim supply ... Ganley 921
New officers ... Ellis 735–36; Ganley 275–76; Nixon, Jason 736
Response times, rural areas ... Lovely 2388; Reid 1368; Rowswell 1705; Schweitzer 429, 1307, 1368, 1705, 2388; Sigurdson, R.J. 429; van Dijken 1307
Royal Family
1939 visit of King George and Queen Elizabeth, Speaker’s statement ... Speaker, The 265
Alberta ties to See History of Alberta: Ties to the Royal Family
Speaking disrespectfully of See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 23(k)
Royal Oak school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Royalty credit program, petrochemicals
See Petrochemicals diversification program
Royalty framework
See Royalty structure (energy resources)
Royalty Guarantee Act (Bill 12)
First reading ... Savage 1088
Second reading ... Barnes 1251–53; Nielsen 1253, 1255; Savage 1186
Committee ... Chair 1393–94; Irwin 1292–93; Savage 1257–58
Third reading ... Nixon, Jason 1411–12; Notley 1412–15; Sabir 1416
Third reading, division ... 1416
Royal Assent ... 18 July 2019 (outside of House sitting)
Royalty revenue
See Nonrenewable natural resource revenue
Royalty structure (energy resources)
General remarks ... Feehan 1938–39
Laws and legislation ... Speech from the Throne 6
Modernized royalty framework (2017) ... Barnes 1251; Bilous 499; Irwin 1293; Nielsen 1255; Notley 1412–13; Sabir 1415–16; Savage 1257; Yao 1609–10
New royalty framework (2007) ... Barnes 1251–52; Savage 1257
Rugby clubs
See Strathcona Druids Rugby Football Club, Sherwood Park
Rulings by the chair
See Chair’s rulings
Rulings by the Speaker, Deputy Speaker, or Acting Speaker
See Speaker’s rulings
Rural Alberta provincial integrated defence (RAPID) force
General remarks ... Loewen 2671; Schweitzer 2671
Rural crime
See Crime; Crime prevention
Rural daycare
See Daycare
Rural development
Assembly to urge the government to identify and eliminate red tape preventing economic diversification (Motion Other than Government Motion 510: carried) ... Ceci 2502; Ganley 2501–2; Horner 2500–2501; Hunter 2499–2500; Lovely 2502; Nielsen 2498–99; Rowswell 2502–3; Schow 2496–98, 2503
General remarks ... Lovely 76
Rural development ministry
See Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
Rural health care
See Health care: Rural services; Hospitals: Rural facilities
Rural Internet
See Internet: Rural service
Rural justice services
See Crown prosecution service (Justice and Solicitor General ministry): Rural service
Rural mental health services
See Mental health services: Rural services
Rural Municipalities Association
Submission on police services ... Ganley 1868; Schweitzer 1868
Rural schools
See School construction; Schools
Rural transit
See Public transit: Rural service pilot project
Rutherford Heights Retirement Residence, Edmonton
Quality of care, Marilyn McCabe’s experience ... Shandro 1371; Shepherd 1370–71
Ryan, Marianne, office of
See Ombudsman’s office; Public Interest Commissioner’s office
Sabrina’s Law (Ontario)
See Protection of Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act (Bill 201): Comparison with other jurisdictions’ legislation
Saddle Ridge school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Safe and Inclusive Schools Statutes Amendment Act, 2014 (Bill 202, Bill 2014)
General remarks ... Bilous 724; Carson 1491; Goehring 1476; Hoffman 707–8; Notley 1182
Safety, public (from criminal activity)
See Crime prevention; Ramadan (Muslim observance): Public safety during
Safety Codes Act
Amendments, laws and legislation ... See Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)
Safety in the workplace
See Workplace health and safety
Safety on farms and ranches
See Farm and ranch safety
SAIF
See Stop Abuse in Families Society, St. Albert

St. Albert (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Renaud 238, 833–34

St. Albert-Edmonton (federal riding)
Member of Parliament’s remarks on hate crimes ... Deol 747

St. Edmund Catholic elementary and junior high school, Edmonton
Major modernization, funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

St. Francis high school, Calgary (Roman Catholic separate schools)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

St. Isabella school, Calgary
Separate schools

St. Kateri Catholic school, Grande Prairie
Modernization, funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

St. Kateri Tekakwitha academy (Greater St. Albert Roman Catholic school district No. 734)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 924

St. Marguerite Catholic school, Calgary
Playground construction, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

St. Mary’s University
Funding ... Gotfried 1106; Nicolaides 1106

St. Patrick’s community school (Red Deer Catholic regional division No. 39)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925

St. Paul’s United church, Edmonton
Solar energy use ... Sigurdson, L. 218

St. Paul (town)
MS Walk ... Hanson 602
Nonprofit organizations See MS Society

Saint Therese health centre, St. Paul
Psychiatric beds ... Hanson 51; Luang 51

SAIT Academic Faculty Association
See Southern Alberta Institute of Technology Academic Faculty Association

Salvation Army emergency shelter, Fort McMurray
Funding ... Renaud 2136; Sawhney 2136
Spaces ... Sawhney 2467–68; Yao 2467–68
Spaces, points of order on debate ... Bilous 2475; Ellis 2475
Spaces, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Ellis 2475; Speaker, The 2475

Sarah Thompson school, Langdon
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Saskatchewan-Alberta-British Columbia-Manitoba trade agreement
See New West Partnership trade agreement (Alberta-British Columbia-Saskatchewan-Manitoba)

Saving the girl next door act
See Human trafficking: Laws and legislation

SCA
See Strathcona Christian Academy, Sherwood Park

Scholarships
See Student financial aid (postsecondary students)

Scholarships, postsecondary
See Student financial aid (postsecondary students)

School Act
Application, laws and legislation See Education Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 8)
Comparison to Education Act See Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019): Comparison to School Act

School boards and districts
Anaphylaxis policies, laws and legislation See Protection of Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act (Bill 201)
LGBTQ2S-plus staff members’ rights ... Carson 1467, 1478–79; Eggen 1464–65, 1472–74, 1481–82; Feehan 1463, 1470–72, 1479–81; Goehring 1476–78; Hoffman 1461–62, 1469–70; Irwin 1461–63; LaGrange 1463–64; Nielsen 1467–69, 1474–76; Notley 1482–84

School construction
Capital plan ... Hoffman 733, 911–12; LaGrange 301, 911–12, 1846; Loyola 1288; Panda 1288; Reid 301; Sabir 1846; Toews 733–34, 912
Completion times ... Panda 274; Turton 274
Funding from interim supply ... Hoffman 911–12; LaGrange 911–12, 924–25; Mclver 911; Toews 912
Funding from supplementary supply ... Hoffman 734–35; Toews 734–35
High school in north Calgary, members’ statements ... Yaseen 2478
High school in north Edmonton, capital plan ... LaGrange 2260; Nielsen 2260
High school in northeast Calgary, capital plan ... LaGrange 1846; Mclver 1845; Sabir 1845–46
High school in southwest Edmonton, capital plan ... Dang 2048; Madu 2048
High school in southwest Edmonton, members’ statements ... Deol 2137
Irma school See Irma school (Buffalo Trail public schools regional division No 28)

Members’ statements ... Jones 2223
Modernization projects ... LaGrange 301; Reid 300–301
Modernization projects, rural areas ... Reid 213
New schools, Airdrie, capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925
New schools, Calgary ... Hoffman 912; Jones 2189; LaGrange 1846, 2189; Mclver 912, 1845; Sabir 712–13, 1845–46
Playground construction ... Hoffman 734; Jones 2189, 2223; LaGrange 734, 2189
Playground construction, funding for ... Toews 2013
Playground construction, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Project management ... Panda 274; Turton 274
Public-private partnership (P3) construction ... Dang 2218–19; Panda 2219
Rocky View county See Rocky View county school construction

Rural schools ... LaGrange 2469; Reid 2469
Stony Plain schools See Stony Plain Central school
School curriculum
See Educational curricula

School fees (elementary and secondary)
See Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019): Section 224(1)(i), regulations on school fees
Mid-year increases ... Carson 2796; Hoffman 2080, 2114, 2275; LaGrange 2080, 2275; Nixon, Jason 2115; Schulz 2796
Rates ... Hoffman 2115, 2660; LaGrange 2115, 2660

School groups, introduction of
See Introduction of Guests (school groups, individuals)

School maintenance and repair
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Carson 2796; Hoffman 2717; Kenney 2717; Schulz 2796
Supplementary supply estimates 2018-2019 ... Hoffman 734; LaGrange 734

School nutrition programs
Funding ... Dang 1231; Hoffman 423, 462, 603, 674, 1284, 1972; LaGrange 423–24, 674, 1232, 1284, 1972, 2659; Loewen 2659; Nixon, Jason 423, 1231; Notley 680; Phillips 424; Toews 603, 2013
Funding from interim supply ... Hoffman 911; LaGrange 911
Members’ statements ... Eggen 1112

Schoolchildren with special needs
See Inclusive education

Schoolchildren’s transportation
Bus driver training and testing [See also Drivers’ licences]; Hoffman 1790; McVer 1790; Notley 1808–9; Renaud 1801
Bus driver training and testing, funding for ... Notley 1809; Phillips 1804
Bus fees ... Hoffman 2275; LaGrange 2275
Busing ... LaGrange 807; Nixon, Jeremy 807
Funding from interim supply ... Hoffman 911; LaGrange 911
Laws and legislation See Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019): Section 59, transportation
Ride times for students with complex needs ... Hoffman 1835; LaGrange 1750; Renaud 1750
School bus accident, Grande Prairie ... LaGrange 424

Schools
Calgary schools See St. Francis high school, Calgary (Roman Catholic separate schools)
Class size See Class size (elementary and secondary schools)
Class size initiative See Class size initiative (elementary and secondary schools)
Closures, southern Alberta ... Schow 307–8
Drinking water quality See Water quality: Drinking water in daycares and schools
Mental health services See Child mental health services: School-based services
Operational expenses, funding from supplementary supply ... Hoffman 734; LaGrange 734
Policies on head coverings ... Deol 1794, 2119–20; LaGrange 1794, 2120, 2616; Shepherd 2616
Policies on head coverings, points of order on debate ... McVer 2123
Policies on head coverings, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... Bilous 2123; Speaker, The 2123

Schools (continued)
Rural schools, members’ statements ... Hoffman 1780–81
Seclusion rooms ... LaGrange 1906; Renaud 1906
Shared services ... Toews 2013

Schools, charter
See Charter schools; Connect Charter School, Calgary

Schools, private
See Private schools

Schools’ Athletic Association, Alberta
See Alberta Schools’ Athletic Association

Schwegel, Janet
See Table officers: Janet Schwegel

Science, research, and technology agency
See Alberta Innovates Corporation

Scleroderma
Members’ statements ... Allard 2487

Screen-based production grant program
Administration ... Aheer 1369; Goehring 1369
Program termination ... Bilous 2133–34, 2229–30; Dang 2098, 2510; Fir 2134, 2186; Gray 2016; Irwin 2232–33; Rosin 2186; Sigurdson, L. 2514

Scriven, Barbara (former midwife)
Members’ statements ... Hoffman 2326

Secondary schools
See Schools

Security, public (from criminal activity)
See Crime prevention; Ramadan (Muslim observance): Public safety during

Security planning
See Emergency management

Security Services and Investigators Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Select standing committees
Appointment of committees (Government Motion 2: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 36
Membership and chairs (Government Motion 3: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 37; Speaker, The 37

Senate Election Act, Alberta
See Alberta Senate Election Act (Bill 13)

Senate of Canada
Alberta Senators ... Glasgo 1286; Schweitzer 1286
Standing committee review of bills See Act to Enact the Impact Assessment Act and the Canadian Energy Regulator Act, to Amend the Navigation Protection Act and to Make consequential Amendments to Other Acts, An (federal Bill C-69); Oil Tanker Moratorium Act (federal Bill C-48)

Senatorial Selection Act
Expiry in 2016 ... Shepherd 1427–28; Smith 1409

Senior Safety Week
See National Senior Safety Week

Seniors
Programs and services ... Pon 271; Singh 271
Programs and services, funding for ... Pon 902, 1906; Sigurdson, L. 902, 1214–15, 1906
Programs and services, funding from interim supply ... Sigurdson, L. 985
Workforce participation ... Carson 570
Seniors’ abuse and neglect
Awareness events See World Elder Abuse Awareness Day
Seniors Advocate
Position termination ... Pon 2484; Sigurdson, L. 2484
Seniors and Housing ministry
See Ministry of Seniors and Housing
Seniors Benefit Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)
Seniors’ benefit program
Cost-of-living indexing ... Schmidt 210
Dental coverage, funding from interim supply ... Shandro 909; Shepherd 909
Funding ... Pon 1778, 2279; Shandro 2670; Sigurdson, L. 1778, 2279, 2670; Toews 2013
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Nielsen 2044; Pon 2616; Schulz 2471; Sigurdson, L. 2471, 2616
General remarks ... Phillips 943; Sigurdson, L. 942–43
Indexation suspension ... Ceci 2733–34; Deol 2735; Gray 2016, 2194; Irwin 2385; Loyola 2705–6; Notley 2166; Sabir 2074, 2403, 2565; Schmidt 2736
Prescription drug benefits ... Irwin 2385; Pon 1233–34; Sabir 2403, 2707; Schmidt 2736; Shandro 1778, 2022; Sigurdson, L. 1233, 1778, 2021–22
Prescription drug benefits, funding from interim supply ... Shandro 909–10; Shepherd 909–10
Special-needs assistance program ... Sigurdson, L. 943
Seniors’ centres
Funding ... Sigurdson, L. 1215
Seniors’ home adaptation and repair program (SHARP)
Funding ... Sigurdson, L. 943
Funding from interim supply ... Sigurdson, L. 985–86
Seniors’ housing
Affordable housing ... Turton 1796
Funding ... Pon 271; Singh 271
Home adaptation and repair program See Seniors’ home adaptation and repair program (SHARP)
New construction ... Glubish 610; Panda 609; Sigurdson, L. 609–10
Public-private partnerships (P3) ... Milliken 1289; Pon 1289
Spirit River housing See Pleasant View Lodge, Spirit River
Sprinkler systems ... Hoffman 1807
Staff, funding for ... Nielsen 2044
User fees ... Glubish 610; Sigurdson, L. 609–10
Wait-lists ... Milliken 1289; Pon 1289
Seniors’ Week
Ministerial statement ... Pon 266–67
Ministerial statement, response ... Sigurdson, L. 267
Sentences (criminal procedure)
Minor infractions ... Schmidt 182
Repeat offenders ... Rosswell 1704; Schweitzer 1307, 1705, 2222–23; Sigurdson, L. 2222; van Dijken 1307
Sequestration of carbon dioxide
Laws and legislation See Carbon Capture and Storage Statutes Amendment Act, 2010 (Bill 24, 2010)
Serenity (aboriginal child who died in kinship care)
General remarks ... Aheer 1887; Ellis 839, 1883–84; Sweet 839
Serenity’s law
See Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 202)
Sergeant-at-Arms
Former Sergeant-at-Arms Brian Hodgson, members’ statements ... Bilous 2464; Ellis 2464
Former Sergeant-at-Arms Brian Hodgson, Speaker’s statements ... Speaker, The 2463
Service Alberta ministry
See Ministry of Service Alberta
Settlement Investment Corporation
General remarks ... Feehan 1720
Settling ponds for oil sands tailings
Land reclamation See Reclamation of land
Seven Lakes Oilfield Services
General remarks ... Hanson 1711
Sex abuse of children
Reporting requirements, laws and legislation See Child, Youth and Family Enhancement (Protecting Alberta’s Children) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 202)
Sex discrimination
See Discrimination: Gender discrimination
Sexual assault
Survivor services and supports, funding from interim supply ... Renaud 908; Toews 908
Victim services ... Aheer 33; Allard 33
Sexual exploitation
Programs and services, funding for ... Toews 2013
Sexual minorities
See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons
Sexual Violence in Conflict, International Day for the Elimination of
See International Day for the Elimination of Sexual Violence in Conflict
SFAA
See Youth at risk: Support and financial assistance agreements
Shallow gas tax relief program
General remarks ... Ceci 1367; Kenney 1367; Madu 1373; Toor 1373
SHARP
See Seniors’ home adaptation and repair program (SHARP)
Sheriffs
Roles and authorities [See also Rural Alberta provincial integrated defence (RAPID) force]; Nicolaudes 2256; Renaud 2256
Sherwood Park (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Walker 185–86
Overview ... Walker 185
Sikh community
Members’ statements ... Toor 356
Sikh observances
See Diwali (Hindu, Sikh, Jain, and Buddhist observance); Guru Nanak Dev Ji
Sikhs
Indian violence against, 1984, members’ statements ... Sabir 2182–83
Siksika First Nation
Business and industry ... Loewen 1680; Schow 1680
Chief Joseph Weasel Child ... Horner 1720; Wilson 1712
Flood recovery, funding from supplementary supply ... Feehan 1135–36; Toews 727, 1135–36
General remarks ... Sweet 1694
Silver Willow Sporting Club, Mountain View county
General remarks ... Speaker, The 2625
Sister Annata Brockman elementary/junior high school, Edmonton
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771
Sixties Scoop Indigenous Society of Alberta
Funding ... Feehan 2669; Wilson 2669
Skill development ministry
See Ministry of Labour and Immigration
Skilled labour
See Trades (skilled labour)
Skilled trades caucus
See Government caucus: Skilled trades caucus, members’ statements
Skilled trades training
See Apprenticeship training
Skilled trades training, programs for women
See Women Building Futures skilled trades program
Skills Canada (skilled trades competition)
National competition 2019 ... Nicolaides 195–96; Schow 195–96
Slave Lake area wildfire
See Wildfire, McMillan Complex (2019)
Slavery
General remarks ... Feehan 952–53; Madu 953
Small brewers development program
Program status ... Phillips 917; Toews 917
Small business
General remarks ... Jones 471; Notley 533–34
Members’ statements ... Pitt 1749, 2674
Support for ... Ceci 459; Deol 1000–1001; Schow 459
Tax rate ... Bilous 336, 2230; Carson 694, 745; Gray 333; Notley 329; Phillips 486; Sabir 629; Toews 694
Small Business Week
Members’ statements ... Bilous 1909; Lovely 1864
Small class size initiative
See Class size initiative (elementary and secondary schools)
Small Power Research and Development Act
Repeal, laws and legislation See Red Tape Reduction Implementation Act (Bill 25)
Smith, Guy
See Alberta Union of Provincial Employees: President
Smith, Heather
See United Nurses of Alberta: President
SO
See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta
SO 30 emergency debates
See Emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (current session)
SO 42 emergency motions
See Emergency motions under Standing Order 42 (current session)
Social Care Facilities Review Committee
Dissolution ... Toews 2341
Dissolution, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Social Planning Council, Edmonton
See Edmonton Social Planning Council
Social services
Funding ... Kenney 2018; Notley 2018; Renaud 1848; Sawhney 1848; Toews 2013
General remarks ... Sigurdson, L. 187–88, 2000; Stephan 2714
Legislative and regulatory provisions ... Sabir 436
Nongovernment delivery See Civil society
Support for vulnerable Albertans ... Copping 385; Getson 323; Irwin 440–41; LaGrange 391–92; Madu 441; Sawhney 317–18; Singh 404; Speech from the Throne 6
Social services ministry
See Ministry of Community and Social Services
Social workers
Professional regulation ... Sigurdson, L. 641–42
Solar energy industry
Alberta projects ... Getson 2792; Savage 2792
Investment attraction ... Nixon, Jason 1168; Schmidt 1168
Solicitor General ministry
See Ministry of Justice and Solicitor General
Somalia
Independence Day, members’ statements ... Walker 1280
Songs
Bass (The Carters) ... Phillips 549; Schow 550–51
Got Help the Outcasts (from the Disney film The Hunchback of Notre Dame) ... LaGrange 392
Lovers in a Dangerous Time (Bruce Cockburn) ... Glubish 407
Soraya Hafez school (Edmonton school district No. 7)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925
South Korea
Trade missions to See Trade missions: Economic Development, Trade and Tourism minister’s travel to Japan and South Korea
South Lethbridge school (Lethbridge school district No. 51)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925
South Sudanese community
Members’ statements ... Ellis 1363
Youth emergency crisis round-table, members’ statements ... Nixon, Jeremy 1967; Sweet 1865
Southern Alberta
School closures See Schools: Closures, southern Alberta
Southern Alberta Institute of Technology Academic Faculty Association
AUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Goehring 887
Southern Alberta Summer Games
Members’ statements ... Reid 1302
Sovereign wealth fund, Alberta
See Alberta heritage savings trust fund
Speaker, The
Challenging the chair ... Speaker, The 260
Election ... Bilous 42; Clerk, The 1–2; McIver 43; Schmidt 42; Speaker, The 42; Walker 184
Election, member’s apology ... Schmidt 62
Election, nomination of Member for Edmonton-Manning ... Clerk, The 1; Gray 1; Sweet 1
Election, nomination of Member for Olds-Didsbury-Three Hills ... Clerk, The 1; Cooper 1; Hanson 1
Election of Nathan Cooper, Member for Olds-Didsbury-Three Hills ... Clerk, The 2; Speaker, The 2
Former Speaker Ken Kowalski ... Speaker, The 2
Former Speaker Robert E. Wanner ... Gray 3; Speaker, The 3
Members to refrain from heckling while the Speaker is standing ... Speaker, The 674
Members to remain seated while Speaker is standing 671; Speaker, The 139, 802

Speaker’s rulings
[See also Chair’s rulings]
Addressing questions through the chair ... Nixon, Jason 422; Speaker, The 422, 424
Admissibility of amendments ... Speaker, The 2031–32
Bills containing similar provisions ... Speaker, The 2551
Debate on second reading ... Speaker, The 885
Decorum ... Speaker, The 516, 1338
Interrupting a member ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 2202
Interrupting members’ statements ... Speaker, The 2262
Notices of motions ... Speaker, The 2674
Oral Question Period practices ... Speaker, The 2047
Oral Question Period supplementary questions ... Speaker, The 2485
Parliamentary language ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 790; Dang 2353; Notley 2328–29; Speaker, The 606, 869, 976, 2019, 2181, 2186, 2328–29, 2353
Parliamentary language, member named ... Speaker, The 2329
Parliamentary language, remarks withdrawn ... Speaker, The 2181
Question-and-comment period ... Speaker, The 2073
Questions on internal party matters ... Speaker, The 25–26
Questions outside government responsibility ... Speaker, The 2660
Questions outside ministerial responsibility ... Notley 670; Speaker, The 670
Referring to employees of the Legislature ... Speaker, The 520
Referring to the absence of a member or members ... Speaker, The 1051
Referring to the absence of a member or members, remarks withdrawn ... McIver 1051
Relevance ... Speaker, The 503, 516, 891, 1141–42
Repetition ... Speaker, The 891
Request for explanation, point of order ... Dang 884; Speaker, The 884
Speaking to urgency on Standing Order 42 motions ... Speaker, The 1799
Tabling documents ... Speaker, The 2799
Use of electronic devices in the Chamber ... Speaker, The 266

Speaker’s statements
1939 royal visit to Alberta ... Speaker, The 265
Ceremony in honour of indigenous veterans ... Speaker, The 2261

Speaker’s statements (continued)
Conditions in the Chamber ... Speaker, The 288
Death on Legislature steps ... Speaker, The 2698
Former MLA Jack William Ady, memorial tribute ... Speaker, The 2651
Former MLA Mannmeet Singh Bhullar, memorial tribute ... Speaker, The 2463
Former MLA William D. Dickie, memorial tribute ... Speaker, The 291
Former Sergeant-at-Arms Brian Hodgson ... Speaker, The 2463
Law Clerk Teri Cherkewich ... Speaker, The 1637
Longest sittings of the Legislative Assembly ... Speaker, The 586
Member’s 10th anniversary of election of Member for Edmonton-North West ... Speaker, The 191
Members’ statement rotation ... Speaker, The 24, 1643
MLA awards ... Speaker, The 2787
Oral Question Period rotation ... Speaker, The 24
Page recognition ... Speaker, The 1301
Persons Day ... Deputy Speaker 1839
Remarks at the end of the fall sitting ... Speaker, The 2851
Roger Brewer, memorial tribute ... Speaker, The 1771
Royal Canadian Legion poppy campaign ... Speaker, The 2075
Speakers list following bill recommittal to Committee of the Whole ... Speaker, The 2768
Standing Order amendments (Government Motion 11) ... Speaker, The 291
Table Officer Janet Schwengel ... Speaker, The 225
Tabling of cited documents ... Speaker, The 1978
Translation of remarks in French ... Speaker, The 301
Use of electronic devices in the Chamber ... Speaker, The 235

Special education finance
See Education finance: Funding for students with special needs

Special forces pension plan
See Public service pensions

Special needs, schoolchildren with
See Inclusive education

Special needs, programs for persons with
See Persons with developmental disabilities program; Persons with disabilities

Special needs assistance (seniors)
See Seniors’ benefit program: Special-needs assistance program

Special Olympics
Funding ... Feehan 2419
Specified gas emitters regulation (Alberta Regulation 139/2007)
General remarks ... McIver 2148

Speech, freedom of
See Freedom of speech; Postsecondary educational institutions: Free speech policies

Speech from the Throne
Address given ... Lieutenant Governor 5–7
Address in reply engrossed and presented to the Lieutenant Governor (Government Motion 16; carried) ... Kenney 811; Nixon, Jason 811
Address tabled ... Speaker, The 8
Addresses in reply ... Ceci 210–12; Ganley 180–82; Loewen 618–19; Notley 678–85; Sabir 209–10; Sigurdson, L. 187–89
Speech from the Throne (continued)
Addresses in reply (maiden speeches) ... Allard 313–16; Amery 312–13; Armstrong-Homeniuk 394–95; Copping 384–86; Deol 397–99; Fir 318–20; Getson 322–25; Glasgow 69–70; Glushish 406–7; Guthrie 92–93; Horner 175–77; Irwin 392–94; Issik 171–78; Jones 76–77; LaGrange 391–92; Long 402–4; Lovely 74–76; Madu 621–23; Milliken 649–51; Nally 386–88; Neudorf 74; Nicolaides 396–97; Nixon, Jeremy 171–73; Pancholi 389–91; Pont 646; Rehn 404–6; Reid 212–14; Rosin 70–72; Rowswell 309–11; Rutherford 214–15; Sawhney 316–18; Schow 182–84; Schulz 400–402; Schweitzer 623–25; Shandro 399–400; Sigurdson, R.J. 72–73; Singh 404; Stephan 178–80; Toews 382–84; Toor 173–75; Turton 320–22; Walker 184–86; Williams 380–82; Wilson 647–48; Yaseen 620–21
Addresses in reply, questions and comments ... Aheer 212; Irwin 188; Schmidt 182, 210
Addresses in reply (maiden speeches), questions and comments ... Aheer 397; Amery 313; Armstrong-Homeniuk 395; Copping 386; Deol 398–99; Ellis 311–13, 316, 318, 324, 625; Fir 320; Getson 325, 386; Glasgow 402; Goodridge 386, 395, 623; Hoffman 390, 397–98; Horner 213–14, 321–22; Irwin 394; Issik 174, 621; LaGrange 392; Loewen 315–16, 383; Madu 623; McIver 320; Nicolaides 397; Nixon, Jason 173; Nixon, Jeremy 173; Panda 174–75; Phillips 394; Reid 176; Renaud 318; Rowswell 311–12; Sawhney 318; Schmidt 186; Schow 180, 311, 381–82, 392; Schulz 402; Schweitzer 625; Shandro 186; Toews 383–84; Turton 322; Williams 177–78, 184, 382; Yaseen 621
Addresses in reply, vote ... Speaker, The 810–11
Consideration the week of May 27, 2019 (Government Motion 1: carried) ... Kenney 8
First Legislature, March 15, 1906 ... Speech from the Throne 7
General remarks ... Getson 25; Kenney 18, 27
Moved and seconded ... Glasgow 69–70; Rosin 70–72
Spending policy, government
See Fiscal policy
SPG program
See Screen-based production grant program
Spirit River seniors' housing
See Pleasant View Lodge, Spirit River
Spoken-word pieces
[See also Poems]
Daddy Loves You ... Loyola 493–94
General remarks ... Guthrie 497
Sport Connection, Alberta
See Alberta Sport Connection
Sport fishing
See Fishing
Sports
Members' statements ... Goehring 2540
Sports, recreational
See Recreation and physical activity
Sports clubs
See Toronto Raptors basketball club
Spray Lake Sawmills
Founders See Mjolsness, Chester
General remarks ... Guthrie 93
Spruce Grove schools
See Copperhaven school, Spruce Grove
Spruce Grove-Stony Plain (constituency)
Energy industries, members' statements ... Turton 57
Member's personal and family history ... Horner 321–22; Turton 63–64, 321–22
Overview ... Turton 320–21
SSISA
See Sixties Scoop Indigenous Society of Alberta
Standing Committee on Alberta's Economic Future
See Committee on Alberta’s Economic Future, Standing
Standing Committee on Families and Communities
See Committee on Families and Communities, Standing
Standing Committee on Legislative Offices
See Committee on Legislative Offices, Standing
Standing Committee on Members' Services, Special
See Committee on Members' Services, Special Standing
Standing Committee on Private Bills
See Committee on Private Bills, Standing;
Committee on Private Bills and Private Members' Public Bills, Standing
Standing Committee on Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing
See Committee on Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing, Standing
Standing Committee on Public Accounts
See Committee on Public Accounts, Standing
Standing Committee on Resource Stewardship
See Committee on Resource Stewardship, Standing
Standing Committee on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund
See Committee on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, Standing
Standing Order 30 motion
See Emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (current session)
Standing Order 42 motion
See Emergency motions under Standing Order 42 (current session)
Standing orders and printing, standing committee on
See Committee on Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing, Standing
Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta Amendment ... Speaker, The 888; Speech from the Throne 7
Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2(2), 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended) ... Carson 257–58; Ceci 164, 263–64; Dach 259–60; Eggen 160, 228–30; Feehan 229–32; Ganley 256–57; Hoffman 157–59; Irwin 228; Loyola 161; Nielsen 229, 234; Nixon, Jason 152–56, 158–59, 165, 232, 234–35; Notley 205–8; Orr 165, 228; Pancholi 159, 254–56; Renaud 229, 231, 233–34; Sabir 258–59; Schmidt 262–63; Shandro 235–36; Shepherd 160–65; Sigurdson, L. 260–62; Speaker, The 228; Sweet 156
Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta

(continued)

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), amendment A1 (referral to Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing) (Hoffman: defeated) ... Eggen 160; Hoffman 157–59; Loyola 161; Nixon, Jason 158–59; Pancholi 159; Shepherd 160–63

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), amendment A1 (referral to Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing) (Hoffman: defeated), division ... 163

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), amendment A2 (striking out of provisions on abstention from votes) (Shepherd: defeated) ... Ceci 164; Nixon, Jason 165; Notley 205–8; Orr 165; Shepherd 163–65; Speaker, The 228

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), amendment A2 (striking out of provisions on abstention from votes) (Shepherd: defeated), division ... 228

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), amendment A3 (introduction of guests by Speaker) (Orr: carried) ... Eggen 228–29; Feehan 229–30; Irwin 228; Nielsen 229; Orr 228; Renaud 229

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), amendment A4 (provisions for quorum) (Eggen: defeated) ... Eggen 230; Renaud 231

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), amendment A5 (division and mandate of Public Bills Committee) ... Nixon, Jason 155

Point of clarification ... Bilous 678; Speaker, The 678

Attorney General's statement and order on debate ... Speaker, The 329

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), points of order on debate ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 162; Bilous 260; Ellis 162, 260; Shepherd 162; Speaker, The 260
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(continued)

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), Speaker's ruling on debate ... Speaker, The 235

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11: carried as amended), request to divide vote on the motion ... Nixon, Jason 156; Speaker, The 156–57; Sweet 156

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11, part A, section 2, as amended, sections 3, 4, 8, 10: carried), division ... 288–89

Amendments to SO 3, 7, 8, 13, 29(3), 32, 37, 52(1)(c), 52.04, 59.01, 59.02(3), 64(1)(a), 74.1, 74.2, 89, addition of SO 31.1, 46.1, 52.011, 74.11, consequential changes re committee name (Government Motion 11, part A, sections 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11–23, parts B and C: carried) ... Speaker, The 289

Amendment to SO 3(4), 7(4), 8(7)(c), 41(1), 56(2.4), 65(1)(b), 72(1), 108, 109, addition of 61.1 and 108.1 (Government Motion 30: carried) ... Bilous 1639–40; Hoffman 1640–41; Hunter 1641; Nixon, Jason 1638–39; Pancholi 1641

Amendment to SO 3(4), 7(4), 8(7)(c), 41(1), 56(2.4), 65(1)(b), 72(1), 108, 109, addition of 61.1 and 108.1 (Government Motion 30: carried), inclusion in the Order Paper ... Speaker, The 1639, 1641–42

Amendment to SO 3(4), 7(4), 8(7)(c), 41(1), 56(2.4), 65(1)(b), 72(1), 108, 109, addition of 61.1 and 108.1 (Government Motion 30: carried), points of order on debate ... Bilous 1640; Nixon, Jason 1640; Speaker, The 1640

Amendments to SO 7, 8(1.2) and addition of 8(1.2), 13, 32 and addition of 32.1, 41, and addition of 52.041 (Government Motion 43: carried) ... Eggen 2697–98; Loewen 2698; Nixon, Jason 2695–97

Amendments to SO 7, 8(1.1) and addition of 8(1.2), 13, 32 and addition of 32.1, 41, and addition of 52.041 (Government Motion 43: carried), amendment A1 (SO 32.1(4), “if more than one division is to be conducted” replaced with “if one or more divisions are to be conducted”) (Loewen: carried) ... Loewen 2698

Consequential amendments related to change in name and mandate of Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills Committee ... Nixon, Jason 155

Point of clarification ... Bilous 678; Speaker, The 678

SO 3, sitting times and sessional calendar ... Nixon, Jason 152–53

SO 3(1)(1), notice of morning sitting cancellation ... Ceci 264; Feehan 231; Ganley 256; Nixon, Jason 232; Notley 207; Pancholi 255; Sabir 259

SO 3(4), sitting schedule ... Bilous 1639; Nixon, Jason 1638
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SO 7, daily Routine ... Nixon, Jason 153
SO 7(2), (3), introduction of visitors and guests See Introduction of Guests (procedure)
SO 7(3.1), ministerial statement responses ... Eggen 2697; Nixon, Jason 2697
SO 7(4), members’ statements ... Pancholi 255
SO 7(4), members’ statements, number of statements each day ... Bilous 1639–40; Nixon, Jason 1638–39; Speaker, The 1643
SO 7(5.1), debatable motions to concur in committee reports on bills ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 1882; Speaker, The 1875
SO 8, order of business ... Nixon, Jason 153
SO 8(1), daily Routine for Monday, motion to vary See Government business (Legislative Assembly): Consideration in the afternoon of May 27, 2019 (Government Motion 6: adjourned)
SO 8(1.1), order of business on Monday afternoon ... Eggen 2697; Nixon, Jason 2697
SO 8(7)(a.1), committee report motion for concurrences ... Nixon, Jason 153
SO 8(7)(c), private members’ public bills called in Committee of the Whole within four sitting days after receiving second reading ... Bilous 1639; Nixon, Jason 1638
SO 13(2), clarification of Speaker’s ruling ... Nixon, Jason 429
SO 13(5), persons passing between the chair and the table or the chair and the mace ... Chair 1436; Hoffman 1436
SO 13(5.1), order and decorum, banging on desks See Chamber (Legislative Assembly): Banging on desks prohibited under standing orders
SO 13(7), member may occupy another member’s seat ... Eggen 2697–98; Nixon, Jason 2697
SO 14, definition of stranger to exclude infants cared for by members ... Renaud 233
SO 19(1), throne speech debate ... Nixon, Jason 153
SO 20(2)(a), question-and-comment period ... Speaker, The 148
SO 23(k), speaking disrespectfully of Queen or Royal Family ... Speaker, The 410, 2311
SO 29(2)(a), question-and-comment period ... Nixon, Jason 527; Speaker, The 234, 527
SO 29(2)(a), question-and-comment period, points of order ... Dang 507; Speaker, The 507
SO 29(2)(a), question-and-comment period, Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 2073
SO 29(2)(b), question-and-comment period ... Acting Speaker (Milliken) 710
SO 29(3), time limits on speaking in debate on private members’ business ... Nixon, Jason 153
SO 30 emergency debates See Emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (current session)
SO 31.1, confidence of the Assembly in the government ... Nixon, Jason 153–54
SO 32, division ... Nixon, Jason 154
SO 32.1, deferred divisions on third reading ... Eggen 2698; Loewen 2698; Nixon, Jason 2697
SO 32(4), members called in for division ... Eggen 2697–98; Nixon, Jason 2697
SO 32(5), division, members may abstain ... Bilous 287; Carson 257; Ceci 164, 263–64; Dang 281–82; Ganley 256–57; Gray 285–86; Nielsen 234; Notley 207; Pancholi 255–56; Sabir 259; Shepherd 162, 164–65; Sigurdson, L. 261
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SO 32(8), abstentions not entered into Votes and Proceedings ... Bilous 288
SO 37, copies of documents tabled ... Nixon, Jason 154
SO 41(1), private members’ motions, members’ inclusion in draw ... Bilous 1639; Nixon, Jason 1638
SO 41(4)-(5.1), private members’ motions, amendment or replacement ... Eggen 2698; Nixon, Jason 2697
SO 42 emergency motions See Emergency motions under Standing Order 42 (current session)
SO 46.1, adjournment of the Assembly for want of quorum ... Bilous 287; Eggen 230; Renaud 231
SO 46.1, debate interrupted by adjournment of the Assembly ... Nixon, Jason 154
SO 52.041, motions in committee ... Eggen 2698; Nixon, Jason 2697
SO 52(1)(c), committee membership, amendment reflecting change of committee name to Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills Committee ... Nixon, Jason 154
SO 52.01(1), legislative policy committees ... Nixon, Jason 154
SO 52.011, subcommittees ... Nixon, Jason 154
SO 52.04, orders of the Assembly take priority ... Nixon, Jason 154
SO 56(2.4), temporary substitution on committees ... Bilous 1639; Nixon, Jason 1638
SO 59.01(12), Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills permitted to meet during estimates debates ... Nixon, Jason 154
SO 59.02(3), Government officials’ and opposition staff participation in estimates debate ... Nixon, Jason 155; Schmidt 262
SO 59.02(4), government officials permitted to respond to questions in main estimates debates ... Nixon, Jason 155
SO 61.1, voting on interim and supplementary estimates ... Bilous 1639; Nixon, Jason 1638
SO 64(1)(a), definition of “appropriation bill” ... Nixon, Jason 155
SO 65(1)(b), speaking time limits for movers of private members’ public bills and motions ... Nixon, Jason 1638
SO 65(1)(b), speaking time limits for private members’ public bills in Committee of the Whole ... Bilous 1639
SO 72(1), draws for private members’ public bills ... Nixon, Jason 1638
SO 74.11, referral of private members’ public bills after first reading, to Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills Committee ... Bilous 287; Carson 258; Ganley 256; Goehring 283–84; Gray 284–85; Nielsen 234; Nixon, Jason 155; 235; Notley 207–8; Renaud 233–34, 284; Sabir 258–59; Schmidt 263; Sigurdson, L. 261–62
SO 74.2(2), private members’ public bills’ placement on the Order Paper for second reading ... Nixon, Jason 155
SO 89, private bill publication time limits ... Nixon, Jason 155
SO 108, Clerk Assistant duties ... Bilous 1640; Nixon, Jason 1638
SO 108.1, Clerk of Committees duties ... Bilous 1640; Nixon, Jason 1638–39
SO 109, Law Clerk and Parliamentary Counsel ... Bilous 1640; Nixon, Jason 1639
Standing vote
See Division (recorded vote) (current session)

Statements by the Speaker, Deputy Speaker, or Acting Speaker
See Speaker’s statements

Status of Women ministry
See Ministry of Culture, Multiculturalism and Status of Women

STEP program
See Summer temporary employment program (STEP)

Stollery children’s hospital
General remarks ... Speaker, The 2383
Members’ statements ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2383

Stoney Nakoda First Nation
General remarks ... Aheer 1690

Stony Plain (town)
See Spruce Grove-Stony Plain (constituency)

Stony Plain Central school
Replacement project ... LaGrange 2545–46; Turton 2545–46

Stop Abuse in Families Society, St. Albert
General remarks ... Renaud 1923

Strathcona Christian Academy, Sherwood Park
Members’ statements ... Walker 420

Strathcona county energy industries
See Alberta’s Industrial Heartland

Strathcona Druids Rugby Football Club, Sherwood Park
General remarks ... Walker 2129

Strathcona-Sherwood Park (constituency)
2019 provincial election ... Glubish 1406–7
Member’s new child ... Speaker, The 407
Member’s personal and family history ... Glubish 406–7; Speaker, The 407
Overview ... Glubish 406–7

Student employment (secondary and postsecondary students)
See Summer temporary employment program (STEP)

Student financial aid (postsecondary students)
Funding ... Sigurdson, L. 188
Grants and bursaries, funding for ... Eggen 2083; Nicolaides 2083
Loans, 2018-2019 ... Schmidt 1348
Loans, interest rate increase ... Dang 2511; Eggen 2083, 2273, 2316–17, 2379; Feehan 2370; Gray 2193; Hanson 2372–73; Hoffman 2070, 2209–10, 2679–80; Irwin 2068–69, 2513–14; Loyola 2371; Nicolaides 2083; Nielsen 2066, 2315; Phillips 2198, 2582; Sabir 2403; Schmidt 2376–77; Shepherd 2580
Scholarships ... Eggen 2220; Nicolaides 2220; Schmidt 1349
Scholarships and awards ... Eggen 1792; Nicolaides 1792
Scholarships and awards, funding for ... Toews 2013

Student Financial Assistance Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)

Student job creation wage
See Minimum wage: Youth wage

Student-teacher ratio (K to 12)
See Class size (elementary and secondary schools); Class size initiative (elementary and secondary schools)

Student testing (elementary and secondary students)
Grade 12 diploma examinations ... Dach 490–91; Hoffman 594
Grade 12 diploma examinations, wildfire-affected students ... Goodridge 274; LaGrange 274
OECD PISA (program for international student assessment) results ... Hoffman 2794; Schulz 2794
Provincial achievement tests (PATs), exemption for wildfire-affected students ... Goodridge 274; LaGrange 274
Provincial achievement tests (PATs), grade 3, reinstatement of ... LaGrange 1849; Toor 1848–49
Review ... Ellis 2024; LaGrange 2024

Student transportation
See Schoolchildren’s transportation

Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act, Protection of
See Protection of Students with Life-threatening Allergies Act (Bill 201)

Sturgeon county energy industries
See Alberta’s Industrial Heartland

Sturgeon Lake Cree Nation
General remarks ... Loewen 1684

Sturgeon school (Sturgeon school division No. 24)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925

Sturgeon school division No. 24
Funding, 2019-2020 ... Hoffman 2255; LaGrange 2255

Subsidized housing
See Affordable housing

Substance abuse and addiction
Supervised consumption sites ... Kenney 294; Luan 363; Notley 294; Pancholi 2655; Schweitzer 606–7; Sweet 363, 606–7
Supervised consumption sites, Lethbridge ... Phillips 419–20
Supervised consumption sites, review ... Luan 1308, 2021; Neudorf 2021; Sweet 1307–8
Supervised consumption sites review ... Shandro 1137; Shepherd 1137

Sugar beet industry
Labour history ... Schmidt 2561
Member for Edmonton-Gold Bar’s remarks ... Allard 2615; Dreeshen 2615

Suicide
Deaths of youth transitioning out of care ... Pancholi 2483–84; Schulz 2484
Prevention strategies ... Luan 2713; Sweet 2713–14

Summer temporary employment program (STEP)
Program reinstatement ... Deol 1001
Program termination ... Copping 2023–24, 2050–51; Deol 2734; Gray 2023, 2050–51; Hoffman 2072, 2681

Suncor Energy Inc.
Gas cogeneration facility ... Ellis 1798
General remarks ... Sabir 1687
Input on Bill 14 ... Hunter 1695; van Dijken 1683

Sundre seniors’ centre
See West Country Centre, Sundre

Sunrise and Sunset (paintings)
See Chamber (Legislative Assembly): Unveiling of Alex Janvier paintings

Sundre seniors’ centre
See West Country Centre, Sundre
Synthetic crude development

See Oil sands development

Synthetic crude development tailings ponds

See Reclamation of land
Tax credits

Child and family benefit See Alberta child and family benefit

Community economic development corporation (CEDC) tax credit termination ... Bilous 2414; Notley 2170; Pancholi 2167; Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2011, 2057

Dividend tax credit rate ... Toews 2057

Education and tuition tax credit termination ... Dach 2062–63; Egggen 2090, 2379; Feekan 2370; Hoffman 2058–60; Irwin 2069, 2223; Nielsen 2062, 2066; Notley 217; Phillips 2174; Renaud 2522; Shepherd 2566; Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2057

Family employment tax credit (FETC) termination ... Hoffman 2679; Shepherd 2566; Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2057

Film and television industry credit ... Bilous 2133–34, 2229–30, 2400, 2700; Dang 2510; Egggen 2604; Fir 2134, 2186; Goehring 2569–70, 2602–4; Notley 2171; Phillips 2174–75; Rosin 2185–86; Sabir 2564, 2600–2601; Toews 2057

Film and television industry credit, Speaker’s ruling on debate ... Speaker, The 2186

Film and television industry credit proposed ... Aheer 1082, 1232; Goehring 1232; Reid 1081–82

General remarks ... Bilous 1900, 2231; Carson 694, 745; Dach 2223; Irwin 2231; Toews 692, 695

Interactive digital media tax credit (IDMTC) ... Carson 485–86; Egggen 2604

Interactive digital media tax credit (IDMTC), funding from interim supply ... Bilous 925; Toews 925

Interactive digital media tax credit (IDMTC), suspension of funding ... Bilous 1652, 1698; Fir 1652

Interactive digital media tax credit (IDMTC) termination ... Bilous 2020–21, 2089, 2092–93, 2229–30, 2412–13; Dang 2097, 2509; Egggen 2090; Fir 2654; Gray 2016; Nielsen 2065–66, 2089; Notley 2170–71; Pancholi 2167; Sabir 2654; Savage 2654; Schmidt 2099–2100; Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2011, 2021, 2057

Interactive digital media tax credit (IDMTC) termination, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

Program evaluation ... Bilous 499

Repeal ... Bilous 2269; Loyola 2236–37; Nielsen 2498; Sabir 2403

Scientific research and experimental development (SR&ED) tax credit termination ... Bilous 2230; Dang 2097; Egggen 2091, 2604–5; Notley 2170; Pancholi 2167; Renaud 2522; Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2011, 2057

Tax creep

See Income tax, provincial (personal income tax): Indexation suspension

Tax on property

Gas producer relief program See Shallow gas tax relief program

Municipal incentive programs, laws and legislation See Municipal Government (Property Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 7)

Tax revenue

See Taxation, provincial

Tax statute amendment act

See Taxation, provincial: Laws and legislation

Taxation, federal

New taxes proposed ... Guthrie 2137

Revenue ... Savage 1778–79; Singh 1778

Taxation, municipal

Business tax deferral, laws and legislation See Municipal Government (Property Tax Incentives) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 7)

Taxation, provincial

Laws and legislation ... Ganley 181; Schulz 400; Speech from the Throne 6

Members’ statements ... Guthrie 2478

Progressive tax, members statements ... Sigurdson, L. 2000

Rates ... Copping 385; Kenney 2047; Phillips 2047; Pitt 2273

Tax on tobacco products ... Sigurdson, L. 2094; Toews 2057

Tax rates ... Loewen 114; Toews 114

Taylor, Emily

See Awo Taan Healing Lodge, Calgary: Gift of red dress to the Assembly

Teacher-student ratio (K to 12)

See Class size (elementary and secondary schools); Class size initiative (elementary and secondary schools)

Teachers

Contract agreements, wages tied to average weekly earnings (AWE agreement) ... Hoffman 883

Layoffs, members’ statements ... Long 2715

LGBTQ2S-plus teachers See School boards and districts: LGBTQ2S-plus staff members

Members’ statements... Getson 1653; Irwin 2214–15

Protection for LGBTQ2S teachers See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons: Protection for LGBTQ2S teacher and educational staff

Teachers’ Association

See Alberta Teachers’ Association

Teachers’ Employer Bargaining Association

General remarks ... Ceci 936

Teachers’ pension plan

See Alberta teachers’ retirement fund; Public service pensions

Teachers’ Pension Plan Act

Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Teaching assistants

Layoffs, members’ statements ... Long 2715

Team Lethbridge

General remarks ... Neudorf 2214; Phillips 702, 2214

Meetings with MLAs ... Neudorf 2215

Technology agency

See Alberta Innovates Corporation

Technology industries

Industry development ... Bilous 498–99, 823, 2230–31; Fir 823

Industry development, members’ statements ... Shepherd 1898–99

Investment attraction ... Sabir 2601; Schmidt 468–69

Members’ statements ... Bilous 1698

Technology commercialization, funding for ... Toews 2011

Technology Innovation and Emissions Reduction Implementation Act, 2019 (Bill 19)

First reading ... Nixon, Jason 2053

Second reading ... Aheer 2156; Carson 2149–50; Deol 2155–56; Glagolev, Aheer 2152–53; Gray 2146–48; Madu 2154–55; McIver 2148; Neudorf 2150; Nielsen 2153–54; Nixon, Jason 2123–26, 2178–79; Pancholi 2156–57; Renaud 2150–52; Schmidt 2177–78
Technology Innovation and Emissions Reduction Implementation Act, 2019 (Bill 19) (continued)
Committee: Ceci 2237–39; Getson 2241–44; Hoffman 2244–45; Nixon, Jason 2245–47; Renaud 2239–41; Shepherd 2247–49
Committee, amendment A1 (section 4, revenue retention in designated fund) (Hoffman: defeated) ... Hoffman 2244–45; Nixon, Jason 2245–47
Committee, amendment A1 (section 4, revenue retention in dedicated fund) (Hoffman: defeated), division ... 2247
Third reading ... Dang 2308–2310; Hunter 2310; Nixon, Jason 2305–7; Schmidt 2307–8
Royal Assent ... 22 November 2019 (outside of House sitting)
Electricity-sector provisions ... Gray 2147–48; Schmidt 2177; Shepherd 2248
Oil sands sector provisions ... Gray 2147–48; Shepherd 2248

Technology innovation and emissions reduction (TIER) levy and fund
Emission reduction targets ... Ceci 2238–39; Nielsen 2153; Nixon, Jason 2082, 2245; Renaud 2239; Schmidt 2081, 2177, 2307
Fund utilization ... Gray 2147; Nixon, Jason 2082; Schmidt 2082
General remarks ... Ceci 1206; Ganley 124; Glasgo 1859; Guthrie 1653; Kenney 250–51, 1178–79; Milliken 2119; Nixon, Jason 296–97, 428, 1705–6, 1776, 2119, 2547; Schmidt 296–97, 428, 1705–6, 1776, 2273, 2547
Innovation component ... Getson 2241–44; Pancholi 2156–57, 2160; Renaud 2240; Schmidt 2178; Shepherd 2248–49
Interaction with federal policies ... Shepherd 2249
Revenue utilization ... Carson 2148; Melver 2148; Nixon, Jason 2179, 2246, 2306; Renaud 2151; Schmidt 2178; Toews 2011
Revenue utilization, Canadian Energy Centre See Canadian Energy Centre: Funding from TIER fund

Technology innovation and emissions reduction (TIER) program, Conservative Party of Canada
[See also Capital projects: Interprovincial projects, provincial response to federal policies (Government Motion 34: carried), amendment A1 (addition of “and that would roll back progress on efforts to reach Canada’s current greenhouse gas emissions targets, including the abysmal federal TIER plan”)]
General remarks ... Renaud 2151

Ted Harrison school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Telecommunications industry
Technology commercialization, funding for ... Toews 2011

Television and motion picture industry
Grant programs See Screen-based production grant program
Tax credit proposed See Tax credits: Film and television industry credit proposed

Television industry grant programs
See Screen-based production grant program

Telus World of Science, Edmonton
Capital funding from interim supply ... Panda 927; Shepherd 927
Members’ statements ... Hoffman 2213–14

Temporary foreign worker program
Trucking industry use ... Kenney 1789

Terrorism, National Day of Remembrance for Victims of
See National Day of Remembrance for Victims of Terrorism

Testing of students
See Student testing (elementary and secondary students)

Thanksgiving
[See also Millbourne Laundromat, Edmonton: Thanksgiving dinner]
General remarks ... Pitt 1749; van Dijken 1697–98

The Hamptons school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

The Rebel New Network Ltd.
Employee’s comportment toward Greta Thunberg ... Aheer 1870–71; Renaud 1870–71
General remarks ... Carson 2293–94; Renaud 2292

Thelma Chalifoux school (Edmonton school district No. 7)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925

Thorhild (former hamlet)
Dissolution ... Dach 308–9

Throne speech
See Speech from the Throne

Thunberg, Greta (environmental activist)
General remarks ... Renaud 1078
Visit to Alberta ... Aheer 1870–71; Hoffman 1842–43; Irwin 1839; Kenney 1843; Nixon, Jason 1842; Renaud 1870–71; Schmidt 1864

TIER act
See Technology Innovation and Emissions Reduction Implementation Act, 2019 (Bill 19)

TIER levy and fund
See Technology innovation and emissions reduction (TIER) levy and fund

TLU (traditional land-use) claims
See Aboriginal claims

TMX
See Pipeline construction: Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project

Tobacco and Smoking Reduction Act
Review ... Orr 1793; Shandro 1793

Tobacco Reduction Amendment Act, 2013
Sections 3(c) to (e), 4(a), 6, 7, 8(a), 19(b), (c), (d) “(e.4),” (f), “(g.2),” 20, 22, included in list of statutes to be repealed (Sessional Paper 64/2019) but not to be repealed (Government Motion 42: carried) ... Nixon, Jason 2646; Schweitzer 2646–47

Tobacco Tax Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

Toronto Raptors basketball club
2019 NBA championship, members’ statements ... Schow 815
Tourism

10-year provincial strategy ... Fir 1904; Gotfried 1903–4
Aboriginal tourism ... Feehan 1715, 1765–66
General remarks ... Rosin 71
Industry development ... Ellis 1083–84; Fir 319, 1083–84
Industry development, Banff-Kananaskis ... Fir 1873; Rosin 1873
Industry development, South Korean tourists ... Fir 903; Rosin 903

Tourism ministry
See Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and Tourism

Tourism strategy
Strategy development ... Fir 1311; Smith 1311

Tourism Week
Members’ statements ... Rosin 276

Tow Truck Safety Act (Bill 215, 2017)
General remarks ... Pitt 192

Tow trucks
Operator safety ... Getson 2483; McIver 2483
Operator safety, members’ statements ... Pitt 192

Townes, Tenille
General remarks ... Allard 315

Townes, Tenille (country music singer)
Members’ statements ... Allard 1749

Trade, international
See International trade

Trade, interprovincial/territorial
Restriction of oil and gas export to British Columbia, laws and legislation See Preserving Canada’s Economic Prosperity Act
Trade agreement, western provinces
See New West Partnership trade agreement (Alberta-British Columbia-Saskatchewan-Manitoba)

Trade ministry
See Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and Tourism

Trade missions
Economic Development, Trade and Tourism minister’s travel to Japan and South Korea ... Bilous 1087–88; Fir 902–3, 1087–88; Rosin 902–3; Walker 1086
General remarks ... Bilous 409, 2412
Municipal participation ... Bilous 654

Trade schools and colleges
Funding formula ... Loewen 2116; Nicolaides 2116

Trades (skilled labour)
Foreign credential recognition ... Schmidt 1188
General remarks ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 894; Schmidt 1094–95
Labour supply ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1796–97; Nicolaides 1796–97; Toews 2011
Laws and legislation ... Horner 321–22; Speech from the Throne 6; Turton 321–22
Members’ statements ... Getson 2191–92
Recognition of contribution ... Neudorf 755; Nicolaides 755
Recognition of international qualifications, laws and legislation See Fair Registration Practices Act (Bill 11)

Student programs See Careers, The Next Generation Training See Apprenticeship training

Women’s representation ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1748
Women’s representation, members’ statements ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1303

Trades caucus
See Government caucus: Skilled trades caucus, members’ statements

Tradespeople
Supply See Labour force planning
Training See Apprenticeship training

Tradition
General remarks ... Rowswell 309–10; Williams 380–81

Traffic accidents
See Schoolchildren’s transportation: School bus accident, Grande Prairie

Traffic fatalities
July 3, 2019, incident on Highway 5 near Cardston See Holland, Briggs

Traffic monitoring
Mobile speed cameras (photoradar), review ... Loyola 2612–13; McIver 2612–13

Traffic safety
Highway wildlife crossings ... McIver 751; Rosin 751
Provincial strategy ... McIver 2657–58; Rowswell 2657–58
Transportation ministry’s collision forecasts ... Loyola 2334; Sawhney 2334

Trailer parks
See Mobile-home sites

Train service
See Railroads

Training, apprenticeship
See Apprenticeship training

TransCanada Keystone XL pipeline
See Pipeline construction: TransCanada Keystone XL project

Transgender Day of Remembrance
General remarks ... Aheer 2390; Irwin 2390

Transit service
See Public transit

Transit service, Calgary
See Calgary Transit

Transit service, Edmonton
See Edmonton Transit Service

Transportation, public (buses, light rail, etc.)
See Public transit

Transportation infrastructure
Airdrie area projects ... McIver 116–17; Pitt 116–17

Transportation ministry
See Ministry of Transportation

Transportation of schoolchildren
See Schoolchildren’s transportation

Transportation out of province
Production curtailment ... Sabir 2609

Travel Alberta
[See also Tourism]
Alto awards, members’ statements ... Rosin 2112–13

Travel Alberta Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)

Travel at public expense
See Office of the Premier: Premier’s use of private aircraft
Members’ statements ... Gray 2272

Travel week
See Tourism Week
TRAVIS system
See Commercial vehicles: Overweight and overdimensional vehicle permit system (TRAVIS)

Treasury ministry (financial management and planning)
See Ministry of Treasury Board and Finance

Treaty land entitlement claims
See Aboriginal claims

Trespass Statutes (Protecting Law-abiding Property Owners) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 27)
First reading ... Schweitzer 2336
Second reading ... Schweitzer 2523–24; Sweet 2524
Committee ... Dach 2576–77; Ganley 2577–78; Gray 2574–75; Schweitzer 2575; Sigurdson, R.J. 2575–77; Wilson 2579
Committee, amendment A1 (Limitations Act retroactivity provision removal) (Gray: defeated) ... Gray 2575
Committee, amendment A2 (definition of “criminal trespasser,” removal of “or is about to commit”) (Ganley: defeated) ... Ganley 2578–79
Third reading ... Dach 2639–41; Getson 2644–45; Lovely 2641–42; Phillips 2642–43; Schweitzer 2639; Smith 2643–44
Third reading, points of order on debate ... Deputy Speaker 2641; Schmidt 2641; Schow 2641
Royal Assent ... 5 December 2019 (outside of House sitting)

Definition of “criminal trespasser” ... Sweet 2524
Duty of care under act ... Sweet 2524
General remarks ... Loewen 2671; Lovely 2388, 2485; Schweitzer 2388, 2485, 2671
Limitations Act and Occupiers’ Liability Act amendments, retroactive coming-into-force date ... Dach 2640; Ganley 2574–75; Gray 2575; Phillips 2642–43; Schweitzer 2575; Sweet 2524
Occupiers’ Liability Act amendments ... Dach 2576–77; Ganley 2577–78; Phillips 2642–43; Sigurdson, R.J. 2576; Smith 2643–44
Penalty provisions ... Dach 2639–40; Phillips 2642; Schweitzer 2524; Sigurdson, L. 2575–76

Trespass to Premises Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Trespass Statutes (Protecting Law-abiding Property Owners) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 27)

Trespassing
Biosecurity issues See Organic farming: Certification
Trickle-down economics
See Corporate taxation, provincial: Relation to economic growth

Trimunicipal partnership (Grande Prairie county-Grande Prairie city-Greenview municipal district)
General remarks ... Bilous 654, 2701
Project approval process ... Bilous 433

Trout Lake school (Kee Tas Kee Now Tribal Council education authority)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925

Trussler, Marguerite, QC, office
See Ethics Commissioner’s office

Trustee, Public
See Public guardian and trustee’s office

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
Indigenous Relations minister’s remarks ... Sabir 1687
Report recommendations implementation ... Feehan 30; Kenney 194; Notley 194, 678; Phillips 702–3; Walker 1718; Wilson 30

Tuition and fees, postsecondary
Mandatory noninstructional fees ... Eggen 362; Nicolaides 362
Provincial strategy ... Carson 571; Nielsen 570–71
Rates ... Eggen 1791–92, 1844–45, 2273; Gray 2023; Nicolaides 1792, 1844–45, 2023; Nixon, Jason 1866; Notley 1866
Residence fees ... Eggen 2658–59; Nicolaides 2658–59
Tuition cap ... Eggen 362; Nicolaides 362
Tuition cap amendment ... Toews 2067
Tuition cap amendment, laws and legislation See Ensuring Fiscal Sustainability Act, 2019 (Bill 21)
Tuition freeze ... Eggen 427; Nicolaides 427; Schmidt 2206
Tuition freeze termination ... Bilous 2268; Ceci 2201–2, 2734; Dang 2107, 2511; Deol 2200–2201, 2374–35; Eggen 2083, 2090, 2102, 2220, 2316–17, 2378–79, 2402, 2658–59; Feehan 2369–70; Gray 2193; Hoffman 2070–72, 2210, 2679–80; Irwin 2069, 2232, 2231, 2385; Loyola 2371; Nicolaides 2084, 2220, 2658–59; Nielsen 2071, 2103, 2315; Notley 2162–63; Pancholi 2159–60, 2375; Phillips 2198–99; Sabir 2074, 2403, 2564, 2707; Schmidt 2199, 2376–77, 2736; Shepherd 2580; Toews 2013

Turkey farm protest
See Animal rights activists: Protest at southern Alberta turkey farm

Turn off the taps legislation
See Preserving Canada’s Economic Prosperity Act

Twelve Mile Coulee school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

Twin Parks mobile-home community, Edmonton
Tenant concerns ... Glubish 2007; Schmidt 2007

Twinning of cities and provinces
Alberta partnership with Guangdong, China ... Bilous 2412

Twitter
Speaker’s tweets See Order Paper: Speaker’s tweeting of
Two-spirit persons
See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons
U of A
See University of Alberta
U of C faculty association
See Faculty Association of the University of Calgary
U of L
See University of Lethbridge

UCA
See Utilities Consumer Advocate

UCP
See United Conservative Party

UCP caucus
See Government caucus

Ukraine famine remembrance
See Holodomor Memorial Day

Underground infrastructure
Members’ statements ... Getson 1797

UNDRI
See United Nations declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples

Unemployment
Agricultural sector See Agriculture: Job losses

Calgary rates ... Guthrie 1373; Toews 1373
Unemployment (continued)
Calgary rates, members' statements ... Singh 748
Energy industry job losses See Energy industries: Job losses; Husky Energy Ltd.: Layoffs
General remarks ... Kenney 1591; Madu 1607; Nielsen 1593; Schmidt 1601, 2609; Schow 1600
Job losses ... Sabir 2601
Layoffs ... Fir 2482–83; Notley 2482–83; Phillips 2454.
Statistics ... Bilous 604–5; Copping 605; Horner 605; Toews 605
Youth unemployment ... Shepherd 585

Unforgiven (film)
General remarks ... Goehring 2271–72

Union of Provincial Employees, Alberta
See Alberta Union of Provincial Employees

Union of Public Employees, Canadian
See Canadian Union of Public Employees (Alberta division)

Unions
Certification process, laws and legislation See Act to Make Alberta Open for Business, An (Bill 2)
Construction industry See Construction industry: Unionized businesses
Funding of political entities ... Notley 458
General remarks ... Ganley 379; Sigurdson, L. 2109
Parkland Institute report See Parkland Institute: On the Job; Sigurdson, L. 1062–63

United Conservative Party
2017 leadership contest, Election Commissioner investigation See Election Commissioner's office investigations/inquiries: 2017 UCP and third-party organization financial contributions; Nixon, Jason 2469; Sweet 2469
2017 leadership contest, RCMP investigation ... Carson 2463; Ganley 299, 676, 1307, 2330; Hoffman 1281–82; Kenney 26, 49–50, 193–94, 1225; Nielsen 2477–78; Nixon, Jason 111–12, 1281–82; Notley 2796; Notley 25–26, 49–50, 53, 111–12, 193, 328–29, 1225–26; Panda 1282; Schweitzer 53–54, 112, 299, 676, 1226, 1307, 2330; Sweet 54, 2478, 2796
2017 leadership contest, RCMP investigation, Speaker's ruling on debate ... Speaker, The 25–26
2017 leadership contest investigations, special prosecutor appointment ... Eggen 1392; Ganley 275, 299, 606, 1307, 2340; Hoffman 1281; Kenney 26, 50, 193; Nixon, Jason 1281; Notley 26, 49–50, 53, 133, 193, 1225–26; Schmidt 182; Schweitzer 53–54, 299, 606, 1226, 1307, 2340
2017 leadership contest investigations, special prosecutor appointment, request for emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (not proceeded with) ... Ganley 60–61; Nixon, Jason 61–62; Speaker, The 62
2018 convention resolutions ... Carson 1490–91; Hoffman 1614
2019 convention, protestor conduct, members' statements ... Schow 2663
2019 convention, resolution on candidate nomination and leadership campaign processes ... Nixon, Jason 2795–96; Sweet 2795
2019 convention, resolution on education voucher system ... Hoffman 2794; Schulte 2794
2019 convention resolution on education voucher system ... Hoffman 2659; Nixon, Jason 2660
2019 convention resolution on education voucher system, Speaker's rulings on debate ... Speaker, The 2660

United Conservative Party (continued)
2019 convention resolution on educational curricula ... Hoffman 2660; Nixon, Jason 2660
2019 convention resolution on educational curricula, Speaker's rulings on debate ... Speaker, The 2660
2019 election platform (Alberta Strong and Free) ... Aheer 415; Bilous 423, 653, 1593, 1595, 1597, 2399, 2447–48; Carson 569, 1064, 2428; Ceci 550, 2202; Copping 379, 1417; Deol 1504; Eggan 575; Ellis 574–75, 969; Ganley 1016, 1185, 1380–81, 2583–84; Getson 2291; Glasgo 2211; Glubish 1406–7; Gottfried 1671–72; Gray 860; Hoffman 870, 882, 1008–9; 2211; Hunter 566, 2427–28; Irwin 2444; Kenney 338, 1328, 1366, 1591; Loewen 136–37, 1671; Madu 441; Mclver 105–6, 1597–98; Nixon, Jason 461–62, 669–70, 866, 1009, 2173; Notley 458, 575–77, 579, 669–70, 1184, 1366, 1405, 1413–14, 1492, 1866, 2164–65, 2171–72; Pancholi 107, 513, 871, 2285–86; Phillips 558; Renaud 907, 1028, 2292; Rosin 798; Sabir 436, 2600; Schmidt 368, 470; Schow 1151, 2283; Shepherd 82, 2565–67, 2580; Sigurdson, L. 941–42, 1381–83; Toews 1017, 1866
2019 election platform (Alberta Strong and Free), priority 1, getting Albertans back to work ... Toews 2010
2019 election platform (Alberta Strong and Free), priority 3, standing up for Albertans ... Toews 2013
Fundraising advertisement use of ministers’ titles ... Nixon, Jason 1085–86; Sweet 1085–86
Fundraising advertisement use of ministers’ titles, point of clarification on Speaker’s remarks ... Speaker, The 1090; Sweet 1089–90
Fundraising breakfast ... Bilous 1970–71; Hoffman 1842; Kenney 1842, 1971
Fundraising letter signed by Premier ... Nixon, Jason 29; Sweet 29
Membership ... Irwin 806; Nixon, Jason 806; Renaud 355
Merger of Progressive Conservative Party and Wildrose Party ... Nixon, Jason 957; Sweet 955
Political fund raising permissible under act ... Pancholi 2286

United Conservative Party caucus
See Government caucus

United Food and Commercial Workers union
Former president See O'Halloran, Doug

United Nations awareness days
See International Day for the Elimination of Sexual Violence in Conflict; International Day for the Eradication of Poverty; International Day of the Girl

United Nations convention on the rights of the child
Article 19, protection from harm ... Smith 1884

United Nations declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples
Implementation ... Feehan 30, 166–67, 1712–13; Kenney 194; Mclver 167; Notley 194; Sabir 1687; Wilson 30

United Nations universal declaration of human rights
Article 23, worker rights ... Dach 2557–58
Article 23(4), right to form and to join trade unions ... Dach 2558; Sabir 950, 1054
Article 26(3), right to choice in education ... Kenney 981–82; Sabir 1054
United Nurses of Alberta
AHS letter on initiatives under consideration  See Alberta Health Services (authority); November 29, 2019, letter to UNA on initiatives under consideration
Collective agreements, 2017-2020 ... Goehring 886
Contract negotiations, laws and legislation  See Public Sector Wage Arbitration Deferral Act (Bill 9)
Director of labour relations’ remarks on Bill 9 ... Irwin 941
President ... Hoffman 1008; Irwin 1056
President’s remarks on Bill 9 ... Irwin 940–41

Universities
See Postsecondary educational institutions

University of Alberta
Augusiana campus ... Lovely 76
Instructor’s denial of Holodomor ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 2653–54
President’s remarks on postsecondary funding ... Eggen 2115–16; Nicolaides 2115–16
Student residence fees ... Eggen 2658; Nicolaides 2658

University of Alberta. Faculty of Law
Enrolment  See Lawyers: Increase in number of articling students

University of Calgary
Dinos football team, Vanier Cup champions, members’ statements ... Nixon, Jeremy 2540
 Layoffs ... Eggen 2332–33, 2378; Nicolaides 2333; Notley 2482; Pancholi 2375; Schmidt 2376, 2515–16; Toews 2482
Tuition increase ... Eggen 2658; Nicolaides 2658

University of Calgary. Faculty of Law
Enrolment  See Lawyers: Increase in number of articling students

University of Calgary faculty association
See Faculty Association of the University of Calgary

University of Chicago
Statement on freedom of speech  See Postsecondary educational institutions: University of Chicago
statement on freedom of speech implementation

University of Lethbridge
AUPE collective agreement 2017-2020 ... Ceci 936; Goehring 888

Unparliamentary language
See Parliamentary debate: Parliamentary language

Uplands elementary school, Brooks
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 772

Urban affairs ministry
See Ministry of Municipal Affairs

Urban planning
See Municipalities

Urban Society for Aboriginal Youth, Calgary
Funding ... Feehan 2715

User charges
AINP applications  See Alberta immigrant nominee program: Fees
Postsecondary education  See Tuition and fees, postsecondary
Registry charges  See Registry services
Seniors’ housing fees  See Seniors’ housing: User fees

User charges, schools
Laws and legislation  See Education Act (2012, coming-into-force date September 1, 2019): Section 224(1)(f), regulations on school fees

Utilities Consumer Advocate
General remarks ... Dach 635–36

Utilities ministry
See Ministry of Energy

Vail, Rachel
Piggy Bunny (book) ... Hoffman 1450–51

Vaisakhi
General remarks ... Toor 356

Vaping
See Electronic cigarettes

Vegreville (town)
Economic development, members’ statements ... Armstrong-Homeniuk 1163–64
Federal government centre closure  See Immigration, refugee, and citizenship case processing centres: Vegreville centre closure
Supportive living accommodations  See Century Park supportive living facility, Vegreville

Vehicle dealerships
See Motor vehicle sales industry

Vehicle maintenance and repair
See Motor vehicle maintenance and repair industry

Vehicle safety
See Traffic safety

Vehicles, commercial
See Commercial vehicles

Vek Labs, Calgary
See Ministry of Treasury Board and Finance: Sole-source photography and video service contract

Venture capital corporations
Laws and legislation  See Fiscal Measures and Taxation Act, 2019 (Bill 20)

Vermilion-Lloydminster-Wainwright (constituency)
Overview ... Rowswell 310–11

Veterans
Ceremony in honour of indigenous veterans, organizational issues ... Speaker, The 2261
Federal program changes ... Carson 1729–30; Hanson 1743; Pon 1728; Shepherd 1736
Federal programs, advocacy for  See Blaszczyk, Brock (veteran and advocate for veterans’ benefits)

Veterans Day, Aboriginal
See National Aboriginal Veterans Day

Victims of domestic violence
See Domestic violence

Victims of Terrorism, National Day of Remembrance for
See National Day of Remembrance for Victims of Terrorism

Video games industry
Tax credit  See Tax credits: Interactive digital media tax credit (IDMTC)

Vikings in the Streets Festival
Members’ statements ... Lovely 1078–79

Violence, domestic
See Domestic violence
Violent and serious crime
Calgary crimes ... McIver 2472; Sabir 2471–72
Craigmyle incident ... Horner 1772
Rates, northeast Calgary ... Schweitzer 673; Toor 673
Rural crime ... Lovely 2387; Schweitzer 2387

Visitors, introduction of
See Introduction of Visitors (visiting dignitaries)

Voluntary organizations
See Nonprofit organizations

Vote, recorded
See Division (recorded vote) (current session)

Votes and Proceedings
Abstentions not entered into See Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta: SO 32(8), abstentions not entered into Votes and Proceedings

Voting in the Assembly (procedure)
Free votes ... Bilous 287–88; Nixon, Jason 156
Free votes on matters of conscience (Government Motion 9: carried) ... Bilous 1333; Feehan 1338–40; Glasco 1333–34; Hoffman 1336–37; Kenney 1337–38; Nixon, Jason 1326–28; Notley 1340–41; Schmidt 1341–42; Smith 1334–35; Williams 1336
Free votes on matters of conscience (Government Motion 9: carried), division ... 1342
Free votes on matters of conscience (Government Motion 9: carried), points of order on debate ... Schow 1339; Speaker, The 1339
Free votes on matters of conscience (Government Motion 9: carried), Speaker’s rulings ... Speaker, The 1338
Members’ statements ... Sweet 56–57

Vriend decision
See Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons: Supreme Court decision on rights (Vriend decision)

Vulnerable children’s services
See Child protective services; Child welfare

Vulnerable persons, services for
See Ministry of Community and Social Services

Wages
Differential wages, business administrative overhead ... Copping 597–98; Gray 596–97
Gender equality ... Aheer 801–2, 1703; Copping 28; Gray 28; Irwin 1702–3; Notley 1181; Phillips 802; Toews 801
Income inequality ... Ganley 180; Sigurdson, L. 2109
Minimum wage See Minimum wage
Overtime pay See Employment Standards Code: Sections 21-24, overtime and overtime pay
Training wages ... Renaud 1590; Yao 1610

Waiting lists, surgery
See Surgery procedures: Wait times

Wanhandie, Tom
Members’ statements ... Rehn 1280–81

War room, energy
See Canadian Energy Centre

Warburg schools
See Mother Earth’s Children charter school, Warburg

Waste management
Extended producer responsibility ... Nixon, Jason 2673; Orr 2672–73

Water Act
Project approvals under act ... Phillips 434

Water allocation
Licences, Cochrane ... Guthrie 1229; Nixon, Jason 1229

Water ministry
See Ministry of Environment and Parks

Water quality
Drinking water ... Nixon, Jason 2187; Schmidt 2187
Drinking water, aboriginal community projects ... Aheer 1690; Feehan 1712–13; Rehn 2669–70; Wilson 2669–70
Drinking water in daycares and schools ... LaGrange 2259; Schmidt 2259; Shandro 2259–60
Lead in drinking water, members’ statements ... Schmidt 2384

Water supply
General remarks ... Schmidt 79
Highwood water ... Sigurdson, R.J. 73
Highwood water, members’ statements ... Sigurdson, R.J. 193

Water/waste-water management
Capital plan ... Loyola 198; McIver 198
EPCOR facilities See EPCOR

Weasel Child, Chief Joseph
See Siksika First Nation: Chief Joseph Weasel Child

Weed notices
Appeal process, members’ statements ... Rowswell 2385

Wellness ministry
See Ministry of Health

Wells, Dr. Kris
See Gay-straight alliances in schools: Dr. Kris Wells’ remarks

WESAC
See Westend Seniors Activity Centre, Edmonton

West country
See Bighorn backcountry

West Country Centre, Sundre
Carbon levy costs ... Nixon, Jason 86
Carbon levy costs, former Premier’s staff members’ remarks ... Kenney 247; Nixon, Jason 337; Notley 329

West Springs school, Calgary
Alberta schools alternative procurement (ASAP) public-private partnership (P3) contractors, funding from supplementary supply ... Toews 771

West Yellowhead (constituency)
Member’s personal and family history ... Long 402–3
Overview ... Long 403–4

Westend Seniors Activity Centre, Edmonton
Members’ statements ... Carson 1968

Western alienation
See Alberta in Canada

Western Canada high school, Calgary
Wall of fame ... Gottfried 1742
Western Indigenous Pipeline Group
Input on Bill 14 ... *Hunter* 1695; *van Dijken* 1683

Westpark middle school (Red Deer public school district No. 104)
Capital funding from interim supply ... *LaGrange* 924

Wildfire
"Wildfires, Maria Lake (2019)"
Status update ... *Dreessen* 47

Wildfire, McMillan Complex (2019)
Canadian and U.S. volunteer firefighters ... *Rehn* 817
Determination of arson ... *Dreessen* 2008; *Madu* 2009; *Rehn* 2008–9
Evacuations, members’ statements ... *Rehn* 816–17
Evacuee health services, members’ statements ... *Williams* 667
Members’ statements ... *Rehn* 419
Status update ... *Dreessen* 47; *Kenney* 47
Support for evacuees ... *Madu* 2009; *Rehn* 2009

Wildfire prevention and control
Fire bans ... *Dreessen* 364; *Long* 364
Fire-retardant gels ... *Dreessen* 298–99, 2083; *Getson* 298–99, 2082–83
Supplementary supply estimates 2018–2019 ... *Dach* 731–33; *Toews* 701, 732
Wildland firefighter rappel crews program termination ... *Ceci* 2255; *Dach* 2221, 2254; *Dreessen* 2221–22, 2254–55; *Kenney* 2215–16; *Notley* 2215–16
Wildland firefighter rappel crews program termination, points of order on debate ... *Bilous* 2264; *Nixon, Jason* 2225; *Speaker, The* 2225, 2264; *Sweet* 2224–25
Wildland firefighter rappel crews program termination, points of order on debate, remarks withdrawn ... *Savage* 2264; *Speaker, The* 2264

Wildfires
Impact on farmers and ranchers See Agriculture: Wildfire-affected areas
Severity and frequency, relation to climate change ... *Nixon, Jason* 296–97; *Schmidt* 243, 296–97

Wildfires, northern Alberta (2019)
Evacuations ... *Madu* 610–11; *Rehn* 610–11
Federal logistical support ... *Kenney* 292
Ministerial statements ... *Dreessen* 47; *Kenney* 291–92
Ministerial statements, responses ... *Dach* 47–48, 292–93

Wildland firefighter rappel crews program termination *Dach* 2404

Wildfires: Impact on farmers and ranchers See Agriculture: Wildfire-affected areas
Severity and frequency, relation to climate change ... *Nixon, Jason* 296–97; *Schmidt* 243, 296–97

Wind power industry
Alberta projects ... *Getson* 2792; *Savage* 2792

Windsor Park Community League, Edmonton
Solar energy project ... *Sigurdson, L.* 219

Women
Energy industry participation See Energy industries: Women's participation
Government policies impact on, members’ statements ... *Irwin* 2385
Political participation, awareness initiatives See Commonwealth Women Parliamentarians: She Should Run campaign, members’ statements
Political participation, Members’ statements ... *Glasgo* 2111–12

Women and Girls, National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered
See National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls

Women Building Futures skilled trades program
Funding ... *Armstrong-Homeniuk* 1796; *Nicolaides* 1796; *Toews* 2011
General remarks ... *Yao* 2618

Women employees
STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) sector ... *Allard* 1644
Women’s shelters
Spaces ... Aheer 2794; Irwin 2794
Women’s History Month
General remarks ... Allard 1644
Women’s status ministry
See Ministry of Culture, Multiculturalism and Status of Women
Woodall, Constable Daniel (Edmonton police officer killed on duty)
Members’ statements ... Rutherford 1224
Woodhaven school (Parkland school division No. 70)
Preservation-modernization project, funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925
Wood’s Homes, Calgary (child mental health services provider)
Provincial contract cancellation ... Notley 2216; Schulz 2216
Work Safe Alberta
See Workplace health and safety
Workers’ compensation
Client complaints ... Reid 2490; Schmidt 210
Farm and ranch worker coverage ... Copping 608, 804; Dreeshen 1873; Orr 1873; Rowswell 608, 804
Farm and ranch worker coverage, removal of mandatory requirement, laws and legislation See Farm Freedom and Safety Act, 2019 (Bill 26): Section 1(3), insurance re farming and ranching workers Review ... Gray 2492
Workers’ Compensation Act
Amendments, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Workers’ Compensation (Enforcement of Decisions) Amendment Act, 2019 (Bill 206)
First reading ... Reid 2262
Private Bills and Private Members’ Public Bills Committee final report with recommendation that bill proceed (concurred in) ... Ellis 2393–94
Second reading ... Gray 2492; Irwin 2493; Neufeld 2492–93; Nielsen 2490–91; Reid 2489–90; Renaud 2494–95; Rowswell 2491
Committee ... Pancholi 2495–96
Labour and Immigration ministry technical briefing ... Pancholi 2495
Workers’ Compensation Board
Investment management by AIMCo ... Nixon, Jason 2449; Schow 2349, 2452; Toews 2341
Investment management by AIMCo, laws and legislation See Reform of Agencies, Boards and Commissions and Government Enterprises Act, 2019 (Bill 22)
Workforce planning
See Labour force planning
Workforce strategies ministry
See Ministry of Labour and Immigration
Workforce transition program, coal
See Coal workforce transition program
Working poor
See Children and poverty
Workplace conditions
See Employment standards
Workplace health and safety
Farms and ranches See Farm and ranch safety
Legislative and regulatory provisions ... Dach 636
Safety briefings ... Copping 384, 386; Goodridge 386
World Elder Abuse Awareness Day
Members’ statements ... Nixon, Jeremy 797
World Refugee Day
Members’ statements ... Yaseen 1078
World War I commemorations
See Remembrance Day
World War II
D-Day 75th anniversary ... Ceci 549; Dach 587–88; Goehringer 566–67; Schmidt 540; Speaker, The 568
D-Day 75th anniversary, ministerial statements ... Kenney 582
D-Day 75th anniversary, ministerial statements, responses ... Goehringer 582
Italian Campaign 75th anniversary ... Rutherford 2181
Wye school (Elk Island public schools regional division No. 14)
Capital funding from interim supply ... LaGrange 925
Wyli, Doug, office of
See Auditor General’s office
Yellowhead Tribal Development Foundation
Solar energy project ... Sigurdson, L. 219
YESS
See Youth Empowerment & Support Services
Yom Kippur (Jewish observance)
Members’ statements ... Deol 1697; Issik 1644
Youth advocate’s office
See Child and Youth Advocate’s office
Youth at risk
Support and financial assistance agreements for transition from child protective services, eligibility criteria change ... Kenney 2184; Notley 2129, 2184; Pancholi 2131, 2215, 2218, 2483–84; Sawhney 2185; Schulz 2129, 2131, 2218, 2484; Sigurdson, L. 2185
Support and financial assistance agreements for transition from child protective services, eligibility criteria change, request for emergency debate under Standing Order 30 (not proceeded with) ... Nixon, Jason 2139; Speaker, The 2139; Sweet 2138–39
Youth employment
Employment rate ... Copping 605–6; Horner 605
Employment rate, recent postsecondary graduates ... Egggen 668; Nicolaides 672; Stephan 672
Youth Empowerment & Support Services
General remarks ... Dach 720–21
Youth services ministry
See Ministry of Children’s Services; Ministry of Community and Social Services
Youth wage proposal
See Minimum wage
YTDF
See Yellowhead Tribal Development Foundation
YWCA Calgary hub facility
Federal-provincial capital funding ... Bilous 771; Toews 771, 775
Zebra mussels
See Introduced organisms: Invasive aquatic species
Zwozdesky, Gene (former Speaker)
See Members of the Legislative Assembly: Former Speaker Gene Zwozdesky